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CHAPTER I

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCKS

Introduction

Physical (intrinsic) and mechanical (response) properties of rock
may be measured in several different-ways and experimentally determined
values of mechanical properties often depend upon the method of measure-,
ment. Engineering design requires a relatively accurate evaluation of
characteristics which affect the behavior of rock in a particular environ-
ment. In its response to nuclear blasts rock reaction is of interest
from the zero point out to distances where stresses, accelerations, etc.,
become subcritical as far as damage to underground openings is concerned.
Thus, the melting point under intense shock, strength, elastic parameters,
visco-elastic characteristics, wave propagation capabilities and related
properties are of vital interest. Some properties can be measured both
in the field and in the laboratory, Dynamic moduli may approximate
statically measured ones, or may differ by more than 100 percent.
Methods of measurement and available data from all types of tests are
included in Chapter I and Appendices. Correlation studies of measured
properties are proving fruitful in static design applications. Although
only few quantitative engineering criteria have been established, rapid
initial advances have been made for static design purposes. Applications
for resistance to dynamic loads are much less completely developed. The
greatest need for research is in the evaluation of effective properties
which will define the response of the rock to imposed loads.

The properties of rock and soil have been the subject of intense
research and considerable controversy within recent years, and like soil
mechanics, the field of rock mechanics is unique in that it deals with
materials which must be used for construction purposes in the state in
which they occur in nature. A detailed knowledge of the physical and
mechanical characteristics of the rock at the site of underground open-
ings is a necessity if the construction and utflization of the fnstl.lla-
tion are to be made with efficiency and security. The design of an
underground structure requires knowledge of load distributions and
reactions of the inter-dosal rock to these loads. The properties of the
rock are prime factors in engineering design in both surface and under-
ground structures. Those which are of greatest interest in the problem
of static support of super-incumbent rock are ultimate strength, density,
permeability, and elastic and visco-elastic moduli. The physical prop-
erties of rock which determine response of underground structures to
dynamic loadings have not been clearly defined but could reasonably be
assumed to include all of the properties mentioned above.

Of the characteristics which are important, density and permeability
are recognized as being relatively independent of the size of sample
chosen and results obtained may be applied to in situ as well, as labora
tory investigationb. This is not the case of ultimate strength, elastic
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or v•sco-elastic m-odul., In addition, these physical properties are
strongly dependent upon the type of test employed as well as the time
scale of the test. Since underground excavation operations are con-
cerned with the reaction of rock masses to forces which range in time
duration from a few micro-seconds in the case of blasting operations
to a period of years in the case of underground opening utilization,
it is apparent that time dependency of mechanical properties must
also be considered.

1
Nadai has classified solid materials as being either (1) elastic

(2) viscous or (3) plastic when subject to deforming loads. More
recently, a rheologic explanation of behavior has been applied to
materials originally considered elastic. The principle of materials
exhibiting time dependent behavior is characterized by Eirich's 2 state-
ment, "Real materials exhibit a whole spectrum of behavior from depend-
ence of the forces on the speed of deformation only shown by liquids,
to the practical independence on speed of deformation and dependence
on the extent of deformation only, of the ideally elastic bodies. Any
materials may be caused to flow., i.e., become fluid, by varying tem-
perature and force field." There seems little doubt that a particular
rock may fall into several of the categories described by Nadai and
Eirich depending upon the load configuration, magnitude, rate of load-
ing and the duration of the load.

Rock is, in general, a non-homogeneous, anisotropic, discontinuous
medium. The degree of departure from an ideal medium depends upon the
rock type, composition, depth, conditions of deposition, etc. The rock
may range from a practically ideal salt to an extremely anisotropic
conglomerate. Spaulding 3 suggests that rock properties are a function
of depth, at depth the rock becoming more compact, denser, and generally
harder and heavier, while the number of open pores and cavities decreases.

The fact that rock is generally not homogeneous has resulted in
considerable discussion of the validity of application of test results
from laboratory samples to field conditions. Spaulding 3 states "the
determination of the elastic constants and other physical properties
of rock by tests on small specimens will necessarily gi!,e very in-
accurate results. The selection of a specimen which will be truly
representative of the rock i1 an almost impossible task; the piece
chosen will usually be more homogeneous than the average rock which is
sure to have a number of weaknesses in it."

4
Isaacson has stated quite aptly that conclusions of a static

pressure behavior based on conditions of pure elasticity should be
accepted with greaL caution if falling into gross error is to be avoided.
Although many rocks exhibit a pronounced elastic phase over a limited
pressure range, some local volumes of the rock mass may be stressed
beyond the elastic limit and a plastic phase may occur before the ulti-
mate point of failure is reached. A further modification of the elastic
theory, Isaacson states, is required as a consequence of the anisotropic
natuxe of some rocks. For example, schists and shales are anisotropic
in that the elastic constants may differ according to the coordinate
direction considered.
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Rock Prop~erties

* Classification of Rock Properties.

For most purposes rock characteristics miay be considered as follows:

1. Petrographic Properties

II. Elastic Properties - (static and dynamic)

A. Young's Modulus
B. Modulus of Rigidity
C. Poisson's Ratio

III. Strength of Rock

A. Tensile SLrength and
Modulus of Rupture

B. Compressive Strength
C. Shear Strength1

IV. Hlardness and S-iii-ilar Properties

A. Scioroseope Hardness
B. Abrasive Hardness
C. Mob's Hardness
D. Impact Toughness

V. VolumetriC Properties

A. ApparentL Porosity
B. ApparentL Spec ific Gravity

VI. Other Properties

A. Fatigue
J5. Creep - Viscosity of Plasticity
C The rnila Expansion
D, Comipress ibi li~Ly
E. Grano 1 or Str:uc~ture and St~rength

viI. Behavior of Rocks Under High Confining Pressures

ViII. Fundamental i ~rrength of Rock

Ix. Miscellanieou6

A. Drilling Charac ter is tics of Rock
B. Blast~ing ChuaracLeritsties of Rock
C. Othur - ArtifiLial Weathering

Emphasis is placed onl those i)ropert iv., which are directly pert-inent-
to the Subject of thi, rt-port
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Petrofabric,

One primary difference in rockp andesgils is the degree of
cementation, An illustrative-study of rock fabric in its relation to
physical properties was published by the Bureau of Reclamation 5 . Other
detailed descriptions of special rock types found on the Nevada Test
8Sie a-re given in Reference 6. Just as is the case with metals, the
grain size and structure of rocks are determining factors in their prop-
erties. Rock specimens tested by the Bureau of Reclamation are first
classed according to their genetic origin, i.e., whether they are
igneous, sedimentary or metamorphic (Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3), and are
examined under the petrographic microscope. Further subdivisions are
according to compressive strength in descending order. Careful evalua-
tion is made of spacing, continuity and orientation of structural planes
such as stratification, jointing, fracture or schistosity. The group-
ing of rock types according to strength is based on the detailed micro-
scopic examination of sections which are usually taken from the ends
of the test specimens. Observed features include size, shape, packing
and orientation of the constituent grains; mineralogic composition;
degree of cementation; articulation of grain boundaries; degree of alter-
ation; identity and description of alteration products; development and
description of seams, fractures and other discontinuities; and the kind
and amount of seam and fracture fillings.

The petrographic analysis represents a qualitative method of evalua-
ting some of the important characteristics of rock materials, as well as
providing a comprehensive classification and description of the rock. It
further serves as a guide for correlation of strength and elastic proper-
ties, although the latter cannot be predicted from a petrofabric descrip-
tion. Results of numerous laboratory tests (Appendix I-B) show that
rocks with almost identical geological classification vary widely in
their physical properties. Therefore, to be accurate and realistic,
engineering designs should be based on measured physical properties of
rocks, or estimated by comparison with a petrographically similar rock
whose optical characteristics correlate.

Elastic Properties.

7
Birch states that the elastic properties of rocks differ somewhat

from those of metals. It has been found that the elastic constants of
structural metals are nearly independent of the magnitude of stress within
the stress range which is employed in engineering structures. However, A
number of investigations have shown that the elastic "constants" of rocks
are dependent upon the magnitude of stress in the stress range involved.
This is particularly true at low stresses where the relation between unit
strain and unit stress is often not linear. For example, the effective
Young's Modulus, if defined for small displacements about the equilibrium
displacement correspornding to zero or equilibrium stress, often increases
or decreases with increase in stress, sometimes by large factors. The
other elastic constants vary in a similar manner. This type of behavior
has been attributed to the initial porosity of most rocks. If a rock
is tested in compression by the static method, the pore spaces are at
least partially closed by the initial compression and the initial strain.
In the dynamic method of testing the pore spaces and heterogeneity of
rncks q1rn rause deviations from the assumed behavior of an ideal specimen.
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TABLE~ 1. 3
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Thus, somie calculated values of PQlsiQtt 's ratio may turn out to he
7 I negative when calculated from dynamically determined elastic moduli..

Certain sedimentai-y rocks may show discrepancies due to processes in-
volved in theair deposition, Thus, all elastic constants should be
employed only with the knowledge of how they were determined and what
they really represent.

YoUngý1'S ModUlus of Elasticity. Young's modulus of elasticity is
defined as stress divided by the strain for any given elastic substance
under stress. For many mietals and other materials this relationship is
considered to be constant up to the yield point as in mild steel, for
example. Similarly, Poisson's ratio and the modulus of rigidity are
assumed to be constant: over a given range of stress. For manly rocks,
however, these values are RIot constant aver the "elastic range",

If dynamic ;pcc~iwn,5 Lire vibrated unstressed, the resulting value
ofYoung's wnoda as is thi tanigetL Vatlue at zero load, Secant values and
average Va1Lue9 ore suivct imesi employed.

Various types of stress-strain curves, concave downward, concave
upward and st:raight linie have beeni obtained from static tests for different
rocks. The flat initial portion of the curve for some sandstones is most
likely due Luon mii hiLi a st ai.o of compression which involves little
elastic strafin hut consists, largely of forcing grains closer together
and partially I i[Ling the voids in thle rock. The flattening of some
curves in their uipper port ion might be due to a failure of some of thle
weaker co1Sti taro'tS sOf tHIV inck.

Modulus oi Ri.jdJ_, Li.. If a smiall. block of elastic material is acted
upon by two Ilon1-Co]iiiear forces (couple) a shearing stress is produced
and thle body is tieformcd The modulus of rig idity is deftiied as the
shearing 8t~ress divided by thle deformation. It canl also be shown that
the three elasth. conistants E, G and V (Poisson's ratio) are related by
the folltowing (2qiiUitAion

2 (1 E+ v)

Thle th j id eon -k I nt aJ1 biaIwy e cal cua I td if the other Lwo are known.
Poisson's rait) i os al p~ure i wisher and E and C are in lb/ in2 in the English
system of units

The2 rig idtit y ol lru1( kS a tI unction Of the confining pressure (the
preIsIsore, ar'ound t he ro k o ther tLhan the de forming force), Very large
changes in r igiditv are observed in miany rocks upon Llhe applicat ion of
thle first few hundi-,k atm l-ike lperes Of con1fining pressu re. Where such
prossures are, yery high t he changeL of rigidity with prersiure hccomes
nearly 1inear and siia I br

Rigid ttv might he deiimed as the ability of solid miatter to
offer in1stantaneous recSistanCe to deformation. If the modulus of rigi-
dity cani be taken as a measure of this property, then sandstone has a
low rigidity, while: that of I hileSLtune, granILie, Marble, slate, and
greetistonle vat y Increons ingly in the order uI,nlied. If a rock were perfectly
rigid , its :r.hapc would, milan~~chlanged ti. itatter what- the magnitlude at
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length -.duration of the applied stress. isngle crystal, rigidity
is largely determined by the• arrangmnt of the atoms (and related factors),
with interatomic forces holding them in equilibrium. Most rocks, however,
are maoses of various size crystals and grains, so stresses and deforna-S•ton are conzerned with intercrystalline bonds a~s well.

The dynamic modulus of rigidity may be determined with ease by a

laboratory method. The fundamental frequency of torsional vibration
of a cylindrical specimen is measured. The torsional velocity of sound
and dynamic rigidity modulus of the specimen is then calculated from
appropriate equations.

8In Situ Moduli Tests. Nicholls has reported a new technique
in the determination of elastic constants of rock in situ. Longitudinal
and shear waves were generated in rock by small explosive charges in
shallow drill holes. Accelerometers and strain gages were employed
to measure arrival time for both waves. From wave velocities and meas-
ured density, Poisson's ratio, modulus of elasticity, modulus of rigidity,
Lame's constant and the bulk modulus were calculated. The same types of
waves and values of elastic constants were determined by laboratory
methods and the results compared (Table 1.4).

The equations employed to calculate the elastic constants from field
studies are as follows:

1

2 v) 1
= Poisson's Ratio (1.2)

2 F- 4

E = pV5•s 77 B Young's Modulus (1.3)

G = pV = Modulus of rigidity (1.4)

XVs PV- 22 - Lame's constant (1.5)

k pV P ) 1 = bulk modulus (1.6)
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where

! IP = density

Vp = longitudinal velocity

V= shear velocity

The calculations from field data are primarily from the ratio of
longitudinal and shear velocities. The field studies gave higher values
for E than laboratory tests and more .."'.aonable vilues for Poisson's
ratio.

Comparison of Static and Dynamic Measurements. Since laboratory
dynamic determination of Young's modulus usually involves low stresses,
a comparison of static and dynamic values of Young's modulus is meaning-
ful only if the values of the static Young's modulus are taken at com-
parable stress levels, i.e.., using initial or zero stress tangent moduldut.

It has been found that values obtained by static techniques are
lower than those obtained by dynamic methods, the difference in the con-

stants so determined varying from 0 to 300 percent. The difference has
been explained9 ,10 as being due to the presence of fractures, ct,ýks or
cavities, with the static yielding being increased by deformation of
cracks and cavities and the dynamic measurements being less influenced.
A stress wave is transmitted by the matrix of rock, and high frequency
components are reflected and refracted from the crevices and cavities.
The greater the degree of compactness of the rock, the more nearly static
and dynamic constants may agree, as illustrated by the following:

Young's modulus Poisson's ratio

Static Dynamic Static Dynamic

(dynes/cmp)
Quincy granite 3.5 x 1011 4.3 x 1011 0.10 0.33

Sudbury norite 8.3b x 1011 8.82 x 1011 0.22 0.27

The higher value of Young's modulus and the closer agreement of the
static and dynamic values indicate that Sudbury norite is more compact
than the Quincy granite.

The Bureau of Reclamation11 investigated the difference between
dynamic and static moduli of the Davis Dam foundation rock and their
results agree with the conclusions of Zisman and Ide.9'l0 The mean va]tin
of Young's modulus in dynamic measurements was tound to be 1,000,000 pal
and that in static measurements was 50,000 psi. A longitudinal pulse
transmitted across water-filled gaps in concrete or across a crushed
concrete specimen showed little attenuation of velocity. Dynamic measure-
ments could therefore indicate a fictitiously high value of modulus for
rock or concrete that was completely fractured. Similar results were
obtained by Dvorak12 for a medium under pressure, but differences did
not exceed 50 percent because fractures were partially closed by pressure
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.he ratio of the dynamic to static moduli varies betwgen ý.85 and
2,9, based on data determined by the Bureau of Reclomatign 1 (Table
1.5). (The description of the rocks investigated and the value of
Y•ng's modulus and Poisson's ratio for static and dynamic tests (Tables
1,1 - 1,3) does not detail such factors as open fractures, porosity,
alteration, or boundaries between crystals). The discrepancy between
static and dynamic values is less for rocks which have a larger elastic
modulus. It should be emphasized that equations relating velocity to
Young's modulus are based upon the ideal assumptions that rocks are
homogeneous and isotropic.

The variation of values of dynamic constants is dependent on fre-
quency in a range from 40 to 140 cpsa 5 for different rocks (Figure 1.1).
Test results indicate that the higher the frequency, the higher Young's
modulus, with values being from 2.1 - 2.6 percent higher for the various
rocks tested. For higher frequencies Birch and Bancroft1 6 found that in
the frequency range 140 - 4500 cps the variation is less than 1 percent,
and the increase of Young's modulus does not exceed 4 percent.

Specific Damping Capacity. This factor is a measure of the vibra-
tional energy absorbed by the rock and may be considered to be a measure
of the internal friction. It is determined by the "sharpness" of reso-
nance that is evident when a specimen is vibrated through a range of
frequencies centered on the fundamental longitudinal resonant frequency.
(See U.S. Bureau of Mines R.I. 3891 for mathematical expressions). For
damping of the dry type (coulomb damping), the damping is commonly
assumed to be independent of the velocity and thus independent of the
frequency. The specific damping capacity is somewhat sensitive to mois-
ture content.

Rock Strength.

Tensile Strength. The strength of rock in tension is one of its
most important engineering properties, because a large portion of rock
structure failures are due to failure in tension. The blasting action
of conventional explosives on rock depends largely upon the rock's Lenile
strength as well as other physical properties. Rocks are much weaker in
tension than in shear or compression.

Modulus of Rupture. The modulus of rupture has the unit- of stress,
and is computed from the flexure formula a . Mc. Where a is th? stress,

I
M the bending moment at failure, c the distance from the ncutral axis
and I the moment of inertia of the cross-section. Tests are performed
on laboratory-size rock specimens.

Test values obtained by this method are higher than those obtained
by a tensile strength test, possibly due to the small area of the speci-
men under tension in the rupture test. From the formula it can be seen
that the modulus is proportional to the load the specimen will support.
Flexure strengths of rocks so tested vary from 500 to BOOO lb./in2 which
values are roughly one-tenth to one-twentieth their compressive strengths,
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TABLE 1.513

ROCK NAME YOUNG'S MODULUS RATIO

Chalcedonic limestone 0.85

Limestone I -. 06

Oolitic limestone L1 I_1.18

Quartzose shale 1.33

Monzonite porphyry _._, 1.36

Quartz diorlite 1.i t,42

Styloliti limestone 1.46

Biotite schist -- 1.48

Limestone I .70

Limestone _ _1.86

Siltstans 2.05

Subgraywacke 2.11

Sericite schlst 2.36

Subgroywacke 2.37

Quartzoee phyllite 2.45

Calcareous shale _ _ -_ _ 2.56

Subgroywacke 2.57

Granite (slightly altered) 2.75

Grophitic phyllite 2.78

Subgroywacke 2.90

Static Young's modulus

Dynamic Young's modulus
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Compressve strength. Limestones and sandstones are weak in compres-
sion, and granite, marble, slate, and greenstone exhibit -greater strength.
Some are stronger parallel to the bedding and others perpendicular to the

bedding.

Where a test specimen is subject to a compressive unidirectional
load, a study of Mohr's circle for stress distribution shows that a shear
stress exists at an angle to the direction of loading. Thus it is possible
for the specimen to fail in shear. The only case where pure compression
exists is where the specimen is subject to equal pressure (hydraulic) in
all directions. Failure in this case could only occur due to compression
of pore space with resultant fracture of grains and movement along grain
or crystal boundaries.

Shear strength. There appear to be few data available relative to
the shear strength of rocks and no accepted tests to determine this
property. However, rocks subject to load are seldom free from shear
stresses, and if weak in shear, stress caused by a compressive load may
cause them to fail due to induced stresses along shear planes, the nngJe
of failure depending upon confinement.

Hardness of Rocks.

Various concepts of hardness do not lend themselves to exact: defini-
tions in usuil phy04ical units. The hardness scale (Mob's) employed in
mineralogy is based upon the ability of one substance to scratch another.
This familiar scale of hardness gives t:alc a hardness of I and diamond a
hardness of 10, the difference in hardness between 9 and 10 being much
greater than that between i and 9. Relatively homogeneous substances
such as metals arc ,,mh easier to classify as to their hardness than
rocks. The majority of rocks is heterogeneous in character and, hencu,
a type ot integrate.d or ,vurage hardness over a representative surfacc
is usually determined.

Scleroscope Hardness. A Shore Scleroscope indicates the Scleroscope
hardness of a substance by the height (or an arbitrary scale of 0 to 120
divisions) of rebound of a diamond pointed (pin-point - 0.03 in.*2) hammer
which is dropped vurtically on the test surface. The impact of the point
may produce some crushing of a microscopic nature, but this may be neg'ieC-
ted for practical purposes.

Basically, the scleroscope reading is a measure of an elastic pro-
perty of the material being tested. That is, the distance of rebound
of the haimmer delpends upon the coefficients of restit'utinn of lh, di alimnd
point and the rock. If tihe rock crushes, this decreases the rebound
energy and the consequent height of rebound by an amount equal to the
crushing energy and the energy otherwise absorbed by the rock and the
i ns t r ume n t.

The direct application of scleroscope readings to the engineering
design of underground openings is not clearly defined, as is the case
with nilny of tH- ,thor physical properties of rock. However, it i- at
least superficially a mcasure of the response of rock to an impact load
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of a given type and as such might be employed as a guide to the manner
in which rock& will behave when subjected to the repeated impact of
shock waves from explosions in drill round.

Abrasive Hardness, This test employs a rotating abrasive wheel or
plate against which specimens are held. The specimens are abraded for
a given number of revolutions and the weight of material lost is a
measure of the abrasive hardness.

Impact Toughness. This method involves determining the impact
toughness of a rock by dropping a weight from successively greater
heights until such a height is reached that the specimen is fractured.
Impact toughness may be related to compressive strength, but seems to
be affected to a greater extent by foliation weakness. Inasmuch as
axial compressive stresses are accompanied by shear stresses, the impact
toughness would be affected by shear strength as well. The ability of
the rock to absorb or dissipate impact energy must also be considered.

Ball Mill Grindability, Although the procedure for this test is
prescribed in certain standardized tests, it is not considered an essen-
tial part of the program of study of underground structures. A crushed
specimen of a givun size range of particles is placed in a ball mill
and the reduction in size of particles for a given number of revol.u-
tions of the mill is interpreted in terms of a grindability index.

Volumetric Properties.

Apparent Porosity. This characteristic is defined as the ratio of
the volume of open pore space in the specimen to the exterior volume.
It is obtained by measuring the difference in weight of a rock which is
dessicator dried and then water saturated. The porosity of a rock so
determined is also an indication of its granular structure,

All rocks which are composed of crystals have measurable amounts of
porosity, and these pore spaces, both open and closed, are the cause of
many difficulties involved in the measurement of the elastic properties
of rock. The pore spaces are made up largely of irregular thin cracks
separating the crystal grains. Granites, gabbros, and other igneous
rocks exhibit rather low porosities, granites, having porosities which
average about. I percent Gabbros ordinarily have a porosity whose order
of magnitude is about 0.1 percent of the volu e. Sandstones and L hie-
stones possess much higher porosities, depending upon their particular
physical characteristics such as grain size, cementing material, etc.
It is the porosity of some I imestones plus their chemdcal nature that
makes them amenable to mineral. ization or replacement.

Porosity at rela [vly low Cu ofining pressures has at least two
effects which contribute to the anomalous elastic behavior of rock:
(1) Complicated stress conditions are created due to the existence of
discontinuities caused by crystal boundaries and spaces between crystals,
and (2) a looseness of structure which may be caused by crystalline coln-
position or granular structure.
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Apgair.rnt Sgeific•Gravity. This property is determined by the stan-
dard method of dividing the weight of a rock by the weight of an eqyai
Volume of water. The term "apparent specific gravity" is used because
water canuot .penetrate the closed pore spaces inside of the rock, and,
hence, the specific gravity measured by water displacement methods in-i eludes the effect of internal pore spaces as well as that of the con-
4t ituent minerals.

S~Other Properties.

Fatigue. Repeated stresses in a rock structure may cause it to fail
through fatigue failure, even though the stresses are well below the ulti-
mate strength. It is a well known fact that metals may resist a steady
load of considerable magnitude without rupture, but fail when this stress
is repeated many times. During the thousands of years which have elapsed
since the original formation of rock structures they have been subjected
to repeated stresses of different types and magnitudes but their time
distribution is of such a character that the rocks had time to relieve
themselves of one stress before another was applied. In this case plas-
tic or viscous flow usually would take place. However, Philips 1 7 conducted
a test on marble which illustrates the response of rock to repeated load-
ings and a final sustained load to failure, i.e., a type of fatigue failure.

Creep. Griggs18 performed a series of experiments on rocks to deter-
mine their creep (visco-elastic) characteristics. Many substances in-
cluding metals, plastics, etc., will yield continuously or creep when
they are subjected to stresses below their elastic limit for a long
period of time. Allowance for this characteristic must be made in some
heavy machinery. While experimentation on rocks has been primarily con-
cerned with the geological behavior of rocks under stress, i.e., the
flow of rocks subject to tectonic forces, the results obtained from
these studies indicate some important facts that are of interest in the
study of rock mine structures,

When rocks are subject to stresses for long periods of time, the
terms "elastic limit," "set point." and "strength" lose their ordinary
meaning because they usually define properties in terms of short period
tests. Creep may be analyzed, according to Griggs, as an aggregate of
two types of flow: (1) "pseudo-viscous flow," which is deformation at
a constant rate, and (2) "elastic flow," which decreases logarithmically
with time.

The data plotted unL logarithmic coordinates for the creep of
Solenhofen limestone under a load of 1400 kg.km2 at 23%C. (normal
strength 2560 kg.km2 ). resulted in a curve whose equation is:

i - (6.10 - 5.20 logl 0 t) 10- (1.7)

where s is the shortening per unit length and t is the time in days.

The same curve plotted on cartesian coordinates shows that the
rock shortens rapidly during the first part of the test period and then
the curve levels off rapidly as time goes on. The time for limestone to
shorten is well wirhim rhi range of time periods over which mine pillars



are required to guppqrt stresses which may be even closer to their ulti-
mat'e strength than the load on the limestone discussed above.

FIaw or crecp of rocks is largely a result of rearrangement of
atoms withln ry-stals (intracrys•tJline slip). For example, evidence
points to the hypothesis that creep in lead is largely due to inter-
granular motion whereas rapid deformation occurs largely by intra-
crystalline slip.

Thermal Expansion of Rock. The thermal expansion of various rocks,
particularly those of a heterogeneous character like granite, which is
composed of a mixture of non-oriented crystals, involves a complex group
behavior. Investigators,19 however, beliave that the tendency of silica
to expand may persist and exhibit itself throughout the variations of
structure and chemical complexity. The coefficients of expansion in
those rocks which contain silicates are considered as being conditioned
by the presence of alumina and silica independent of other variables.
This generalization does not apply to those rocks such as limestone,
travertine, and marble, which do not contain appreciab..e amounts of
silica.

Some rocks show a low rate of expansion for lower temperatures, and
the rate increases as the temperature increases. When specimens are
cooled after heating, their contraction is less than their expansion,
i.e., they show a permanent set. Coefficients of expansion (in Fahren-
heit scale) vary from 0.0000067 for cherts and quartzites to a minimum
of 0.0000022 for diabases, gabbros, and basalts, with an average of
0.0000045 for granites, limestones, sandstones, slates and marbles.

Compressibili-ty. The compressibility of a substance is usually
defined as the relative change in volume per unit change in pressure
referred to an arbitrary initial pressure. This may be represented in
terms of partial difterentials or in terms of finite changes In volume
and pressure,

S. (V 1 (V'-V) I

V Vo (P - P,) K (1.8)

the latter being for small changes and both defined for changes at con-
stant temperature. In these equations B is the compressibility, V the
volume of the sample at pressure P, V0 the volume at an initial pres-
sure, Po, and K is the bulk modulus in the elastic range. It is assumed
that the temperature, chemical composition and physical state of the
sample remain constant and that the pressure is hydrostatic. The unit
pressure commonly employed is the bar. ( I bar = 10c dynes/cm. or
0.987 atmospheres). The units of measurement of compressibility are
the reciprocal of the pressure units employed.

CompressibiLity20 of common minerals is given in Tables 1.6 and
1.7. These values were obtained by means of testing specimens in a
heavy walled cylinder under high pressure. Volume changes were measured
by appropriate electrical devices which were selected for their accuracy.
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TABLE 1.6

COMPRESSIBILITY OF ROCKS

(Hydrostatic pressure. Direct measurem.ent of volume change. Pressure
range, 2,000 to 12,000)

Pressure, 106 .0 ....

Description bars 0 aP

Westerly granite ..................... 2,000 2.12 0.19
Washington granite ..................... 2,000 2.23 0.24
Stone Mountain granite ............... 2,000 2.06 0.17
Sudbury diabase ................. 2,000 1.37 0.11
Palisade diabase ..................... 2,000 1.54 0.2
Maryland ,.iabase ..................... 2,000 1.23 0.16
New Glasgow gabbro ................... 2,000 1.34 0.2
Whin Sill diabase ................. 2,000 1.70 0.3
New Jersey basalt .................... 2,000 2.4 0.4
Balsam Gap dunite .................... 7,000 0.79
Serpentine ............................. 2,000 1.79 0.31
Colorado marble ...................... 7,000 1.37
Obsidian ............................. 2,000 2.82 0.07
Tachylite (basalt glass) .......... 7,000 1.45
(Plate glass) ......................... 2,000 2.22 0.10

TABLE 1.7

COMPRESSIBILITY OF ROCKS

(Hydrostatic pressure. Volume change, determined from change of length)

Pressure, 106 Pressure, 1061
Description bars 3 bars

Quartzite sandstone ................ 300 3.55 600 3.15
Quincy granite (from 235 ft.) ....... 300 3.18 600 2.55
Rockport granite .................... 300 3.39 600 2.71
French Creed norite ................. 300 2.64 600 1.69
Sudbury norite ...................... 300 1.75 600 1.68
Olivine diabase ...................... 300 1.46 600 1.33
Vermont marble ...................... 300 2.09 600 1.53
Limestone ........................... 300 2.60 600 2.40
Solenhofen limestone (not covered).. 6,000 1.39
Dolomitc ............................ 300 1.89 600 1.51
Lipari obsidian ..................... 300 3.01 600 3.01
Lipari obsidian ..................... 5,000 2.7 . .
Ascension Island obsidian ........... 5,000 2.61.
Diabase glass ....................... 5,Oon 1;62
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! It is noteworthy that whereas the concept of compressibility can
be applied to anisotropic materials which are made up of grains or cryo
stals, other purely elastic properties such as rigidity, Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio can be applied with accuracy only to those materials
which are isotropic, or which approach a condition of isotropy such that
elastic conditions may be assumed without any degree of error.

A comparison of the compressibilities of various rocks with those
of the minerals of which the rocks are composed show that the acidic
rocks have much lower compressibilities and in general consist of less
compressible minerals. For pressure above 2000 bars the compressibility
of a rock can 'be calculated with satisfactory accuracy from the indivi-
dual compressibilities of the various minerals, Below this pressure the
agreement between calculated and measured results vary as much as 5
percent. To calculate the compressibility on this basis the volume per-
centage of each mineral is multiplied by its compressibility and the
sum of these products is then the calculated compressibility.

Figure 1.2 shows that at pressures of about 2000 bars the compres-
sibility of various rocks of given types is nearly the same. The width
of the shaded areas between the curves indicates the degree of variation
that might be expected for ordinary rocks within a given class, in this
case granites, gabbros and diabases. Open and closed pore spaces probably
account for the abnormally high compressibility at low pressures. Gabbroic
rocks may have a porosity of about 0.1 percent of the total volume while
that of granitic rocks is notably higher, but seldom exceeds 1,0 percent.

A general criterion seems to be derivable from the initial effect
of pressure on rigidity: A larger initial change in rigidiLty with the
application of pressure is an indication of high porosity.

Granitic rocks may sometimes exhibit anomalous elastic behavior
because (1) they are composed of highly compressible and less compres-
sible mineral grains, which result in a complicated set of stress con-
ditions with respect to individual mineral grains, or (2) they possess
an original looseness of structure which allows the elastic behavior to
becomc simplified only after the application nf sufficient pressure to
make the mineral grains tightly locked together,

Granular structure and strength.

It has been found that gr' a size in metals is very closely related
to the strength of the metal, he decrease in grain size being accompan-
ied by an increase in strength. Also, the addition of :3mall amounts of
carbon to iron forms steel. In tnis case the greater strength of the
steel over the iron is believed to be partly due to the formation of
hard shells around the soft iron crystals. The constituents of igopous
rocks, however, do not form alloys in the st;ne manner that metals d1o.

Consequently, there seems to be only a very limited parallelism between
the properties of rocks and metals.
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Fine grained rocks have been shown to breals under c•pression
with so-called "extensional rupture." According to Rove these rocks
are brittle, competent, strong and have a high crushing strength.
Because of the high reaistaace to compressive stresses, and frequently
low ratio of tensile to crushing strength, these rocks are believed
to conmonly develop tension joints or faults which are characterized by
the development of open spaces. Breakage of coarse grained rock of
low crushing strength and a higher ratio of tensile to shear strength
may result in development of faulting characterized by shear zones and
the development of possible gouge. In a medium grained rock a shattered
condition is postulated by Rove.

The depth of the rocks in the earth's crust plus their physical
character thus have an impor'zant effect upon their perviousness to
solutions, particularly along fault zones. Their physical character
is also a determining factor in their deformation or failure under the
stresses of post-mineral faulting, which is a dominant factor in the
processes which effect the strength of mine structures.

The results of test data accumulated by the U.S. Bureau of Mines
(Appendix I-B) are not conclusive concerning the relation of petrographic
fabric of rocks to their physical properties. For example, only one
quartzite was tested in the groups whose properties have been published.
In this type of rock, not only the grain size but the cementing material
would affect the physical character of the rock. The grain size of the
mineral constituents of various igneous rocks is also a prominent factor
in determining their properties, but the presence of soft minerals or
the effects of alteration are often more important than grain size
and obscure the effects of the latter. Also, the physical properties
of various rocks are particularly sensitive to the percentage composi-
tion of the minerals in the rock. These relations have only been
observed in a qualitative manner, however.

Behavior of Rocks under High Confining Pressures

Quartz and limestone. Experiments which were conducted by Griggs 2 2

and others in which crystals of quartz were subjected to compressive
stresses up to 138,000 atmospheres while the crystal was under a confin-
ing pressure of 20,000 atmospheres did not show that quartz had any
degree of plasticity. (The compressive force which was applied is equi-
valent to pressures that might be encountered at a depth of 280 miles
under the earth's surface). At a high temperature of 400' C. and a
pressure of 4000 atmospheres, quartz showed a tendency to fracture into
needles with definite crystallographic features. Under the highest
confining pressures employed, single crystals of quartz ruptured only
under stresses approaching the extremely high value of 2,000,000 lb. in.2

Figure 1.3 shows how rapidly the strength of quartz increases with
increasing confining pressures. Figure 1.4 shows similar curves for
limestone and marble, whose ultimate strength increased 600 percent when
the rocks were subjected to confining pressures up to 10,000 atmospheres.
It is remarkable that these rocks showed less plastic flow for slowly
applied stresses than for those applied more rapidly, which is an opposite
effect from that postulated by geologists to explain rock flow in the
earth's crust.
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A microscopic study of tho. effects of deformation upon the rock
fabric of marble showed that the deformation seemed to be purely plastic.
Two important observations were that (1) there was no marked hange inVj grain size or shape in the marble, and (2) the crystals of the deformed
marble were highly twined with traces of orientation of the twining.I
Effect of Time on Strength.

Research data indicate that solid relatively homogeneous specimens
of rock under confining pressure which are subjected to stresses below
their "elastic limit" will not fail, no matter how long the force is
applied. Under these conditions the "elastic limit" is a constant inde-
pendent of the length of time of application of the force, but the ulti-
mate strength is found to vary considerably with the duration of the
deforming force, and if any force below a limiting value is applied to
the rock for any definite time the rock will not fail.

Effect of Pressure on Fracture and Flow.

Geologists have long believed that when a rock is deformed under
high confining pressures such as those postulated to exist at depth in
the earth's surface that it will flow. That is, they have made a dis-
tinction between a "zone of fracture" and a deeper "zone of flow", but
laboratory experiments have failed to produce continuous flow under high
confining pressures. Completely reversing predictions, however, lime-
stone at a confining pressure of 10,000 atmospheres behaved as a brittle
substance. No plastic deformation before rupture was measured and the
character of fracture was the same as at atmospheric pressure. This
pressure corresponds roughly to that at 22 miles depth in the earth.
The change in physical character of rock (i.e., stress-strain proper-
ties) with confining pressure is shown in Figure 1.5. The curves for
the tests at low confining pressures (1200 and 4000 atmospheres) are
characteristic of brittle materials. That is, the rocks rupture with-
out deviating from approximately elastic behavior. The curves at high
pressures are characteristic of materials such as some metals, which have
a yield point at ordinary pressures, show a region of plastic deformation,
and some work hardening before they rupture.

Fundamental Strength.

From the previous discussion concerning the properties of rof.k,
iU is evident that no simple equation of state or no single usable stress
equation can be derived which will he ApplicablP to complex geologic
structures which may occur around mine openings. Equations based upon
elastic theory have been applied with success to the relativel 4 id@gl
geologic structures in the oil shale mines at Rifle, Colorado. ' How-
ever simple undisturbed mine structures such as these are unusual. The
effects of bedding planes, joints, faults, cracks, alteration, mtneraliza-
tion, etc., and the resultant heterogeneity of composition and structure,
make practical mathematical analysis of complex structures impossible. The
strength of the component partn of a mine structure, their position
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relative to each other, their size, etc., are all determining factors in
-the strength of the over-all structure.

it has also been emphasized above that the element of time has a
very tmportant uffect upon the react.ion of solid materials to st .

C V4ta-4 strurature, porosity, grain size and oth-er 'small sealB prhystcal-
characteristics further increase the compluxity of evaluating the -S~strength of rock.

While a mathematical evaluation is not in all cases attainable,
Billings 2 6 has suggested a general criterion which is most useful to
both mining engineers and geologists. The fundamental. strength of solid
materials has been defined by him as the stress which a material is able
to withstand, regardless of time, under any given conditions--temperature,
pressure, being subject to solutions--without rupturing or deforming
continuously.

This concept can be easily extended to apply to a mine structure
of any size or complexity, and does not depend upon approximations of
elastic constants or the evaluation of strengths of large-scale mine
structures from specimens of laboratory size. It is obvious from the
outset that the quantitative determination of an exact number which would
represent the fundamental strength of a given mine structure is an im-
possibility. On the other hand, from the mass of geological data usually
available in any mining distr. ct it should be possible to arrive at an
index of fundamental strength o. structures which can be employed as a
reliable guide in fixing the safe size of openings, choosing the proper
excavation method, locating permanent mine openings, etc.

It has been found, for example, that the percentage recovery of
rock core from diamond drill operations is a very good indication of the
strength of the rock structure being drilled. The ability of rock to re-
main as a solid core is dependent largely upon the same characteristics
which make for competent mine structures. These include tensile and
shear strength, and lack of cracks, fissures and other weaknesses.
Other valuable data which may be obtained from core drilling are dis-
cussed by Loofbourow.

2 7

Velocity of Longitudinal Waves in Rocks.

The velocity of longitudinal stress waves in rocks is a function of
several factors: the state of stress, stress level of the wave, water
content, rock porosity, texture, temperature, and direction of propaga-
tion with respect to stratification. Generally, velocities are higher
for rocks which are more dense and compact and aro much lower for tin-

consolidated materials. Average values of velocity for some common rocL
and earth materials are given below and in Table 1.8:13

Compact Less Compact
Rock Av. Value Rock Av. Value

Dunite 7 km/s Limestone 4 km/s
Diabase 6.5 km/s Slate and shale 4 km/s
Gabbro 6.5 km/s Sandstone 3 km/s
Dolomite 5.5 km/s
Granite 5 km/-,
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TABLE 1.8

Vatiatiolt in Velocity with Rock Type13

ROCK NAME VELOCITY - Km/slc
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

i 2 1 2 a I I I I I

Granite 2 2 ii

Gaobro '

DuneI I . 1Dunite

Diabfase

Limestone (30f ) 0 2

2 2

Limestone (hard)
3 3

Limestone (soft 8 hard)

Slate and shale
2 3 13 2

Sandstone
21 12

Gneiss 4--4

a a

Dolomite
32

Salt, carnallite, sylvite
22

Cap rock
2 2

Alluvium
2 2

Alluvium (200Om. deep)
32 32

Clay

Diluvium
2 2

Gypsum and red beds

Loom
2 It

Loess

Marl

Sand , ,
,_____.____,___,.____ ___, II

1 - Ref. 28
2 - Ref. 29
3 - Ref. 30
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Uncansol idated V

All uv ium 1 km/s U,

Lami -1 km/Si
SSand 1 km/s

Loess 0.5 km/s

The longitudinal bar velocity is related to the propagation velocity in
an infinite medium by the equation:

V = Vo 1 - v (1.9)
4 (1 + v) (I 2v)

where V is the velocity in an infinite medium; Vo, the longitudinal bar
velocity; and v, Poisson's ratio.

Method of Measurement. Two methods are commonly employed for lab-
oratory and field determination of velocities; (i) a frequency resonance
method and (2) a pulse technique. In the first, a cylindrical specimen
is vibrated longitudinaily and the velocity calruiated from the measured
fundamental frequency of vibration. In the second, a pulse is sent
through a rock specimen or a rock in situ, and the travel time of the
pulse is measured between two points. (See Appendix I-A.) Various
methods include seismic velocity logging methods using a transmitter capa-
ble of producing discrete sound pulses, laboratory experiments in which
the pulse is provoked by a piezo-electric crystal of quartz or polarized
barium titanate ceramic, and creation of a pulse by impact from a pen-
dulum-type hammer on an end of the specimen. The different pulse methods
may yield different values for the propagation velocity in a given rock,
and no comparison of results or specific advantages appears to have been
made for them.

31323
State of Stress. Laboratory tests by Toucher , Wyllie and others3 2' 3 3

indicate that velocity values under various types of compressive loading
are not significantly different except when the specimen is under uni-
axial pressure and the velocity is measured in a direction perpendicular
to the stress. A sample may be subjected to either a hydrostatic pres-
sure, a triaxial pressure or a uniaxial pressure with the velocity meas-
ured parallel or perpendicular to the higher stress. Velocity values
measured parallel to a uniaxial stress are 3 percent lower than those
determined under a triaxial pressure. Toucher found values measured
perpendicular to a uniaxial stress were 10 percent lower than those abovc
and suggests that the anisotropic behavior of the rocks under simple
axial pressure can give a possible method for determining the state of
stress in rock in situ. Figure 1.6 demonstrates data obtained by Toucher
for granite and Figure 1.7 similar results by Wyllie for sandstone.

For the majority of rocks velocities increase with state of stress.
As pressure is increased from 0 to 500 bars, velocities increase 10 to 30
percent of their zero stress value. For an increase from 500 to 2,000
bars, the rise in velocity is 3 to 8 percent and above 2,000 bars it
increases very slowly from 0.3 to 2 percent per 1,000 bars, as indicated
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SFin f 1ue 1.8, Some rocks show very little increase; Modoe obsidian
(Figure 1.9) is anomalous in that it- shows a decrease.

At low pressure (0 - 1,000 bars), the initial increase in velocity
14 caused by stresses can be attributed to the presence of cracks. Transientfsat-rsas pulses cannot be transmitted across narrow air gaps without very

large loss in amplitude1 I, Thus, when there is no pressure on the rock,I the open cracks impede the progress of the wave which must be refracted
and reflected around the cracks. The transit time is greater than that
of a wave in unfractured rock. or rock in which pressure has closed the
cracks (Figure 1.10).

By means of the dilatational wave equation values of E and V in Berea
sandstone have beeun cumputed and compared to the measured values at the
same stress level. ['he measured quantities are very different from those
which were computed (Figuros 1.11 and 1.12). This indicates that the vel-
ocity at different stress levels cannot always bý! deduced from slope of
a sttens-sLrain curve.

Effect of Wave Amplitude. The velocity of a stress wave may also
depend on the amplitude or stress level of the wave itself. Stress
waves generated by a near explosion have higher amplitudes than those of
pulses encountered in laboratory tests. If the difference in amplitude
results in a difference in velocities, dispersion phenomena will occur.
Rinehart 1 3 has pointed out that the relationship between propagation
velocity and stress levels of the wave may be deduced from theory of
elasticity.

Water Content and Velocity. The influence of the water content on
the velocity of a stress wave can be studied at atmospheric or higher
pressure. It has been observed32,3 3 , 3 4 that it is important to evalu-
ate the pressure: applied both to the rock grains and to the water in the
pores. When the external pressure applied to the sample is equal to
zero and when the water content increases from zero to saturation, the
velocity increases, for example in Berea sandstone (Figure 1.11). and
for the curves a and b in Figure 1.11, the water pressure Is low and the
rock framework under high pressure. For curve c, the water pressure is
high and the rock pressure low. If there Is an external pressure, thie
important factor is tht rock pressure. If the solid phase or the differ-
ential pressure /\P /,mniins censtant, the velocity is almost Independent
of external pressur- for sindstone (Figure 1.i4).

The, velocity vs. water content at at-,osphleric presnure for three
sandstones (Figurc 1 .15) showed marked decrease as saturation was reduced
from 100 percent t;: about 70 percent, nearly constant velocities between
70 percent and 10 p)ercunt and variable trends below 10 percent. The
variation at 350 bars is much less than at aimosph'ric pressure. At
atmospheric pressure the stresses are transmitted through water fillid
spaces and net thr,.ugh air, & iguificanliy increasing the velocity. At
high pressure the water or air content becomes less important because
the closing of cracks increase!s the transmission of wave energy, and the
velocity in the compacted rock is much greater than that in air or water.
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The Bureau of Mines• 7 fou•da 20 percent decrease in velocity tor
two sandstones at saturation. This abnormal behavior has not been
explin# m y -be A." to aibaorpt Lou phatomena.

Velocity vs. Porosity. In general, the wave velocity decreases as
porosity increases due to two kinds of porosLty 3 2 : (1) intergranular poro-
sity, and (2) secondary porosity caused by natural fracturing or solution
of the primary rock structure. Porosity due to solution differs from
intergranular porosity in that the spaces formed are larger and less
uniformly distributed. Secondary porosity does not have much influence
upon the propagation velocity of stress waves in dolomite (Figure 1.17).

Experimental values for velocities in various types of dry and
saturated sandstone with different types of cementing material (calcite,
silica or clay), show that the relationship between velocity and porosity
considerably outweighs the importance of cementing materials.

Similar data obtained from oil wells32 show a trend relating
decreased velocity with increased porosity (Figure 1.19). The average
curve deduced from these data and the values of the velocities and poro-
sities obtained from measurements in a specific oil well (Figure 1.20)
shows a good degree of cerrelation. The experimental data of Figure 1.19
were obtained from different types of rock: sandstone, and limestone,
from various depths (2,000 to 10,000 ft.) and from different geographical
locations.

Among several theories proposed to relate propagation velocity to
porosity, a time average relation by Wyllie 3 2 has given good results.
Opposing this, Ueertsma 3 8 believes that such a relation is fortuitous.
Paterson 3 9 classifies theories according to the degree of coupling
between the pore filler and the framework of the porous medium. Geertsma
utilizes Blot's theory for a relation between velocity and porosity which
is applicable when the deformation properties of the material are known.
From measured deformation properties of sandstone, Geertsma computed the
velocity as function of porosity and compared it with experimental values
(Figures 1.21 and 1.22). The application of theory to limestone is more
complicated because a disticicLion must be made between the effects of
shell-shaped pores and spherical pores. It has been found that the uffect
of porosity on velocity is smaller for limestones with shell-shaped pores.

Effects of Stratification. Most rocks are anisotropic40,36 described
by an anisotropy factor which is defined as the ratio of the velocity
along layers or cleavages to the velocity perpendicular to layers or
cleavages. The velocity parallel to the layers has been found to be
greater than the velocity perpendicular to the layers with some values
as follows:
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Anisotropy
Rock Fasor Reference

Autncak1.17 31

HRomogeneous anhydrite 1.16 40
Arihydrite with intercalated limestonep 1,12 to 1.14 40-10... T8 to 1., 40•
Arbuke limestone 1.3 36
Salt no anisotrQpy 40
Sandstone no anisotropy 40
Eagle Ford shale 1.33 36
Pierre shale (Limon, Colo.) 1.18 36
Pierre shale (Last Chance, Colo.) 1.14 36
Cambridge slate 1.07 31
Lorraine shale 1.4 31
Gneiss, Hell Gate, N.Y. 1.2 28
Micaschist, Woodsville, Vt. 1.36 28
Granodiorite gneiss, Bethlehem, N.H. 1.33 28
Gneiss, Pelham, Mass. 1.27 28

Rock Texture and Velocity. The relation of rock texture to velocity
has been investigated, but limited largely to porosity studies described
above. Birch4 l has indicated a possible relationship of average velocity
in rock with the velocities of the mineral components. It is assumed
that over a path L, reasonably long compared to the mean crystal diameter,
that a pulse traverses each mineral in ratio to its proportion by volume
in the rock. Thus the travel time is:

L Lxj Lx 2  Lxi

T + - + (1.10)

where:

T = travel time
L - path length
V = velocity in rock
V1, V2 .. Vi = velocities in minerals 1, 2, ... i

x 1 , x2 = x, proportion by volume of minerals 1, 2, ... i

The velocity is then expressed by:

I Xj i (1. iI•,

This development takes into account only the composition of the rock and
gives satisfactory results at high pressure. It does not account for
such factors as grain size, or preferred orientation of crystals which
may be significant.

The importance of the rock texture is illustrated31 (Figure 1.23)
in its effect on pulses in a sample of Pittsford marble under uniaxial
pressure. A first arrival of a wave with a very gradual rise time wis
observed, followed by a much sharper wave of higher energy. It was
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assumed that the fast w4ve was transmitted via a gross elastic structure.
ilherited from the parent limestone, while the speed of the slower, large
energywave was due to the fine grains of the marble, If 'this edplanati6n

S... is valid- the rock texture is Of ultimate importance in both velocity and
energy effects.

-4f'id and Liboratory Measurements. The apparent disprepancies between
field and laboratory measurements arise principally from differences in
environmental conditions in the field and in the laboratory as well as
size and shape of specimen. Some effects of environment have been demon-
strated by Wyllie'l, who measured the velocities in well cores and com-
pared them with the velocities obtained in situ by a continuous velocity
log. An in situ environment was similated by subjecting the samples to
a uniaxial pressure and saturating them with brine which had the same
velocity as the drill mud (Figure 1.24).

Correlation of Physical Properties.

Judd42 has devised a statistical approach for correlating physical
properties of rocks in which geological considerations were minimized and
Lhe analysis was based upon a comparison of fourteen physical proper-
ties of rocks: apparent specific gravity, ijercent porosity, shore hard-
ness, abrasive hardness, specific damping capacity, moduli of rigidity
and rupture, static and dynamic moduli of elasticity, compressive strength,
impact toughness, longitudinal velocity of sonic wave propagation, tensile
strength, and Poisson's ratio. Tensile strength was not included because
of a lack of data, as well as the results of laboratory triaxial load
tests because of a lack of standardization of the test methods used, and
the results did not lend themselves easily to statistical analysis.
Poisson's ratio data were also omitted because values were mathematically
obtained from the other properties studied.

Judd's studies were prompted by the lack of usable quantitative
values for rock properties needed in the proper design of foundations
and tunnels. Secondly, discrepancies are usually found between geophysi-
cal measurement of rock properties and those obtained by static test
methods. For example, Young's modulus measured by sonic wave propagation
through laboratory specimens or by similar but in situ tests of rock is
not in agreement with that obtained by static load tests in the field or
laboratory (Figure 1.25). This presents a problem in the design of an
arch dam where Young's modulus of elasticity for the rocks against which
the dam abuts must be known, i.e., whether the value obtained by geophysi-
cal methods is the same Young's modulus required in dam design formulae.
An almost instantaneous stress applied by an explosive generated wave
(used in geophysical field tests) does not cause the rock to react simi-
larly Lo the slowly applied static load (such as the thrust of the arch
of the dam on rock abutments). This conclusion is supported by results
(Figure 1.26) obtained from concrete cylinders tested with varying static
load rates. The dependency of elastic parameter values upon the method
of testing assumes vital importance in design of conventional civil
engineering structures, and is equally important in the design of under-
ground protective installations where such parameters are involved.
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Judd states that the unqualified acceptance of currently available
geophysical data on elastic properties necessary in engineering design
is inadvisable because of the questionable validity of the assumptions
used to derive the basic formula for geophysical measurements of Young's
modulus, Theoretically, this is valid if the transmitting medium is
assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, elastic and of infinite extent.
However, experience has shown that these assumptions generally are
invalid when applied to rock.

Also, it is questionable whether rock will act elastically at great
depths or in areas of high residual tectonic stresses. At relatively
shallow depths, the formula might be adapted to a rock medium if a pro-
sently unknown "X" adjustment factor was introduced. A statistical
study was designed to determine whether such analysis of thousands of
sets of data on physical properties of rocks could provide such a factor,

At present, competent engineering design procedures require compre-
hensive and costly preliminary testing whose results leave enough doubt
to require the use of large safety factors. Statistical studies might be
used to reduce the number of tests now necessary to evaluate rock reac-
tions under engineering loads. Thus, if dependable correlative factors
exist, the results of the relatively simple and economical determinations
of apparent specific gravity, porosity, or compressive strength could be
used to calculate the values of the elastic moduli. Such tests might
also be used in computations to determine effects of nuclear weapons from
H.E. tests.

Judd's approach was by means of linear regression on the IBM 7090
with resul s plotted by the Johnniac. The fourteen variables were compared
with each other by pairs and then in increasing combinations; there was
no experience to indicate if any one of the variables Could he considered
as completely independent or dependent of the others.

The data most nearly satisfying the necessary criteria of homogen-
eity of preparation were those of the U.S. Bureau of Mines and contained
in the following references: 37, 43, 44, 45 and 46.

Another advantage of these data was the detailed petrographic des-
criptions supplied. Initially, however, no attempt was made to correlate
on the basis of rock names because of a lack of petrographic standards for
such descriptions. If in its further development the statistical approach
proves sufficiently successful to be used on data from other sources, it:
would not he necessary to depend upon petrographic descriptiuns. However,
a plot of rock descriptions against Young's modulus values obtained by
static load tests was inconclusive as can be seen on Figure 1.27. However,
in a plot ei some results as cumulative percentages, sufficient discern-
able trends develop (Figure 1.28) to warratnt further future study. (For
detai s of computer programming see Judd's paper).

The x-y plots or scat-torgrams of pairs of data were visually compared
permitting a rough match of as many as 4 pairs of data (Figure 1.29) even
though all ordinates were not of the same magnitude. Some of the plots,
indicating apparently definite linear relationships were discarded because
thoX.,Iu; _,crc dcrlved fromi t~he Y-valuý.
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Judd's analysis of mathematical dependency led to consideration of
two categories or species (A and B) of properties. By logical reasoning
it would appear that certain rock properties were related, whereas others

. should be completely unrelated. For example, one specie- A might be con-

sidered as impact toughness, scleroscope hardness, rigidity, rupture, and
compressive strength, and all of these appear to provide a measure of the
inherent strength of a rock and thus would depend upon the resistance of
the "fibers" in the rock to the same methods of destruction when tested.
Specific gravity and porosity, or longitudinal wave velocity and specific
damping capacity were assumed to measure completely different rock charac-
teristics and thus might be regarded as a second species B. Thus, it does
not seem logical that species A could be linearly correlated with B, but
there might exist linear correlations within one species.

However, as shown in Figure 1.30, some individual plots in one cate-
gory have a distribution somewhat similar to those in the other. For
example, longitudinal velocity versus impact toughness yields a distri-
bution similar to shore hardness plotted against modulus of rupture or
impact toughness. Comparable anomalies also appear in Figure 1.30k where
specific damping capacity distributes similarly to some of the opposite
specie values; and in Figure 1.30d rigidity and Young's modulus compare
to the dissimilar characteristic of specific gravity. The similarity in
distributions between dissimilar rock characteristics is a hopeful indi-
cation that correlations can be obtained, although apparently not neces-
sarily by linear regression analysis.

The computer was asked to find which properties were most related
and compressive strength was compared with ill of the other properties,
first in all possible combinations of two, then three, and finally eight
variables. On a purely linear basis, the best relationship was between
compressive strength and the combination of impact toughness, scleroscope
hardness, and modulus of rigidity (note that all of these are A values).
This computation resulted in Equation 1.12.

y = 0.672 X4 - 0.288 X5 + 2.878 X7 - 4.477 (1.12)

As can be seen in Figure 1.29, however, the deviation is too large.
for practical application. A least squares relationship has the disad-
vantage that undesirable weight is given to extreme values. Thus, the
constant deviation shown in Figure 1.30, while acceptable at the middle
and upper ranges, is valueless for low values of compressive strength.
To avoid this in future studies, it is possible to weight data lines with
low values of compressive strength. These conclusions further indicate
that a more useful relationship may be curvilinear.

The best indications of linearity of results are in the scatter-
grams of Figure 1.31 which demonstrates that the dynamic modulus of
elasticity varies directly as the static modulus of elasticity when
both are obtained by laboratory methods. However, it is recoimnended
additional data from other sources should be tested for final proof of
this correlation.

On the basis of his somewhat limited btudy, Judd came to the follow-
iulg gelerdl cuoncIus ions:
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1. There appears to be a direct linear relationship between modulus
of rigidity and Young's modulus, between compressive strength and Young's
modulus, modulus of rigidity and modulus of rupture, and between the
laboratory values of the static and dynamic moduli of elasticity.

2. There is also a direct curvilinear relationship between modulus
of rupture and impact toughness with scleroscope hardness and longitudinal
velocity.

3. Specific damping capacity possesses an inverse curvilinear
relationship with impact toughness, compressive strength, modulus of
rigidity and Young's modulus.

4. A direct slightly curvilinear relationship between specific
gravity and modulus of rigidity and Young's modulus, and between modulus
of rigidity and longitudinal velocity is indicated.

5. Other comparisons indicate possible trends but additional data
will be required for more complete definition.

Finally, Judd concludes that there is increasingly overwhelming
statistical evidence that prediction of rock properties cannot be based
entirely on existing and conventional theories of elasticity. Further,
statistical methods show definite promise of ultimately providing engin-
eers and geologists with equations to predict rock properties within a
relatively narrow and, thus, useful range.
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CHAPTER II

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

Introduction

The extreme variability of the physical character of the earth
materials in which it is necessary to construct protective installa-
tions is the source of many of the major problems in their design. The
soils in the mantle of the earth vary in their physical character as do
the underlying rocks. Soil characteristics and soil mechanics will be
dealt with only briefly in this study, however, insofar as their properties
affect the response of underlying rock masses to static and impact loads
to which both are subjected. The features of rocks of importance in the
design of underground openings are those which are usually dealt with in
studies of physical properties of rock (Chapter I) and in engineering
structural geology with which this chapter is concerned.

In the construction of a building all engineer may choose the mater-
ials which will compose thu, final structure. On the other extreme a min-
ing engineer has very little choice in the location of mine openings and
the materials in which he must construct them. The ore mubt be excavated
from the position where natural processes have placed it, The choice nf
a site and consequent earth material environment for an underground pro-
tective installation is not so restricted as a mining project, but regard-
less of the choice of site a wide variety of conditions may be encountered.
In addition to the physical properties of solid rock, it is necessary to
evaluate the overall rock mass as structural material to minimize the
problems of engineering design.

Geological Engineering Structures

Structural elements of importance in the stability of in situ rock
structures are folds, fractures, faults, bedding planes, joints, sheeting,
secondary foliation and lineation, unconformities, contacts, igneous
intrusions, dikes, sills, and surface flows. Superimposed on these are
the effects of chemical alteration which amy bhe a result of weathering,
subsurface water [fow, hot solutions, heat or deformation, a Combltntion
of these agents; or healing and strengthening (by silicification for
example)

Folds

Folds a',.: O.'aw -likc StLuct:urc, in rock and aru best exhibited in
strati[ied formations, such as sd inmentary or volcanic rIocks, their
metamorphic equivalents, or any layered rock, such as banded gabbro.
They vary from inches to miles in lat-ral, longitudinal, and vert ical
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dimensions. Folds which are convex downward are termed synclines, upward
are anticlines; they may be inclines, overturned, be in multiple or single
form and also may develop into overthrusts or other complex structures.
Various types of folds are illustrated in Figures 2.1 to 2.2. It has been
observed that most folding is disharmonie, i.e., that the form of the fold
is not uniform throughout the stratigraphic column ii which it occurs.

Folds are not always readily recognizable from surface evidence.
Their occurrence, dimensions, and other features can be determined in many
cases only after careful geologic mapping both of surface outcrops and
underground structure exposed by drilling or excavation. In complex or
eroded folds the sequence of beds is fixed by study of paleontology, rip-
ple marks, drag folds or other geologic occurrences.

Four principle types of folding are recognized by geologists
(1) flexure folding, (2) flow folding, (3) shear tolding, and (4) folding
due to vertical movements.

Flexure f may hypothetically be caused by either lateral com-
pressive forces or couples (Figure 2.3). When several beds are folded
they may slip past one another and the beds change shape by plastic defor-
mation. The relative competence of the beds defermines the amount of flow-
age and fracture. Competent beds transmit forces over long distances and
dominate the movement of less competent associated beds. Fractures may
heal, depending on the type of rock.

Flow folding is believed Lo exist when competent buds are absent and
all rocks are plastic because of their physical properties, high temper-
atures or high confining piessures. Individual strata may not transmit
forces over great distances, and minor folds may be more abundant.

Shear folding or slip folding is described as that resulting from
minute displacements along closely spaced fractures. This is illustrated
in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. The small fractures accompanying this process
may be eliminated later by recrystallization.

Folds due to vertical movement of underlying inaterial may be created
and this type of folding is classed as one type of flexure folding.

Folds arc believed to be caused by: (1) horlzontal compression,
(2) horizontal couples, or (3) convection currents under the earth's
crust; some are dome shaped due to (4) intrusion of igneous rock, (5)
intrusion of rock salt, (',6) differential compaction or (7) changes in
chemical composition. Thus, if the [orces which caused the formation of
a fold were not relieved, residual stresses of considerable magnitude
from this source could be expected in constiteunL rocks.

Folding, with its accompanying processes, would almost invariably
create problems in the design of underground installations because it
involves weakening of rock structures through the processes enumerated
above, and may cause anomalous stress conditions to exist. Examples in
underground openings are treated in Chapter li'i.
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All types of rock failure may be expected to be found in folds (Fig-
ure 2.6). Tension and shear stresses may be the dominant cau-se of failure,
although crushing of porous rocks by compression may also be present. Such
failure is expressed in rocks of the earth's crust by joints, faults, frac-
tures, and some types of cleavage. Many fractures may subsequently be

healed by physiochemical processes, or may- be filled by veins or dikes.

Joints

Joints are defined as surfaces that divide rocks, along which there
has been no visible movement parallel to the surface Their strike and
dip may be measured in the same manner as on faults. They vary in size
from inches to hundreds of feet along both strike and dip., They never
occur singly, and may be spaced only inches apart in which case they are
called fracture cleavage. Joints may be classified either geometrically
or genetically. Both classifications are useful in evaluating certain
of the structural characteristics of rock segments or masses.

Strike joints are those parallel to the strike of bedding, schistos-
ity, etc., dip joints are parallel to the dip while, oblique joints lie
between the other two (See Figure 2.7). In maly rocks a largQe portion
of the joints are parallel. Thus, a joint set consists, of i group of
more or less parallel joints, while a joint systom consLsts of two or
more joint sets with a characteristic pattern, Sets of _oints which are
perpendicular are referred to as a conjugate joint syste:m, One method of
portraying the intensity and attitude of joints is given in Figures 2.8
and 2.9. Strikes and dips for a given area at,, plotred I in two somleirc.es,

the intensity scaled along the radius For th-e given direction.

Another more precise method is to plot the poles of perpendiculars
to the Joints. All joints for a given a'Ca ore a ssumed to be at the cen-
ter of a hemisphere, the points where the perpendiculars intersect the
surface of one half of thie sphere are plotted. The , ecjil sree method,
Figure 2.10 consists of plotting a line from theW center of a circle normal
to the sLrike of the joint with the dip scaled etlnmg thOv radius from the
center where one degree of dip equals I/90t-h of the radius. From this
point diaogram a contour sketch may be prepared tI i)'h1ow the concentration
of points. Most methods such as the above do not slhow the actual area
or volunmitric distribution of joints, thl I ;)I i ze 1'11v Lture.

Genetically, joints are classed as shea'r ri'.t', or Lonsion joints.
Often if the type of joint can be recogn ized it is poissfl he to define
the force whli.e' caused its formation. Thuv alIu a.osed by tension, shear,

shrinkage in volume and other processes of ,;Ihmular n, urre, They may
occur in all types of rocks, but their best dcvc, piacit iccura when a
rock has a relatively homogeneous structure, J•hms, 'ven-er-ine'I rocks
such as granite, syenite, basalt, limestone, shale and slate may be well
jointed, Joints of various types may also occur in-( cwoting mnapmas, and
are very conmmon in such masses as granite i.ntru:,i ,o (Figurc 2.11). As
in the case of faults and other types of fractu'e,., joints may serve as
channels for mineralizing solutions. Where' th'y '.. cu in the wall rocks
of mineral deposits they also furnish means (,I: a: ',a f~ir solutions for
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F~igure 2.b. Simp1~l~ fold showing tension joints.
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either replaaement or alteration. Unless the alteration is of such a
nature as to heal the rock (e.g., silicification) it may weaken it and
cause problems of support in excavating Operations.

Bedding Planes

The partings or planes which mark the boundaries between the
various strata in sedimentary rocks may or may not represent effective
planes of weakness. In certain coal mines the planes between the roof
shale and the overlying rock, or bedding planes in the shale itself
are largely responsible for "falls of roof" in coal mines. This is
the cause of many of the fatalities which occur tn bituminous coal mines.

Genetically, these planes represent interruptions or changes in
the processes which were responsible for depos ition of the rocks in
their original position. The character of these interruptions deter-
mined in general whether the rocks on either side of the plane were to
adhere closely to each other, or whether a parting between the strata
resulted. In the latter case, a structural discontinuity was produced
and a structural weakness incurred which could make a particular bed a
weak member in a rock structure.

Sheeting, a form of fracture similar to jointlng, is found in
granites and other types of rock. It may be doe to cooling, release of
load by erosion, or combination of release of vertical load and force
of residual lateral pressure.

Joints, of course, constitute fractures in rock and as such repre-
sent sources of rock weakness. Rocks with a high dInsity of joints or
joint configurations which tend to weaken rock stru turve should be
avoided. Spacing of joints would appear to be one of the more critical
factors in evaluating their effects.

Fat, t-,

Faults are rock fractures along which the oppposite walls have
moved relative to each other. Strike and dip are mcasured in the same
manner as for bedding or joints. The block abovu the plane of the fault
is the hanging wall and the block below the foot w 1 1 . Paul. ts may con-

istt of a single fracture plane or a fault zonke. mia be hundreds of feet
wide. Distributive faulting is indicaterd where d, i ferentiLal movement is
in the form of small displacements along closcly spaced fractures. Where
a fault intorsects the surfacf, of the earth, the intersection is known
as a fault trace or a fault outcrop. These may be sLraigll, but are
most often sinuous and may show high topographi- re 1LCI which is impor-
tant in various aspects of surface geologic mapping. The movement along
faults may be translatory or rotational, the iioveiwut be'ing relative

with no evidence alen;g Hie fault as to which block moved.

In underground structures such as minos. tuniels, and protective
installatinns the relative position of rock miss1- displaced by faits
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may become critical, In mining operations the position of beds favor-
j able for depositi6n of valuable minerals is of vital importance as well
j as choice of competent rock for permanent openings such as haulage ways.
L Stable opening design for protection against attack by nuclear weapons

involves many of the same basic principles of selection of position in
the stratigraphic column and geologic structure as does the selection of

f locations for stable mine openings, although in the majority of cases
only static forces are involved in stability of mine openings.

Faults may be recognized by: (I) discontinuity of geologic struc-
tures, (2) repetition or omission of strata, (3) physical features char-
acteristic of fault planes, (4) silicification and mineralization, (5)
sudden changes in sedimentary facies, and (6) physiographic features.

Only part of the above faet:ors are of primary importance in studies
of rock mass stability. The discontinuity of structures at a fault plane
contributes, in the great majority of mine and tunnel openings, to greater
instability. This is true not only becuase of the presence of the fault
fracture itself, but because of secondary fractures and brecciation which
accompany many types of faulting. (Breccia is the mass of subangular
fragments of crushed rock along the fault plane.)

Silicification and mineralization may tend to heal the fractures
in a fault zone or may further weaken the rock structure. Silicification,
in addition to furnishing evidence of the presence of faults, usually
results in strengthening of the fractured rocks in a fault zone.

Where a downthruw block near a fault is not completely covered by
alluvium the topographic features may indicate the presence of a fault.
(See Figures 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14). Such fault scarps owe their relief
to the movement along the fault. Various types of fault structures arc
similarly indicated by surface relief, which plays an important part in
predicting subsurface geology by means of topographic maps and aerial
photographs.

Thrust faults are usually indicated where older rocks are found
above younger onecs in tlhe stratLigraphic column. The mechanics of thrust
faulting may hc workt.d Qout on an ideal ized basis, as well as the mechanics
o1 gravity and shear or Lear faulting.

The result of faulting is to relievc stress and to make the condi-
Lions within the rock approach what has bcen called the standard state,
i.e., where the three mutually perpendicular pressures at a point are
equal . Frou "the above, Anderson reasons that the fault traces of tear
faults and thrust faults should be straight while those of normal Faults
might be sinuous. This was borne out in observations on a number of
faults in the British Isles.

Faults OnstiLit 0te one of tik s msL. sign ificoant types of tectonic
gt-iogie s truceureus. They may (1) act as channels for water, (2) serve
as hosts for deposition of valuable minerals, (3) act as a (nutrol for
deposition elsewhere by danining mineralizing !nolutions and diverting
them to favorable beds for replacement, (4) may survu cis loci for strets
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Figure 2.12. Diagram of block faulting with topographic resulLs.
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relief or stress concentration, and (5) may create diverse mining prob-
..leins in the prospecting, exploration, development, and oxploitation stages

Lof mining. Likewise, their effects are of primary significance in rela-
tion to stability of rock structures around protective underground instal-
lations.

Faults have been defined above as rupturoes in the earth's crust
along which the opposite walls have moved past each other parallel to
the interfaces of the fracture. Although many faults are relatively
clean breaks between rock blocks, in other casus thie move-ment has resulted
in~ the creation of a fault zone (Figures 2.15 and 2.16). This consists
of a number of interweaving small faults or fractures or a brecciated
zone. In many cases the fracturing which accomnpaniecs fault movement is
transmitted to a large extent to the surround tig rock, usually diminish-
ing in intensity and size with distance. from tihe inoin fault. zone, This
type of fracturing plus that due to slumping of ii hdand! mineralized
rock masses have a nmarked effect iin support problemis.

Post-Mineral Movement. The movement along a foailt may pulverize
some of the reck into a finu-grained gouge, whlich oIften1 leeks and feels
like clay. Post-mineral movement along a minir.a1 i i od zone forms a gouge
containing p~ulverized mi~nerals from the. voiii it scit Th [e 'planes" thus
formed constitute structural weaknesses in the rn~k, which in turn result
in a condition of instabi 1 ity when open tugs ,ice nicide in or lirar thelui.
In general, it appears Chat post-mineral faiil ing wore seriLously affects
the choice of correct mining methods than pre-mineral faulting when the
choice of a mining method (Lepends, primar ii y uopus 11w SUpport, probl ems
involved. PostL-mineral faultlung us~ually (icrcainnS 'u Hhe stre2ngth of bot~h

the ore body and the wall rock. (See Chapter ill,,

As pointed out ab~ove mineralizing solutions iiiiy hecal the fractures
along a pro-mineral fault and strengthon the 41 rle torel- to such an extent
that no support is required during minini g. 0i lhk othecr hand, pre -miineral
faults and their tincident fractures may prey ide > chaninels for solu-
tions which have deops iteoi tei r valuab t sIe nhiirak i, and t hose s;,,lutlions
may alter tihe wall, rock to such an e~tf int h~it iI ber.omes weak. Once a
plane of weakness has her-n es tabli shedi by a IJoiiI oti i I icture, the ori-
ginalI zone of' at trit~cion may a [so serve at, a p Lain Ot Y-ic. f ( IIor subsequent
stresses. Even when a fiSS1- 11;1',ha been romp Inj(t1 'I y ics1Y by mhii rral sa t ion,
the resulting vein, -if lncoipctLent , is less rlci;; iS Iw~. t- free ture than
the stronger enclosing rcck . Post-niinera! muveili'. t along well d~eveloped
fault zones may be expected as a commn ojec'. II ri Ticc if t he vein i's composed
of friable materials or filled with unndinct'ul ivud gcmify

Pun(tnoelas tic studies and mathemnat ica 1 col1Y-;i, Callc prov ide sameic
solut ions to stress problems in hL1.l1geneOij6 ma'.I criols, and miuch work has
been done along withi these and ot~her methods Ie (- splai al rockr failure and
pheniomena such as rock hurst1s . More cri.lfAii y nipor tault. than studites
ol. stress distribution around openings, in idLr. a a.i.Nat ldS are those mivtes-
t igatLons which will Lakr into -accountL the fpreý,,uno i~t the disc.ont inuit ies
and irregularities Which mu1Lst he igni 'rod inl uso~l'l F e Ih o! of analysis,
but which are of vital impo rtance in a depei dcl~ibc boltiton a~f the probl1em.
A study of geologic st run F res and their efiet tI p 'n p Jres sure s and
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Figure 2.l . "Types of fau I Ls. A - Clean sharp break, no aIlLvra'-
t ton of wall1 rocks. B - Sharply de illml i` no subsidiary fractures,
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tures, giwra alteration. E - Open, porous, filled with br ,ccia.
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Figure 2.106. FAul L movuiijat with fractures induced by
irregulariLties along tle fa-ult plnaie.
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stress distribution in a majority of cases may be virtually the whole
problem.

Secondary Foliation and Lineation

The ability of certain rocks to fracture along parallel surfaces
is termed foliation, resulting in foliate structure. It may be primary
features resulting from formation processes. For example, many fine-
grained sedimentary rocks tend to break parallel to bedding planes pro-
ducing bedding fissility. This may be due to differences in grain size,
composition of layers or plat) grains oriented parallel to the stratifi-
cation. Also, certain igneous rocks of both intrusive and extrusive
origin, possess primary foliation.

Rock cleavage is the term, distinguished from mineral cleavage,
applied to the capability of rocks to break along parallel surfaces of
secondary origin, either parallel or inclined to the bedding. (Figure
2.17). Schistosity is a form of rock cleavage formed in recrystallized
rocks such as schist or gneiss. Foliation may be classified as follows:

Table 2.1

Classification of Types of Foliation
1

A. Primary

L. Sedimentary rocks - bedding fissility
2. Plutonic rocks - primary foliation
3. Extrusive rocks - flow structure

1B. SCcondary: in both sedimentary and igneous rocks

I. Flow cleavage (also called slaty cleavage)
2. Fracture cleavage (essentially closely spaced joints)
3. Shear cleavage (slip cleavage)
4. Bedding cleavage - (cleavage parallel to bedding of

metamorphic rocks)

Lineation (Figure 2.18) is the parallelism of some directional prop-
erty of rock, such as the orientation of crystals, elongated pebbles,
parallel crests of corrugations of similar small scale occurrences. Lin-
cation usually lies in the plane of foliation and geologic map symbols
for the two are usually combined. Both cleavage and lineation may be
related to the major structure in which they occur. Flow fracture and
shear cleavage are often associated with folds in alternating competent
and incompetent beds.

Unconformities

Unconformities are surfaces of erosion or non-deposition which
separate younger rocks trom older ones. They are formed by: (1) the
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Figure 2.17. Cleavage baninijg and segregation banding.1
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shown by dot ted li nes.
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deposition of older rocks, (2) uplift, e.rosion and movement, -and (3) depo-
sition of yqpgr strata. They may be parallel (disconformiti e) or
angd-.•r.. (Figiures 2.19 and 2.20). .TWhy constitute important structural
surfaces of weakness and in many cases are confused with faults in aerial

V and other types of mapping of geologic structures.

L J Lava Flows

Extrusive igneous flows result in the formation of tabular igneous
bodies which are thin relative to their horizontal extent. Their struc-
ture is quite variable. Tumuli are low, small dome-like hills; pressure
ridges are long sharp ridges a few feet to several hundred feet in length;
and squeeze-ups are small extrusions through the crust of the lava itself.
Lava tunnels are long caverns beneath the surface of a lava flow. Flows
are distinguished from sills in that the latter have smooth, fine-grained
tops.

Pyroclastic rocks, also of volcanic origin, are those broken up into
fragments into dust, ash, cinders, blocks, etc. These may be cemented to
form tuff, tuff-breccia, volcanic conglomerates and agglomerates.

Rock Types

In most mining and excavation problems, the sequence of geological
formations in the district is one of the first things which roust be learned,
together with the types of rock which form the column. In general, the
earth's mantle is composed of three types of rock (See Chapter 1) which
have been classified geologically as: (1) sedimentary, (2) igneous, and
(3) metamorphic. For the outer ten miles of the earth's crust, it has
been estimated that the composition is as follows 2 : igneous rocks, 95.0
percent; shales, 4.0 percent; sandstone 0.75 percent; and limestones,
0.25 percent. Although there are over 1.000 different known minerals,
99 percent of the igneous rocks is made up of about 12 rock-forming min-
erals.

Economically valuable mineral deposits are found closely associated
with all three types, both with respect to origin and deposition. Many
important metallic mineral deposits are found in connection with igneous
rocks. Consequently, for a mining engineer to obtain an understanding
of the factors which influence the efficient mining of these deposits, it
is necessary for him to possess an understanding of the geologic processes
which may have resulted in their formation. T! addition, geologic pro-
cesses which may have altered the physical or chemical character of the
deposit or enclosing rocks subsequent to mineralization may also have a
marked effect upon mining planning and layout. Inasmuch as the original
structure and conposition of a rock mass may govern its structure after
it has been altered or deformed, it is expedient to appraise certain of
the genetic features of the three types of rock.

Sedimentary Rocks. The arrangement of sedimentary rocks in layers
or strata is one of their most characteristic features. The strata, which
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are separated by bedding planes, can u lye distinguished one from
another by differences in composition, texture, hardness, cohesion,
sttength, color, and other physical and chemical properties, A bed orstratuml is usually considered to be a layer which is composed through-
out of similar material. Sedimentary rocks can often be split easily
along the bedding planes, and in some types of shales, the orientation
of minerals may produce a definite cleavage, Although bedding is a
geologic feature peculiar to sedimentary rocks, it must be kept in mind
that all sedimentary rocks do not exhibit this feature. Also, some

extrusive igneous rocks frequently evidence layers which are crudely
similar, but which were formed parallel to the surface of successive
flows. The original attitude of stratification planes is usually hor-
izontal, but cross bedding, nonconformities and disconformities are
common features in variance to the generality.

All of these features play an important part in the formation of
mineral deposits where sedimentary rocks are the host rock for mineral-
izing solutions. The relationship between beds in the stratigraphical
column, the presence of bedding planes, joints or cleavage, and the com-
position of individual layers have an ultimate effect upon problems
involved in mining deposits found in this type of rock. Their physical
characteristics and the manner in which they deform under stress also
have an important bearing upon their structural stability.

Igneous Rocks. When a liquid magma reaches a position in or on
tile earth's crust where temperatures and pressures are low enough, tile
molten material will solidi fy. Those magmas which solidify after enter-
ing rocks in thei earth s surface are called intru:;ions, and thosie which
break through tile earth's crust to the surface are termed flows or extru.-
s ions. The texture or grain size of an igneous rock is governed largely
by the rate of cooling. If a melt cools slowly, large crystals may be
formed, but when it is cooled rapidly a glassy or fine-grained material
is formed. Contacts between igneous and other types of rocks may be
sharp or gradational. Pegmatite dikes or sills, which are formed by a
melt flowing and solidifying along a fracture Of bedding plane, are impor-
tant because of their association with valuable minerals. (Figures 2.21
and 2.22) . Mineral deposits formed by magmatic segregation also are
important in their relation to the formation of igneous rocks and valuable
mineral depos its.

Igneous rocks may exhibit a flow structure (Figure 2.23) due to a
difference in vi:;cosity of the magma from point to point, ;.vhich creat,,s
either a laminar or a platy flow structure. Fault and joints can occur
in igneous recks only when they have cooled and attained a solid state.
It may be that many of the joints and minor faults in large granite
masses occur during the later stages in the intrusion, owing to the per-
sistence of forces which cause the magma to rise in tLie carth's ,crust.
Large intrusions may also be fractured and then intruded by subsidiary
magmas, adding to the complexity of the structure. In addIition to the
occurrence of primary structures other phenomena are often observed such
as the contact metamorphic effects imposed upon cootigigous rocks.

For structural purposes, three ma jor realms or zonr .; of i neouo
activity are recognized by Iljlls 2 "
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1. Ultra-plutonic intrusions in the lowest levels of the earth's
crust which are characterized by dominance of structure due to flow, both
in the intrusions and their wall rocks, fracture phenomena being almost
e.ntirely absent. The injection of magmatic material occurs along zones
of weakness, or by assimilation, and replacement or even actual melting
of the country rock is widespread.

toe2. An intermediate zone where the effects of flow together with

those of fracture are exhibited by both the intrusion and its wall rock.

3. The tectonic features of intrusions in the superficial crust
zone show that fracture predominates over plastic or viscous flow in the
walls of the intrusions. Roof rocks are dislocated by the rising magma
and contacts are blocky.

Butler 4 also recognizes three zones of deformation of rocks where
rock structure is related to mineralization and consequently to struc-
tural stability. These are characterized by (1) brecciation at shallow
dept'hs, (2) brecciation and shear in an intermediate zone, and (3) shear
only at great depths. Failure by shear is postulated also as evidence
of failure under heavy load and at shallow depth. Lt might also be noted
that a large percentage of igneous rocks found in the crustal zone con-
tains from 45 to 80 percent total silica and these rocks range from gabbros
and basalts to quartz diorite (Figure 2.24). The percentage of quartz
has a marked effect upon such physical properties as strength, creep, com-
pressibility, and such processes as re-cementing of rock fractures by
silicification which materially affect the strength of rock masses.

Primary structures of igneous rocks 3 are those which ldevel oJp during
their formation. Most igneous rocks possess flow structure of either a
linear of platy character, although some arc massive, compact, and vir-
tually "structureless" after their Initial consolidation. Crystall. ine
flow structure is bel ieved to be due to suspensi on of crystals in a partly
solidified magma and orientation by subsequent flow. Platy structure may
be formed by alignment of phenocrysts, local it-regularities in composition,
parallelism of xonoliths or by segregation of minerals. Biotite grains
are particularly conducive to platy structure.

The term rift, is the ability of granitic rocks to sp] it in a direction
other than that of the "bedding", i.e., the latte!r being paraIlel to the
earth's surface. Massive gabbro, diabase, iiirn Lt, and similar rocks do
not seem to possess thi-s characteristic. In granite quarrics It has been
f7ound that blocks arc cut by three sets of pl.anes: flat lying planes, rift,
and the "hardway". The latter two are vertical anod norwal to each other.

There are several types of platy paratleli sm found in igneous rocks.
(1) In uniform grannlar rocks the crystals may be elongated and the plalle
of such structure is observable. In quarries it has bieen found that "rift"
planes follow parallel microscopic cracks and bubbles. (2) Plhenucy'sts
may be arranged with t!:ir largest crystal faces in parallel planes. (3)
Where these are numerous they form layers which are parallel to the phen-
ocrysts. (4) Segregations and xenoliths may also form layers by accumu-
lation. Flow layers are also tnrmed with the length, thickness, and gen-
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er4l features varying greatly. In most of the cases of platy structures
ý7 the surfaces so formed constitute potential fracture surfaces,

3
Balk classified joints in igneous rocks as functions of flow struc-

ture: (1) cross joints, (2) longitudinal joints, (3) diagonal joints, and
(4) primary flat joints. Cross iotnts are those that lie perpendicular
to flow lines. They are usually straighter than other types, are equiv-
alent of tension joints, being formed during the very early stages of
magma consolidation, Longitudinal joints lie parallel to flow lines,
some caused by the cooling of a magma. DILoIZ jpint are those which
occur at 45' to the flow lines and arc caused by shear. in some types of
igneous rocks there has been a tendency to flat iy~ini joints. Their ori-
gin is somewhat uncertain. (See Figures 2.25 and 2.26).

Diagonal joints aiv belieoved to represent shecar planes whitch are dom-
inate over cross joints if the mass is so constrained that slippage is
prevented. Dikes themselves are common in igneous rocks and may weaken
the overall, structure if they are not firmly welded to the walls.

Large quarries in the Strehlen grani te in ea~stern Germany have per-
mitted an extensive study olf its structure, Throughout this mass a lin-
ear parallel ism of structure trends cast and wesqt forming an arch. The
rift and flow lines in this rock coincide. (See Figure 2.27).

Figure 2.,28 is based on the Cesallts Of eXpLer1 iment9 With wet clay
which created fissures and flow lines as showni.

The examples given indicate that masses of igneous rock have struc-
tures which are related to an observable geol~ogical systemi of flows,
joints, f issures, etc. ,whitch would he of bas ic desi gn value in l ocating
protective constructicot installations within them.

Metamorphic Rocks. These may he classed iin two categories: (1) con-
tact rocks produced by igneous intrus ions A long thuici contacts, or walls,
and (2) regionally metamorphic types which11 may aver- ;I large area.

Contact racks include both the border rocks ofa Lbi in trus ion and
the metamorphosed or recrys IaIllized part ioiL ol1 the i oL codd rocks, sucb
as products traml she lIS , Slates, or 1 limest ones; sondsto(10( are leSS
influenced by jintrusions . The term hornfels is: g neralIly appl ied to
densely crystalline, altered shafIes . Al terau toi on 1 iatt'stones on contacts
usual ly resul~ts to thie formation of a sories LSOf 1 inc -9il i catLr,'5 such as
garnet, pyroxene, epidote, and vesuvianI tle

Regionally metamorphiic rocks may he rcpresent-at 1' of eith-r sedi-
mentary Or i gneous, types, ne is ses -irf, 'isci~i y h~oedenl or foli ia tcd rocksa
of grani told texture, and aoften have the a ppeara 11(- Of grani te (Figure
2.29) . Schis ts inced ing mica-, hornblend - , quart~z- , and chlorite schists
are uIsually folia ted withi the characteristic nmin cal well developed.
Quartz itesc arc sands tones which have been hard ene'd anid sol idiftied with
the adddit ian Of net?: s;ilical. Slates ar e(ir ive-d fc Wa aba ies or clays,
and usually show a prominenit clecavage s true tore wh eb has no0 doefinite
relation to the originalI bedd lg, the . leavagehc lioig, heen produced by
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Gr A

Figure 2.25. Idealized relations between flow lines io
igneoiis rock and artificial parting. (ABCF, CFED, AFGE.)

Cross joints are. given by (J) and dikes b~y (R,S,T,U).
Horizontal flow lines tend from left to right and rift
planes (C,F,E,D) as a rule trend the same. llardway planes
(A,B,C,F) are peipelldicular to the flow lines, and the
primary 'bedding" planes (A,F,G,E) include the flow lines.
They may, or may not coincide With cxfoiiation planes
caused by weathering. Cross joints (J) and dikes (U)
are normal to flow lines.

B -

Figure 2.26. Idealized rvlatLiont; bv ýwcen flow lines in
igneous rock and artificial parting,.
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A

A.11

Figure 2.29. Plan view of a ledge of granite gneiss,
foliated nortn-south, taverned by a b-foot dike of
foliated granite. This is illustrative of complicated
structures which might occur in igneous and metamorphic
rocks .3
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, pressure, Grayw4lkes are irregularly breaking, Sandy metamorphosed shales
k .or volcanic tuffs and breccias. Marbles are recrystallized limestones.

f The long-continued stress and recrystallization which accompany
regional metamorphism and "rock flowage" usually result in a banded struc-
ture in rocks produced from both sedimentary and igneous rocks, vari~ius

-I minerals in the rock are oriented with their longer axes parallel. This
produces planes of weakness when the rocks are subjected to fracture
stresses that differ from those which caused the cleavage. Rocks which
have been metamorphosed in this manner are said to possess a schistose
structure. In addition, schists may exhibit cleavage which is independ-
ent of their schistosity, with occasional traces of the original strati-
fication. If schistose structure of rocks'is coarse in character, the
rocks grade into gneisses. Here the bands may be more prominently dev-
eloped than in the schists, but they do not fracture so easily.

Products of weathering include surface materials which are subject
to weathering processes, whose end products are usually soils. These
also might be considered as products of metamorphic processes.

Primary Metamorphism

Metamorphism may be defined as the change in a rock either in
physical form or chemical composition due to pressure, heat, solutions
or other causes. Metasomatism is metamorphism which involves a change
in the chemical composition of rocks by the addition or subtraction of
one or more of the constituents, elements or compounds. Dynamic-regional
metamorphism usually results in the formation of mutamorphic rocks such
as schist, gneisses, etc. (See Metamorphic Rocks).

Of equal significance are secondary types of metamorphism which are
caused by the action of solutions which may be associated with primary
ore deposition. (See below). These serve not only as valuable guides
in prospecting for ore, but they vitally affect the structoral strength
of the gre and the enclosing rock durLng min!ng. b.S. Bureau of Mines
tests5' have shown that even slight degrees of alteration materially
affect the elastic properties of rock.

One of the common types of rock alteration is contact metamorphism,
which is the change in structure and composition of the enclosing rocks
immediately in the vicinity of igneous intrusions. The types of rocks
which are most commonly affected by intrusivos are limestone, which is
changed to marble, shale, which is changed to hornfels, and sandstone,
which is changed to quartzite, all with the addition of new minerals.
Igneous rocks are affected less by contact metamorphism inasmuch as they
were formed under igneous conditions themselves. Certain minerals are
characteristic, though not necessarily diagnostic, of contact metamorphism.
These are garnet, wollastonite, epidote, pyroxene, amphibole, magnetite,
quartz, and certain sulphides. The distance to which thJs process may
penetrate invaded rocks varies greatly in different localities and also
in different rocks. Certain beds may be altered for long distances from
the contact while others remain unchanged within a short distance of the
intrusive. Contact metamorphic rocks and minerals are commonly tough
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and resistant to erosion. Structurally they might be expected to be coin-
petent unless subjected to later faulting or destructive alteration.

Secondary Metamorphism

Hydrothermal alteration is a metasomatic process which involves the
alteration of rocks by hot ascending solutions; it frequently accompanies
the process of primary ore deposition. The wall rocks of veins are coin-

monly fractured by fault movement, and these fractures afford ready access
to solutions which alter the rock if conditions such as chemical composi-
tion, temperature, etc., are suitable. Alteration is usually more intense
near the vein and i9 likely to diminish rapidly with the distance from the
vein. Most alteration seems to be carried out by depleted solutions which
have already deposited the heavier base minerals along the vein.

Where there is a tightness of fractures at considerable depth because
of pressure, the alteration of wall rocks is likely to be less intense
along deep-seated fractures than in shallow deposits. it also may be
less intensely developed in relation to deposits which were formed in
open spaces, but of considerable intensity around replacement deposits.
Some of the most common effects of intense alteration along veins are
sericitization and the introduction of pyrite (pyritization) which Ulay
grade into propylitization at greater distances from the deposit. In
basic rocks the tendency is for propylitization to persist close up to
veins and perhaps give way there to sericitization.

Sericitlatlon is the type of hydrothermal alteration which results
in a complete loss of soda and a large gain in silica, potash, perhaps
pyrite and other substances. The typical product of complete sericiti-
zation is a finely granular aggregate of sericite, quartz, pyrite and
calcite, which usually forms a very incompetent rock. Scricitized rocks
are often white to light yellow in color and arc usually soft. Minute
scales of sericIte are distinguishable megascopically and are often the
means of distinguishing between sericitization and kaol inizatien. Both
types of alteration are destructive in character as far as rock strength
is concerned.

Silicification of mine rok by processes of hydrothermal alteration
is also frequently encountered. According to chemical laws the tendency
toward silicification is usually greater in acid rocks (of high silica
content) than in basic rocks (of low silica content). The formation of
a reticulated structurc is common in limestones where siliceous seams
may be formed which enclose partly altered or fresh fragments of lime-
stone. Quartz which is formed in this manner is often cherty in char-
acter, whereas the replacement of calcium by silica may reproduce the
original structure. As the name of the process impliens, it. involvcs
the addition of silica to the rocks through which oolutions move. The
silica is usually fine-grained or amorphous in character' and may be
deposited along the cracks or by rcplacement. A hardening effect nor-
meally results when quartz becomes part of a rock, with an accompanying
increase in structural strength. Fissures are often "healed" by silici-
fi.Lation, which may lessen the problems of support when rocks associated
with such fissures are excavatcl.
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Kaollnizartinn may occur as a result of either hydrothernmil alter-

ation, or by weathering, alteration of rocks, ores, and minerals by
atmospheric wate rs. It is typically a result of surface agenoies, but
may also occur where hydrothermal solutions are acid in character. This
process involves the decomposition and solution of hard feldspars and
other minerals and the formation of kaolin, which is soft and friable
in character. Consequently, rocks and ores which have been subject to
kaolinization are likely to be structurally weak and will not stand
pressure long, especially when exposed to air.

As pointed out previously, the walls of deep-seated veins are not
as extensively altered as veins formed at shallow delths. In veins
nearer the surface where the hanging wall has been subjected to frac-
ture, brecciation and mineralization, hydrothermal alteration will
extend farther into it than. into the foot wall, giving rise to a "heavy"
hanging wall. This may come about as a result of a greater resistance
of the foot wall to fracturing relative to that of the hanging wall.
The hanging wall rocks can readily adjust themselves to geologic stresses
through fracturing, while the foot wall, which may be under stresses of
equal magnitude, remains massive and unbroken due to the reinforcement
of the underlying rock.

Argillic-clay minerals occur in sulphide ore and arc character-
istically of earlier formation than sericite. Chemical data indicate
that calcium and sodium art. generally removed from the rock to a signi-
ficant degree, whereas potassium and silica remain constant or increase
slightly.

The complexity of hydrothermal alteration is illustrated by the
following list of products and the minerals from which they may have
been formed or by which may have replaced.

Plagioclase: Sericite, kaolinite, other silicates, sulphides and
quartz.

Orthoclase: More resistant to alteration, but eýxceisive alteration
may form same minerals as for plagioclase.

Biotite: Secondary blotite, chlorite, calcite, and other silicates
with some sulphides.

Augite: Horneblende, biotite, chlorite, and others.

Quartz: Resistant to alteration, but may be replaced to a small
degree by sericite, orthoclase, and others.

Magnetite: Hematite.

111mcnite: Lcucoxene.

Zircon: Unaltered.

Apatite. Unaltered in some cases, destroyed ir, others.
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-Strength of Ore. In general, the structural strength of ore is
affected by the same factors as the surrounding rock. The composition
of thgO re may make it very .pompetent or very weak, Massive suIphides,
for example will stand in very large arches, whereas softer, more
friable mineral complexes are weak.

Geology and Underground Water

Where water is found in the underground zone, the substrata and
geologic structure govern its movement and distribution. Most water is
of atmospheric (meteoric) origin although small amounts of connate
(entrapped) water is found in some types of rocks. The latter and mag-
matic water (volcanic) are usually highly mineralized.

Large amounts of ground water occur in permeable geologic forma-
tions known as aquifers, which allow water to move through them under
natural conditions. An aguilude is an impermeable formation which con-
tains but does nut transmit water, while an aquifuge is an impermeable
rock which neither contains nor transmits water. Fault zones and inter-
connected fractures may provide water channels, which may be enlarged
by solution.

Approximately 90 percent of all aquifeLs consist of unconsolidated
rocks, chiefly sand and gravel. 7 Limestones vary widely in porosity
and permeability, those acting as important aquifers containing large
solution channels. Volcanic rocks, such as basalt, may form permeable
aquifers, rhyolites are less permeable, while intrusive rocks are
impermeable. Sandstone and conglomerate usually are made up of cemented
grains, the cementation reducing the flow. The best sandstone aquifers
are those which are only partially cemented, or those which permit flow
of water through joints. Crystalline and metamorphic rocks are rela-
tively impermeable.

An ideal underground protection site would be free from ground-
water. Such water would cause construction or operation problems and
usually is a Qource of maintenance difficulties. Aside from the prob-
lew of pumping volumes of water, a significant portion of underground
water is corrosive because of dissolved minerals. Hence, while an
overlying aquifer may be desirable for water supply purposes, the accom-
panying problems may offset this advantage. Conceivably a large sur-
face blast could disturb the rock structure above an underground open-
ing sufficiently to open channel ways from the aquifer to the opening.

For effects of water on mechanical properties of rock see Chapter I.
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CHAPTER III

GEOLOGY AND UNDERGROUND STRUCTURE STABILITY

Introduction

The problems involved in the stability of mines and those in the
stability of underground protective excavations are identical for static
conditions, and most of the factors which contribute to static stability
are also likely to contribute to strength under dynamic loading. A
wealth of data is available on underground mining conditions, and while
it is largely descriptive in character it is the most reliable guide that
is currently available for overall evaluation of underground opening
stability problems.

In mining processes a method of mining ore is employed which will
yield the largest net return on a givei, deposit. The method employed
must be safe and must also permit optimum extraction of valuable minerals
under the particular geological conditions encountered. The classifi-
cation of sLoping methods adapted by the Bureau of Mine,' was devised
largely on the basis of rock stability. The best method of stoping de-
pends upon the geological characteristics that determine the area of
back or walls that will be self-supporting during the removal of ore;
the nature and size of supports required; and the support required for
permanent openings to prevent subsidence. More specifically, geology
must be studied in detail so that: (1) Preliminary openings may be
placed to best advantage; (2) permanent openings may be placed in solid
stable rock; (3) stopes may be planned for optimum stability and ground
control; (4) mine openings may be maintained at minimum cost; (5) open-
ings may be located to avoid water; (6) overall mining methods may be
planned; and (7) maximum safety can be achieved,

Mining Methods - Classification

The features of ore deposits and their environment which dictate a
given mining method may be created before, during, or after mineralization
takes place. From a structural engineering point of view the following
characteristics are important: (i) The size and shape of the ore body;
(2) the depth and type of overburden; (3) the location, strike and dip
of the deposit; (4) the strength and physical character of the ore; (5)
the strength and physical character of the surrounding rock; (6) water
and drainage, i.e., the presence or absence of aquifers; (7) grade and
type of ore and other economic factors. Of these only the last has little
parallel importance in underground protective structures. (An exception
would exist, for example, where excavation was being made in a marketable
rock such as limestone suitable for agricultural or other purposes.)
The above factors can be readily interpreted in terms of geological
entities, some of a quantitative and others of a purely qualitative
nature. As part of the background fnr a genlnglcal nnalyRls of stoping
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methods and related rock mechanics, a classification of mining methods
Vill illuatrate many of the principles of rock stability involved:

Classification of Stoping Methods 1

A. Stopes naturally supported.

1. Open stoping.
(a) Open stopes in small ore bodies.
(b) Sublevel stoping.

2. Open stopes with pillar supports.
(a) Casual pillars.
(b) Room (or stope) and pillar (regular arrangement).

B. Stopes artificially supported.

3. Shrinkage stoping.
(a) With pillars.
(b) Without pillars.
(c) With subsequent waste filling.

4. Cut-and-fill stoping.

5. Stulled stopes in narrow veins.

6. Square-set stoping.

C. Caved stopes.

7. Caving (ore broken by induced caving).
(a) Block caving; including caving to main levels and

caving to chutes or branched raises.
(b) Sublevel caving.

8. Top slicing (Mining under a mat which, together with
caved capping, follows the mining downward in successive
stages).

D. Combination of supported and caved stopes. (As shrinkage
stoping with pillar caving, cut-and-fill stoping with top
slicing ot pillars, etc.).

Physical Factors and Selection of Stoping Methods

The physical characteristics which dictate the choice of a stopipg
method might be grouped from a different point of view as follows:
(1) strength of ore and wall rocks, (2) shape, horizontal area, volume,
and regularity of the boundaries of the ore body, and the thickness,
dip and/or pitch of the deposit and individual ore shoots, (3) contin-
uity of the ore within the boundaries of the deposit, (4) depth below
the surface and nature of the capping or overburden, and (5) position
of the deposit relative to surface improvements, drainage and other
mine openings.
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In the selection of a stoping method it is usually necessary to
-ons.ider.. the. influence of several factors. and. then in the fnAl .angly-
sis minimize or disregard those of lesser importance in order to satisfy
the requirements of the more important ones. Similar principles will
govern in the selection and construction of protective installations.

Strength of Ore and Wall Rocks

The structural strength of both the ore and wall rocks is one of
the first of the characteristics of an ore deposit which is appraised
before mining operations have opened up large sections of a deposit, as
it determines the safe size of excavations, the length of time that they
may be left open with safety, or the support which will be required.

The structural strength of the ore and rock mass depends not only
upon the inherent strength of the solid rock itself, but upon the exist-
ence of fractures and planes of weakness and their geometric arrangement,
bedding planes, and schistosity, as well as upon the element of time. A
small block of rock of uniform texture and structure which is not cut by
fractures or joint planes is almost invariably a stronger structural unit
than a larger mass lacking uniformity and cut by planes of weakness.
However, very large pillars may show greater strength than laboratory
test specimens due to the effect of confinement of the central core, even
though some fracturing and variation of properties exist. The arrangement
and distance between fractures and other planes of weakness has a profound
effect upon the overall strength of a rock mass. For example, if a series
of joints or bedding planes all trend in the same direction, i.e., if they
are approximately parallel, the mass may be weak in resistance to stresses
in one direction while it is strongly resistant to stresses norm.l to the
first.

Frequently, fresh, newly-exposed rock (shale and others) is strong,
but after it has been exposed to air for a period of time, it may slough
or swell and become difficult to support. In other cases, the stresses
imposed upon a strong rock arch may weaken it gradually until it fails.
Thus, the element of time must be regarded as important in its chemical
and mechanical effects upon the support of underground opent.ngs.

The strength of the ore and walls in relation to the size of a deposit,
particularly Lhe horizontal area, is of major imporLauc(. roi-r xampl ,
a caving method cannot be employed in a deposit if its horizontal
area is so small in proportion to its mass strength that it will nut cave
when the ore is undercot. On the other hand, providing temporary or per-
manent support even in a firmo ore body of large horizontal extnt becomes
increasingly difficult as stopes are increased in sizc, and some type of
support such as pillars, filling or timbering is needed if a supported-
stope method is indicated. Inasmuch as dry filling will usually provide
only side support to the walls and cannot be placcd so tlht it will afford
close support to the back, the lateral dimensions of a Stope back
which will stand undisturbed over a filled excavation are limited by the
weakness of the overlying rocks. The larger the area is, the less the
probability that filling will support it adequately. FuL cxample, filled
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square sets which support the back of a stope are much more effective
than filling or square-setting used independently. Hydraulic or sand
filling may not have these deficiencies.

Shape, Sie9, and Dip of Deptosit,

The shape of ore bodies varies from massive to tabular, and from
bedded deposits to pipes, shoots, dikea, and sills, dependin~g upon their

genetic history and the character of the host rocks in which they are
formed. The attitude of a deposit will directly influence the method
chosen to wine it. For example, the ore in a tabular deposit dipping at

a high angle may be completely removed without use of supports if the
walls ar,- moderatel:y strong A similar deposit dipping at a low angle,
however, may possess a horizontal span so great that it is necessary to
support the hanging wall with natural pillars or timbers.

A deposit which is regular in shape may require less support dur-
ing stoping operations than one which is very irregular, other physical
characteristics being identical. Thus, mining operations in an irregu-
lar deposit will produce stopes with uneven walls overhanging slabs or
projecting columns of wall rock. These irregularities may require sup-
port, especially if the rock is fractured or broken, but if the walls
are smooth and regular and of uniform strength they may stand without
support This factor is of particular importance in very deep workings
where, in the deep or "rockburst" zone, it has been found that concen-
tritioii of stresses at. corners and around projections relates them close-
lV to the occurrence of rockbursts.

A small ore body in firm rock often can be mined entirely without
any support other than that of the walls themselves. If larger ore bod-
ies are found in the same kind of ground mass, it usually is necessary
to provide support in the form of pillars, filling or timber because
greater sections of backs and walls are left unsupported when the ore is
removed In other word,- there is a limit to the length or width of an
un-supported arch or span that will possess sufficient structural strength
to resist the pressures of the overlying rock masses. It is obvious,
theotlfore, that the size of a mineral deposit is another of the funda-
mental features which must be considuped when a mining method is ta be
applied to an ore body The size of openings relative to fracture spac-
ing is an obvious strength factoL, (Sec Chapter VIII), but requires evalu-
ation for each particular case

Depth Below Surface and Character of Overburden.

Frequently, as depth of mining operations increases the mining meth, dI
must he changed because the openings require more support to keep them
open. Deposits near the surface do not have a large column of rocks above
them and consequently they are subject to the relatively low lithostatic
pressures The pressure en mine openings other than residual or tectonic
stresses, increases proportionately with the depth below the surface.
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The character of the overburden and the. physical condition of the
rock mass above ýhe deposit may have an. important effect upon rock
stresses at depth. Relative magnitudes, of pressures in the three direc-
tions will depend upon the state of the overlying material, i.e,,
whether it is elastic, plastic, or viscous .in character. The weight
of a thick mass of unconsolidated overburden is sustained by the under-
lying rock, and if mine openings are madein the latter, the total
weight is transmitted to the pillars, walls or other supports, either
directly or by thrust of rock arches, etc. Similarly, if a separated
block or "pressure block" is formed over the workings by huge masses of
rock being severed from the surrounding formations, these pressures are
transmitted to the supports in the mine. Pressure blocks of tremendous
size may be present as a result of natural geological phenomena, such as
faults, oc may occur as a result of mining operations. Thus, the direc-
tion ot pressure may be governed largely by geological structure, parti-
cularly in the vicinity of faults, folds or jointed structures.

The direction in which pressure is exerted upon the walls or roofs
of an underground excavation depends largely upon the attitude of the

deposits and must be taken into account when a mine operator is deciding
upon a method of stope support. In a steeply dipping tabular deposit,
waste filling will furnish adequate support against side pressure from
the walls, whereas in a wide deposit, in which the greatest pressure
acts vertically downward on the backs of stopes, filling cannot be relied
upon to prevent damaging movement. In wide stopes, waste rock cannot be
back-filled or packed tightly enough against the back or roof to support
firmly the weight that may come upon it, while sand (hydraulic) fill has
better packing and support characteristics. Furthermore, filling usually
shrinks in volume after it has been placed in a stope, leaving open spaces
and consequent unsupported sections of roof. It is logical, then, that
a cut-and-fill method, for example, can be employed where the pressure
is from the sides and the back is strong and self-supporting, while, on
the other hand, if the pressure is vertical, square-setting supplemented
by filling or some other method of supporting the back is necessavy.

If the earth's surface were made up of homogeneous elastic material
with no faults or fractures in it, the horizontal pressure at depths would
be found equal to a function of Poisson's ratio for the material and the
weight and depth involved. It it were plastic, and homogeneously so,
the condition of the material would approach hydraulic behavior, in which
the magnitudes of pressures are equal in all directions. Unfortunately,
none of these conditions attain in a predictable manner under normal
circumstances because of the heterogeneity of the earth's crust, both with
respect to its composition and structure.

Influence of Geology on Rock Structure

and Geometry

It has been shown how the size, shape, regularity of outline,
continuity, and other geometric characteristics of ore deposits have a
controlling influence upon the support problems involved in their
exploitation. Aside from the various theories of the genesis of mineral
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L. deposits, such as structural control, etc., the easociation of geologic

st...rtures with.a.d their influenpe upon ore deposition are also of
pr-inme importance in-the mining -opertitns.of development and exploita-
tion, Further, many of the same basic elements of rock structure stabil-

ity are found in tunneling and protective excavations.

SThe struetural features of ore deposits influence all four phases
* of mining operations, i.e., (1) prospecting, (2) exploration, (3) develop-

ment, and (4) exploitation. In the first phase of the mining process,
geology is the most important tool which is employed in the finding of
new ore bodies, and is most effective in the hands of an experienced lin-
ing geologist. In the second and third phases of a mining operation,
however, it is essential for the mine engineer with a knowledge of
strength of materials to have as complete a knowledge as possible of the
structural features of the deposit which will affect the production of
ore, and which will, in turn, affect the margin of profit. These features
fall into the categories of: (I) attitude, size, and shape, as well as
(2) planes of weakness, (3) zones of alteration, (4) zones of strong and
weak mineralization, (5) competent and incompetent beds, and (6) inher-
ently strong and weak igneous rocks, etc. At present most of these must
be dealt with in a qualitative manner, because the structure of the
earth's crust is so complex that it yields to a quantitative analysis
only in a general way. The structural features of ore deposits may well
be considered in relation to three general types of deposits: (1) bedded
deposits, (2) veins, and (3) massive deposits.

Bedded and Sedimentary Deposits. Deposits of this type which have
not been disturbed by faulting, folding, or other dynamic action, are,
like flat-lying beds of ccal, very simple to mine. Support problems are
often non-existent or a systematic method of pillar support is employed
to hold the roof and the overlying rock. Poor rock in the immediate
roof, however, such as shale, immediately creates hazardous conditions.

Good examples of this type of deposit are the ores in southeast
Missouri, the Tri-State District, Silver King Mine at Park City, Utah,
and numerous limestone miner. Coal mines of similar character are very
numerous. In each of these the geometry of the deposit is controlled
primarily by the thickness and character of the favorable bed which was
mineralized, replaced, or depocited. One of the most serious problems
in this type of mine may be that of determining the number of pillars
which must be left to support the roof.

Veins in Fracture-, Shear, and Fault Zones. A large portion of
commercial mineral deposits are found in or closely associated with these
structural features. The most favorable rocks for mineralization are
often those which were originally relatively strong, brittle, and compe-
tent. These favorable rocks fracture without notable flow and are strong
enough to maintain openings for deposition of minerals. Deposits formed
in these structures vary from tabular veins to pipe-like bodies and shoots,
and may be regular or irregular, wide or narrow, continuous or discontin-
uous. Therefore, it could logically be expected to find all types of
mining methods used in vein, fissure or shoot deposits. Only in very
wide veins does the size have an important influence upon mining.
(Figure 3.1)
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The structural formation of veins is employed by Gunther and
Flemi2 a-a a basis for defining different vein types, and is useful in
examining their structural characteristics.

A fissur -v-ein is a mineral mass, which is generally tabular in form
with localirregularities. It fills or accompanies a fissure, or a series
of closely set and intimately related parallel fractures in the enclosing
rock, the mineral mass having been formed later than both the rock and
the fracture, either by filling of open spaces in the fracture zone or
by chemical alteration of the fractured rock.

Pipes or chimneys are formed where the structural control guides
the mineralization along channels of marked vertical continuity, but of
relatively small horizontal dimensions.. Fault intersections are typical.

Branching veins may extend from the main vein either into the hanging
wall or the footwall.. The mining of such deposits in the wrong sequence
may result in a high concentration of stresses in pillars near the inter-
sections of vein bLanches.

Conjugate joint systems are often mineralized to form vein systems.
Joint patterns such as these are believed Lu be the result of compressive
stresses which were relieved by joint formation rather than the formation
of single fissure.

It will be noted that all. types of veins are formed along existing
planes of weakness in the rock mass., Where a fissure has been completely
healed by subsequent mineralization, the resulting vein is often likely
to be less resistant than the enclosing rock. Consequently, post-mineral
movement may find stre,;s rEl. ief through fracturing or crushing of the
vein material, Thus, the type of mineralization and its tendency to
strengthen or weaken an existing rock structure is of ultimate importance
in determining the manner in which subsequent rock stresses in the vicin-
ity of the original fracture will be relieved by further movement or
fracturing. In the event thaL a vein complex is formed by strong,
coherent mineraLs, it would be reasonable to expect Lhe wall t' uk Lo
relieve or absorb some of the unbalanLced post-mineral stresses. Simi-
lar fault movement and fractur ing to that which has been observed in
mines is also found In non-mineralized rocks in which underground instal-
lations might be established

Massive Deposits. The massive dissieminiated copper ore bodies of
the western states are typicnl of this type of deposit, although other
structural classes are mined by the same methods. Those which have enough
overburden or copping to prohibit mining by open pit methods are ustially
mined by block caving. The porphyry coppers are usually massive, flat-
lying and relatively regular in outline, They are low-grade but their
reserves are measured in millions of tons. The concentration of valuable
minerals has been duc to secondary enrichment, which in turn generally
means a weak, leached capping. Other massive deposits are the molybdenum
ore bodies at Climax, Colorado, thb Sunrise iron mine in Wyoming, and
asbestos mines in Canada.
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•n-each of the Above categories, the mineral deposit takes the
general form of the host rock or structure, as the case may be, thus
controlling the size and shape of the deposit as well as its attitude1
oca�tion, strike, and dip. As will be seen later, each of the items

has its mon particular effect upon mining operations, some more impor-
tant than others, with the importance of each varying from mine to mine.

Mining Methods, Geology and Rock Stability

The history of the development of undergruund openings in mining
and other types of underground excavations, such as tunnels, serves as
one of the most reliable current (1961) guides in the appraisal of rock
structure stability. Hence, a brief review of the engineering principles
and methods employed in the mining of deposits and excavation of other
openings in various rock masses encountered will aid materially in
establishing the current status of applied rock mechanics.

Although mime openings which are left with natural pillars are
often classed as belonging to supported stoping methods, the geology
and general stability of rock masses in which room and pillar methods
of mining are adaptable are the types which may be most desirable, in
general, for construction of underground installations. There are
some exceptions to this general rule, but usually the geology of
deposits mined by this method is simple. The faulting, jointing, and
other weakening processes are little in evidence or are lacking entirely.
The complexity of geologic structure usually increases with the increase
in complexity of mining methods. The description of mining methods and
geologic factors governing the choice of mining methods and the case
histories which follow and are given in Appendix III will be discussed
in the. following order: (1) open stopes with pillars, (2) sublevel
sLoping, (3) shrinkage stoping, (4) cut-and-fill stoping, (5) square-
set stoping, (6) top slicing anid sublevel caving, and (7) block caving.
The essential details of these methods as related to rock stability are
outlined to serve as a basis for a more thorough understanding of the
many qualitative and few quantitative aspects of geologic structure as
they are related to wining methods in current engineering practice.
Detailed examples of geologic case histories are given in Appendix i11-A.
Summaries of geologic factors for several representative mines are item-
ized in tables accompanying the description of each methoc.

Open Stopes with Pillars.

These methods are applicable in general to geologic conditions which
are desirable for protective construction. Little or no artificial sup-
port is required, and the walls and roof are self-supporting. Small ore
bodies may be mined from wall to wall without any pillars being left.
Where ore bodies are larger pillars of ore are left to keep the roof
span tL a safe dimension. Pillars may be regularly or randomly spaced
(Figures 3,2 and 3 3), and the method may be applied to either horizon-
tal or inclined deposits. It finds its greatest application in flat-
lying, bedead type deposits.
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This method of mining is commonly employed in the extraction of
bedded type deposits such as bituminous coal, limestone, phosphate, and
deposits ofsimilar geologic eharacter, In non-matallic mines particu-
larly, a regular system of room and pillars is often employed and approx-
imately 50 percent of the valuable mineral is miae-d, the other" 50 per-
cent being left i-n pillars for support. In other mines, such as the
lead mines in southeast Missouri, casual pillars are left to support
the roof as required by local geology.

While pillar support may also be used in steeply inclined deposits
"ouly deposits of a flat line character will be considered here.

The method of development, and mining of a characteristic flat lying
deposit is illustrated in Figure 3.3. One or more development openings
are driven in a selected direction and rooms are excavated usually at 900
to the development openings. However, the pattern of layout of rooms in
development openings may vary considerably. Pillar heights vary from a
few feet in the case of many coal mines to as high as 200 feet in certain
lead mines.

Methods of excavating development openings and rooms are quite vari-
able. The principle concern in excavation processes in relation to sta-
bility is usually care in blasting. That is, holes should be placed in
a proper manner and only an optimum amount of explosives used so that a
minimum of overbreak or fracturing beyond the desired surface is caused.

The mine structures of example mines (Table 3.1) are representa-
tive of the application of room and pillar type of mining to bedded
deposits. These deposits are notable for their simplicity of structure,
lack of faulting, both pre-mineral and post-mineral, lack of alteration,
and for the competency of the beds and the strength of the overall geo-
logic structure. In spite of the fact that dimensiuns of the deposits
are variabl%, the method has uniform application throughout the deposits
as long as the ore and rock are strong enough to support large openings.
The placing of pillars is governed almost entirely by the presence of
faults, fractures of weak beds. Where these planes of weakness do not
occur, the pillars may be spaced regularly.

It is also noteworthy that many of these deposit' occur in sedi-
mentary rocks or in sedimentary rocks which have been metamorphosed.
In the case of the deposits in the Tri-State District, the rock was
strengthened considerably by the addition of silica which converted the
limestone to chert and flint. In most cases the bedding planes, although
inherent weaknesses of sedimentary rocks, do not cause problems of sup-
port unles3 they are accompanied by faults and fractures.

Wherever it i2 encountered, shale linost invariably causus the
mine openings to require timber. If water is present, the shale becomes
muddy with the consistency of soft clay. If it is dried out by air it
tends to slough and spall. Water courses are also a consistent source of
trouble, Even if they are dry they represent planes of weakness, If
they are active, Lhey create pumping problems.
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Sublevel Stoping

•[ Sublevel stoping, is best adapted to steeply inclined deposits which

have strong ore and strong walls. The ore is usually blocked out by two
hor~iontal drift,% separ,3ted vertically by 100 to 200 feet and raises
between the two horizontal drifts, the latter separated by comparable
distances. (Figure 3.4). An inspection of the accompanying sketch will
show why the ore must be strong as well as the wall of the stope after
the ore is excavated. The ore in place must serve as a footing for men
who are mining the same and must be sufficiently strong to support the
sublevel drifts which are driven at intermediate intervals between the

two main haulage levels, Although moderately weak ore may be worked by
sublevel stoping if the working faces are kept in the same vertical plane
throughout the vertical extent of the stope, this is not usually a safe
practice. Vertical pillars may be left between stopes on the same level,
and horizontal ones to support the main haulage levels. After the main
blocks of ore have been completely mined it is often a practice to rob
the pillars, and the walls of the stope may collapse after the pillars
have been robbed. In some mines large stopes created by the sublevel
method of stoping have remained open for very extended periods of time.

The stress distribution around inclined openings in homogeneous
rock has been studied by photoelastic methods and results of these stu-
dies are given later in this report. The sublevel method is used to
mine both shallow and deep deposits and deposits of a wide variety of
dimensions. It is applicable to deposits of small dimensions which are
relatively weak, but the method would not be applicable to deposits with
the same ore and wall strength if the dimensions were larger and con-
sequently required larger roof spans or larger openings in general.

The employment of the sublevel method of stoping requires, among
other characteristics, strong ore which will both serve as a strong
roof and offer safe footing for men and equipment on benches which have
been undercut by mining, (See Table 3.2). Massive sulphide ore which
has not been subjected to fracturing or alteration processes such as
oxidation is almost ideal for this type of mining. The Nulp)hidu miner-
als seem to have a capacity for filling small fractures as well as large
ones, providing a mineral complex, even in complete replacement processes,
which is very competent and strong. The healed fractures vary from those
of microscopic size to faults and even cavities of fairly large dimensions.

Strong walls arc found in rocks of all three genetic types. Fine-
grained rocks are very competent, even when slightly fractured. In all
of the examples given, there is a lack of extensive post mineral faulting,
fracturing, and alteration processes which tend to weaken the rock sfruc-
ture.

The large size of the ore deposits is a desirable feature, as in
the case of the Lower H ore body is the Home mine, which is massive and
irregular in outline, and the walls of the stope are constituted of mas-
sive sulphide ore itself. In this deposit, the silicification of the
rhyolite breccias has played an important part in strengthoning the
enclosing rock structure which was fractured .by pre-mineral stresses.
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Shr inkage Stoping

The characteristic feature of shrinkage stoping is that broken ore
is left in the stope to support the walls while the remainder of the
stope is mined, The broken ore also serves as a floor on which the miners

I may stand while mining the ore above them. A block of ore is developed
in a manner similar to that employed for sublevel stopinp in the prelim-
inary stages. No sublevels are driven, however, and the ore is mined from
the bottom upward. (Figure 3.5). Because the ore expands when it is
broken, about 35 percent of it must be drawn off at the bottom during
the mining process. After a stope is completed the ore is drawn out and
the space is left: open. If pillars are left at the ends of the stope

or the top or bottom they are often robbed when that part of the mine
is to be abandoned.

Since the ore must stand by itself during the whole process of
mining, over the width and length of the stope it must be strong. The
walls may be somewhat fractured but may not be excessively weak because
they will then slough off as the ore is withdrawn, and the ore will be
diluted. Hence, in deposits which are mineable by the shrinkage methods,
the overall structure is one degree weaker geologically than the struc-
tures to which sublevel stoping is applicable. In the latter both the
ore and walls must be strong while in shrinkage stoping the walls may
be somewhat weaker,

Shrinkage stoping is classified by some as an open stope method of

mining, and by others as a supported stope method. Each classification
is probably justified because the back of the sLope, which is usually ore,
is.; unsupported during the process of mining, while the walls are supported
by broken ore whether they need support or not, Deposits mined by this

method are, then, more or less on the border-line between those which

require support during mining and those which do not. In terms of strength
of ore and walls, it means that the ore should bc strong in any case,
while the walls may be weaker than the walls of deposits mined by sub-

level stoping.

A compirisonn of Table 3.2 and Tabl. 3.3 shows that thcre has been
little, if any, significant alteration of the ore or rock in either type
of mining. But there is more evidence of dynamic movement of the rock
in the dLeposits mined by shrinkage stoping, especially post-mineral
Faulting.

In somt: cases, as at the Hollinger and Wright Hargreaves mines, the
size of the veins was the determining factor, only narrow veins being

mined by thils method. At the United Verde mine a massive sulphide body,
non-ore, serves as the host rock for the ore deposits. Unless disturbed
by faulting and traCturing it is very competent as are similar bodies
(ore) at the Tennessee Copper Company (sublevel stoping).

As in the case of the other methods of mining studies, almost any
of the gcncti,: types of rock may prove structurally strong if they are
tresh LATd unfractured.
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S~ Cu±-and-Fill S•toning.

F The development work, that is, drifts and raises driven preliminary
to actual mining by cut-and-fill stoping, proceeds in principle in much
the same manner as that for sublevel stoping and shrinkage stoping. The
cut-and-fill method, as the name implies, employs a sequence in whLch
the ore is removed in a series of parallhA slices and as each slice is
removed a layer of waste fill is placed in the stope leaving sufficient
working headroom in which to drill the ore. The applicability of this
method is much the same as that of shrinkage stoping. The ore must be
strong since the miners work under an overhanging back of ore. The walls
may be weaker since they are supported Almost immediately by filling.
Fill may be broken rock from other parts of the mine, or more recent
developments have utilized hydraulic filling by means of pumping of slur-
ries through pipe lines into the stopes and draining the water off. The
latter method creates a more satisfactory fill usually than a fill com-
posed of large fragments of broken material because the latter settles
more. The walls can be weaker than those which would be found in shrink-
age stopes, and the ore may be of such a type that dilution cannot be
allowed. Also, if the ore is of such a character that it might oxidize
readily and cause difficulty in later concentration processes shrinkage
stoping cannot be employed. Cut-and-fiLl Imethod of mining is illustra-
ted in Figure 3.6. its applicability in addition to the above factors
is greatest in sLepl.y inclined deposits whcce ore may be removed by
gravity after it is blasted and the stopes may also be filled by gravity
from above. The overall structure in deposits conmonly mined by this
method is usually quite weak. However, mining methods demand that min-
imum subsidence occur adjacent to the ore body and hence immediate filling
usually will give a reasonably strong support and maintain a stable over-
all structure to the mine locale.

Cut-and-fill stoping (Table 3.4) is employed successfully in those
deposits which display a degree of stru-tural weakness just one step far-
ther removed from those which are fairly strong and may be mined by shrink-
age methods. It is common to find both of these methods of mining used
in the same mine to e'tract the ore from different sections of the same
deposit, as well as to find that many ,nios u.se three methods of mining
in the same deposit, i.e., square-set stoping in addition to the two noted
above.

Cut-and-fill stoping requires relativcly strong ore which will require
no support during stoping operations. it is used to advantage where the
ore is strong but the walls are so weak that shrinkage methods cannot: be
used or dilution of ore results.

This method is essentially a selective method of mining, and conse-
quently can be used in irregular deposits. Lt also will permit some
storing in stopes.

The geological reasons for use of cut-and-fill are .4ummarized as

follows:

1. Weakening of rock structure by pre-mincral faulting.
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Fteorky

2, Weakening of rock structure by post-mineral faulting.

•- ~3. Further weakening of rock by hydrothermal and hydro-metamorphic ,
processes.

4. Lack of slicification in certain areas of a deposit

* 5. Lack of other types of "healing" mineralization.

6. Irregularity of outline of deposit, which requires a selective
method of mining.

7. Irregularity of grade or lack of uniformity of grade of ore,
which also requires a selective method.

8. Ore oxidizes rapidly, preventing use of shrinkage stoping which
"stores" ore in stopes for long periods of time. This is true
for ore which is to be treated by flotation.

Square-Set St ofLnA

This method is most applicable in mining deposits in which the ore
is structurally weak. Also the surrounding rock may be fractured, faulted,
and altered to such an extent that it also is very weak. The geometry of
the deposit may be such, and the value of the ore of sufficient magnitude
that caving methods may not be employed. The method is very flexible in
that sets can be extended in any direction or can be terminated as irregu-
larities in the shape of the ore body are encountered. Development takes
place in much the same manner as that in the methods previously described.
In stoping one small block of ore is removed sufficiently large to allow
replacement of a set of timber, which is immediately set in place. (Figure
3.7). The primary function of the square sets is to furnish only tempo-
rary support for loose fragments of rock and to offer a passageway to the
working face. Permanent support for the stope walls is supplied by fill-
ing the sets with broken waste rock. This is placed as soon as possible
after a tier of sets is worked out, especially if the ground is heavy.

In many geological settings in which a square set method of mining
is employed the ore and rock structure actually approach being unconsoli-
dated materials. As will be noted in the examples given below the insta-
bility is caused by faulting, fracturing, and folding, and destructive
alteration which accompanies mineralizing processes.

The factors affecting the use of square-sets are as follows:

1. Grade of ore - the ore must be high enough in grade to pay for
the use of the large amount of timber required.

2. Physical character of ore and rocks - in nearly all of the mines
using this method, the enclosing rocks are broken and altered.
Structurally weak ore and rocks usually go together, although
this is not always the case.
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3. Size, shape, and dip of deposit - the method is very flexible
and can be used in almost any size -of deposit regardless of its
shape and dip.

4. Effect of ground movement - may be some settling in the fill,
and there is squeezing and subsidence of country rock.

The square-set method is the one which is employed when all other
methods, exclusive of caving methods are not applicable because of sup-
port problems involved or the need for selective mining. (Table 3.5).

Top Slicing and Sublevel Caving

The top slicing and sublevel caving methods of mining are similar
in development and in many aspects of ore removal.

In the top slicing method the ore is removed in a series of hori-
zontal slices beginning at the top of the orebody immediately beneath
the capping. The latter is allowed to cave after each slice of ore is
mined. As each horizontal section of ore is removed the ground above
is temporarily supported by timber. (Figure 3.8).

The most suitable type of deposit for mining by top slicing is ore
of large horizontal extent in which the ore is too weak to stand without
support except over a short span. The most vital requirement is a weak
capping which will cave when it is undermined.

Development for top slicing consists of driving a series of drifts
and crosscuts at some distance below the mining level and then raising
to the top of the ore for mining.

Sublevel caving is very similar to top slicing. The general plan
of operations is to mine every other slice, permitting the weight of
the capping to assist in mining of the ore. The capping should be some-
what stronger than that in which top slicing is applicable.

For both top slicing and sublevel methods of mining, the most nec-
essary requirement of the structure is a weak capping that will cave
when it is undermined. Thic feature is found in the given examples and
is due either to the presence of weak members in the overlying forma-
tion or to the presence of planes of weakness. (Table 3.6). In either
case the caving formations should not "key" and arch to such an extent
that sudden collapses will create dangerous mining conditions. Top
slicing is more readily adaptable to deposits of large horizontal extent,
while sublevel caving can be employed to mine deposits which are more
irregular in outline. In both cases the ore should be moderately weak,
but strong enough to stand temporarily. This characteristic may be due
to the inherent character of the mineral complex itself or due to alter-
ation and fractures.
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Block Cavin&.

Block caving is most applicable to large orebodies which have a
capping which may be caved. Development consists of driving a series
of evenly spaced crosscuts below the bottom of the ore, from which main,

branch, and finger raises are driven up to the ore. The ore is then under-
cut and the weight of the ore plus the capping is employed to force the
ore to crush, run down through the raises and thus mine itself. The most
ideal conditions for block caving are found in the porphyry copper depo-
sits where both the ore and capping are weak. However, large deposits
of relatively strong ore with strong capping are also mined by block

a caving. In this case it may be necessary to completely undercut a sec-
tion of the ore and isolate it on one or more sides with shrinkage stopes.
(Figure 3.9).

Use of block caving resulted from a gradual development of methods
wherein the pillars left in rooms were mined in Lake Superior iron mines.
The mechanics of block caving involve first, the weakening of a mass of
rock by undercutting, second, further breakage of the ore just above the
draw points, usually by blasting, and finally crushing of the ore by the
mass of overlying material so that it may be drawn off through "finger"
raises. The results of the process are the production of a large mass
of unconsolidated material above the draw points and a more competent
mass below this elevation to the haulage level. The strength and sta-
bility of the lower mass is often affected by the movement of the upper.
The creation of such large unconsolidated masses of rock has been pro-
posed by some as a means of providing protection for underground instal-
lations. The presence of a blanket of unconsolidated material is suggested
as a means of damping shock or stress waves from large scale explosions
at or near the surface.

The work of King at the Climax Molybdenum mine is one of the few
published attempts to evaluate the strength of block caving mine rock in
a quasi-quantitative manner (Table 3.7). The strength of the rock and
the ore are defined in terms of the spacing of fractures, type of min-
eralization in the fractures, silicification, and alteration of the con-
stituent minerals. The original composition of the rock and the type
of alteration are also important. Silicification and kaolinization
almost universally indicate weak rock structure. Strength and composi-
tion of mincalizing solutions, pre-mineral and post-mineral faulting,
composition of the local rocks all contribute to strengthening or weaken-
ing the rock structure as the case may be.

At Climax (Appendix III) the rock formations are strong as compared
with those of other block caving mines. However, the relative positions
of the four classes of rock, plus the fact that the ore is nor very strong,
make the deposit adaptable to block caving methods.

In the "porphyry coppers" the alteration and mineralization processes
are of such a nature that they create favorable conditions for block
caving methods, both in the ore and the capping rocks. Close fracturing
is a universal characteristic in this type of deposit and also in the
asbestos, iron, and limestone mines utilizing this method.
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Summary ••nd Conclusions

Numerous basic facts concerning geological data and their relation
to mining methods particularly with reference to stability and support
requirements have been described in the foregoing pages, and the most
important may be summarized under three general headings;

1. Planes of Weakness:

a. Open stopes with pillars are generally used in deposits which
are notable for their simplicity of structure, lack of faulting, and
alteration, and for competency of rock and ore. Bedding planes may or
may not be important causes of rock failure or weakness, depending upon
the nature of partings and type of rock.

b. Complexity of structure may or may not contribute to critical
weakening of ore and rocks, depending upon the nature of contacts and
component members of the geologic mass.

c. Rock weakness may be caused by either pre-ore or post-ore
faulting, the latter being the more common cause. Even slight post-
mineral movement may cause failure in a brittle ore complex. Joints,
faults, contacts, bedding planes, etc., relieve stresses which would
otherwise be built up in the rock. Pre-ore fractures are often healed
by mineralization but also serve as loci of alteration and further
weakuttling.

d. Schistosity, particularly in relatively fine-grained rocks, does
not seem to be a serious source of planes of weakness in rocks.

e. Contacts between ore and wall rocks often form important planes
of weakness.

f. Intersections of shear zones may cause prominent irregularities
which create mining problems.

g. Internal gouge slips In the ore affect its strength, the sta-
billity of rock and ore, and consequently the method of mining.

2. Effects of Mineralization and Alteration:

a. The conversion of limestone to chert and flint in the Tri-State
district strengthened the rocks. the strengthening effect of silicifi-
cation apparently may more than offset the weakening effects of serici-
tization. A high silica content of the original rocks is often essential
to silicification.

b. At both the Home mine, Norwanda, Quebec, and at Ducktown, Ten-
nessee, the massive sulphide ores are very strong. Microscopic studies
of sulphide ore show that even very small cracks are healed by mineral-
ization, which contributes materially to the strength of the ore.
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c. Silicification and mineralization of rhyolite breceias has
strengthened them sufficiently so that they will support themselves in
large openings.

r d. Variation in the type of wall rock, or in the degree of fault-

ing or alteration may alter support requirements and thus permit the use
of different types of mining in the same deposit.

e. Where the mineralization has tended to follow joint planes and
fractures into the walls of replacement veins, close wall support is
necessary for complete extraction and clean mining.

3. Other Characteristics:

&. Strong rocks are found among igneous, sedimentary, and meta-
morphic types. Shale is almost universally weak.

b. A study of the history of the Hollinger deposit shows that a
majority of the geologic events had an important effect upon the final
structural strength of the ore and rock.

c. At the United Verde mine the rocks are strong to weak in the
following order: massive, sulphide (non-ore), porphyry, and schist. At
the Frood mine, Sudbury, Ontario, the rhyolite is brittle, well jointed
and has a high rock burst potential. Quartzite and cemented breccia
are reasonably firm, and gabbro and greenstone (fine to medium-grained)
are firm except where loosened along joints. At the Creighton mine
the rocks are strong to relatively weak in the order named: norite,
gabbro, and granite. Rockbursts are more common in the granite.

d. Alteration of rocks in the Butte area was influenced by (1)
temperature of the solutions, (2) their chemical composition, and (3)
their concentration. Degree of alteration is apparently not entirely
dependent upon the degree of crushing or fracturing of the rock.

e. In certain cases slates and graphitic rocks may act as lubricants
along slip planes and facilitate adjustments of rock pressures and
stresses.

f. Hard, brittle rocks are more susceptible to bursting than soft,
weak ones.

g. At the Tintic Standard mine the choice of mining method (square-
set) was conltroled hy: (1) size of ore body, (2) post-mincral crush-
ing and fracturing, (3) degree of alteration of ore and country rock,
(4) sequence of interbedded limestones and shales in geologic column,
(5) slumping of ground over replacement deposit, (6) lack of sufficient
silicification to strengthen structure, and (7) inherent weakness of ores
themselves.

h. The factors influencing the incidence and severity of rock-
bursts are: (1) depth of workings, (2) structural features of ore and
enclosing rocks, (3) dip of ore body, (4) concentration of mining oper-
ations, and (5) rate of mining.
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,i In deposits employing caving methods a weak capping is an impor-
. tant requisite. Weakness is generally due to fracturing, alteration,

leaehing, or to the presence of inherently weak rocks.

J. Drying of mine rock by pumping or ventilation often causes
r certain uypes of rocks to slack, slough or crumble.

Of all of the causes of weak mine rock structures, post-mineral
faulting and "destructive" alteration are the most important. Pre-
mineral faulting has resulted in the weakening of rocks and ores, but
to a lesser degree than the first two causes, usually because many
mineralization processes tended to heal the fractures caused by previous
dynamic movement. Alteration resulting in formation of sericite or
kaolin is invariably "destructive".

Both silicification and certain types of mineralization have a
strengthening effect upon rock structures. They may come about as a
result of either primary or secondary processes.

There appears to be no direct correlation between genetic rock
types and their tendency toward being strong or weak. Their strength
is a function not only of the physical properties of the rocks themselves,
but of their environment and geologic history.

If a scale of comparative indices is set up for the four factors
in the table below, an interesting comparison can be drawn. Let the
numbers from 0 Lo 4 represent increasing degrees of intensity as fol-
lows:

ROCK STABILITY INTENSITY FACTORS FOR NON-CAVING METHODS

Pre-mineral Post-mincral Rock Silicification or
Stoping Method faulting, etc, faulting, etc, alteration Strenghtening min.

Open Stopes 0-2 0-1 0-1 0-3
Sublevel 0-3 0-1 0-1 0-4
Shrinkage 1-3 0.. 0-2 0-4
Cut-and-fill 2-4 2-4 2-4 0-4
Square-set 2-4 2-4 2-4 0-4

0 . . .. Negligible
I ... Moderately weak
2 .... Moderately strong
3 .. .. Strong
4 .... Very intense

There is considerable overlapping of the effects of the more cru-
cial geologic factors which affect rock strength. And the effects of
one may be offset by one of the others. For example, silicification may
create a very strong but brittle rock structure which may be easily weak-
ened by further dynamic movement of the rocks.
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It is noted that underground works (power stations) can be designed
and cous.ucted with confidence and efficiency if considerable prelimi-

V inary investigation and research is undertaken. Recommended items are as
follows:

1. The in situ state of stress of the rock should be determined
possibly in connection with diamond drilling and this should be corre-
lated with geology and topography of a given site.

2. A direction type of geophone for detection of sub-audible
rock noise should be employed to locate centers of disturbance or fail-
ure.

3. The depth of penetration of blasting effects into wall rocks
should be determined.

4. The behavior of rough and smooth jointed rock in situ should
be investigated.

5. Investigation should be made of the effect of rock bolts and
cementing in stabilizing jointed rocks of various types.

The experience acquired in the construction of the Snowy Mountain
power station has shown that conventional methods of geological mapping
and careful diamond drilling programs were adequate to avoid gross weak-
nesses which may be encountered, particularly those associated with
major faulting. However, these methods were inadequate to determine with
sufficient accuracy the characteristics of the jointing of the rock mass
at depth, or to identify with ease geologic or rock structure which is
important in determining the stability of underground openings. it was
concluded that only by direct exploration by tunneling can such details
be determined. Experience has also dictated the desirability for design
characteristics so that a maximum degree of flexibility can be employed
to permit adjustments of location to take advantage of geologic conditions
revealed by exploratory openings.

Geology and Protective Construction

The geological characteristics within a given geogiaphical strate-
gic area will bc the determining factors which will govern the choice of
a site al being suitable for protective purposes. The geological fea-
tures of the earth's crust which have proven important in the stability
of mines, tunnels and power stations will be equally critfcal in deter-
mining the stability of protective installations. With the exception
of experience in mines which have high ordtr rock hbirsts, however, nddi-
tional design criteria for protective cover must be ascertained to incor-
porate resistance factors for dynamic loads. Resistance to bomb pene-
tration, attenuation, refraction and reflection of stress waves, as well
as the strength of the local rock structure around the openings must be
considered. Obviously, some of these do not have pfirallet significance
in the static stability of mine openings.
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Favorable Overl•i•g Geological Configurations. Genensky and Loof-
bourow3 -have made a study of twelve geol6gical configurations -in the
United States. They conclude that "the material which lies between --

the roof of the installation and the surface of the earth need not neces-
sarily be composed of hard competent rock. Broken rock, shale and other
uneompected roek may be more effective as blast-wave attenuators." in
addition to certain geologic structures they also suggest the use of
broken rock or "umbrellas" to provide optimum attenuation. The term
"umbrella" is applied to openings in the rock above the protective in-
stallation. It is also concluded that further experimental data are
required to predict the reaction of various combinations of rock to nu-
clear blasts. Also, it is emphasized that definite conclusions in the
reaction of various combinations of rock cannot be drawn without further
experimentation.

The following configurations were considered by Genensky and Loof-
bourow: (1) glaciers, (2) masses of plastic rock, (3) cellular rock, (4)
a great thickness of cellular rock, (5) a great thickness of cellular and
thin-bedded rock, and (6) a combination of thin-bedded cellular and plas-
tic rock, Further consideration was given to existing mines in certain
formations and openings under caved and broken ground. The studies by
Genensky and Loofbourow are quite general and inconclusive.

Favorable Local GeoloUy. For reasons which are discussed more in
detail in later chapters of this report, it is believed that it will be
necessary that the immediate rock in which an installation is to be loca-
ted should be strong and compeLenLt. As pointed out in the chapter on
artificial support, steel, concrete, and timber will support only the
weight of an assumed arch of rock a few feet in depth around an opening.
Hence, the natural rock structure itself should be capable, with some
local support, of carrying a very large percentage of static and dynamic
loads imposed upon it.

Thus, a local rock structure should have a minimum of fractures and
alteration. Fault zones are usually areas of critical stress, Certain
types of joint patterns are difficult to support, and the spacing of
planes of weakness relative to the size of the opening is one critical
measure of structural strength. (See also Chapters on static and dynamic
stresses.) The value of types of rock as "attenuators" for high level
stress waves of large geometry has nor been determined.
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CHAPTER IV

WAVE MECHANICS AND INSTRUMENTATION

Igtroduction

The response of an underground structure situated within a semi-
infinite (half-space) rock medium to a high-intensity impact loading is
a function of the impact time history, the rock medium, and the under-
ground structure configuration. The theoretical analyses of rock media
responses to dynamic loads have been limited for the most part to math-
ematical derivations of ideal elastic half-space response to concentra-
ted or distributed loads at the free boundary. Any attempt to improve
the similarity between the theoretical model and actuality is accom-
plished only at the expense of increasing the complexity of the math-
ematics. The degree to which the theoretical results correspond to field
conditions can only be determined by field measurements.

Instrumentation is a necessity for the acquisition of data for
checking theoretical formulations as well as to aid in originating new
concepts. Wave mechanics instrumentation may be applied in the labora-
tory as well as in the field and may include accelerometers, velocity
gages, strain gages, displacement gages. pressure gages, high speed
cameras and other types of devices. In regions of intense dynamic load-
ing, properties of rock other than the purely mechanical properties, such
as luminescence, etc,, may give pertinent information. The principal
types of instrumentation which have been utilized and an evaluation of
their application is presented.

?!pnagation in an Extended Medium

The manner of propagation of stress waves within extended solids
is dependent upon the nature of the medium within which they are devel-
oped. In extended isotropic elastic solids, two types of elastic waves
may Le propagated. dilatational waves which travel with the velocity,

3 4)10 (4.1)

where K is.bulk modulus

p is rigidity modulus

p is density

and distortionnl waves which travel with the velocity,

S= (LL/o) 4 (4.2)
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another type of stress wave, propagated at the surfece of an elastic

medium, is known as a Raleigh wave. The disturbances associated with

tjii particular type of wave decrease with depth.

Kolsky points out that real solids are never perfectly elastic.
Solids which exhibit a hysteresis loop in the stress-strain curve may
attenuate transient pulses traveling through them to a great degree.
The velocity gradients set up by the stress wave may result in a second

type of attenuation, associated with the viscosity of the material.
In both cases these losses are attributed to internal friction of the
material, resulting in a conversion of mechanical energy to heat.
Materials may also exhibit mechanical relaxation or the increase of
strain asymptotically with time under a fixed stress. Where stress
wave periods are close to media relaxation times, attenuation of the
stress waves is severe. Finally the compressions and dilatations pro-
duced by the stress transfer of energy from the strain wave to the
material in the form of heat, produces additional attenuation.

Two other types of stress waves must be considered here, which
are of importance in the study of the response of rock masses. Shock
and plastic waves both may occur in the case of media whose stress-
strain relations have ceased to be linear. Shock waves are formed in
media in which the velocity of propagation of large amplitude disturb-
ances is greater than that of smaller ones. This behavior may be
exhibited above a certain threshold amplitude. As a result any pulse
above the threshold value develops a steeper and steeper front as it
penetrates the medium, the thickness of the front being determined by
the molecular arrangement of the medium. Plastic waves are developed
in media which are linear up to a given stress, but for stresses greater
than this, flow occurs. This behavior results in an elastic wave being
propagated through the medium, with a plastic wave following in its path
at a lower velocity. 1

Propagation in an Extended Elastic Medium

If an elastic solid is unbounded only two types of waves can be
propagated through it, dilatational and distortional waves. The equa-
tions of motion for these waves are derived by means of well-known
theory of elasticity relationships, and, therefore, only the results
will be presented here. The equations of motion take the form

p -3 (X + 2)VA(4.3)

-2 y; -- 27z (4.4)

where X and [i are Lame's constants

V2 is the operatorZ,)
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wi is a rotation component

Lquation 4.3 Ls the wave equation of a dlatat ion A propagated
through the medium with velocity [ ()L 4- 21a) / p]-. Equations 4., 4 rep-
resent the wave equations of rouation (sbear) propagated at a veloc~ity
of (00p2.

It can be shown that- -Rny plane wave propagated With an extended
elastic isotropic medium miust travel at one(- of these two vrelicities.
From the abuvve discussion iL can be seeni that the velocity of distor-
tional waves depends only on the density and shear moduluIs Of tile mled-
ium, w.iereas the velocity of dflat:ational waves is a function of bUlk
modulus as well as shoar modulus, This behajvior is explained by the
fact that. in the case of a dilatational wave the medium is subjected
to both compression and shear.

The general form of the solution to differential..equLationS of Motion
of the d ilatat ional n nd distortional waves, Equations 4.3 and 4 4, re-
spectively is

a= f(x - ct) f- F(x i- cL) (4..5)

where f is an orb itrary funct ion correspond .i ng to a plane wave along thle
x-axis inl a positilye d irect ion, and F to one in the oppos izt d irecetion.
It canl be seen that thu effect of time is merely to displace the wave
a di~stance a]long; the x-axis wit hout alItering its shape.

If a stress wave originates at a point. in an unbounded medium,
the differential. equat ion of motion may be represented by the equat ion

"e - - (4.6)aL t6r: r Or

This equation may he plIa ned in the same form as Equa tions ZIA . and 4 .4,

L c cr (4.7)

The sol ution of thlis equation is

f I [ir -CL) s- F(r t CL) ~ (4.8)

Equ0t ion 4.8 represenztiin0 a spherical wave differs From Equation 4,5
represelt ing a plane wave in that the. spherical wave amip! itudeC is inversely
proportional, Lo thle d(Ii stuCL r from the Source of di sturbance.
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Rayleigh Waves; In an elastic isotropic solid where there is a
bounding surface elastic surface waves may occur in addition to the
two types of waves discussed above. Lord Rayleigh showed that their
effect decreases rapidly with depth and that their velocity of propa-
gation is smaller than that of body waves. The velocity of propaga-
tion of surface waves is independent of the imposed frequency and
dependent only on the elastic constants of the material. For this
reason these waves do not change in form as they travel. Rayleigh
waves of high frequency are attenuated more rapidly with depth than
those of low frequency. In any case the disturbance is insignificant
at depths greater than one wave length. These surface waves are of
importance in seismic phenomena since they spread only in two direc-
tions and thus fall off more slowly than elastic body waves,

Love Waves. The direction of vibration of the horizontal compo-
nents of Rayleigh waves is parallel to the direction of propagation.
Surface waves encountered in seismic investigations where the hori-
zontal components vibrate parallel to the wave front are known as Love
waves. Love suggested that these waves can be accounted for by assum-
ing that the elasticity and density of the outer layer of the earth
differs from that in the interior. Thus transverse waves can be prop-
agated through the outer layer without penetrating the interior.

Reflection and Refraction. Any wave which is incident upon the
interface of two elastic media will produce compressional (P) and dis-
tortional (SV) waves in both media. Thus, an incident P wave (Figure
4.1) will result in reflected and transmitted P waves, and reflected
and transmitted SV waves. Similarly, an incident SV wave will result
in four transmitted and reflected waves. (Figure 4.2).

2
Figure 4.3 gives the square root values of ratios of transmitted

to incident energy between two strata for certain ratios of density,
longitudinal (c-) and distortional (f) velocity and for Poisson's ratio
where the reflected and transmitted waves are of the same type. This
shows that refracted waves of the same kind do not lost an appreciable
amount of energy in passing discontinuities, except for near-grazitig
incidence. Figure 4.42 is a comparable plot of waves which changes
type at an interface. Gutenberg points out that: "From the theory,
it follows that except for signs the distribution of energy is the
same for incident P and SV waves if one compares refracted waves of the
same kind, refracted transformed waves, etc.".

Muskat and Meres 3 calculated the reflected energy of P waves for
normal and near normal incidence. The result,-, of some of their cal-
culations for waves of normal, incidence are shown in Figures 4.5 to
4.8 for specific examples ot low and high speed strata configurations.
These show that a high velocity contrast is desirable for reflection,
while strata whose velocities increase monotonically with depth gives
the smallest reflection,

SHence, in the selection of a site for a deep installation, the
refleLting capabilities of the geologic structure shouild be considered,
as well as the attenuating properties.
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Figure 4.1. Reflection of P waves at an interface between two
elastic solids.

SVMB',

SV(8 1) SV(B 2 )

z

Figure 4.2. Reflection of SV waves at an interface between two
elastic solids.
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8,000 It/sac

16,000 ft/sec

Figure 4.5. Normal incidence on an interface separating an incident
bed with velocity 8000 ft./sec. from a refracting bed of velocity
16,000 ft./sec. 11.1% of the incident energy will be reflected to
the surface from the interface as a longitudinal wave.

0\0
O =0°\0 a,

8,000 ft/sec

12,000 ft/sec

16,000 ft/sec

Figure 4.6. A two interface system in which the incident stratum of
velocity 8000 ft,/sec. is separated from the final reflecting stratum
of velocity 16,000 ft./see. by a bed of intermediate velocity, 12,000
ft./sec. The angle of incider;ce = 00. Energy reflected from first
interface equals 4% of incident energy; energy returning from the
highest speed layer = 2.3% of incident energy.
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8,000 ft/sCec0

10,000 ft/sec

12,000 ft/sec

14,000 ft/sec

16,000 ft/sec

Figure 4.7. A 4-interface system in which the highest and lowest
velocity beds are separated by three intermediate layers with
ey.ual velocity increments. The angle of incidence = 0'. Energy
reflected from 10,000 ft. bed = 1.2% of incident energy; energy
reflected from 12,000 ft. bed - 0.8'4 of incident energy; energy
rellected from 14,000 ft. bed = 0.0%/ of incidenL energy; energy
reflected from highest speed bed - 0.4% of incident energy.

o\o o\0 0\0
000

8,000 ft/sec

12,000 ft/seec

10,000 ft/sec

15,000 ft/sec

Figure 4.8. The reflections at normal incidence from a typical
sedimentary section with a low velocity intermediate stratum.
Energy reflected from first interface = 4% of incident energy;
ePergy reflected from intermediatt low velocity bed - 0.8% of
incident energy; energy reflected from deepest and highest speed
bed = 3.6% of incident energy.
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Propagation in an Extended Anelastic Medium. When solid materials
are set into vibration some of the elastic energy is always converted
into heat (the various mechanisms by which this takes place are collec-
tively termed internal friction). There is at present no satisfactory
explanation for internal friction in solids, and more experimental data
are required.

TLe dynatwit• vtioe lastis•e buhavior of soli'ds has 'ueeki epiesented
by a number of idealized models, the simplest of which are the Voigt
and Maxwell solids, Figures 4.9a and 4.9b, respectively. In the figures,
the springs represent linear internal resisting stresses of an elastic
body, that is, in wh'ch o = Ec, whereas the viscous elements represent
behavior in which the resistive stress is directly proportional to the

strain rate, o de

A Voigt solid is based upon the assumption that the resisting stress
within a solid can be represented as the sum of two sets of terms, one

proportional to the strain and the other to the rate of change of strain,
or

a = EC + Jdk (4.9)

This equation may be represented by a viscous and an elastic model ele-
ment in parallel.

A Maxwell model is based on the assumption that the strain developed
in a solid as the result of an externally applied stress can be repre-
sented as the sum of two terms, one proportional to the applied stress
and the other proportional to the time integral of the applied -tress,
or

a + d (4.10)E adj

This behavior nmy be represented by a linear elastic element d.nd a vis-
cous element in series.

An interesting aspect of the behavior of these two hypothetical
materials is that the logarithmic decrement of damping is inversely pro-
portional to frequency for Maxwell solids and directly proportional to

frequency for Voigt solids. Unfortunately, for most solids the meas-
ured logarithmic decrement does not follow either model, suggesting
that a more complicated arrangement is required. The arrangement of

Figure 4.9c, sometimes Identified as Berger's model, gives results more
in accordance with the behavior of real solids.

More complicated models have been considered to account for the
fact that a number of different relaxation phenomena may take place
simultaneously in a solid. This has resulted in models consisting of
multiple series and parallel combinations of the basic Maxwell and
Voigt models. Such a treatment is mathematically equivalent to a suppr-
position approach postulated by Boltzmann. The basic models have also
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Voigt solid Maxwell solid More general solid

a b c

Figure 4.9. Models of visco-elast:ic solids (after Kolsky).

I
Auxiliary spring in parallel with Atixiliary spring in series wiih

Maxwell model Voigt model
a b

Figure 4.10. Two equivalent mechanical models (after Kolsky).
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been modified as shown in Figure 4.10 to better describe relaxation phen-
omena. The theory of vibrations in a Boltzmann solid results in extremely
complicated mathematical analysis, and the results have so far found very
little application in the study of the dynamic behavior of visco-elastic
materials.

The equations of wave motion in a "-g cldac dcric in the sacae
form as for an elastic solid. Thus, the equation for the plane displace-
ment of a dilatational wave becomes

P, V'u z (X -f 2u),72 u 4 (%X + 2 1\ T2 -( (4.11)

where X and u are two viscous constants corresponding to Lame's con-
stants, and for a distortional wave

Qt= uu + u TL (-) (4.12)

A plane distortional weve which is propagated in the x-direction
has a particle motion in the z-uirection (amplitude w) is represented
by the following solution of Equation 4.12"

w - e qx cos (pt - fx) (4.13)

where q is a dissipative factor, p is the angular frequency of the stress
wave, and f is 27r divided by the wavelength X,

This equation indicates that the wave is damped exponentially as it

proceeds through the solid. For smal amounts of damping the phase velo-
city is the same as for an elastic solid. The treatment of dilatational
waves in a Voigt. solid is essentially the same as that presented for dis-
tortional waves.

Although very few solids behave, even approximately, like either
the Maxwell or the Voigt model, when the dynamic mechanical behavior of
a visco-clastic solid is required for only a restricted region of fre-
euqncies the "elasticity" and "viscosity" obtained from these simplifi-
cations is convenient for the description of its mechanical properties.
This may be particularly true in the case of dynamic. studies of under-
ground structures.

Wave Attenuation in Rock. Dobrin4 points out that the energy of a
wave is proportional to the square of its amplitude. However, as a
spherical wave spreads out from its source the energy is distributed
over an area which increases as the square (if the radius of the sphere,
and tnus the specific energy varies as the inverse square of the radius.
The amplitude tbeoretically varies as the inverse of the radius. In
addition to a decrease in energy due to dispersion inherent in spherical
geometry of the wave, it suffers a loss due to internaL friction and
absorption apprcximatelv defined by
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-qr
I = I -- (4.14)o r

where I is the amplitude at a distance r from the soulrce, I the initial
amplitude and q a constant depending upon the material. 0

This equation has been found to approximate quite closely the
behavior of seismic waves at some distance from an exploding charge.
Some additional data and observations are available from underground
nuclear detonations and large scale HE explosions.

Swift, et al, report in connection with the Rainier event that
the peak vertical acceleration decays with distance from the U.-harge and
accelerations were measured at distances of 580. 650 and 720 Ft. from
the charge. At distances closer to the surface, accelerations deviated
markedly from those closer to the explosive chamber. Thr decay was not
found to obey a well defined law. Particle velocity and displacement
were determined by integrating acceleration time records, but results
were not conclusive.

6
Perret and Preston report that in a horizontal direction from

the detonation of Rainier the highest peak accelerations decayed approx-
imately as the inverse fourth power of the range.. Below 10 g, atten-
uation of peak acceleration approached the inverse square power of the
range.

Subsurfaces stresses and strains associated with the Tamalpais
event by Adams, et at 7 , showed that stresses measured at five stations
between 100 and 425 feet tadial distance varied as the inverse cube
of the radial range. Plotted data for strain indicates that. strain
attenuated at a rate between the inverse cube and the inverse square,
In general, the results of Plumbbob and Hardtack operations are some-
what inconclusive and can be applied only to the tuff at NTS,

8
For small scale charges the rate of decay of peak strain is

plotted against scaled distance for four types of rocks in Chapter V.
The type of rock not only has an effect upon the attenuation of strain
with distance, but on the magnitude of strain as, well. The rate of

attenuation varies inversely as the distance from the charge t- expo-
inential. values of from 1.5 to 2, except close to the ,:xplos ive where the
attenuation may be less. This is not comparable to 4he results recorded
from nuclear explostions where the attenuation was much nigher at shorter
distanic es.

Extrapolation of wave attenuation effects a;paretitly may not be
made in accordance with scaling laws. That is, some of the effects
such as friction losses are functions of distance only and not of scaled
distance. This is partlcularly emphasized where attempts have been
made. to scale from results of HE shots to NE expioci..ns in termis of
cratering and the parameters which govern the mechanitsm of formation
of both true and apparent craters. The rate of attenuation of wave
pararlLers in badly bir, ken or altered rock does |iotL ippcar to have
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been evaluated. A few measurements have been made in sandstone in con-
nection with the UET program, and some in limestone. It would be of
primary interest to learn the effects of attenuation upon stress waves
in large masses of competent granitic rock which might be employed for
underground protective cover.

Plastic Waves. The propagation of a plastic deformation is essen-
tially a non-linear phenomenon. Problems of strain which is linear with
stress up to a proportional limit, one univalued function above the pro-
portional limit with increasing stress and another function for decreas-
ing sLtess have been c nsidered by a number of investigauors including
Taylor and von Karman . The solution for a semi-infi;ite bar loaded by
a suddenly imposed velocity at one end, involving Lagrangean coordinates
is shown schematic representation of the distribution of strain in a
bar, (Figure 4.11). The elastic wave front moves at the same velocity
as in the purely elastic case; the velocity of propagation of the inter-

mediate portion of the curve is c = (S/P), where S the modulus0 dc

of deformation at a particular strain E, and p- is the density of the

unstretched bar; aud Lhe velocity of the plastic wave front depends upon
do.

the maximum strain. For most solids de: is constant for stresses Lip to

the elastic limit and then decreases, so that large strains arc propa-
gated with velocities lower than that of elastic waves and the distri-
bution of strain is similar to that shown in Figure 4.ii. If dol/de
increases with increasing strain, any large pulse traveling through the
medium will acquire a steep front, the gradient of which is limited by
dissipation through viscosity and thermal conduction. (See shock waves
below).

The discussion of plastic waves above has been concerned only with
the loading of a semi-infinite bar. When a stressed bar is suddenly
released a wave of unloading travels down the bar. The fronL of this
wave travels with a velocity corresponding to the velocity of elastic
waves in the material. It consequently overtakes the plastic wave front
which was induced during loading. Plastic and elastic respuimse of the
material becomes quite complex as repeated reflections take place.

Very little consideration has been given in the literature to the
propagation of plastic waves in extended media,

Shock Waves. The velocity of propagation of a disturbance in a
plastic material, where the elastic modulus S = do 1 /dc is constant,
will be greater for large compressive disturbances than for smaller
ones. Thus any finite compression pulse will evenitually acquire a
steep front as it travels through the medium. In solids, particle
velocities are very small compared to propagation velocities so that
if S is constant, stress pulses can travel for considerable distances
without change in form. As mentioned previously S usually decreases
beyond the elastic limit, and plastic rather than shock waves are gen-
erated in most solids.
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C? rPlastic wove front

Elastic wave front

;p X/t isCo

Figure 4.11, Schematic representation of distribution of strain in a
plastic wave (after Kolsky).

\-T ransition zone

Figure 4.12, A cylindrical mass of material of unit: cross-section
passing from right to left through a shock front. Reference system
fixed in the transition zone (after Kolsky).
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Shock waves may also be set up in solids when dilatational waves
of sufficiently large amplitude are propagated through them. The velocity

of elastic waves of dilatation in a solid is c t L(K.+ 2/3i)/p]4 . Since
the compressibility K of solids increases at high pressures, the velocity
of waves of large amplitude may be expected to be greater than that of
waves of small amplitude.

Bridgman has shown that the volume v and the hydrostatic pressure
P in a solid can be related by

v -v
0 - aP + bP 2  (4.15)
V

The bulk modulus K is given by v 7. In the case of metals a pres•

sure on the order of 10O0 kg./sq. cm. results in a change in the bulk
modulus of approximately one percent, with a resulting change in velocity
of propagation of ½ percent. The influence of compressibility of the
material upon dilatational velocity is therefore significant only at
extremely high pressures, and shock waves are likely to be produced In
a solid only when it is intimately associated with a detonating explo-
sive or when a high speed projectile is fired at it.

A brief account of the fundamental shock wave equation derivation
is included here. These relations, known as the Rankine-Hugoniot equa-
tions, are based on conservation of mass, momentum and energy in the
medium. The equations are derived utilizing the assumptions that a
plane shock wave has been set up and is traveling through the material
with a velocity c; the particle velocity, pressure, and density behind
the shock wave are constant; there is a transition zone at the front of
the shock in which conditions are steady; and ahead of the transition
zone the material is undisturbed.

Fivore 4L 12 Qhowsq q cyf1.ndrit1 elomont of material of unit cross-
section containing the transition zone. The coordinate system is fixed
relative to the transition zone. Pressure, density, and particle velo-
city behind the transition zone are denoted by PA' PA' and VA, respectively,

and in the undisturbed material by PB' PB1 and VB. The mass m is the

material entering the transition zone per unit time.

Since matter and momentum are conserved,

l - PAV A PR PVB, (4.16)

a nd

m(VB-VA P A-PB (4.17)

The rate of work being done by the elpment is PAVA - PBVB per unit time

which is equal to the change in kinetir Poergy and interna 1nergy of
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the material passing through the trarnsition zone. Thus

PAVA - B m E (VB2 
- VA2 ) + (4.18)

where AsU is the change in internal energy per unit mass.

y ....a,,,, of hse th ... equations one may derive te velocity of

propagation of the shock front:

c = VB = [ (PA-PB)/(PAPB)/(PA-PB) (4.19)

The particle velocity of material behind the shock front relative
to the undisturbed material is given by

VB - VA [ A(PA-PB) ( B)/OAdB

and the change in internal energy per unit mass is

,NJ (P A + PB) (PA - PBA)/PAB (4.21)

It can be shown that the shock front velocity given in Equation
4.19 approaches the velocity of sound in the medium for very small
pressure differences. Kolsky indicates that the thickness of the shock
front depends upon the characteristics of the medium. Little research
has been performed in measuring of depth of shock waves in solid media.

Wave Mechanics and Crater Fonration

If the limits of a LrULC crater can be defined within reasonable
limits for rocks of given characteristics this should offer one relia-
ble means of predicting safe survival depths for installaitons, One
approach to this problem has been made by Brode and Bjork on a math-
ematical basis. A hydrodynamic model is assumed and the early motions
associated with the burst are calculated for tuff. The results demon-
strate that the problem is essentially a two-dimensional one, and fur-
nish preliminary values of pressures and motions involved. Excavating
action is due to direct shock from the bomb. Brode and Bjork also state
that "In protective construction for the militLry, the crater boundaries

define a sensible if perhaps extreme limit inside which survival cannot
be expected".

Assumptions made involve a knowledge of the early history of the
bomb explosion, that pressures are far in excess of shear or viscosity
characteristics of natural materials and hence a hydrodynamic model is
the most suited for the early stages. At the stress level below which
hydrodynamics can be applied, calculations should embrace appropriate
features of plasticity and elasticity.
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A set of equations in Eulerian variables is set up, ignoring effects
of vis:.osity and heat conduction. The solution of 'Lhe equations is accom-
plishod by computer in a series of two step processes in which the trans-
port verms are first neglected and then later taken into account. An
equation of state for the tuft relating pressure P, internal energy E and
the ratio of density to initial density I = p/po is as follows:

P)-,
P = 0.425q1E + 01l3,9"-E + 5.30JE" + 0.707DIE'ý/(10• - E) (4.22)

This does not cover the solids state properties of rock which become
important where pressures dimish to about 10 Kbars.

Several isobar maps for a 2 megaton burst at various times after
a detonation are givwn by Brode and Bjork. At 50 ms and a depth of 70 m
the crater bottoms, with the material above this point moving up, and
that below moving down. The crater thus predicted is approximately equal
to that predicted by conventional scaling laws (cube root scaling).
Some adjustments must be made in calculations to maintain a proper energy
balance.

Figure 4.13 shows the calculated pressure distribution in the cra-
ter at 105 ins when a maximum pressure of 3+ Kbars exists at 250 ±m and
is ' Kbar at 350 metLers.

Brode and Bjork conclude that the kinetic energy of the bomb debris
as it reaches the ground is the most important mechanism in inducing
ground motion below the crater, as well as on the formation of the cra-
ter itself. The crater size and ground shock are thus very sensitive
to height of burst. Also shallow burial or a denser bomb case should
enhance cratering efficiency. It is also noted that the presence of a
nearly free surface causes stress patterns below the burst to be elong-
ated along the verticaL axis.

Making an approximatLon from the data in Reference 5 it appears
that at a depth of 2000 ft. an overpressure of ahout ' Kbar could be
expected to exist as the dynamic free field stress. With a lithostatic
pressure of 2000 psi (minimum) the total field would approximate 10,000
psi. The stress concentration factor for a circular Lunn(l. in a uni-
directional field is 3F and hence, the stress concentration at the rib
of a tunnel at this depth would be 30,000 psi, which exceeds the coin-
pressive strength of many common rocks.

Instrumentation for Dynamic Response

The instVu,,entatiou required for the measurement of the dynamic
response of undergroUnd rock structures and surrounding rock media to
impact Loadings such as produced by HE or NE explosives has consisted
primarily of displacement, acceleration, pressure and strain measuring
devices. The philosophy of instrumentation of these varLous Lypes of
measurements has several co-wanon features: (1) the measurtng technique
should not unduly alter the phenomena being measure-d, i.e , the instru-
ment should not seriously interrupt the continuity of material, (2) the
instrumint readings should directly measure the phenomena which it is
desired to record and be capable of calibration, (I) it is a requisite
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TUFF I

PRESSURE FIELD APPROXIMATE CRATER
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Fi gtire 4. 13. Calculnt,'d Pressure Distribution under 2 Megaton
Surface Shot at 105 Milliseconds.
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that the gage length of the sensing device be sufficiently small to per-
mit detection of the highest effective frequency dynamic phenomena
present; and (4) the instruments used for data acquisition shall prefer-
ably be of a remoter-recording type.

A complete success of measuring a phenomena in a rock medium such
as strain, without altering the strain field or presenting a discontin-
uity has not been achieved., The first requirement is a strain sensing
device in intimate contact with the surrounding rock which has a modulus
of elasticity equal to that of the surrounding medium. In addition, the
strength of the gage and bonding material should be greater than that of
the medium. However, if data are required above the proportional limit
of the medLum, similar stres.s-strain curves of gage and medium are desir-
able. This is important where strain readings are nmade in the vicinity
of underground openings. If the strain measurements are to Include
dynamic responses, the question of reflection and refraction of strain
waves at the gage-medium interfaces is often critical, and an impedance
match between gage and medium is expedient. An impedance match is made
most frequently by adjusting the gage density to be equal to that of
the surrounding rock. In certain instances the presence of lead wires
or other connections may disrupt the continuity of the rock and invali-
date the results. Miniaturization of transducer components has been
undertaken as one means of reducing the anomalous effects on the rock
body.

Transducers uiisd in Ihe near vicinity of a strong dynamic disturb-
ance may register effects other than those desired. Extraneous effects
may result from unnecessary sensitivity to strains along other axes,
or may be the result of response to accompanying phenomena. The design
of transducers for measurement under these conditions requires detailed
attention to the behavior of the medium and to the sensitivities of the
measuring technique itself.

The necessity for proper choice of gage length in measuring dynamic
phenomena has received considerable attention. It is generally agreed
that the gage length of th(e transducer should he on the order nf one-
tenth of the wavelength of the highest frequency component it is desired
to record. Relatively little attention has been given, however, to a
study of whi;1h type of record is more representative of7 the actual
response in rock, the measurement of gzain-by-grain phenomena or response
on a larger scale.

Strain In:strumenta tion. Strain measurements have blecn made! in the
field by a number o( methods, most of which have utiliized bonded elec-
trical rcsistanc,, gages. lhc U.S. Bureau of Minesl 2 has utilized sLIchI
gages, cemented in copper box.os for shielding purposes, attached to rock
cores which were then placed in drill holes and granted to the muJia.

The Corps of Frngi.neers"L3 has improved on this teh(finque by mount.-
ing strain gages in laminat.d plastic sandwiches and molding them into
5-inch diameter hydr,-st-one cylinders which were in turn cemented into
drill holes, he density 1Cd static modulus of. elasticity of the hydro-
sLonve clo:1o.1y sp , hppreximaLed that of the surrounding rock. Cements can
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be molded as carriers for strain gages, which would provide a satis-
factory match for most rock media.

Acceleration Measurements. Acceleration transducers are relatively
bulky and little effort has been made to date to match them to their sur-
roundings, Discontinuities and mismatches should be of less signiticance
for accelerations than for strain measurements. Accelerometers of a
piezoelectric type have been used for accelerations up to 40,000 g's.
They may be mounted in cased holes, uncased holes, or on mounts on the
inside of underground tunnels.

Pressure Measurements. Pressure measurements have been made in
rock media of response to explosive loadings using both piezoelectric
and diaphragm type transducers. Walsh 1 4 has added a cautionary note in
the use of piezoelectric transducers that the lead wires must be care-
fully placed so that any change in lead wire capacitance during the test
does not obscure the results.

Durelli and Riley1 5 Also report on a barium titanate gage 5/16 inch
diameter by 1/4 inch long with a wall thickness of 20 mils. The surfaces
are silvered to establish polarizing fields. The gage delivers 3 to 5
millivolts per psi which makes it adequate for oscillograph recording.
It is also insensitive to acceleration effects. Calibration is accom-
plished by checking recorded outputs against calculated overpressures
in a shock tube. This device has the disadvantage that it will not sur-
vive overpressures in the 1000 psi range.

Little attention appears to have been given in past investigations
to the use of so-called "rigid inclusions" to directly record stress
within the rock masses. More study of this factor would appear to be
warranted,

Durelli and Riley descrii', a typp of cylindrical diaphragm gage
which employs a Baldwin SR-4 type A-19 strain gage as a sensing element.
The device was embedded in Hysol 8530/CH2 and tested statically and
dynamically. The gage was subject to "arching", and gave erratic read-
ings for static and dynamic loading.

Promising results were also reported for a foil type gage embedded
directly in the Hysol. Results were the same for both static and dynamic
loading, as well as the gage being of high sensitivity. Further research
was recommended on this type of gage.

Displacement Instrumentation1 3 . Relative displacement versus time
measurements have been made within tunnels during explosive loading
tests utilizing linear potentiometers having strokes of ± 1.250 inches.
These instruments are limited to use at medium frequencies due to the
inertia of the components,
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CHAPTER V

ROCK FAILURE

Introduction

The majority of available data on the behavior of materials under
load is concerned with metals and the theories developed have been
applied primarily to metals and glasses. Most explanations of the behav-
ior of rock materials are made by means of the theory of elasticity, at
least as a first approximation. Of the theories and data which are appli-
cable to rock a very large percentage is concerned with response to static
loading only. The investigation of response of rock to impact loading
has been conducted both on laboratory and field scale with a view to check
the applicability of the tensile (Hopkinson bar) theory of slabbing.
Much of the research performed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, for example,
has dealt with the mechanism ot true crater formation by high explosives
in solid rock. Laboratory tests of rock materials strained in flexure
by transient loads shows a high degree of time dependency of fracture
strain. Ground motion initiated by surface and underground nuclear de-
tonations havc been theoretically investigated both with respect to sur-
face soil response and the reactions of deep underground rock structures.

Criteria of Failure

Many of the classical and modern theories of limiting states of
stress and conditions of mechanical. behavior of solids are reviewed by
NadaiI. Such criteria are based largely on the conditions which cause
materials (I) to deform permanently or (2) to fail by fracture.

As a generalization, the state of stress of a body may be determined
by six quantities, the principal stresses O.,, OG, and o3, and the direc-
tion of the principal axes. The state of stress necessary to cause flow
may be described in terms of the principal stresses, i.e.

fl (C;1, 02, 03) -. 0 (5.1)

which represents a surface in terms of these three coordinates, known as
the limiting surface of yielding. Limited features of the shape of this
surface may be determined from observations uf the behavior of materials.
For a state of hydrostatic stress, i.e , Cr --. Os P" 0 (p > 0) failure
or flow does not occur for compact crystalline solids. Hence, the deduc-
tion can be made that the limiting surface of yielding cannot intersect
the line - = o3. Similarly, it may be deduced that another surface
exists if one or more of the three principal stresses are tensile such
that it represents the limiting states of stress which may cause r_.ur:

f;2 (01, O0, o0J 0 (5.2)

and is termed the limiting surface of rupture While the exact form of
this surface ordinarily cannot be established, some plausible assumptions
may be miade LonL-eriitkg it. Fol a be•,,es uf metals which wetr investigated

with G2 0 ag the shape of the limiting curve in two coordinaLUs is shown
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'a Figure 5.1. which represents the results for brittle metals and has con-
siderable applicability to rocks. The tests were either simple tension
(A), simple compression (B), a tension test with superposed lateral hydro-
static pressure (branch AC) or by rupturing round notched bars (branch AD
of curve a and branch DE of curve W). In the latter tensile tests a, is
the axial stress and a2 = ao the radial stresses at the minimum section
of a notch, Data point C resulted from a hydrostatic pressure on the sur-
face of a cylindrical bar with no axial stress, and point D to state of
equal triaial tLensiOnl, i.e., L&SL point D resulted from a state of equal
triaxial tension stresses, iLe., a1 = a2 =as. If a brittle material
should rupture when one of the stresses reaches a certain valtie in tension
independenrly of the other principal stresses the test points would fall
along either of the lines c or d. These lines represent the theory of
maximum stress which will be discussed below. Experimental work by McAdams 1

thus does not verify the theory of maximum stress since fracture may occur
in a state of pure triaxial tension where a and d intersect at a stress
(point D)

a 2 = a = aG > 0 (5.3)

which is almost twice as large as the stress in simple tension. The curve
in the positive quadrant represents fracture conditions when all three
principal stresses are in tension, and is different in character than when
all three are compressional. In many materials under biaxial compression
oblique shear fractures are predominant. It would also appear that the
distances OA and OE should be equal. The above theory is not incompat-
ible with the Mohr theory of strength under certain assumptions.

Theories of Strength

The prineipal theories o• strength which have found some degree of
substantiation are as follows

I. Maximum Stress Theory,

2. Maximum Elastic Strain Theory (St. Venant's "Equivalent"
Stress Theory).

3. Theory of Constant Elastic Energy of Deformation.

4, Theory of Constant Elastic Strain Energy of Distortion or of
Constant Octahedral Shearing Stress.

5. Maximum Shearing Stress Theory.

6. Mohr's Theory of Strength.

7. Griffith's Theory of Fracture.

8. Slip of Loose Granular Material.

9. Octahedral Stress as a Punction of Mean Normal Strews.
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Figuru 5.1. Limiting states of stress for fracture of brittle metals
according to B. J. McAdam,
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A consideration of mechanisms of fracture involves distinguishing
between cleavage and shear fracture, which does not necessarily correspond
with the classification of materials being either "ductile" or "brittle".
Under conditions of high hydrostatic pressure even brittle materials be-
come plastic.

Maximum Stress Theory. The basis of this theory is that the maximum
principle stress causes failure if its absolute value is larger than those
of the other principal stresses. Nadai points out that this theory can-
not be applied as a criterion of yielding, because these equal tensile or
compressive principal stresses should cause failure, which is contrary
to observed experimental results. That is, in compact materials three
equal compressive stresses may cause only elastic distortion. The sur-
face (yielding or failure) represented is a cube, the faces of which are
spaced symmetrically around the origin of the Oa, C2, a:,• system of co-
ordinates. Modified forms of the theory gIve cubes as failure surfaces
which are displaced along one of the diagonals of the coordinate system.
The maximum stress theory has been employed by the Bureau of Mines in
evaluating both static and dynamic rock failure.

Maximum Elastic Strain Theory. This hypothesis states that the maxi-
mum possible elastic strain causes material to either yield or fracture,
Mathematically, if the elastic strain is positive, then the expression in

1 [o1 - v(a 2 + a3)] < (5.4)

the brackets should be smaller than the positive limiting "equivalent"
stress 0o, i.e.,

al - v(a2 + os) < ao (5.5)

For simple uniaxial tension the lateral strains are equal to VO/E, and
where V = 1/3 the yield stress in pure compression should be three times
that in tension. This does not correspond with the observed behavior of
metals. Further, the theory dues not hold for equal triaxial stresses.
The limiting surface for this theory is two inverted three sided pyramids.

Theory of Constant Elastic Energy of Deformation. With respect to
this theory Nadai points out that the total elastic energy at transition
to the plastic state can have no significance as a limiting pressure be-
cause large amounts of elastic energy may be stored without causing eithcr
fracture or permanent deformation.

Theory of Constant Distortion Elastic Strain Energy. (Constant OcI:a-
hedral Shearing Stress). The strain energy of distortion is equal to the
total elastic energy minus the elastic energy of volume dilatation. Fr.om
Hooke's Law:

EEI o. - v(o 2 + 01)

Ee2  -,Y, 1'(93 + 01) (5.6)

EE3 C 03 - V(a 1 + 02)
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The total strain energy is

1/2 (ale, + aae + e3)s)

Eal1 [ +2 022 + Us2 2V(UoI 2 + aOja + ala3)] (5.7)

The energy due to change in volume is

1/6(01 + a2 + U3)( E + e2 + 63) - 1 - 2V (al + a2 + 03)2 (5.8)6G

From these the strain energy of distortion per unit volume is:

-1W = 6C (l 1
2 + a22 + G32 - 01a2 - •as - 1a3)

(5.9)
[ L(a, - a2)2 + (a2 _ a0)2 + (aS -a,),]

12G

For the case of simple tension, i.e., for 0, n ao, a02 m a3 - o,

W w, a 2 /6G, or for constant elastic energy of distortion 2ao2 - const.
The octahedral shearing stress is also

To = 1/3[(al - a2)2 + (a2 - a3)2 + (Os - al)2)] (5.10)

By comparing with the previous equations it is seen that the theory of
constant elastic distortion strain requires that the octahedral shearing
stress be constant. This represents a limiting surface of yielding which
is a circular cylinder whose axis corresponds with the space diagonal in
the positive quadrant. It does not intersect the line al -02 - as, which
excltdes states of hydrostatic stress from causing plastic deformation.
Its applicability to rock materials has not been determined.

Theory of Maximum Shearing Stress. Some observations of extrusion
of metals led to the assumption that the plastic state is created in them
when the maximum shearing stress just reaches the internal resistance of
the metal to shear, The slip planes in certain materials were found to
be inclined at 456 to the principal stresses. If it is assumed that
a, > a2 > o3, the yield condition is given by

T max = 2 const. (5.11)

The behavior of certain metals under triaxial unequal compression stresses
is found to comply fairly well with the maximum stress theory, but experi-
mental results are often represented more satisfactorily by the theory of
constant octahedral - Both of these theories predict that the yield
stress for uniaxial tension and compression should be the same. If one
of the principal stresses is zero, both the octahedral and the maximum
shearing theory may be represented by the same plane figure in the 01,
a2 plane.

2
Isaacsou has proposed the theory nf ma•ximum shearing stress as a

criterion for the behavior of rocks around deep mine openings in India.
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Mohrea Theory of Failure. Mohr's theory, which utilizes thp well
Sknown srtress circle and the envelope to a family of circles as criteria
of failure of materials subject to biaxial or triaxial streis has been
applied to an analysis of data obtained for rocks by Balmer . The em-
pirical equations which result offer oply one anplytical approach to an
evaluation of failure parameters. The envelope may be fitted to experi-
mental data by the method of least squares or ot~her methods of curve
fitting. The following development is by BalmerJ.

Mohr's circles are of radius *x located at coordinates
S+• 2

( 2 0) and the system of equations are represented by the equation;

(a ++

S 2 2 (5.12)

wh~rc a and T are the normal and shearing stress at failure.

For triaxial tests Mohr's assumption that the intermediate stress
has no influence on failure is followed, and cylinders which are stressed
axially and normal to their circumference may be treated as if stressed
biaxially. The parametric equations for the envelope are obtained in
the usual manner by differentiating a with respect to ax and solving the

resulting equation and equation (5.12) for a and v. The results are:
a - a

a-a + - (5.13)

x

and

a -
- . (5.14)

x

These two equations give the normal shear stresses at failure and the slope
of the curve relating the stresses. These are represented graphically in
Figure 5.2. From Mohr's diagram the angle of failure a is given by:

tan - (5.15)
x

It is also noted that

2a . 0 + 90* (5.16)
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Mohr's Envelope
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Figure 5.2. Mohr's diagram.
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Also

tx (5.17)
dc2

x

which gives the mathematical relationship between the slope of the stress

curve - and that of Mohr's envelope.
x

Balmer suggests two methods of applying the above theory to a parti-
cular set of data: (1) select a function for Mohr's envelope which fits
the data, or (2) select a function which describes the relation between
the axial and lateral stresses. The required function in either case is
determined by curve fitting, usually by the method of least squares: Both
straight and curved line envelopes are suggested, i.e.:

T C + a tan0 (5.18)

or

a b (ay )C + a (5.19)Ux y

Of these, the curvilinear analysis is the simpler and is preferable for
those data which can be represented by a straight line.

4
Physical property tests by the Bureau of Reclamation , based partially

on the work by Balmer, have employed Mohr's envelope as a means of evalu-
ating the shear strength of rock, which is difficult to obtain by direct
means. The envelope gives the relationship between shearing and normal
stress at failure. In the results repurted by the Bureau of Reclamation
the envelope is assumed to be linear and its equation is determined by
the method of least squares. The intercept C (equation 5.18) is called
the unit cohesive strength or the shear stress at zero normal stress,
and its slope tan 9 is the coefficient of internal friction. The increase
of compressive strength with lateral restraint is also plotted to yield
a visual relationship between these two quantities.

The computed Mohr's envelope is taken as the limiting value of the
shearing stress on the plane of failure for a corresponding normal stress.
Confidence limits are established to take into account the dispersion of
laboratory test data. The confidence limits diverge as they npproach the
upper and lower limits of recorded data indicating that extrapolation is
not reliable.

When the envelope is considered to be a curve, the coefficient of
internal friction is variable and the values of the unit cohesive strength
are lower.
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5Griffith's Theory of Fracture. Experience has shown that isotropic
brittle materials break in unlaxial tension when the tensile stress reaches
a critical value, that of the brittle (tensile) strength. In very thin
fibers the strength usually increases with decreasing diameter. On the
other hand, the tensile fracture surface of crystals is frequently a
crystallographic plane of low index and high atomic density ("cleavage
plane"); in many crystals such as quartz, however, the surface of fracture
is non-crystallographic and has the same appearance as that in glass.
Crystallographic fractures obey Sohncke's law6 , that is, it occurs when
the normal tensile stress to the cleavage plane attains a critical value.
It has been found that in alkali halides, for example, the fracture
cleavage plane is (I00)*, and the critical normal stress is in the order
of 20 bars. One of the simplest ways of obtaining a rough estimate of
the molecular cohesion of the solid is found in surface energy, and the
elastic energy in the stressed specimen provides the surface energy for
the surfaces of fracture. This amounts to 2a for a specimen of unit
cross section where a is the specific surface energy. It is postulated
that a large fraction of the energy 2U must be present at the moment of
fracture between the molecules immediately adjacent to the surface of
fracture. That is, if am is a fracture stress, and am2/2E is the energy
density (Hooke's law) the total energy aa-m/2E between two neighboring
atomic planes of spacing a should be of the order of magnitude of a.

Solving for am yields mathematical equation

a m (2°tE/a)½ (5.20)

For certain metals, minerals, and glasses of similar materials E is of
the order of l05 or 106 bars, while the corresponding a is l03 ergs/cm2

and that of a, 3 x 10-8 cm. The critical stress for these materials
must therefore be of the order of 1011 dynes/cm2 or 105 bars. Tensile
stresses of this order have been measured in especially prepared glasses,
mica, and thin tungsten wires, but for ordinary materials such as window
glass the stress is only 1000 bars, and the tensile stress of common
steels and other metals or of a much lower order of magnitude than those
predicted by the estimated values of molecular cohesion.

Griffith's theory of failure6 is based upon the assumption that the
low order of tensilc strength in common materials is due to the presence
of small cracks or flaws. Actual stresses may occur around these flaws
which are of the order of magnitude of molecular cohesion values, while
the average tensile strength may be quite low. Based upon the develop-
ments made by Inglis 7 of the stress distribution around an elliptical hole
in a stressed plate, the major axis being 2c and with a stress a perpendi-
cular to the major axis, the highest stress occurs at the ends of the
major axis and Is equal to

a = 2a(c/p). (5.21)

in which p is the radius of curvature of the ellipse at the ends of the
major axis. It will be noted that the maximum stress goes to infinity
as p is decreased to 0. Utilizing energy relationships Griffith assumed
that the crack would lengthen and would lead to fracture if, for a small
increase of its length equal to 2c, the work of the external forces were
equal to the increase of the elastic energy around the crack plus its
surface energy. It can be readily seen that specimen surface cracks of

*Crystallographic direction.
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depth c, which were the type with which Griffith worked experimentally,
will produce the same stress concentration as internal cracks of lengths
to c. It can be shown that the elastic energy in a plate due to an ellip-
tical crack is given by the following:

We M cToF/i (5.22)

this holds for the conditions where the thickness is small compared with
the length to c of the crack, that is, if there is a state of plane stress.
On the other hand, if the thickness is large compared to c, a condition
of plane strain, the elastic energy due to the presence of the crack is
given by:

(I - V2 )j1c 2
a

2 /E (5.23)

where V is Poisson's ratio. The work of the external forces when the
crack in introduced is found to be twice the excess elastic energy,
We, while the surface energy of the crack is:

W = 4ac (5.24)

The crack is said to be in unstable equilibrium with the external forces
if, for a small increase of its length, the increase of the surface
energy of the crack and of the excess elastic energy is just equal to
the work done by the external forces, this may be expressed mathematically
by: d 27Tc (27o/) 4  (.5

d- (W " W) - 2- 4a = 0 or a - (2(XE/Tc)½ (5.25)
dc e a E

This holds for a thin plate and the corresponding equation for a thick
p la te is a = I2 El 7'c ( I - V 2)]J (5 .2 6)

Cracks will then occur and fracture processes take place as soon as the
actual stress exceeds the values given in Equation 5.25 or 5.26.

The Griffith fracture condition may also be derived from atomic con-
siderations. The smallest radius that the end of a crack may have is the
interatomic distance a. Hence, if p is replaced by a in Equation 5.21
and it is divided by Equation 5.20, the value of the mean applied stress
at which the crack of atomic dimensions equals molecular cohesion is

S= (aE/2c)4  (5.27)

This differs from Griffith's condition (Equation 5.25) by a factor of 4
compared to 2/r.

Griffith's experiments showed that the dangerous cracks in glass
occurred at the surface, and this has been found to be true for many
cases of brittle fracture. The theory does not appear to be applicable
in the case of ductile failure,

One important question related to the Griffith theory is whether the
number of dangerous (effective) cracks must be large. It is reasoned
that the scatter of values of measured strengths of brittle mnteriqls In-
dicates that the number cannot be large.
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5Orowan points out that in polycrystalline metals which contain two
textural elements, crystal grains and grain boundaries, the mechanical
behavior of the two is fundamentally different. Plastic slip in the grains
begins when the shear stress in the slip plane reaches a well defined
critical value. Critical shear stress does not change rapidly with tem-
perature and remains finite up to the melting point. On the other hand
the grain boundaries show all the characteristic features of viscosity
as produced by a disorderly arrangement of atoms or molecules. Bounda-
ries show no yield stress, and the rate of sliding of adjacent grains
would probably be proportional to the shear stress if the surfaces were
even and the grains could slide without geometrical nonconformity. Due
to the "keying" of grains the rate of boundary sliding diminishes after
a small deformation and disappears. If the intercrystalline cohesion
is low, the boundaries may become the weakest element in the solid.
When fracture occurs it runs along them. This is characteristic of
brittle fracture.

As outlined above -he basic hypotheses of the Griffith8 failure
theory utilize the evaluation of potential strain energy and surface
energy of cracks. The energy of a crack is proportional to its sur-
face energy and results in equal reduction of strain energy about the
crack when fracture takes place. That is, an increase of potential
energy due to the surface tension of the crack must be balanced by the
decrease in the potential of the strain energy and the applied forces.
Disparity between observed theoretical rupture stresses and strength ob-
served in ordinary tensile stresses leads one to seek for a reason for
the low order of observed rupture stress. Griffith attributes these to
three possible reasons: (1) In heterogeneous materials a mutual surface
tension may excess between different constituents to cause concentrations
of energy. (2) The material may possess high order residual stresses.
(3) It may contain small cracks due to manufacturing processes or other
reasons.

The latter reason seems to offer the most fruitful avenue for inves-
tigation of possible cause of defect of strength. The application of
Hooke's law to an analysis of stresses about small elliptical cracks was
made by Inglis 7 for a two dimensional elastic case. The equation was
solved by a means of elliptic coordinates in C and P obtained by the con-
formal transformation:

x + iy W c cos (a + ip) (5.28)

A condition that a crack in a thin plate (See Figure 5.3) may be extended,
that is, that a rupture may occur, is found by making a stipulation Lhat
the total energy remain unchanged by small variations in the length of
the crack. The equation for this condition is as follows:

7 c
V E

where a is the component of the applied force or stress normal to the
direction of thp crack, 2c is the length of the crack, and E and T are
respectively Young's modulus and the surface tension of the material.
The component of the applied force S parallel to the crack has no in-
fluence on the rupture stress. A maximum stress, qm. at the ends of the
crack has been given by Equation 5.21.
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Figure 5.3. Diagrammatic representation of crack and stress system for
normal orientation - Griffith theory.
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a: 2ai m p (5.30)

where p is the. radius of curvature of the corners of the crack, provided
p is small compared with c. This follows from the expression derived by

Inglis:
a 2=) (5.31)

which holds for an elliptic hole of semi-axes a and b. Equation 5.30
indicates that the rupture stress of the material is constant if p and
c are constant.

For the case of plane strain the force necessary to cause rupture is:

R = / 2E (1 - V )T (5.32)
71-c

where V is Poisson's ratio.

The strain energy of the material at the point of rupture may be
calculated easily as follows:

a2 af
m 4T

2E = 2E (. - V2 ) - 'Hp (5.33)

that is, Lhe same amount of energy is required for rupture in botn the
cases of plane stress and plane strain. To ascertain the effect of a
number of cracks randomly oriented in a given material, it is assumed
first that the cracks are so far apart that the maximum stress due to
any crack is not seriously affected by the adjacent cracks. This follows
directly from an application of de St.-Venant's theory. It cannot be
applied to determine absolute strength unless the sizes of the cracks
are known. However, it can be employed to give a close approximation.
Thus, for a crack which is oriented at an angle 0 to the horizontal, the
expression for the stress at the ends of the crack for a plate which has
forces Q and P applied at the outer edges is given by:

R =(P + Q)sinh 2a% +(P-Q)(e2a° cos sios 20 (P-Q)e2a° sin 2P sin 20

cosh 2a - cos 2P

(5.34)

where a0 is the parameter of the ellipse corresponding with the edge of
the crack, and e is the coordinate which specifies the position of points
on the ellipse. The direction R^ is parallel to the edge of the crack.
It is postulated that tensile stgesses are positive and that P is alge-
braically greater than Q. For values of 0 and 0 for which R (3 is a
maximum, it is found that in general, R is a maximum at twPof pairs of
points in each crack. If 0 - 0 or -, tese points occur at the ends of
the major and minor axes respectively. However, for all other values of
O both pairs are very near the ends of the major axis. Also, one pair of
maximum stresses is usually tensile and the other compressive. By imposing
the con~dition that the maximum tensile stress so found is constant it
follows that the required laws of rupture are as follows: (Figure 5.4)
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Figure 5.4. Diagrammatic representation of crack and stress system for
angular orientation - Griffith theory.
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(1) If 3P + Q is positive, the condition for rupture is:

P = K, (5.35)

where K is a constant which depends on the properties of the material
and the dimensions of the cracks.

(2) If 3P + Q is negative, the rupture condition is given by the
equation:

(P . Q)a + 8 K(P + q) o (5.36)

For oblique fracture the equation for the angle of fracture is given by:
i

cos 2 0 = - -1 (P - Q)/(P + Q) (5.37)

Griffith notes further that in comparative tensile and compressive
tests of stone and light materials that the crushing (compressive) strength
is from 7 to 11 times the tensile strength, and that the angle of fracture
is oblique.

A comparison of Mohr's and Griffith's theories of failure has been
made by Clausing'. He shows that the relationship between the principle
stresses and failure given by Griffith's theory are as depicted in Figure
5.5 and those given by Mohr's theory are given in Figure 5.6. For each
case it can be shown, for certain conditions, that the angle of failure
is given by the expression:

tan 0 (5.38)

Thus, Mohr's theory predicts that fialure of materials is due to failure
in shear while Griffith's theory postulates that it is due to failure at
crack tips. But each theory may lead to the same conclusion concerning
the angle of failure. Thus, if it can be postulated that the friction
angle utilized in the Mohr's theory may not be constant, the two theories
are in practical agreement. If on the other hand the angle of friction
in the Mohr theory must be held constant then the two theories are not
in agreement in that the slope of the tangent to Muhr's circles is not
constant for all materials as predicted by a constant friction angle and
should not be represented by a straight line.

NadaiI points out that the great valu2 and importance of the Griffith
theory are in having shown that the tensile strength a, of amorphous
solids depends on a few physical parameters such as the "average" length
2c of the hypothetical flaws or cracks, the modulus of elasticity E, and
the surface tension T. Further, the conditions for fracture in certain
cases can be understood by investigating the equilibrium of the stresses
about such weakened regions of small but finite size in which an exchange
of energies vf different characters takes place which causes the propa-
gation of growth of weaker regions. Thus, the phenomena of fracture might
be investigated from the point of view of separation of crystal lattices,
or the mechanical equilibrium of forces in finite regions where one type
of energy may change to another, which weakens the material and may lead
to rupture.
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Figure 5.5. Geometrical representation of the biaxial fracture criter-
ion of Griffith.
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Figure 5.6. Principal stress at failure -- Mohr's Theory.
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Rock Bursts

The phenomena of rock bursts are analogous in many respects to
those failures which might be expected to occur when rock structures
close to an underground protective installation are subjected to the
overpressures induced by a nuclear explosion at the surface over the
insltalation. The primary differences arc related to the time to build
up critical stresses in the rock, i.e., pressure rise times, accelera-
tions, particle velocities, etc. Failure theories are explanatory only.

In mining experience a rock burst is the occurrence of the rupture
of a mass of strained rock in such a manner that a portion of the accumu-
lated strain energy is released in a short period of time. Types of
failures vary from splitting off of small slabs of rock from a mine well
or face to the collapse of large pillars, roofs, or other massive portions
of the mine structure. The build-up of strain energy above those existing
prior to excavation may have taken months to accomplish and it continues
to accumulate until some critical area of the rock is strained to failure.

On the other hand, the build-up of total strain energy found in rock
strained by transient loads is characterized by three separate states of
stress, the first two of which are common with rock burst phenomena.
The first is the stressed condition of the rock in its natural state be-
fore any openings are made in it. These stresses are due to the weight
of overlying rock and to any residual tectonic stresses which may have
caused deformation. Included also would be certain stress concentrations
due to structural discontinuities in the rock, chemical processes, etc.
The second type of stress is that which is induced by the introduction
of openings into the rock. These have an effect of further distorting
the natural static stress field and of creating stress concentrations,
usually at or near the periphry of the opening (See Chapter VI). Inter-
section of an opening with structural discontinuities of the rock may
create areas of high local stress concentration. The ratio of the latter to
an ideal free stress field may be viewed as a stress multiplication fac-
tor which in many cases will increase the effect of a third type, or
transient field, due to a surface explosion. One may conclude, therefore,
that many of the criteria for failure of rock structures under rock burst
conditions will be similar to those of failure in underground protective
structures.

Some observations by Morrison10 are based on the concept of a "pressure
ring" about a large excavated area. This is evidenced by distortion of
the openings near the main excavation. Shear cracks appear and minor
slabbing of rock takes place. Thus, it is postulated that the stress con-
centration at the surface of the opening is relieved and the areas of
higher stress move back into the surrounding rock where btability is
re-established. This new area is referred to as a dome. On the basis
of this analogy the following is postulated by Morrison:

I. When the excavation has been made stability is re-established
in the rock by the formation of a new stress zone which results from an
elastic movement of rock toward the excavation. The rock within this zone
is likely to fail and form a fracture zone. The surface between the
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fracture zone and the area of maximum stress is referred to as a dome,
the stress being a function of the shape of the dome

2. The size of the excavation is the controlling factor in the for-
mation of the dome. Under otherwise similar conditions the shortest span
controls the depth into the walls to which doming takes place as well as
the magnitude and distribution of stress.

3. The stress pattern resulting from the excavation of an opening
is a composite of all other stress fields in the locality,

The existence of such fracture zones in mine rock subject to rock
bursts is generally conceded to exist and the energy which is released by
rock bursts is that associated with the sudden transition from a solid
strained state to a fractured constrained state.

Rock Burst Energy. Only estimates of the energy released by rock
bursts are available. The seismic waves associated with the burst of a
shaft pillar at the Lake Shore Mine in Canada were picked up at Weston,
Massachusetts, 580 miles awayII. Estimates of seismic wave energy on the
Kolar Cold Fields in India have been estimated as being in the order of
15 million foot tons. Leet 1 2 has estimated a figure of 50 million foot
tons for certain bursts in South Africa, while Morrison suggests that
major bursts result in the release of as much as 500 million foot tons
of energy. The latter figure implies that about 250 million cubic feet
of rock would be relieved of its strain energy.

The conditions which influence rock bursts in mines are (1) the area
of the excavation, (2) the shortest roof span, (3) stress pattern and con-
centration, (4) types of rock involved, (5) directions of planes of weak-
ness in the rock, and (6) the dip of the mineral deposit.

The heaviest rock bursts are attributable to pillar failure. Where
zones of weakness cross a working area or a drift (tunnel) these may
form unstable structures. Multiple stress zones created by multiple ad-
jacent openings should be avoided at all costs because they create over-
lapping stress zones, the effect of which is usually additive.

It is further noted by Roux and Denkhaus13 that when an excavation
is made at great depth failure planes appear at its surfaces, extending
into the walls. In drifts (tunnels) of 7 x 8 feet cross section the
fracture zone may extend as far as 20 feet into the surrounding rock.
The fractured ground within the fracture zone is called intradosal and
that outside of the fracture zone extradosal. In many mines extradosal
bursts occur more frequently than intradosal. That is, the extradosal
ground ahead of the working face serves as an abutment which supports the
superincumbent rock to the surface, (Figures 5.7 and 5.8).

Distressing of working faces, which moves the zones of high stress
back into the rock mass is practiced in many deep South African mines.
It is accomplished by drilling holes 10 feet deep into the rock on 5 foot
centers and fracturing the rock, in place, by moderate size charges of H.E.
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In general, it has been found necessary to avoid creating such under-
ground structures as small pillars, pillars with acute angles in horizon-
tal cross section, or in fact, any type of structure which will permit
the occurrence of high stress concentrations. Thus, drifts (tunnels)
should not be driven parallel and within critical distances of faults.
When faults or similar structure are to be crossed the underground
opening should be driven at right angles to the structure.

The effect on stress concentration of decreasing the size of remnants
is shown in Figure 5.9, where the P represents the peak stresses and the
C the core stresses.

Mechanisms of Dynamic Failure

General

The mechanism of failure of rock is very closely associated with the
environment which causes failure. Of these, the geometry of the body
loaded as well as the geometry of the loading force Are primary factors.
In addition, the type of stresses created, confinement, magnitude and time
distribution of the loading force may have controlling effects. For exam-
ple, a semi-infinite medium may be loaded at essentially a surface point,
or it may be loaded internally at varying distances from its free surface.
Quite different results are observed for a finite body, such as A beam,
which is loaded in bending. As is the case for compact solids failure
under dynamic loading is usually due to tension or shear stresses.
Porous media may apparently fail in compression, but the basic failure
of constituent grains or the binding material is due to tension or shear.
These concepts appear to be applicable whether failure occurs in the
elastic range as a fracture, as plastic flow or plastic flow and subse-
quent fracture.

Failure Due to Plane Tension Waves. One of the most widely used
mechanisms employed to explain failure of rock in many blasting processes
is the "Hopkinson bar" principle. In the original Hopkinson experiment
a compressive wave in a steel bar was permitted to reflect as a tension
wave from a free end of the bar, causing a glued segment on the free end
to fly off when the magnitude of the tension in the reflected wave be-
came large enough to break the bond. This principle for massive solids
is illustrated in Figure 5.10 in its application to slabbing of rock 8t
a free surface by a coypression wave impinging on that surface. The
manner of slabbing is determined llgely by the rise and fall times of
the pulse, and the Bureau of Mines utilizes the static breaking strain
in tension as a criterion for evaluating the control factor in slab
formation. That is, it was assumed that the fracture strain under dy-
namic loading could be approximated by that which caused fracture under
static conditions. This mechanism was also employed to account for A
large part of the breakage which occurs in the formation of craters in
rock by means of buried HE charges of small sizes.
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Breakage Processes. In underground explosion tests damage may be
analyzed on the basis that (1) the tunnel is small compared to the length
of the strain wave or pulse and that failure occurs in much the same man-
ner as in a static stress field, or (2) that the tunnel is large compared
to the length of the strain pulse and damage is caused largely by reflec-
tion from free surfaces of the tunnel. Where the explosive cavity and
tunnel are relatively close together and the explosive cavity is not less
than about one-fourth the diameter of the tunnel, recent research with
burn cut rounds indicates that shear mechanisms may also be of importance
on a very small scale. 15

The reflection mechanism and the mechanism of shattering may be of
importance in damage to tunnels or other openings because the relationship
between pulse magnitude, pulse length, geologic structure and the size of
opening may be in a critical range.,

Strain Reflection. 1 4 When a longitudinal compressive wave in solid
media is incident upon a free boundary both a longitudinal and a trans-
verse wave are reflected. For angles of incidence of less than 50' a
compressive wave is reflected as a tensile wave and most of the energy
is contained in this wave. Figure 5.11 shows a simplified triangular
strain wave impinging on a free surface at normal incidence. The dotted
lines below the coordinate line represent the cancelled portion of the
incident compression pulse and the dotted line above represents the can-
celled portion of the reflection tension pulse and the solid line repre-
sents the resultant or actual pulse. inasmuch as rock is much weaker in
tension than in compression or shear the reflected tensile pulse may break
the rock. A study of Figure 5,11 shows that the tensile strain rises to
its maximum value at a distance from the free surface equal to half the
length of the incident compressive pulse. Before it reaches this maximum
the magnitude of the tensile strain developed during reflection depends
primarily upon the shape of the decay portion of the incident compressive
pulse. The shape of the rising portion of the pulse does not affect the
aimgnitude or location of the peak tensile strain but it may affect the
position where breaking strain is initially developed.

The process of tensile slab fracturing is illustrated in Figure 5.10.
A compressive pulse impinges on a free surface and is reflected as a
tensile pulse. After a given time the tensile strain developed becomes
equal to the dynamic tensile breaking strain of the rock and a crack
develops at the point of maximum strain. The surface of this crack acts
as a new face from which the remainder of the impinging wave will reflect.
The slab thus formed will move forward because of the entrapped energy in
the form of particle velocity. This process continues until the tensile
strain developed is less than the tensile breaking strain of the rock.
In general, the number of slabs produced in such a reflection process
equals the first whole number less than the ratio of the magnitude of
the fall strain pulse to that of the breaking strain of the rock.

This theory predicts that the depth ot a crater broken by a speri-
cal charge should equal approximately half of the fall length of the
strain pulse, provided that half of the fall length of the strain pulse
is less than the charge depth and the charge is sufficiently large to
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prod4ce a fall strain several times larger than the breaking strain of
the rock. However, if half of the fall length of the strain pulse is
greater than the charge depth the rock will break only to the crushed
zone around the charge. If approximately horizontal slabs develop near
the crushed zone the curvature of the remaining wave causes it to reflect
from the new free surface at large angles and it can develop only small
tensile strains at large horizontal distances. Experimental crater data
illustrate the limitations on crater depth and crater radius by these
two factors.

Theory and field results were found to agree 1 4 in four types of
rock within reasonable limits. When the fall strain is only slightly
greater than the tensile breaking strain of the rock, one slab is formed,when twice as great two slabs, etc., until the crater depth Dk equals the
charge depth D. Quantitatively, however, the reflection theory predicts
greater crater depths than are obtained experimentally,

Crater Tests - USA CE1 6 and USBM1 4

General. The results of crater tests performed by the Corps of
Engineers and the Bureau of Mines provide the only relatively complete
data in the literature which are related to damage of tunnels in solid
rock by HE. Certain experiments were carried out primarily to determine
the critical scaled distances between charges and underground openings
where damage would not occur. These tests included a large range of
charge sizes of TNT and a whole range of scaled distances, charge to
tunnel, from those causing no damage to those causing maximum damage.
The Bureau of Mines tests were designed to verify the reflection theory
of rock breakage and to define critical parameters in blasting of rock.
The first group of tests were made in Navajo sandstone, Unaweep granite
and limestone at Dugway Proving Grounds, and the second in Lithonip
granite, Green River Marletone, Kanawha sandstone and Niobara chalk.

Nomenclature of Crater Tests. The nomenclature employed by the
Bureau of Mines is given below. Figure 5.12 illustrates some of the
dimensions of 4 crater formed by a confined explosive charge. Applica-
ble definitions are as follows:

Ak = Area of crater at surface

R k = Radius of crater at surface = Air

D = Depth to center of gravity of charge

W = Weight of explosive in pounds

Vk = Volume of crater computed by rotating each quadrant
through 90', i.e.

Vk = I (riAt 4 r A2 + r3A:• + rA )

where A1 , A2 , As, A A are the areas of each half cross sections, and r,, r2 ,
r. and r 4 are the radii of their rcspcctivc ccntern of gravity.
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R Radius of rupture D

F Scale factor =4W, defined in feet

The scale factor r as a standard practice is defined as a length in
feet which is numerically equal to the cube root of thle charge weight in
pounds, Thus linear dimensions are scaled by dividing by T' areas by 'F-
and volumes Y 3 . Strain is a length ratio and is conseqUently a ocaled
quantity. Time is also scaled by dividing by V and thus scaled time mul-
tiplied by velocity yields scaled distance.

Critical Factors in Effective Breakage, "he cfit.lcal fat•tors in ef-
fective breakage can be defined in terms of scaled crater d3.mensions.
They are scaled charge depth D/7, scaled crater depth Dk.!F, scaled crater
volume Vk/W, and scaled crater radius of tupLurc A.,T.,

In the large majority of efficient blas-ing processes it is believed
necessary that the rock break approximately to the explosive charge posi-
tion. This would require for effective blasting of craters that Dk/D
1.00. The allowable variatiot from this ideal condition is discussed in
connection with types of rock in a later section. Effective scaled charge
depths lie in the range of 0.9 to 1.6 and are ci approximately the same
magnitude for rocks of similar physical properties. 1he corresponding
scaled crater radii vary from 2 to 4, scaled radii of rupture from 2.2
to 4.5, all depending upon the type of rock, and to a limited extent on
the type of explosive, diameter of charge hole, 6eolugic structure of the
rock, and related factors. Scaled crater volume, whose units are cu ft/lb,
is one of the best measures of the efficiency of a single blast. The best
criteria for determining size and depth of charges appears at present to
be a combination of values of scaled charge depth.. scaled crater depth
and scaled crater volume. Scaled crater radius and scaled radius of rup-
ture are similarly the best means of fixing the optimum value for charge
spacing.

Of the above parameters the only one whiuh thu reflection mechanism
predicts directly is the crater depth. The reflction theory ha.i been
employed successfully in predicting crater depths to a reaqomlla,lu degree
of accuracy and critical depths at which cunf ined %.harges must be placed
in order that surface damage will be caused by the detetation. If the
theoretical crater depth is equal to half the fell PJngtn (St_., Figure
5..13) of the strain pulse, then,

__ _. tf (5.39)

Y• 2 i

The total distance L travelled by the strain pulse for a full crater is

the charge depth plus one-half the fall length. fhus,

D L ctf. (5.40)

r F 22
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tr tf
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A Siart of trace tr = Rie laime

8 Detonation of charge tf = Fall time

C Start of strain pulse tp = Arrival time for peak strain

D Peak of compressive strain C' = Peak compressive strain

E End of fall strain C, =Fall strain

to Arrival time for start of pulse

Figure 5.13. Stra in Record Ileasureinents.1 4
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From these two equations the relation between charge depth and crater
depth may be calculated. This was done in the USBM tests for four rock
types and it was found that the average observed experimental depths
were always less thin those coWputed from the above equation.

Rocks Tested. Physical properties of the rock-types in which USA CE
and USBM crater tests were made are given in Table 5.1. Data on crater
tests are given in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

As stated above three types of rock were tested in the UET program
and four by the USBM, Shots in granite produced a wide shallow crater,
while the others formed deeper, more irregular craters. The breakage
in the last three (sedimentary rocks) was controlled to a certain extent
by bedding.

figures 5.14 to 5.17 depict the strain data for the four types of
rock.f4 Of the scaled values plotted, the fall time and the fall strain
are the most important in predicting crater formation. Within the range
of size of shots fired the various factors "scaled" within reasonable
limits which indicates that model laws may be employed with assurance.

Figures 5.18 to 5.25 show the relationships between various scaled
dimensions of craters for USBM tests and Figures 5.26 to 5.33 the scaled
dimensions for preliminary UET tests.

A comparison of crater dimensions data for the six types of rock yields
several pertinent facts. The UET tests were designed to ascertain the
safe scaled charge depth beyond which breakage at a free surface would not
occur in rocks appropriate for protective underground installations.
Pr..liminary UET tests utilized charges of weights from 0.5 lb to 2560 lb.
USBM tests utilized charges from 0.4 to 32 lb. The USBM tests were de-
signed to test the applicability of the reflection theory over the
whole range of scaled charge depths which result in crater formation in
four rock types of widely different phystcal properties, for four explo-
sives. The majority of the detonations in the UET tests are at a large
range of scaled depths for two similar explosives, while those in the
USBM tests are more evenly distributed with respect to scaled charge depth.

Granite. The shape of the curves for Dk/Yr vs D/? for the two types
of granite (Unaweep and Lithonia) are very similar, although crater depths
for Unaweep granite are greater for a larger range of charge depths. The
same holds true for Rk/r vs D/r curves and the V1(/W curves. It appears
that perhaps the curves plotted by USBM may not be based upon a sufficient-
ly large number of shots at scaled charge depths greater than 2. The R/r"
vs D/-r plots on log-log paper yield,

R (D 0.17
2.9 (=) (5.41)r

for Lithonia granite and

R D 0,34
S .41 (r) (542)
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TABLE 5.216
Crater Test DIta

UNAWREP GR141'TIE]

116 v /W Expl
lb, ~ ~ 7 lai Jo I,, 14 k ri I/i 1lr D It k f 6 18Itp

A-1 25,/8" 0.140 1.70 0.25 0,25 0.09 0.74 2,3) (0,34, 0.34, -,3814 .23 C.-2

3 2 518" 1.00 1.83 4.10 1.00 17.81 1.00 1.84 4.10 1.00 4,-'9 i.'s C-2

4 2 5/8" 2.20 1.63 2.86 1.00 8.7 1.30 1.25 2,?0 ./.b 2.53 4.0 0-2
6 2 5/8 0,62 12 2.77 95 7.8 0.85 2.14 3.25 112 3,8' 125 TNT

S 2 5/ 1,62 1.46 2.50 1.4,0 8.7 1.17 .25 l 2.1', 1,11 2.48 5.4 TNT

8 2 5/8" 2.•. 1,28 2.56 o0.7 5.3 .,1W 0.,D3 1.8(, 1)., 2.08 2.0 TNT

1 2 5,6" 0.50 1.90 .76o 0., j 1.2 0.7'4 2I7, 1 2.7 1. , . 1 8 2.) 3 -2

10 2 5/8" 1.12 1.68 1,7, 0.50 61. I .11 0.() I .7 2.48 ... 1.4 Tar

I IA 2 5/8" 1.50 2.25 2.81 1.05 9.0 1.1, i.) 2./VIl o.,)2 3,1/ ?.'l 0-2

12 2 5/8" 1,10 2.69 011 0.1 0 - 1.0I k •j I. l;, ?._1 - -0-2

11 2 5/8" 2.63 2.42 1.02 0.50 41.59 I.1 I.It2 41./4 0. 3(1. 1 . (1 0.21 C-2

14 2 5/8" 4,50 2.18 1.49 1,65 21.5 1,64 1 .)Q 2.1- I . 00 2.50 4.1 C-"2

17 2 5/8" 1.12 1.60 5.10 0,80 22.2 1.01 5 .9 5.010 0. li 9.23 C108 C-2

Is 2 5 /8" 0.20 0,94 1.64 0.20 0.57 .5 2 .. ) .I .. 2 .5 6 A.W 1.

2.5 [3__I/?' .93 1.73 5.1,s (1.,, 5.8 1. 2 2p , 0. .2 , W.. .20 TNT

40 4 1/2" 5,13 3.79 4.64 0./S 12.2 1.12 2.241 2,b9 I I.44 4.4 .1 TNT

1 4 1 / 2 " 1 0 . 1 1 3. 2 0 4 . 5 0 1] . 4 4 .. I. 2 , 1 1 , 2.4 1 2 18 O . 0 6 2 . 6 ý 1 6 1 cN '

42 4 1/2" 18.00 '3.29 6.86' 2.80 iO').. 2.42 1.)' , .41 I .146 2.4, 1 , 1-2

Is-I 4 1/2"' 2.13 5.20 41.79 0.20 - 1,78 1.,14 Oi ,l 0 ).lj D 4.111 'r10T

2 4 1/2 7.12 4.50 1.63 1.6. 1 124 .4. '.42 2.34 j 4. 111, 0 ,, '49 o. ' o TNT
4.. .. .. .. .. .

I 4 12' 20.004 4.04 S.-5 1.05 9174 2.21 1.49 I ,1/ 4,12 27-4/ 4.1 02

5 4 1/2" 15.00 1'. 1'1 4.59 2.05 45.1 2.46, 1,24 1 I(, 444,l l.'"I 3.1 C-2

6 4 1/2" 7.00 4.964, 4.60 1 .704 38.4 1.1 2.', 2.441 4.1 I V.1 5,9 C-12

10 1 /2" 30.00 1.1/ 2,24 1." b .24 1.11 I. ?n 4 244 2') I 1 4.?o 10.8 C-2.

11 9' 4.63 6.81 2.•1 0. 49 2.02 4.1 .I 4 .01 , .41 I (4,20 4,08 1 ,il 0 2'4T

12 9" 15.12 7.17 j,.84 0.90 13.9 2.,7 2ti 0 1. ,, . il4 It4 8 0.U2 TNT

it 9 60.00 86.5fl 4.6 00 1.4 11"1.', Il 1 .99, '21 1442 2.76 9.2 c-2

14 9" 7.50 7.25 2.V5 0.95 4.72 I ) .t,'1 I . 0.244 1 4.)1 0/.49 c-7?

99 ' 7s.00 5.18 10.32 1 4.02' 3 .0 '1 l. 8, 4,1 c 2

:I5A p."' 110.011 9,4 (., . f 112 ).8 I8 1 .~~40 t.8 7I.N
6 . . 1.400 C. 2

23.81 (,.80 7.71, 7.40 182. 8 2 4gi 2. t (1 ,69 144 1.4 1.1 C-7

19A 9'' M0.00 1.52 6.48 4.8 80 70.1 . 14 . 2•. . 1 '.2. 1 44.4o. Tw 1 1. c
I1' 4 " 9 1 . 11206.1 .71 .9 16 . , 1 6 c-'

7.I 0'l . .64 6.4 A.3.

C.4.2. 1. . 2'4 ? 6 4.44

1 2" 0).(011 " I . .) ! 71" ... I ] .4 ,, "y. 1 0.4 2

4 I 1 /Z 0. 22 ,( ) I Y) ,1 2.50 lI .1 .,4, 1K.1. c-
1 o . 4

, 41/2' 10.0t 4.524 1.7/ l).9,' 44.4 1,.1> 441' '• ',' 414)8 .40 4 1,.4 • 4,4 -

44 (.1( '' i 10o1o I ".' 234. 2. 9'#.,: 14,., .'. 7. 1, '... i .... '.# ,.,' ,.,4 , 0-4
4 1 / . I

7 4 Ill, 49.12 54 u 14 5 2 K.,6 1 459., i.t. I. , i . '. 2. ') '44

8 4 112" 40.1. ll. 7.3,) 2.l' I 1 2 . 5" 1i Ti ff

II q 5.o .0 1. 9.u , b.! If-

it)
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TABLE 5.2 (Cont.)
1 6

Crater Test Data

UNAWEEP GRANITEI

NO., D P vk D/;" / D k/1 R V /W Expl.

I 9 13.50 2.68 1.50 11.3 4.12 1.70 0.65 0.36 1.82 0.16 C-2

13 9" 40.00 14.29 - - - 3.41 4,19 TNT

. 9 50.12 "1. 79 2.35 1.65 9.6 3.69 3.73 0.63 0.44 3. M 0.19 TNT

1b 9" 141.12 2.65 4.16 2.20 40.1 2.41L 1.0) 1.1Z 0.91 2.404 2.6 Tif

17 9" 7S.12 3.66 6.63 2.35 115.3 2.93 1.24 2.33 O.110 Z.63 4.6 TNTi

L8 9" 50.12 4.08 9.70 5.25 519,6 3.69 1.11 2.62 1.42 2.15 10.3 TNT

19 9" 70.12 4.12 11,4'0 4.30 587.6 4.13 0.99 2.76 1.04 2.93 8.4 TNT

20 9" I00.00 5.33 10.49 5,90 684.1 4.64 1.14 2.26 1.27 2.53 6.8 C-2

11 0-1 9" 70.50 3.40 1.96 2.38 164.7 4.14 01,81 1.96 0.57 2.12 2.3 TNT

13(1-2 18" 320,00 4.17 13.98 5,87 1200.8 6.84 0.61 2.04 0.85 2.13 3.8 C-2

II D1-I 36" 1080.00 3.31 16.70 6.80 1989.0 10.2b 0.32 1.63 0.66 1.66 1.8 C-2

11 0-2 52 1/2" 2560.0 4.17 22,68 5.95 3199.0 13.68 0.30 1.6t6 0.41 1.6q 1.3 C-2
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16
TABLE 5.2 (Cont.) 1 6

Crater Test Data
NAVAJO SANDSTONEl 0

a k ak -A 'k I
6 

D
6 ~ ').., i v 0k1' Ehr VJ1

A-1 1 3/81 .0.50 1.58 0.84 0381 0.28 079 2.00 1.06 0 48 2.26 0.6 C-2

19 k3/8' 1.20 2.50 238 1.05 6,2 1.06 2.30 2.24 .0O5 3.25 5.2 C-2

21 1 3/8" 1.10 2.66 2.62 0.90 6. 1.12 2.37 2.33 0,80 3.32 4.6 / ,

22 k 3/8" 1.50 2.41 3.22 1.20 13. 0 1. 14 1.1 2.82 1.05 3.52 8.7 C-2

"32 2 /R"1 3.002 7 2.68 12.,! 91. 1.618 2 1..3 [•.,,, 0. 14 2.9 "

32 2 5/8"' 00 2 5 2. 11 1.18 110. 1.4 2.44 245 2,11 0,02 3.21 1.1 C-2

33 2 518" 12.81) 32. 2.28 10311 ,'1 1.41 2.92 2121 0.73 3: P) 4.0 CT 2

3,/ 2 5/8" 6.011 ) 3.), 6.1• 2.30) 91.2 1.82 1.7) 1. P 1.26 3.78, 1 'i.2 C-2

35 2 5/8 . 4.12 2 .4. 2.`32 39.1 1.60 1.79 2.3 1 . "45 3.10 9.5 Ur

36 2 5/8" .0 1, .1) 1 3.9 9. 2 HI., I . 5 .0 1.346 4.46 14.5 -
7 2.) 5/8" 4.62 2. 79 4 . 111 I?.') 11.8 '.(6 1.6% 2.40 .
8 2 5/8 1 I 1.45 ?. 14 2.91 -9 TN

40 2 5/8" 2.7,003 .2'1 ).26 1, .0 11.1 1 .)) '20 ') 32 1,.71 t 1.29 4.) -TOT

41 2 9/8" 11.69 1.92 1.39 O[39 0.73 1.8 7 2.2 1 I 1) .6 ) 1,40 2.11 2.1 TNT

14 I " t.(0 . ( ,4 5. 7 . I .00 7 '.14, q ,? 4.47, TOTI

44 2 l8 0.65 .84 2.00 0.68 12.86 f). [ I.O 1 il 18 1, 14 3I.9 T~r

45 2 9/8" 1.42 2.46 1.47 1.6)) 1)5 1.12 2.1') ].)1 0,9S 4 .,9 ].O1 TNT

4 4 1/2' 6.50 f,60 4.611 1.42 ?4. 9 1.86 2.47 1.'0 o.76 1. 1.8 C-2

48 4 1/2" 490 411 1.2 0.68 0.8H4 I 1.65 ?.w') ), (B . 3.O 02 TN

8-1 4 1/2'' 6.11 0 )) /2 1.46 ?.41)0 '1.1 1 12 2 12.6 1 . 90 1.11 1 .22) 3.. T4. -2

5 4 1/2" 8.1 4, 6 )1 ".2, 1 .8) 2 9.8 I 25 . (1 1.9.. 4.1 1. . 1 )1 .?7 V.I TNT

8 4 112" 18.36 4.14 I 1. .1 .0)8 407.1 2.16 1.6I 2 1,) 1.44, 4.14 22.1 C-2

10 4 1/2" 14.0)) 4. 10 8.92 1.49 226.5 1 1.'12 '1. 1 15 / 4 1 4 0) 16.2 C-2

1I 9'' 11. 00) 6.0 2.04 .. .. i ".) 2, 1.08 '.92 1 2 1 " 0 C-2

14 (" .0(14.1 3. 9)) 2.45 r9.695 798.4, 1.70)) 0,79 24,' . I ) 2,91S 7.8 TOT
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for Unaweep granite. The first equation was determined by the method of
squares, the latter by the authors of this report by the method averages.

For Lithonia granite the probability of achieving an effective era-
D

ter radius or volume drops off very rapidly for > 1.6. Applying the

criterion that probability of producing an effective rater should be
statistically nearly equal to one, and choosing values of scaled depths
from each curve which is well below possible camouflt: depth, for Litho-
nia granite, this yields a range of scaled charge depths of

0.75 < < 1.00r

to assure positive crater formation, the limits beiag governed largely
by crater depth.

For Unaweep granite the corresponding limits are, again choosLng
values of scaled depth from the curves smaller than camouflet depths,

0.90 < R < 1.25

for successful cratering+

Reference to physical properties of the two types of granite shows
that they have about the same dynamic breaking strain. The density of
Lithonia granite (2.60) is greater than that of Unaweep granite (2.25).
The corresponding Young's Moduli are 3.0 x ]06 and 4.89 x 106. While
E is greater for Unaweep granite, its density is less., The correlation
between these properties and the difference in breakage properties is
not well defined.

If the same procedure is applied to the other types of rock, the
results listed in Table 5.4 aLu obtained.

Discussion. ND siagle criterioti seems Lo baLt ify the condiLions of
efficient breakage for all types of rock on which dain are available. A
combination of crater dimensions was used to fix the lower limit of charge
depth, while the upper limit of charge depth value was choson so that
the majority of shots in this range gave ,iatiLfactory values for other
crater dimensions and was well below the critical point on curves where
crater dimensions dropped rapidly with further increase of charge depth.

The limits of scaled charge depth for efficient breakage vary con-
siderably. Lithonia granite appears to bh the most difftctilt rock to
break. This is due to the very short fall length of the strain cturve.
The scaled volume of craters vai. i widely even for une -,roc typc. How-

ever, the values tabulated in Table 5.4 for scaled charge depths are
believed -'to give safe limits for crater breakage to an "infitni:e" free
face.
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TABLE 5.4

Summary of Effective Breakage CritUria - Surface Craters

Rock Type Vk/W Dk/r Rk/r Dk/D D/r

Lithonia -1-5.00 10.60 12.5 +0.75 0.75 - 1.00
Granite

Unaweep +5.00 +-0.90 1'2.50 +0.85 0.90 - 1.25
Granite

Kanawha 1-7.00 +1 .20 12.50 1l1,00 0.90 - 1.50
Sandstone

Navajo +6.50 +1.20 +2.50 +1.00 1.20 - 1.35
Salidstone

Green River '7.00 F1.25 +2.40 10.95 1.25 - 1.75

Marl stone

Niobara 1-10.00 11.00 '2.05 11.00 0.80 - 2.50
Cha I k
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Tunnel demolition tests Dy ERDL1 7 also tabulated in Table 3.l
show that breakage was unsujccessful in basalt ,ith a scaled depth of 1.89
using nitro-starch. A scaled depth cf 1.65 with Comp C-2 and C-3 was
successful, while a scaled dept.h of 2.21 using the same explosive was not.

* Comparable figures for surface crater depths in basalt are not available.
This series of tests was conducted at full scale with charges placed in
chambers in the walls of the tunnels at the spring ý,ina. Charges varied
In size from 500 to 4000 lb.

Failure in Flexure, A series of experiments was designed by Clark
and CaudlelB to test the response of rock-like materials to transverse
impact. Small simply supported bean's of hydrostone (gypsum cement) were
subjected to impact by drop weights and the s)Tock loading from No. 6
blasting caps upon and just above the beam. Onoe of the primary objec-
tives of the investigation was to determine any possible relationship
between rate of strain and fractare strain. Many of the beams impacted
by drop weights broke on a second or third peak of one of their natural
frequencies. The beams subjected to blast: load from a No. 6 blasting
cap broke on the first rise. Some typical strain-time histories are
given in Figure 5.34. The strain necessary to fracture appears to in-
crease almost as the inverse expotential of the rise time..

While the geometrical configuration of the above tests is somewhat
similar to the possible loading of stratified members of underground roof
structures, the model beams were subjected only to concentrated loads.
The type of loading of a full scale underground structure will be quite
different. The load will not be concentrated and the load pulse length
will be much longer.

Thus, an underground structure may be subjected to several g's accel-
eration with a resultant downward velocity, a subsequent retardation and
a damping out of the motion. Also, the whole stress field about the struc-
ture will have been altered and increased. if a segment of the immediate
stratum over an opening can be regarded as a restrained beam initially
loaded by its own weight only, an analysis could be made of the response
of the beam to the acceleration, resulting velocity, deceleration and
superp•sed stress field.

Rock Failure and Nuclear Bursts

Brode 1 9 indicates that eratering by nuclear weapons and the rupture
and ground shock associated therewith are the primary phenomena of impor-
tance to deep underground installations. The air blast furnishes an appre-
ciable load at the surface, ond these pressures are transmitted downward
at seismic velocities. Added to these pressur,.s are those transmitted by
th.e expanding bomb vapors. Brode stater furthrr th-3t the survival of an
underground structure is quite likely .nly a short distance outside of
the crater.,

Beyond the true crater will be a zone of crushing, plastic flow, and
permmnent deformation. It if postulatedl that srsail resistant structures
can roll with the ground shock snd can survive in spite of high ac.celera-
tion forces and permanent di~splacement in thp 9-Il. 1h1 theorck, having
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Figu ire 5.34. Compari son of resp~onse of r2clk bivaws to impact ] oadinu,
by drop w'cight and No. 0) blasting cars.
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lost some of its sharpness, is likened to an ocean swell of long wave
length, which neither tears or crushes the material with high local
stresses. Further, a deep tunnel or cavity might be damaged only by
spalling if any high frequency components are present in the shock.

The failure of rock subjected to nuclear blasts is of interest for
engineering design purposes both with respect to gross or large scale
phenomena, and those of local character, the latter being concerned with
those parameters which influence the ground behavior at distances from
the blast beyond which rock may be considered stable for protective
construction. Few of the available records of surface bursts indicate
efforts to measure the deep roc~k response to these bursts.

20,21,22,23
Detailed studies of Riainier and Nep.oune shots offer some

data which are pertinent, however, and available VOesultS, many of which
are qualitative are summarized here,

There were nine major shots detonated in the underground program
(Table 5.5), The geologic locale in which these events took place is
a geologic column of 250 feet of welded tuff which is underlain by 1700
feet of bedded tuffs and a thick bed of dolomite (Figure 5.35). The
weakly cemented granular tuff Tos7 is considered to be a stratigraphic
feature of some importance in interpretation in its relation to the
Rainier, Evans, Tamalpais ard Neptune events which occurred about 100
feet below this formation. Blanica and Logan were detouated in Tos.s
about 600 feet below this horizon. Values of compressive strength of
the tuff of 1200 psi and tensile strength of' 1'65 psi are reported The
seismic velocities above Rainler are given in Table 5.6.

The scaled depth is defined (Table 5.7) as D/WA& where D is the
actual depth in feet and W is the energy release in kilotons of TNT
equivalent, One kiloton of TNT equivalent is taken as equal to 1012,
calories of prompt release energy.

Earth motion measurements indicated that ! large earth cap begin-
ning about 180 feet below the mesa surface sepirated from the mesa over
the Rainier charge and then fcll back into place. The most significant
verticle displacement was one foot at ground zero, while the peak sur-
face acceleration was 6 g at 186 milliseconds after zero time.

For specific local results the Rainier event has been studied in
most detail, The drifts and drill holes in the shot zone are shown in
Figures 5.35 to 5.37. While temperature distribution and radioactivity
studies were made, the effects on the physical properties of the rock
mass are of most interest in stability studies, It was found that the
temperature and radioactivity were concentrated within shells and that
within these shells the rock was generally permeable to drill water.
Based on these observations it was concluded that the explosions pro-

duced cavities of radius R - 50 W' fUet, which stood For a short period
of time and then collapsed.
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TABLE 5.6

Seismic Velocity, Vertical Distribution over Rainier

Interval depth Interval. Distance above Rainier
below surface, feet velocity, ft/sec shot room, feet

230-270 7,150 665-625

270-310 13,700 625-585

310-395 6,650 585-500

395-525 7,070 500-370

525-675 7,180 370-220

675-775 5,850 220-120

(Shot room at depth 895 feet.)

TABLE 5.7

Radii of Radioactive Shells

Event Radius (feet) Scaled radius (R/W1 /3 feet/kt 1 / 3)

Neptune 21 47*

Blanca 13P 48

Logan 85 50

Rainier 62 52

Tamalpais 30 73**

*Cratering shot

**Fired in a large room
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The Rainier cavity, when it was first: formed, was lined with about
4 inches of melted rock. Inapection of the collapsed zone showed blocks
from a few inches in diameter up to several feet. The regions between
the blocks were filled with pulverized matcrial which had resolidified
probably due to the high clay content. The upper post-shot exploratory
drift, 100 feet above the zero point, encountered blocks a few inches to
a few feet in diameter with open cracks, as well as a large cavity.

it is . ppr--e.eiat.d that t,,. H.I,•ULcLutO a few microseconds after
detonation was 1060 K and the pressure 7 x 106 atmospheres. Calculation
of the behavior of the medium by Nuckolls 2 l' by means of a computer pro-
gram, from a few microseconds to 100 witl lseconds is as follows: it was
assumed that the rock mass of tuff has a n:egligible large scale tensile
strength, and that it behaves as a linear elastic solid as long as the
tension does not exceed the stress due to overburden pressure. The values
of elastic constants used were measured value.s for bulk modulus, shear
modulus, and sound velocity.. When tension in the spherical shell becomes
greater than the lithostatic stress, the comp)onents of the stress tensor
are equated to a pressure (shear modulus equal to zero) which is related
to the volume by a bulk modulus typo of :q.iaL jn of state. Calculated re-
sults and measured values of arrival-tiac of shocks were found to he in
good agreement (Figure 5.38), The pe.e| sh.ock pressure ap, a function of
distance is given in Figure 5.39, and decrease's as r ' out to about 10
meters. The tuff was vaporized to 2.3 me'-ers it 0.2 milliseconds at a
peak pressure of 1.0 megabar and melted by shock pressure to 3.3 meters
at a peak pressure of 0.4 mb. Enough energy was consumed by the shock in
the first 4.6 meters to melt all the tuff included within this spherical
volume (660 tons). It was calculated thalt 'he total melted by fission
decay energy was 1.,2 t-rms this amount (880 toy:s)ý.

As the shock wave progressed o':t•,ard it crushed the rock to a radius
of 130 feet where the pressure was 1.,4 k. iolars., or twice the measured
static compressive strength. The unergy di'itribution of the Rainier shot
is given in Table S.8.

TABE -',,8

Rainier Energy Dis:r LbutAiOn

State Rad i L Percentage of
prompt energy

Gas 0 62 ft 8.2

Liquid 62 ft - "9-!/6. ft 19.1

Crushed 62-1/4 ft - ).0 ft 47 0

Fractured 130 ft • 280 ft 21.2

MlasLLC 280 ft 4.5
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The conclusions reached by Johnson, et al. 2 3 , are:

I. Radioactivity of nuclear explosions in the kiloton range of tuff
can be completely contained at depths of D = 400 W3 feet.

2. The initial cavity formed has a radius of R = 50 W3.

3. The melted rock, which is converted to glass on cooling amounts
to 500 ± 15 tons per kiloton of energy release.

4. The collapse of the cavity produced a zone of about 70,000 yds 3 /kt
(120,000 tons/kt.).

5. About 30 percent of the total energy release was deposited in
steam and hot rock at a temperature in excess of 12000 V.

The Neptune event, as described by Shelton, et al. 2 2 is of interest
because it approximates some of the phenomena which might be expected if
a weapon were to penetrate the overburden before detonating. The distance
to the nearest point on the surface was 100 feet. The yield of the shot
was 115 ± 15 tons. When the shot was fired the surface bulged upward 25-
33 ft., followed by venting. Eleven prcshot holes were drilled into the
shot area (Figures 5.35 to 5.37). Preliminary studies indicate that sev-
eral layers of tuff and sandstone had retained their continuity, but had
fallen into the cavity created by the detonation. Crushing of the tuff
occurred 40 feet downward and 50 feet laterally except in the direction
of the original drift where it extends 80 feet. The extent of the crush-
ing appears to have been influenced by bedding plane weaknesses. Frac-
turing also extends 70 feet below the zero point, according to interpre-
tation of drill cores, and to the surface, the boundary of the latter
fracturing lying on a core. Downhill at the surface the fracture limit
lays at the interface of the brittle Tos 6 and the more "punky" Tosr..

The detailed history of the Neptune event- 2 2 is given as follows:
All of the material around the device was vaporized in a faw micro-
seconds. The temperature and pressure were about 150,000' K and 25,000
atmosphere, respectively, which are much smaller than those for the Rain-
ier event. The 25 kilobar pressure did not generate a shock strong enough
to melt or vaporize the rock, but crushed the rock, allowing the cavity
to expand. The shock wave decreased in strength, finally propagating as
an elastic wave. The reflected wave (tensile) plus the rarefaction tail
of the outgoing wave fractured the surface by spalling and created a
crater on the slope of the mesa. Estimates based on the 50 W9 formula
for Rainier and other shots predicted a 50 foot radius cavity, however,
70% of the energy was believed lost to the atmosphere due to venting.
The crater was thus formed due to three processes, (1) the breakage of
the rock between the crater and the detonation point by spalling, (2)
acceleration of broken rock by venting gases, and (3) collapse of the
cavity. (See Figures 5.40 to 5.42).

Shelton further points out that test results from HE charges (TNT) of
256 lb. to 20 tons that the basic scaling law of W, is correct for crater-
ing. Considering gravity effects a scaling law of Wt3 has been found to
give a better empirical fit.
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CHAPTER VI

STATIC STRESSES AND DESIGN OF OPENINGS

Introduction *

pt, •oble,, of accui:ately Ucterffi-Jlng Lhe stresses whih ... xist it-

massive rocks in the earth's crust has long been of interest to engineers
and geologists. Many mining problems are directly concerned with the
stresses which may cause mine openings to collapse during the course
of their usage. This chapter is concerned with two phases of occurrence
of rock stresses: (1) the stresses existing in the rock before the
introduction of mine openings, i.e., the free-field stress, and (2) the
induced rock stresses due to the introduction of mine openings. The
investigation of rock stresses has to the present been largely limited
to simple analytical geological structures.

There have been many hypotheses formulated to explain the stressed
state of the earth's crust and its causes, but it has been very difficult
to measure the free field earth stresses without changing them in the
process, and thus invalidating the results. Many reliable qualitative
evaluations havq been made of the initial earth stresses from observa-
tion of the effect of stresses upon mine openings, and upon geologic
structures.

General practice has been for the design of mine structures (width,
height, and contour of mine openings, and the size and shape of pillars)
to be determined upon an empirical btsip because (1) the effects of
making an underground mine opening upon the pre-existing stresses within
the surrounding rock were not known, (2) the concepts of pre-existing
stresses has been expressed in an inexact manner, and (3) the varying
effects of complex geologic conditions are not subject to exact analysis.
Thus, mine structures have been designed from formulae for which there
is no complete theoretical foundation (except whether they succeed or
fail). To insure the stability of the mine structures designed in this
manner, it has been necessary to apply large safety factors. Research
concerned with the stresses around mine openings may be classified in
three general categories: (1) theoretical studies of a purely mathe-
matical character, (2) studies of models intended to duplicate the stress
conditions existing in the prototype mine opening, and (3) observation
and measurement of the stress conditions in an actual mine opening.

Theoretical studies differ widely in the basic assumptions made
about the physical properties of the rock. Some solutions of problems
in underground stress analysis assume that rock is elastic, homogeneous,
and isotropic in character; others assume that rock possesses plastic,
viscous, elastic-viscous properties, or a combination of them. There
have been some trends toward the application of soil mechanics to under-
ground mining problems. As yet, there has not been conclusive evidence
presented to indicate which of the particular methods of solution has
the greatest applicability.

* pp. 6.1 to 6.52 conden6ed from Ref. 20.
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Experimentation with full-scale rock structures such. as those which
are found in underground mine openings has, with few exceptions, proven
too impractical and too costly to be worthwhile. If exact results are
to be obtained, it is more economical to conduct tests in a laboratory
where conditions can be closely controlled. Inasmuch as full-scale
models of mine structures cannot be constructed in the laboratory, how-
ever, the most feasible approach to the problem is to resort to the
use of small scale models. In general , model studies are divided into
two categories, those involving photoelastic principles, and those con-
cerned with testing modelv made of rock from the prototype. The stress
concentrations which are found by means of polarized light are then com-
pared with those in the prototype. In the second method, models made
of rock from the prototype are stressed in a manner which will, give an
approximation of the strezses applied to the prototype; the stresses
developed within the model are measured with strain gages, or the model.
is stressed to the failure point. Several methods of applying stress
to a rock model have been attempted. One of the most successful methods
has been that of applying a centrifugal force to the model in order to
simulate stresses due to the model's own weight.

It should be emphasized that none of the methods for solution of
underground stresses explains all stress phenomena observed because of
the lack of accurate knowledge of the physical properties of rocks under
field conditions, and the great complexity of these conditions due to
inhomogeneity of the rock, geologic discontinuities, and many other
factors.

Obart, at al, of the Bureau of Mines has discussed a number of
the factors involved in the design of openings in competent rock.
Their design procedures can be applied not only to the openings created
in mining processes, but in tunnels, underground storage chambers for
petroleum products, underground air-raid shelters and military protec-
tive structures. Design principles are more widely applicable in cases
other than mining because a greater latitude of sits choice is possible
where location of openings is not dictated by the location and environ-
ment of a mineral deposit.

The problem of designing a stable underground opening involves
two basic elements: (1) the maximum stress in the rock and (2) the
strength of the k W,& rock. This is true whether the stresses are
static in character or are caused by a transient pules. Even for the
most simple cases the stress patterns are complicated by the hetero-
geneity of the rock, discontinuities and irregularities in both open-
ings and rock structure,

Obort1 has defined competent rock as that which, because of its
physical and geological characteristics, is capable of sustaining an
underground opening as wall&, roof, pillars, etc., without the use of
any substantial type of artificial support. For the purpose of design
of openings in competent rock, it is classed as being either massive
or bedded, Massive rocks include many igneous rocks and some meta-
morphic rocks. Bedded rocks are those which have strata whose thick-
ness is small ccnpared to the roof span, Effects of titme, including
chemical alteration are not evaluated quantitatively, Safety factore
of 2 to 4 Arc usually employed In wall., and pillarn, and 4 to 8 in
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members such as bedded roofs in tension.

Initial Stresses and Stress Concentrations in the Earth's Crust

Several interpretqtions have been made of the stresses existing
underground befoLe dW mi, OpCein.g hba been introduied. In general,
these stresses are known to be influenced primarily by the weight of
the overlying material, the relation of the opening of the rock masses
a':ound it (depth of over-burden, etc.), geologic discontinuities
(faulting, bedding planes, etc.), the physical characteristics of the
surrounding rock, and tectonic forces.

A reasonable hypothesis for the stress fields existing in under-
ground rock before a mine opening has been introduced was proposed by
Mindlin in 19392. IL is assumed that stresses within the earth at
different depths may be approximated by one of three stress fields, as
shown in Figure 6,1, They are (1) hydrostatic stresses acting on each
unit of the iolid, a state of materials at depth probably greater than
those now mined, (2) lateral. restraint accompanying the application of
the gravitational field, an approximation of the forces acting at an
intermediate depth within the earth, and (3) no appreciable lateral
restraint on a unit of the solid, the state of some materials in the
iimmediate vicinity of the surface. These cases represent the range of
variation of earth stresses. The actual stress condition existing
underground before a mine opening is introduced generally lies between
the two extremes of (1) and (3). For this reason, these three con-
ditions have been widely used in solutions by photoelast:ic and elastic
analytical methods.

From observation of the phenomena which occur in all types of
underground mine workings, it is apparent that these three conditions
are not always sufficient to account for all possible initial earth
stresses. Bey]3 has pointed out that the effect of overbridging beds
atid the lateral transmission of stress, which occurs in pulveruient
matter, partly relieve the excavations of vertical stress caused by
the weight of the rock. In some cases erosion relieves some of the
vertical stress while the lateral (tectonic) pressure remains constant,
Furthermore, where excavations are made at great depth, lateral pres-
sures are sometimes observed which are higher than would be predicted
for that depth. In some areas of uniform horizontal. stratification,
one can notice traces of horizontal thrusts which are indications of
appreciable orogenetic (mountain building) pressure in a horixontal
direction. lBeyl lists another pressure with a thermic origin. This
pressure is moltilateral and may be due to the exothertnlc trancsformation
of peat into lignite and coal, the intrusion of magma, or the occurrenle
of metamorphism.

Beyl obtained the state of stress in the rock mass at the surface
and at depth by the superposition of three fields of pressure: (1) a
horizontal force due to orogenetic pressure which is often the largest
component, (2) a vertical furge rtsu].tin;, [rorm the ioeij,,hl and repre-
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senting part of the weight of overlying deposits, (3) a hydrostatic
pressure equal :•n all dipections. He made use of these concepts to
explain on a qualitative basis some of the conditions observed in rock
formations under high pressures. The solutions based upon these sup-
positions requit'e a knowledge of the orogenetic pressure and the verti-
cal forces transferred by the layers of rock to lowpr layers (Beyl's
theory of the effect of overbridging beds) which has not been evaluated.
For that reason the three conditionG postulated by Mindlin which cover
most of the static conditions encountered except when lateral pres'ures
are greater than vertical pressures are employed. For this latter case,
it is only necessary to superimpose a hqrizontal stress of the desired
magnitude upon the stresses given for the case of no lateral restraint.
The primary difficulty is in accurately predicting the required magni-
tude of the horizontal stress. If a method can be devised for measur-
ing the existing free field stresses in the earth's crust without dis-
turbing them, the possibilities of expressing those stresses mathema-
tically with a reliable degree of accuracy will be greatly increased.

Stresses Around openings in Solid Homogeneous Materials

The immediate purpo3e of stress analysis of underground mine struc-
tures is essentially twofold: (1) to obtain a concept of the effect of
the size and shape of a stngle mine opening upon the stresses existing
initially within the surrounding rock, and (2) to determine the effect
of a group of mine openings upon the stresses the size, shape, number,
and relative positions of the openings are varied. The ultimate pur-
pose is to apply the results of these analyses to achieve more econom-
ical and safe design of underground openings.

Stress analyses of underground mine openings for many simple cases
have been performed by mathematical analysis and an analysis of models
in the laboratory. These results cannot always be applied directly Lo
obtain quantitative applications for general underground problems because
they are solutions of cases which were chosen for the simplicity of Lhe
concepts and mathematics involved, and thus their field of application
is limited. This is one aspect of stress analysis which necessitates
the development of a mode of investigation in which the theoretical and
model studies are checked or supplemented by field studies and experi-
mental laboratory work. In this manner, the fullest benefit of the
laboratory work as well as the field work may be obtained.

Early Underground Stress Analysis'

Early investigators assumed that the rock surrounding mine open-
ings approximated some solvable, fundamental structural unit, primarily
because of the manner in which failure was observed to occur at the
mine opening. Many investigations were centered upon the obse'vation
that a dome-shaped space forms around certain collapsing underground
openings. The rock in the top of the original opening failed, 'leaving
a dome-shaped structure or opening which apparently re-established
equilibrium4 . In most insLances this attempt to relate underground
structures with some known structural unit was rally all approximation,
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primarily because of the assumption that the rock at some distance from
the mine opening had no effect upon the stresses in its immediate
vicinity.

During the period 1881 to 1885, two investigators, Fayol and Rizha5 ,
proposed theories with similar content. These theories were the fore-
runners of the "dome" theories. The mine opening was assumed to be
surrounded by a roughly spherical shell within which the rock was loaded
by its own weight. Thus, the rock within the dome collapsed when the
pull of gravity exceeded the cohesion with the surrounding rock.

In 1935, the dome theory was extended in an article by Dinsdale 6.
In essence, he assumed an egg-shaped pressure ring surrounding the mine
opening, and within this ring the hanging wall. was separated from the
external rock Py shearing action and rested upon the supports within
the opening. Figure 6.2 represents a cross-section of the mine opening,
illustrating the proposed dome. The conclusions reached by Dinsdale
were that the pressure on the immediate ribs and supports within the
opening is small in comparison tc the stresses a short distance from
the sides of the opening. He showed, in a simple static analysis, that
the height of the dome increased with depth; thus, the pressure on the
supports was proportional to depth. The value of this analysis is
doubtful since the basis for the assumptions leading to its solution
are subject to question.

A general criticism of the dome theory has been given by Shoemaker 4 .
His objections are: (1) the occurrence of the pressure dome itself is
assumed but not explained; (2) the theory takes no account of forces
outside of the dome acting on the rock within the dome; (3) the magnitude
of forces assumed is not sufficient to account for the observed effects;
and (4) the theory is based on the assumption that the rock is stressed
within its elastic range. (This last assumption can be justified in
many cases, however).

Other theories have been presented which trept layers of rock
immediately overlying the mine opening as beams loaded by their own
weight. These theories have differed only in the manner in which the
beams were considered to be restrained and in the manner of their
failurc. One of the most advanced hypotheses of this type was pub-
lished by Rice 5 in 1923; he assumed that when failure of the beam
occurs inward shearing at the ends causes the formation of a dome-shaped
space. The concepts are subject to criticism since the beams were
assumed to be loaded only by their own weight, and no consideration
was made of an external load on them.

Theoretical research upon the problem of underground mine struc-
tures has advanced rapidly in the last twenty years, particularly with
the application of the theory of elasticity and photoelasticity to the
problem,
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Theory of Elasticity Applied to Underground Mine Structures

A solution of the problem of the distribution of stress around a: 0mine opening by the theory cf elasticity requires some basic generali-
zations and assumptions; it involves solving a stress function for the
problems which is related to the existing stress conditions by the
boundary stresses and stress-strain relationships. The assumptions to
affect a solution are (1) the rock is of a homogeneous isotropic nature;
(2) the mine opening is approximated by a definite geometrical figure;
(3) the mine opening is horizontal, throughout its length and very long
in comparison to its cross-section; (4) the stresses along the length
of the opening are uniform; (5) the underground mine consists of an
opening or a series of openings in an infinite or semi-infinite (bounded
only by the earth's surface) mass; and (6) the stresses encountered
lie within the elastic limits of the materials. These assumptions are
necessary both to permit the application of the theory of elasticity
to the problem and to simplify the mathematics of the analysis. They
usually cause a loss of generality and narrow the field of application
of the results, but do give an approximation of the stresses which nay
be expected under conditions approaching the ideal case. In addition,
they form a basis for more advanced theory in which it is not necessary
to make such confining assumptions. A justifica in of these assump-
tions has been given by several authors. Duvall in particular has
made a relatively complete study of them.

Photoelasticity Applied to Underground Mine Structures

In the case of simple ideal problems, theoretical analysis is
perhaps the most satisfactory since it provides an exact solution. In
most instances, however, underground openings do not have simple boun-
daries. They are often of large number, and so arranged in a manner
which is difficult to analyze mathematically. It is in the approximate
solution of these more difficult problems that photoelasticity has its
best application.

The assumptions in applying the photoelastic method to stresses
around mine openings are: (1) those made for the solution by the
theory of elasticity, and (2) the postulate that the stresses about a
mine opening may be approximated by the stresses about a similarly
shaped opening in a plate under the same load as exists on a cross-
section of the mine opening. The error involved in making the latter
assumption is very negligible for depths greater than about 2.5 times
the diameter of the hole, as shown by Panek 9 .

Results obtained by use of a photoelastic model serve as a solu-
tion for the prototype, because it can be shown mathematically that
for a prototype opening at a considerable distance from the surface
the prototype is approximately in a state of plane stress. Thus, the
model stresses are for practical purposes directly proportional to
the corresponding prototype stresses, because the mathematical solu-
tion of the two problems is identical if certain negligible terms are
omitted. In model and in prototype, the stress distribution depends
only upon the shapes of the openings and their orientation in respect
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to the applied stresses. Therefore, the scale ratio (ratio of a linear
model dimension to the corresponding linear prototype dimension) may be
chosen at will. The onlJ requirement is that the model be geometrically
similar to its prototype

The photoelastic method is not an exact method of solution, since
it is subject to the errors inherent in experimental analysis. It has
been shown by Duvall that these errors do not cause a difference from
the theoretical value in the simple cases of more than six percent 8 .

The primary objective in most early analyses was the determination
of the stress distribution around a tunnel or shaft, or in pillars or
arches, Only recently has attention been directed toward determination
of the stresses in a mine as a unit, that is, the stress concentrations
due to a number of underground openings.

Stress Distribution Around a Single Opening

The effect of making openings of different shapes upon the stresses
existing in rock masses before the openings are made is of fundamental
interest. A series of geometrical shapes has been chosen by various
investigators which are relatively simple to solve mathematically and
which also approximate certain typical underground openings.

Solutions to these problems have three immediate objectives:
(1) to determine the effect of the different shapes upon the stress
concentrations at the boundaries of the openings for different states
of initial stress in the rock; (2) to determine the shape best suited
(smallest stress concentration induced in the surrounding rock) for
each of the stress field conditions within the earth; and (3) to deter-
min•e approximately the stress which exists around actual mine openings.

Circular Openings. A complete work on the stresses existing around
a circular tunnel was published by Mindlin in 19392. By means of the
theory of elasticity he solved the problem of stresses around a horizon-
tal cylindrical hole of circular cross-section in a semi-ilnfInite elas-
tic solid stressed by gravity. He assumed that stresses within the
earth at different depths may be approximated by three states of pres-
sure which existed before the opening was made, as shown in Figure 6.1.
The problem is one of mathematical complexity. By introduction of a
bi-polar coorinate systemI0 , it is greatly simplified, and an exact
solution of the classical elasticity equations can be obtained. The
length of the tunnel is considered to be large in comparison to its
diameter. This and the fact that the body force is assumed to be uni-
form permits the treatment of the problem as one in plane strain.

Panek 9 hao made a further development in Mindlin's analysis and
its application. The zone of stress caused by the introduction of an
opening is confined to a small area about the opening, and the maximum
tensile and compressive stresses occur on the boundary of the opening,
In general, the back (roof) and floor of the opening are in tension and
the ribs (walls) are in compre__ion, with the exception that, when
the lateral initial earth pressure is increased to more than about one-
half the vertical pressure, the tangential stress on the entire boun-
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dary of the opening becomes compressive. The critical tensile stress
seldom exceeds in magnitude the vertical pressure and is only slightly
affected by the size of opening, but it is highly sensitive to the
ratio of lateral to vertical initial pressure. Thus, the value of
Poisson's ratio for rock is very important in the intermediate case,
since it determines the lateral stress field,

The critical values (on the horizontal and vertical diameters
of the circle at the boundary) of the tangential stress are shown in
Figure 6.3 for the three different pressure states. In these cases,
the vertical stress field is taken to have a magnitude of -1, i.e., it
is compressive. There is little change in magnitude of the stress
concentration factor for a depth of hole to hole diameter ratio (d/h)
of greater than 2,5. This does not mean that the actual stress does
not increase with depth but indicates that the stress concentration
factor remains constant.

For a hole at a considerable distance from the surface, the size
of the opening has little effect upon the critical stresses. The tan-
gential stress is shown as a dimensionless ratio and may be converted
to a stress in pounds per square inch by multiplying by 1.2d, where d
is depth from the surface in feet. This is equivalent to assuming a
specific gravity of 2.77 for the rock encountered in the homogeneous
mass.

In his analysis, Panek compared the stresses obtained by Mindlin
with stresses for three cases analogous to those solved by Mindlin.
The latter were obtained by assuming the circular opening to exist in
a plate in a uniform-stress field. The problem becomes one of plane
stress rather than plane strain, simplifying it considerably.

The initial stresses, applied to the edges of a plate, are (Fig-
ure 6.4):

(a) Uniform compressive stress Sy Sx

(b) Uniform compressive stress Sy; a uniform compressive stress

S v Sy.

(c) Uniform compressive stress Sy, Sx = U.

The solution of the stresses around a circular opening for these
stress fields is accomplished by use of polar coorinates with origin
at the center of the opening, and a solution for the radial, tangential
and shearing stresses may be obtained for the three cases. The stresses
are independent of the size of the hole, and are also independent of
the elastic moduli of the material. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show that the
zone of stress concentration is localized in the neighbozhood of the
opening, that is, within a distance of three radii of the center of the
circular opening.

As is the case in the analysis by Mindlin, the critical stresses
occur on the edge of the hole on the vertical and horizontal diameters,
and they act parallel to the boundary of the hole. Figure 6.7 illus-
trates the variation in tangential stress around the perimeter of the
opening for the three different cases. Tf it is desired to find the
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shearing stress acting at any point upon the boundary, it is merely
one-half the tengential stres4, One can show that the maximum shear-
ing stress also varies from point to point, reaching its greatest
value on the edge of the opening.

When the opening is far from the surface (for large d/h), the
values of the tengential stress for the three respective cases, as
determined by Mindlin's analysis, are found to approach the corres-
ponding values as given by Panek for the uniform stress field. Thus,
the simpler solution may be used to determine the stress concentration
due to a circular opening when it is far from the surface of the rock
mass (when the roof of the hole is at a distance below the surface equal
to more than twice the hole diameter). This is important because it
gl&*Liy 81i11iplliJeS Wie LebLJ.1Ig LU t!XPVL.IiICLILdi1 IIU~tibi SUk.Lk Uei pittSLIL

plate models for photoelastic studies. The use of uniform-stress fields
permits the solution of problems, such as the introduction of openings
of geometrical shape other than circles, which would be difficult and
tedious to solve by the theory of elasticity.

The problem of a circular opening in a uniform stress field has
also been solved photoelastically by several investigators, and the
results have been found to be comparable to the theoretical results.
In most instances, the case of a plate in a vertical uniform stress
field with no lateral restraint has been solved, and from this, the
other two cases have been obtained by superpositionI0. In addition,
numerous problems of more complex nature have been solved by se of
circular openings in a plate, using photoelastic methods. An example11
is the case of a circular opening very close to a free boundary .

Elliptical Openings. The problem of stresses around an elliptical
opening introduced in a uniform stress field has been solved by C. E.
InglisI2, the solution being effected by the use of curvilinear coor-
dinates. Table 6.1 indicates the values of the critical boundary stresses
for ratios of major to minor axes (w/h), for the angle of inclination
(6) of the major axis of the ellipse with a horizontal plane and with
the magnitude of the initial horizontal stress (S.).

A number of important facts may be established from the data given
for an elliptical opening: (1) In the case of hydrostatic pressure,
critical compressive stress is always on the major axis, being independ-
end of b, and the entire boundary is in compression. The minimum stress
occurs on the minor axis, (2) For a horizontal stress field (S) less

than the vertical stress field (S ), the critical compressive sLress
y

occurs at the sides of the opening and the critical tensile stress at
the top and bottom, (3) For a given S and w/h, the critical compres-X

sive stress Is greatest at 6 = 0 deg. and smallest at F = deg, (4)
Critical compressive stress increases linearly with increasing W/h when
6 is small.

Some interesting results may be obtained by altering the shape of
the ellipse. Starting with a circular shape and elongating the horizon-
tal diameter, the rib compression increases, and the back stress concen-
tration factor becomes more tensile, never exceeding +1, however. Start-
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TABLE 6.1~

Cyt•tical Valuep of Tangential Stress on an Elliptical Boundary

y

Critical Vasue of t

v/h 8 S = 0 S =S/3 S I_sx 0 SxX

1 1.0 -3.0 0 -2.7 -2.0

2 0 1.0 -5.0 0.33 -4.7 -4.0

22k 1.0 -4.6 0.29 -4.3 -4.0

45 1.1 -3.7 0.13 -3.5 -4.0

67k 1.1 -2.5 (-0.25) -2.4 -4.0

90 1.0 -2.0 (-0.67) -1.7 -4.0

3 0 1.0 -7.0 0.44 -6.7 -6.0

22h 1.1 -6.3 0.43 -6.1 -6.0

45 1.3 -4.6 0.29 -4.7 -6.0

67k 1.2 -2.7 (-0.23) -3.0 -6.0

90 1.0 -1.7 -1.33 -1.3 -6.0

4 0 1.0 -9.0 0.50 -8.7 -8.0

22g 1.2 -8.0 0.52 -8.0 -8.0

45 1.5 -5.8 0.42 -6.1 -8.0

67h 1.4 -3.0 (-0.14) -3.7 -8.0

90 1.0 -1.5 -2.00 (-1.2) -8.0

Parentheses indicate that the value is not actually a critical one.
w/h :% the ratio of the major to minor axis
S= the angle of inclination of the major axis with the horizontal.
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ing with a circular shape and elongating the vertical diameter, the rib
compression decreases slightly and the back stress becomes more compres-
sive for most values of S. (Figure 6.8).

Variation of the lateral pressure S has little effect on the criti-
cal rib stress, but is a major factor in letermining the cTitical back
stress, The critical stresses are at a minimum when the maximum rib
stress is equal to the maximum back stress. This is true only when 8

990 deg., or when w/h = I (a circle) . By use of the equation determin-
ing the tangential stresses around an elliptical opening, and the fact
that the minimum critical stresses occur at 6 = 90 deg., it can be shown
that the shape of the ellipse for which the critical stresses are a min-
imum is given by w/h = S S , from which it can be seen that the larger

q q mor'n r'1n ; elliinqe. When thp Rh~np of the ellipse is

given by the above formula, the ellipse having its major axis verticaL,
it can also be shown that the magnitude of minimum critical stress is
given by a S y + 6x, a compression equal to the sum ef the initial ver-
tical and horizontal earth pressures.

Ovaloidal Openings. The case of an naloid hole in a uniformly
loaded plate was investigated by Greenspan first as an ovaloid which
was a square with a semi-circle erected on each of two opposite sides.
A solution of this problem was obtained by approximating a true ovaloid
with a figure which could be represented by a simple set of parametric
equations, A plate was considered to he in a state of generalized plane
stress, the stress at points remote from the hole having the constant
normal components in the horizontal direction ox = Sx and in the verti-
cal direction o y =S; the constant shearing stress was T = T . By
making use of a curvIlinear coorinate system, an equation xor tR tan-
geptial stress about the opening was obtained. As examples of this
solution, two complete calculations were obtained, one considering a
tension applied to the plate as parallel to the long axis of the ovaloid,
and the other considering a tension applied parallel to the short axis
as ovaloid. To apply these results to an underground opening it is
necessary to compare the solution for the stresses in a plate with an
ovaloid-shape hold, which is in a state of plane stress, with that of
stresses around a horizontal cylindrical opening with an ovaloid cross-
section in a semi-infinite mass, which is in a state of plane strain.
This comparison is justified, as the difference in magnitudes of the
solutions for plane stress and plane strain is negligible.

By the principle of superposition the results may be added to
obtain the stress conditions existing around the ovaluid opening for
any of the three basic stress fields. Figure 6.9 illustrates the tangen-
tial stress existing around a square with semi-circular ends and with
the major axis vertical or horizontal, respectively, for the three
states of stress.

Duvall 8 employed the photoelastic method for a series of ovaloidal
openings with axes parallel and perpendicular to an applied unidirec-
tional stress field; he determined the maximum stress concentration
on the boundary, as well as the stress concentrations at the ends of
each axis. (Table 6.2). As the height-to-width ratio decreases, the
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TABLE 6.27

Ovaloidal 9penings - Unidirectional Stress Field

Height of Width of Ratio Stress Concentration
Opening Opening of h/w at End of at End of Maximum
h (in.) w (in.) Vertical Horizontal

Axis Axis

0.388 1.504 0.258 -0.93 5.35 5.35

.389 1.141 .341 -1.07 4.75 4.75

.764 1.500 .509 -1.01 4.14 4.14

.389 .761 .512 -0.92 4.02 4.02

.391 .391 1.000 -1.09 3.17 3.17

.767 .767 1.000 -I 14 3.05 3.05

1.511 .764 1.98 -1.20 1.90 2.64

2.262 .765 2.96 -1.17 1.72 2.40

2.512 .765 3.29 -1.28 1.6 2.35

3.015 .765 3.94 -1.17 1.65 2.33

TABLE 6.37

Stress Concentration for Ovaloids - Hydrostatic Stress Field

Ratio of Minor Stress Concentration*
Axis to Major Axis at End of Major Axis at End of Minor Axis

1.00 2.10 2.10

1.00 1.98 1.98

.51 2.95 .83

.34 3.68 .65

.257 4.28 .58

* Computed from unidirectional stress field data.
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maximum stress concentration increases without limit. (See Figure 6.10).
The experimental points were obtained by means of the photoelastic method.

= The relation between the height-to-width ratio and the stress con-
centration on the horizontal axis of an ovaloid at its boundary is
given in Figure 6.11, as compared to corresponding data for an ellipti-
cal. opening. From a comparison of Figures 6.10 and 6.11, it can be seen
that the maximum stress concentration at the boundary of an ovaloid does
not necessarily exist on the horizontal axis of the ovaloid, and may
differ considerably from the stress concentration on the horizontal axis.
The stress concentration produced on the ends of the vertical axis of
an ovaloid in a unidirectional stress field is approxi'natcly equal in
magnitude, but opposite in sign, to the applied stress field and is
practically independent of the height-to-width ratio. From data obtained
for ovaloidal openings in thin plates subjected to a unidirectional stress
field, the boundary stresses for a hydrostatic stress field are obtained
by algebraic addition of stresses. Table 6.3 indicates the stress con-
centration at the ends of the major and minor axes of an ovaloid in a
hydrostatic stress field. The stress concentritions are compressive at
the ends of both axes of the ovaloid regardless of the major to minor
axis ratio. As the major to minor axis ratio increases, the stress con-
centration at the end of the major axis increases, and that at the end
of the minor axis decuea.,es in a like manner.

Rectangular Openings. Studies have been made of the influence of
"a rectangular opening with a short dimension h, a long dimension w, and
"a small fillet of radius of curvature r at the corners upon the stresses 9
in a plateBsubjected to the three aforementioned states of stress.. Panek
and Duvall have furnished considerable information, largely from pholo-
elastic experiments, about the stress concentrations existing around
rectangles with dimensions of varying proportions. Interest lies pri-
marily in the effects upon the maximum stress concentration of varying
the long-to-short dimen.qion ratio (w/h), the radius of curvature-to-
short dimension ratio (Wh) or the angle 5 which the long dien sion w
makes with the horizontal,

Conside. an Upening Of rectangular cross-section in a plate in a
two-dimensional stress field, where Sy is the applied vertical stress
and S, is the applied horizontal stress. Sx is permitted to possess
all values between zero and S y. For small Sx/S there will be a ten-
sile boundary tangential stress on the top and ýottom of the opening.
With the major dimension, of the rectangle horizontal, the critical ten-
sile stress occurs at the center of the back and floor. As the angle
of the major dimension of the rectangle with the hcriz2ontal increases,
the critical compressive stress moves from the intersection of the
fillets with the vertical sides to the lateral fillers;, and the criti-
cal tensile stress shifts to the highest and Lowest both occurring at
or close to the ribs. After a 90 deg, rotation, the critical stresses
are again tensile at the center of the top and bottom and compressive
at tho ribs niear the filletq.

For values Of Sx near zero (no lateral t.estraint) and between 30
and 80 deg., the critical tensile stress becomes excessively high;
under other conditions it does not exceed 01. "The value of the criti-
cal tensile stress is sensitive to the value of S , decreasing as the
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ratio of S IS increases. For values of S greater than S /2, the
stress on theYboundary of the rectangle becomes wholly compressive
in nature. The critical compressive stress increases linearly with
increasing w/h, and is not altered to any extent by increase in the
lateral pressure for small values of 8. For values of 3 less than 80
deg., the critical tensile stress decreases slightly with an increase
in w/h.

Figure 6.12 gives the relation between the maximum stress concen-
tration and the height-to-width ratio (h/w) for a rectangular opening
in a plate placed in a unidirectional stress field. The maximum stress
concentration incre4ses without limit ap h/! decreases, but tho rate
of increase is not as great as for ovaloidal or elliptical openings.
As the fillet radius decreases from r/h = 1/4 to r/h 1/12, the criti-
cal compressive stress increases; the stress at r/h 1/12 is only 1.5
times greater than for r/h - 1/4. The smaller the radius of curvature
of the fillet, the nearer the critical compressive stress is located
toward the center of the fillet.

The tangential boundary stresses occurring on the perimeter of
a sqiare (a special case of a rectangle)lior the three types of initial
stress, were also developed by Greenspan , (Figure 6.13). The maximum
compressive stress on the boundary occurs at the filleted corner, and
for hydrostatic pressure the maximum stress concentration has a value
of 4.57 as compared to 1.0 for a circle under the same conditions. As
the applied horizontal stress decreases, the roof stress becomes more
tensile but is never greater than about +0.8.

Summary

In order to apply the results obtained to long single openings
in underground mines where the rock formations approach being a homo-
geneous elastic medium, it is necessary to compare the stress concentra-
tions for the different shapes of opening for each of the three states
nf rock pressure.

No Lateral Restraint. For an opening introduced in a unidirectional
force field (no lateral restraint), two important facts can be determined.
(1) To reduce the maximum stress concentration around an opening having
a height-to-width ratio greater than unity, the opening should approxi-
mate an ellipse. (2) To reduce the maximum stress concentration around
an opening having height-to-width ratio less than unity, the opening
should approximate a rectangle with rounded corners. Figure 6.14 gives
a comparison of stress concentrations for different shape openings in
a unidirectional field. Stress concentration decreases with an increase
in h/w. It is observed that when h/w = I, an ellipse becomes a circle
and a rectangle becomes a square. A rectangle with r/h = ½ is an ova-
loid; and when h/w = 1, this also becomes a circle. Figure 6.15 illus-
trates the shape of opening which is most favorable for a given condi-
tion of major-to-minor axis ratio and angle of inclination (6) of the
major axis with the horizontal where S = -1 and S = S /3 (oa for S =

0 differs very little from ot for Sx =S y/3). Thix con~lusion agrees
with that obtained from Figure 6.14.
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The two important factors that cause high stress concentrations
around openings in a unidirectional stress field are a height-to-width
ratio less than unity and sharp corners on the horizontal axis of the
hole. The maximum stress concentration is related to the maximum com-
pressive stress which exists in the vicinity of the opening, in general
found in some portion of the immediate ribs. It is necessary to choose
a shape of opening such that the compressive stresses induced a're not
sufficient to cause crushing of the ribs or other type of failure of
the opening such as shearing.

A stress concentration occurs at the middle of the back and floor
which is tensile in nature. It is approximately equal in magnitude to
the initial vctticle pressure for the different shapes of openings.
This stress may cause roof failures in many instances where the strength
of the roof as a unit is less than the tensile stress concentration.
In the choice of openings, the shape which induces the least critical
compressive stress is usually preferred for design purposes. This
choice is based not only on the qualification that the critical com-
pressive stresses be minimized, but also on the fact that the shape
which induces the least critical compressive stress generally induces
the least 'critical tensile stress. The least critical compressive
stress induced by an opening in a unidirectional stress fHld occurs
in the case of an ellipse with h/w greater than 5.

Laterally Restrained. In choosing the most desirable shape of open--
ing for a laterally restrained plate in a uniform stress field, we assume
that S = S /3. This is equivalent to assuming that %i v 0..25 for the
rock iA theYvicinity of the hole, since S = ____ S in the case of a_V y
laterally restrained plate. The tangentiAl stress pattern around an
opening is a laterally restrained plate does not differ greatly from
the tangential stress for a plate without lateral restraint, but the
magnitu-1e of tho tens'ile stress is decreased markodly-

The trends of the critical compressive stress with the height-to-
width ratios are plotted in Figure 6.15. Ovaloids (rectangles where
r/h - ý) have not been included. It can bo seen by interpolation,
noting that an ellipse and ovaloid are equivalent when w -. h, that for
height-to-width ratios less than about 1, the ovaloids (rectangles with
maximum radius fillets) are the preferred shape. For h/w between 1
and 4, the most favorable shape is that of an ellipse. For h/w greater
than 4, ovaloids are again the most favorable shape. The lowest pos-
sible critical compressive stress is induced by an ellipse h/w :z 3.

Hydrostatic Pressure. Under conditions of hydrostatic pressure
the ovaloid induces the smallest critical stress throughout tile ranges
of h/w considered. Next best shapes are an ellipse for h/w les:3 than
2, and a rectangle with large radius fillet for h/w greater than 2
(Figure 6.. 16) . The least possible critical compressive stress Is induced
by an opening of circular cross section.

Stress Distribution around Multiple _Openings

Often openings may occur sufficiently close together that the
i-nirduction of one openiie[a affects the stress concentrations around
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another. This condition is of primary importance, because stress con-
centrations are increased when two or more openings are in close prox-
imity. In the case of multiple openings, interest is again centered
upon the points of maximum stress concentration, as well as the stress
distribution in pillars formed by two om more openings, the relation-
ships between stress concentrations, and the size and shape of pillars.

In specific applications to mining operations or protective con-
struction the results from a study of multiple openings may be used to
estimate the stress distribution in pillars to show what factors cause
high local stresses and how local stresses may be reduced by the proper
design of openings. There have been only a few mathematical solutions
of the problems of stress distribution around multiple openings. Solv-
ing these problems by the theory of elasticity involves very complex
equations for the most simple geometric shapes; thus only a few have
been made. The photoelastic method, however, lends itself readily to
the solution of these problems.

In addition to the simplifying assumption made above the further
assumption is made for multiple openings that each pillar is uniform
in width and height and is long in comparison to its width and height.
In these problems solutions were obtained assuming a condition of
plane stress. This produced results which are approximately equal Wu
the actual conditions existing around openings which are in a state of
plane strain. (The equations differ only by infinitesmals).

Only two types of stress fields are considered here. They are
that of (I) hydrostatic pressure, and (2) no lateral restraint. These
two states represent the hypothetical limits of stress expected under-
ground and the stresses existing within the earth where openings are
introduced should fall between these extremes.

Circular Openings. The problem of two circular openings and the
pillar left between them was solved by Ling14 analytically. He deter-
mined the critical compressive stresses within the pillar (on horizon-
tal diameters at the boundary of the holes). For a ratio of pillar
width to opening height P/h = 2, these stresses differ little from
those for a single opening. The difier:CujIs in ac between small P/h
and large P/h is less than I (see Table 6,4). The critical compres-
sive stresses range between -3.26 and 2.99 for the case of no lateral
restraint, and between -2.89 and -2.05 for hydrostatic pressures;
(Sy -1).

Duvall 8 solved the problem of two circular openings which were
placed in a unidirectional stress field supplied perpendicular to the
line of centers of the two holes, as indicated in Figure 6.17. The
stress concentrations were determined photoelastically at points A, B
and C, as th1 opening-to-pillar widLh raLio was varied. The stress
concentration at position B (pillar rib) proved to be the maximum. The
stresses noted at A and B are tangent to the boundary of the opening,
and are compressive in nature. The st.ress at ,osition C is tangent
to the boundary, equal in magnitude to thn, applied stress field (SV),
and of opposite sign. An increase in the ratio of opening-to-pill~r
width causes an increase of stroes concpntrstion at A and B. The
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TABLE 6.49

Critical Compressive Tangential Stress
for a Pair of Circular Holes

(Sy = 1; Solution by Theory of Elasticity)

P/h Critical St

S =0 S =Sx x y

½ -3.26 -2.89

1 -3.02 -2.41

2 -2,99 -2.16

4 -3.00 -2.05

P/h = the ratio of pillar width to opening height.
Applied stress field is perpendicular to the line
of centers of the holes.

stress concentration is always greater at B than at A, and the rate
of increase with greater opening-to-pillar width is also greater at B
than at A. Table 6.5 lists the results of photoelastic studies with
two circular openings. These results compare favorably with those given
by mathematical analysis. Tn addition, they show that for P/h less than
%, a width of opening-to-pillar width ratio of greater than 2, the stress
concentration at the pillar rib increases very rapidly.

The dipt-riboltion of shear stress in the pillar (Figure 6.18)
becomes more nearly uniform as the opening-to-width ratio becomes large.
This indicates that for a small pillar formed by two large openings,
the average stress in the pillar is almost as large as the maximum stress.

Stress concentrations caused by three circular openings (centers
lying on a straight line) were also evaluated by Duvall 8 using photo-
elastic methods for the condition of no lateral restraint. The stress
concentrations were determined at points A, B, C, D and E (see Figure
6.17) as the ratio of opening width to pillar width was varied. Table
6.6 gives the data pertaining to this seLies. The stress concentration
at position C (inner ribs of pillars) is the ma•ximum which occurs within
the plate, The stresses at A, B and C have the same sign as the applied

stress, and the stresses at D and E have the opposite sign to the applied
stress.

Figure 6.17 shows Lhe. rulationship between the opening-to-pillar
width ratio and the stress concentration at positions A, B and C for
the three circular openings. The stress concentrations at C are not:
only largest, but also show the greatest increase with increase in the
opening-to-pillar width ratio. Stress concentrations at C range from
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TABLE 6.58

Stress Concentration for a Plate
Containing Two Circular Openings

(Solution by Photoelasticity)

Ratio of Opening Width Stress Concentration at Positions
to Pillar Width A B C

0.530 2.97 2.97 -0.97

.808 3.03 3.03 -0.91

1.66 3.08 3.20 -0.93

3.01 3.13 3.61 -0.96

3.56 3.27 3.97 -1.07

4.74 3.42 4.61 -1.04

Applied stress field Is perpendicular to the line of centers
of the holes.

TABLE 6.68

Stress Concentration for a Plate

Containing Three Circular Openings

(Solution by Photoelasticity)

Ratio of Opening Stress Concentration at Pnsitions
Width to Pillar

Width A B C D E

1.08 3.21 3.21 3.21 -0,81 -1.02

2.22 3.47 3.56 3.74 -0.93 -1.02

2.61 3.60 3.88 4.08 -0.94 -1.02

4.76 3.80 4.92 5.12 -1.05 -1.05

Applied stress field is perpendicular to the line of centers of
the holes.
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3.21 for opening-to-pillar width ratio of 1.08, to 5.12 for opening-
to-pillar width ratio of 5.12. This is a sizeable increase over the
stresses induced by two circular openings.

1.5
Capper also studied by photoelastic methods the problem of

three circular holes in a plate subjected to a stress perpendicular
to their line of centers. The case of a plate whose edge was at a
distance of two radii from the center of the outside hole was investi-
gated, Green 1 6 solved a similar problem theoretically in which he
assumed an infinitely wide plate. Dvall's photoelastic solutions
utilized plates where the width was such that the distance from the
edge of the plate to the center of the outside hole was equal to or
greater than four times the radius of the outside opening. The three
solutions are in reasonable agreement if the differences in edge con-
ditions are taken into account.

The case of five circular holes, forming four pillars, (see
Figure 6.17) was solved by Duvall 8 , The load was applied perpendi-
cular to the line of centers, and the stress concentrations at posi-
tions A, B, C, 0 and E were determined photoelastically (Table 6.7).
The stress concentrations produced on the boundary of the circles at
the ends of the diameters perpendicular to the line of centers of the
openings are approximately unity; they are of opposite sign to the
applied stresses, that is, tension occurs when the applied stress is
compression. Figure 6.17 shows the relation between the opening-to-
pillar width ratio and the stress concentrations at positions A, B
arid E. The difference between the stress concentration for positions
E, D, C and 8 is small, but between B and A it is large. Thus for a
large number of openings the maximum stress concentrations in all but
the outermost pillars is nearly uniform, being less in the pillars
near the side walls than in the central pillars.

TABLE 6.78

Stress Concentration fur a Plate
Containing Fivu Circular Opeleings

(Solution by PhotoelastLicty)

Ratio of Opening Stress Concentration at Positions
Width to Pillar

Width A B C D E

1.07 3,29 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.29

2.21 3.63 3.72 3.89 4.03 4.03

2.96 3.53 '•.08 4.22 4.39 4.39

4, '9 3.96 5.12 5 2; 5 5.28

Ap!ý led stress field is perpendicular to the line ot cenLers 0to

r.', h.''es.
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The distribution of shearing stress through the central pillars at
the line of centers, Figure 6.19, indicates that the maximum stress con-
centrat.on produced in the pillars does not increase as rapidly as the
average pillar stress with an increase in room-to-pillar width. There-
fore the average stress in the pillar is very close to the maximum stress
for large ratios of room-to-pillar width.

The theoretical stress distribution was studied by Rowland17 for
an infinitely wide plate containing an infinite row of circular holes,
the plate being subjected to a uniform stress perpendicular to the
lines of centers of the holes (no lateral restraint). Duvall's exper-
imental photoelastic analysis of the stress distribution for five cir-
cular holes in a plate with edges a finite distance (4 times the radius
of a bole) from the center of the outside hole, which was done under
similar conditions, was found to be in close agreement with Howland's
theoretical study. Howland found the stress concentration at the end
of the horizontal hole diameters to be 3.24 when the ratio of opening
width to pillar width was 1.0, and Duvall found that the stress concen-
tration in the center pillars for five openings was 3.29 for opening-
to-pillar width ratio of 1.07. This agreement indicates that five cir-
cular holes approach the condition of a row of an infinite number of
boles in an infinite plate.

By plotting the maximum stress concentration against the number
of pillars for a given ratio of opening-to-pillar width (Figure 6.20),
it is observed that for five openings the maximum stress concentration
in the pillars has reached an asymptotic value and the addition of sim-
ilar openings would not increase the maximum stress concentration appre-
ciably. The stress concentration in the central pillars (Figure 6.21)
for five openings approaches the average stress concentration in the
pillars for opening-to-pillar width ratios greater than 4.

Ovaloidal Openings. The stresses around two ovaloidal openings
(height-ta-width ratio of 0.5) were investigated by DuvallS. A load
was applied perpendicular to the line of centers of the openings (Fig-
ure 6.22) and the stress concentrations produced were measured by means
of the photoelestic method. The stress at position C (Table 6.8) is
of opposite sign to the applied stress (that is, tension occurs if the
applied stress is compression) and is somewhat less than the applied
stress. The stresses at positions A and B are of the same sign as the
applied stress. The stress concentration at point B is the maximum on
the boundary of the openings. The relation between the opening-to-
pillar width ratio and the stress concentrations at positions A and B is
given in Figure 6.22. For small opening-to-pillar width ratios two cir-
cular openings produce a much smaller stress concentration than two ova-
loidal openings, whereas for large opening-to-pillar width ratios the
stress concentrations are almost the same as for two shapes of opening,
although circular openings are still slightly favorable.

With five ovaloidal openings(height-to-width ratio of openings
equal to 0.5), the stress concentrations produced were evaluated photo-
elastically. Figure 6.22 indicates the manner of loading and positions
A, B, C, D and E where stress concentrations were determined. The
stresses at positions A, B, C, D and E have the same sign as the applied
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TABLE 6.88

Stress Concentration for a Plate
Containing Two Ovaloids

(h/w = 0.5; Solution by Photoelasticity)

Ratio of Opening Width Stress Concentration at Position
to Pillar Width A B C

1.01 3.94 4.00 -0.81

2.05 3.94 4.20 -0.73

2.76 4.19 4.43 -0.69

4.27 4.22 4.81 -0.70

Applied stress field is perpendicular to the line of centers
of the holes.

TABLE 6.98

Stress Concentration for a Plate
Containing Five Ovaloids

(h/w = 0.5; Solution by Photoelasticity)

Ratio of Opening Stress Concentration at Position
Width to Pillar

Width A B C D E

1.03 3.90 3.90 3.90 4.05 4.17

2.09 4.09 4.50 4.61 4.70 4.79

3.40 4.41 5.02 5.40 5.47 5.56

4.28 4.66 5.67 5.93 6.10 6.10

Applied stress field ii perpendicular to the line of centers of
the holes.
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stress (Table 6.9) and the stresses on the boundary at the vertical axis
of the opening are of slightly less magnitude and of opposite sign to
the applied stress. Figure 6.23 illustrates the relationship between the
opening.to-pillar width ratio and the stress concentrations at positions
A, B, and E. The values of stress concentrations at positions C and D
lie between those of the stress concentrations at B and E and are omitted.
The maximum stress concentration occurs at position E, ranging from 4.17
for an opening-to-pillar width ratio of 1.03, to 6.10 for an opening-to-
pillar width ratio of 4.28. This is considerably higher than for the
case of five circular holes in the same situation.

The shear stress distribution through the central pillars along
the line of centers of the openings were determined and plotted as a
function of the distance from the edge of the pillar for the different
opening-to-pillar width ratios. These curves (Figure 6.23) show that
stress distribution in the pillars becomes more nearly uniform as the
opening-to-pillar width ratio becomes larger; this was also true of cir-
cular openings.

For five ovaloidal openings (height-to-width ratio equal to 2.0),
the load was applied as in previous experiments, and the stress concen-
trations produced at positions A, B and C (Figure 6.22) were determined
photoelastically. At position C the stress is of slightly less magnitude
than the applied stress, but of opposite sign. The stresses at points
A and B are of the same sign as the applied stress. Maximum stress con-
centration occurs at A. The relations between the btress concentrations
and the opening-to-pillar width ratio are shown in Figure 6.22 and in
Table 6.10, The stress concentrations for five ovaloidal openings with
height-to-width ratio of 2.0 are less than the corresponding stress con-
centrations for five circular openings when both are in a unidirectional
stress field.

TABLE 6.108

Stress Concentration for a Plate
Containing Five Ovaloidal Openings

(h/w = 2.0; Solution by Photoelasticily)

Ratio of Opening Width Stress Concentration at Position
to Pillar Width A B C

1.04 2.81 2.21 -0.72

2.10 3.41 2.93 -0.84

2.79 3.83 3.41 -0.96

4.20 4.67 4.31 -t.02

Applied stress field is perpeudi.cul-ar to the line of centers
of the openings.
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9Rectangular Openings. Panek performed an extensive series of exper-
iments with plates containing two rectangular openings with corner fillets.
The ratio of the major to minor axis (R/h), the ratio of the radius of
fillets to the minor axis (r/h), the angle of inclination of the major
axis with the horizontal (5), and the ratio of the pillar width to the
minor axis (P/h) werg all varied to determine their effects upon the stress
concentrations around the openings; the photoelastic method was used.

It was found that the pillar width had comparatively little effect
on the critical tensile stress. Decreasing the pillar width from P/h =
to P/h - i adds a criticai compressive stress concentration of about 1.5
to the original stress concentration, when R/h = 3. The greater the value
of R/h, the greater the increase in stress. R/h is the most important
factor controlling the critical pillar stress when P/h is greater than 1,
The stresses in the roof and floor of the up.Liings appear tn be little
affected by either R/h or P/h. Hence, if the lateral pressure is small
and the roof fails in tension, there will be practically nu advantage to
be gained by decreasing the roof span. Panek observed that the smaller
the P/h, the more rapid increase of at with R/h. When P/h is less than 1,
the critical stress is influenced at least as much by the pillar width as
by the room width; for pillars several times as high as they are wide,
P/h is probably more important than R/h. Rectangles with large radius
fillets were more satisfactory than those with small radius fillets.

Sulmlary

It has been shown by investigators that the stress concentrations
induced by a number of openings are greater than those induced by a
single opening of a similar geometrical shape. In general, the stress
concentrations increase with the addition of each opening up to about
five; then Lhe stress concentrations remaln almost constant with the
addition of more holes. It can be said that the stress conditions exist-
ing in the central pillars approximate those existing in the pillars
formed by an infinite number of holes.

As the opening-to-pillar width rotio increases, the average stress
concentration in the pillars increases at a faster rate than does the
maximum stress concentration. This Indicates that the average stress
approaches the value of the maximum stress concentration within the pillar.
At about 75 percent recovery (removal of material), the -tress cqncentra-
tion and average stress within the pillar are nearly equal. In most
instances a tensile stress is produced in the roof and floor of the mine
openings, approximately of the magnitude of the applied stress. With the
application of lateral confining pressures, these tensile stresses dim-
Inish very rapidly.

In an ore body, where pillars are all of the same height, the pillars
in the center of the stope are indicated (theoretically) as being under
more stress than those near the side walls of the stope. The maximum
stress concentration in pillars is on or near the rib of the pillar, indi-
cating that failure should occur first at the surface of the pillar.
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For a ratio of pillar width to pillar height not less than one,
it is more advantageous to decrease the long cross-sectional dimension
of the openings rather than to widen the pillars if critical pillar
stress is too high. If the ratio of the pillar width to pillar7 height
is less than one, pillar width should be increased and possibly room
width decreased if critical pillar stress is too high.

Duvall8 gives a simple derivation of the stresses existing in
the pillars formed by the introduction of an infinite number of holes
in a plate of infinite extent. Holes were all of equal size (any geo-
metrical shape), equally spaced. If the plate is stressed perpendi-
cularly to the line of centers of Lhe hol"4, so that the average stress
in the plate at a great distance from the row of holes is S , then the
load on any one pillar is given by

Lp M, Sgt (W + WP)6

where

Lp = load snpported by one pillar

S = average stress in plate at a distance from row of holes

W 0 width of opening0

W = width of pillarp

t = thickness of plate

If a uniform stress distribution in each pillar is assumed so
that' the average stress within the pillar is given by S then the
load on any pillar is giveit also by

L = S tW (6.2)

From equations I. and 2 the following relation can be derived

S 1= + W (6.3)
T TS W

g P

S IS is the stress concentration for the average stress in then g

pillars. This is approximaLely equal to the maximum stress conccntra-
tion where the ratio of the opening-to-pillar width is large.

Insufficient data were obtained to compare the different shapes
of openings for the hydrostatic loading. In the case where the earth
stress field is one of no lateral restraint, a comparison of the max-
imum stress concentration produced in pillars formed by five ovaloids
hain•g a height-to-wid•h• ratio of 0.5, five ovaloids having a height-
to-width ratio of 2.0, and five circles is of value. The maximum stress
concentration for each of these three shapes has been plotted as a
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function of the percent mined area or percent recovery (excavation) in
Figure 6.24. Also shown is a plot of Equation 6.3 which gives the aver-
age stress concentration for an iqfinite number of pillars. Figure 6.24
shows that for less than 50 percent recovery the maximum stress concen-
tration is not greatly affected by the percent recovery, but for recover-
ies greater than 50 percent the maximum stress concentration increases
more rapidly with an increase in the percent excavation, The three curves
for the circular and ovaloidal openings are similar in shape; thus the
effect of percent recovery upon the change of maximum stress concentration
in pillars is independent of the shape of the openiogs. The order of
preference for underground mine openings with regard to stress concentra-
tion is (1) nvl.1oids with height-to-width ratio of 2.0, (2) circles, and
(3) ovaloids with height-to-width ratio of 0.5.

From the expvrimenLal data contained in Figure 6.24, the following
equation may be represented by:8

K = S ' 0.09 100 - R - (6.4)

where

K - maximum stress concentration in pillars

S " maximum stress concentration around a simgle opening

R = percent recovery

Equation 6.4 can be made to fit data for openings of many shapes
by proper choice of value of the maximum stress concentration. For
example, in an unidirectional stress field (no lateral restraint) S -
3.0 for a circle, S = 3.9 for ovaloid having a height-to-width ratio
of 0.5, and S = 2.64 for ovaloid having a height-to-width ratio of 2.0.
Comparison of the experimental data and results obtained from the empir-
icol equation are given In Figure 6.25. Curves are drawn from the equa-
tion; points arc from the experimental data,

Equatior. 6.3 gives good results for percent recoveries greaLer Lhan
75 purcent, but Equation 6,4 gives a better approximation ovet a widcr
range.

Stresses in Simple Stratified Roofs

One of the principal difficulties in determining the stress distri-
buLion around actual mine openings lies in the evaluation of the effect
of complex geologic conditions upon the stresses. In the previous sec-
tion some solutions for the stress conditions existiuy around mine work
ings in solid homogeneous materials stressed within their elaslic limit
were given. It is apparent, however, that fissures, faults, bedding
plane.;, intrusions, metamorphism of the rock, or any features which des-
troy the continuous homogeneous nature of the rock, alter the stresses
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existing around the openings. Solutions taken from the previous chapter
and applied under these conditions would thus be in error because of
the discontinuities introduced by these geologic conditions.

In general, the effects of even simple geologic factors are not
easily analyzed. The strengthening or weakening effects which they have
upon rock and the included openings have not been evaluated quantitatively
except for a few field correlations which have been of local nature.
There is acute need for widespread field correlations of the different
geologic factors to determine the effect of each factor upon the strength
of rock and the stresses around underground openings. This would simplify
efforts to express tle effect of a specific geologic condition upon the
local stress quantitatively and upon design criteria.

Some very simple geologic conditions have been approximated by math-
ematical analysis and in the laboratory and their effect upon the stress
distribution around mine openings has been evaluated. One example is the
case of mine openings existing in stratified materials which are uninter-
upted by faults or fissures, and the beds of which are homogeneous in
character. Solutions of this problem have been obtained by the use of
rock models taken from the site of the actual mine opening, and more
recently, solutions for some simple specific cases were obtained using
the theory of elasticity.

Centrifugal Testing to Simulate Stresses

Occurring in Rock Beams_Underground

An examination of Figure 6.2, which was used to illustrate the dome
theory, indicates that the immediatz roof of the opening, which is rec-
tangular, may be considered as a beam or group of beams in layers loaded
by the material above it and by its own weight. The material overlying
the roof beams may apply a variable weight to the beam according to its
rigidity and other properties. In ideal sLratified materials, the imme-
diate roof of a rectangular mine opening may be considered as a beam loaded
by the overlying material and restrained between the pillars and the over-
lying material (the degree of restraint is also dependent upon the amount
and character of overlying material).

One method of letermining the stresses in these rock beams has been
to make small-scale models from the rock and apply a load similar to that
applied to the prototype. To be of benefit, it must be possible, by the
laws to similitude, to calculate from the model what: the results will be
in the prototype. Thus, If the scale is one to ten, and the roof of the
model to the weight of the prototype is equal to the same amount, all
other properties of the two bodies being equivalent, the model will behave
like the prototype if the density of effective weight of the model is
increased in the same proportion that its linear dimensions are decreased.
Bucky 1 8 published a paper in 1931 in which he described a centrifuge of
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his own design which could be used to increase the effective weight of the
rock model in the same proportion that its linear dimensions were decreased.
A scale model built of the eame material as the prototype was rotated in
the centrifuge at such a speed that it exerted a force against the end
plate of the centrifuge equal to its weight multiplied by the number of
times it had been reduced in scale, giving results in the model similar
to thope in the prototype. The stresses in the model approximate those
in the prototype due to a gravitational field if the model is subjected
to an acceleration in the centrifuge equal (in units of gravity) inversely
to the scale multiplier of the model (stress = force per unit area = den-
sity x acceleration x linear dimension). Density is the same constant for
both the prototype and the model. The linear measurement has been reduced
by the ratio stated previously, so that the acceleration must be increased
by the same ratio to keep the stress in model and prototype the same. The
number of times the effective weight of the model is increased is called
the Model Ratio. The model dimension times the ýIodel Ratio determines
the dimension of the prototype that will behave in the same manner as the
model being tested.

In order for this to be a successful method of testing, certain
desirable characteristics are required of the rock models. These are
(1) the model should be an exact scalar representation of the prototype;
(2) the rock should be the same material as the prototype; (3) the model
should be loaded in the same manner as the prototype; and (4) facilities
must be available to observe and record the effects of the loading upon
the model. The rock model tested in the centrifuge is loaded as nearly
like the prototype as possible, since loads on rock beams due to their
own weight and the weight of overlying materials are duplicated to a
close approximaeion in the centrifuge. The specimen in the centrifuge
is observed by use of stroboscopic light.

The use of the centrifuge employed by Bucky had certain distinct
advantages over other methods of testing: (1) it was a source of infor-
mation for mine openings stressed to failure; (2) it enabled the user
to ubtain solutions in a short period of time: (3) it may be applied in
principle to many underground problems; and (4) it closely duplicated,
in the model, the loading of the prototype. It also appears to have
several disadvantages: (1) the grain structure of the rock may have
little effect on the atress in the prototype, but the grains are not
reduced in the model so that they become larger in relative size and
might possibly have some effect upon the stress in the model; (2) rock
being heterogeneous in character, it would appear difficult to obtain a
specimen of rock for a model which would exhibit the overall properties
of the prototype; (3) obtaining the correct amount of restraint at the
ends of the beams is a problem, and (4) with the method outlined, it
is possible to determine only certain maximum stresses which occur at
the time of failure. The overall stress pattern obtainable by other
methods is not easily obtained by centrifugal testing, particularly
in the elastic range. This is important because a knowledge of the
stress concentrations below the elastic limit permits the designing of
structures in which stresses are below the elastic limit. Some attempts
have been made to rectify thii3 difficulty ny using plituoelastic models
in the centrifuge, but the stresses were difficult to evaluate, due to
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the photographic problems involved. A possible source ef error in the first
centrifuge used by Bucky was the fact that the lever ar-m of the centrifuge
was only 8 to 8-3/4 in. long. For specimens more than a few inches in
depth this means that the variation in effective weight of a specimen is
ccnaiderabl.e over its depth. In the case of a single beam this condition
would not lead to difficulty since the error is small, but in the case
of multiple beams it appears that larger error might be introduced. The
centrifuge later used by Bucky had a 2-foot lever arm so that the variation
of centrifugal force over the depth of a beam and its related load is not
very large in comparison to the magnitude of the centrifugal forces.

It was found in a series of experiments by Bucky that below a cer-
tain thickness the beams failed by tensile fracture of the lower center
section, but for greater thickness of beams made of certain types of rock
an arch-like piece of rock separated from the center of the beam, leaving
the remainder of the beam standing. Bucky explained thts latter phenomena
as a natural arching of the rock similar to that which occurs underground
in the roof of the openings where the stresses are very high.

In general, Lite procedure was to cut single-beani models from the
rock to be tested and run them to failure in the centrifuge. This deter-
mines their relative strengths. The beam simulating the prototypes are
then tested in the centrifuge and also stressed to failure. It is com-
paratively simple to determine the load on the model beam simulating the
prototype; and utilizing the previously determined strengths, it is pos-
sible to determine the maximum length of beam which can be used for a
particular load,

A new manner of using the centrifuge has been introduced by the
Applied Physics Laboratory of the U.S. Bureau of Mines at College Park,
Marylandi 9 . Strain gages are attached to the rock beams being tested
to determine the actual strain up to the point of failure. This pro-
vides a means of determining the stress distribution in a rock model in
the centrifuge.

Rock Beams with Three Types of Loads

The problem of stresses in sttatified roof rock also lends itself
to solution by the theory of elasticity. In the instance where the roof
rock is assumed to consist of only a single stratum, the mathematics are
not too involved. For a larger number of beams, the solutions become
more complex. In the solutions given here, interest was centered around
three questions: (1) Is it possible to approximate the stress existing
in it rock roof by assuming that the load is equivalent to a uniform load
on the top of the beam? (2) Does centrifugal testing give an accurate
,twasuremont of the stress within the roof members? (3) Is there enough
difference between the stresses obtained by centrifugal testing and by
applying a uniform load to warrant the use of a centrifuge? In addition,
it was desired to obtain the fundamental concepts necessary to determinle
the effect of stratified layers over a mine working on Che stresses in
the mine roof.
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Mathematical Analysis of Stresses in Simple Roof Strata

Where the dimensions of flat-lying openings underground are of
proper magnitude, the roof may be considered to be composed of a plate.
A very close approximation to this can be obtained by assuming that a
section of the roof may be considered as a beam. Bucky made this assump-
tion in much of his laborstory testing in the centrifuge, hut stressed
the beams to failure rather than analyzing the stress distribution on a
fundamental basis to compare it with the prototype.

The following analyses were made to show the stress distribution
which occurs in simple and restrained beams under the three different
conditions which might be encountered underground or in laboratory
testing, i.e., (1) uniformly loaded, (2) loaded by own weight, and (3)
centrifugally loaded.

Simple Beams

Only in rare instances can the roof of an opening be represented
by a simple supported beam. However, the stress analysis of this case
serves as a basis for the solution of other problems directly concerned
with roof support. The fundamental assumptions made previously for
solutions by the theory of elasticity must be made also for the follow-
ing.

Uniform Load. The solution of the stress distribution in a beam
subjected to a uniformly distributed load is treated by Timoshenko 2 0,2l,
whose notation is employed herein. It is assumed, together with the
assumptions of elastic behavior indicated earlier, that a small rectang-
ular beam can be taken as being representative of a section of a mine
roof, that is, a solution in plane stress may be used to closely approx-
imate the condition of plane strain.

Figure 6.26 illustrates the method of loading the beam and the
coordinate system used. The stresses in a beam under uniform load are
given in Table 6.11.

It can be clearly seen i.hat the maximum tensile stress (Ox) occurs
at the midpoint of the beam in the lowermost fibers, It is important
to note that both the magnitude and distribution of the stress is Inde-
pendent of the elastic constants of the material,

Loaded by Own Weight. Solutions of the stress distribution in a
beam loaded by its own weight (weight per unl.t volume - pg) involve the
simultaneous solution of the differential equations of equilibrium, and
the compatibility equation for plane stress, which must also satisfy the
boundary conditions. The equilibrium equations are satisfied if the
stresses conform to the equation relating the Airy stress function to
the stresses and the Airy differential stress function.

It is intoresting , ote that the a force is very small, being
zero at the bottom and top and also at th4 center of the beam. In the
upper half of the beam y is compressiv, atid in the bottom of the beamY
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Figure 6.26 Simple beams showing method of
support, loads and coordinate systems.
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a is tensile. Figure 6.26 shows the manner of loading and the coordinate
ales,

Centrifugal Loading. The case of a beam loaded centrifugally must
be treated in a somewhat different manner to the case of a beam loaded
by its own weight due to the fact that the load (body force Y) is a func-
tion of y.

Writing the stresses in terms of the stress function and the body
force potential, they can be evaluated at the boundaries, and the equa-
tions for stress throughout the body are obtained (Table 6.11).

It can be seen that these equations for stress are quite similar
to those obtained for a uniform load and a gravitational load, with the
exception of the final term in ax. The stress a is found to be very
small in comparison to the maximum Ux, as would be expected.

Restrained Beams.

The analysis of simply supported beams provides a basis for the
examination of stresses in more complicated beam structures, a beam
loaded by the same three types of loads but with restrained ends. This
condition opcurd over rectangular mine opening in stratified rock if
the stresses are not so high that the ends of beams at the pillar are
stressed beyond their elastic limit. Beams under thick cover may be
thought of as completely restrained, that is, the end of the beam may
be considered to lie at the edge of the pillars whereas beams under
light cover may be considered to be only partially restrained, that is,
the end of the beam lies somewhere over the interior of the pillar.
Under some conditions, except for degree of restraint, both beams may
be considered fully restrained with the lengths dependent upon the
degree of restraint imposed by the overburden (Figure 6.27). The analy-
sis may be made by two different methods. In both, the assumption is
made (supported by St. Venant's Principle) that the stress ax at the
ends of the beam may be replaced by the sum of two stresses -- a uni-
form normal stress and a stress due to a couple applied to the ends of
the beam - without altering stresses from those actually existing in a
restrained beam at distances a short distance away from the ends. This
is another way of stating that to insure complete restraint a uniform
normal stress (r) must be applied to the ends of the beam, so that there
is no horizontal movement of the ends. A moment (M) must also be applied
so that there is no rotation of the vertical fibers of the beam at the
center point of the ends.

Following the first method, it is then necessary to add the bound-
ary conditions to the boundary conditions for the previous beams and
solve for the stress equations in a manner similar to that previously
described. The stresses are evaluated at the boundaries, taking account
of the two new boundary conditions, and an expression for a. involving
r and M is determined.
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Figure 6.27 Restrained beams showing loads, restraints
and coordinate systems.
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In either method of investigation use of only the stress relation-
ship involves indeterminate values. From a study of elementary stress
solutions it is apparent that the only means of solution remaining is
one involving strain relationships. Using appropriate strain relation-
ships as properties of restrained beams it is po.ssible to determine the
unknowns r and M4.

For plane stress differential equations define the strains in
terms of the stresses, and are employed to obtain the solution of the
problem. Substituting the values of ax, Gy, and txy into these equa-
tions, and integrating, expressions in u and v containing the terms r
and M are obtained. Use is made of the strain relationships referred
to previously to determine arbitrary constants of integration and the
quantities x aud M. The values for r and M when substituted into the
stress equations give the results for three different load types shown
in Table 6.11.

Summary

It has been previously noted that the stress oy induced in simple
beams is vipry small in comparison to the stress C. at the center of the
beam, The stress ay is also independent on the length of the beam..

In order to determine whether the stresses in simple beams loaded
by three load types are comparable, the load per unit length of beam
was made equal in all three cases, The loads, 2cpg and 2cprouw2 , were
set equal to the load per unit length q and the equations for the three
cases were determined in terms of q, as is shown in Table 6.12. The
shearing stresses in all three cases are equal. The ox stresses for a
uniform load and for a beam loaded by its own weight are found to be
the same, but the stress c. for the case of centrifugal loading differs
from the other two cases by an additional term For beams of normal 1/c
ratio, it is seen that this term is negligible in comparison to the other
terms, and does not influence the ox forces measurably. Therefore, ox
may be said to be equal. for the three cases without introducing any measur-
able error This is noc trk, of o however; ay is small in the case
of the centrifugal loading and in rhat of a beam loaded by its own weight,
in both caL:ats being only a smalL fraction of the load per unit length of
beam. In the case of a beam loaded by a uniform load, cy ranges from a
value equal to the load per unit length of beam at the top of the beam
to a value of zero sLresz1 at the bottom surface of the beam,

The o,, stresses are not large enough in any of the three cases to
be directly responsible for failure of a beam because as the a . forces
are increased Lo a LriLiutL value the G. forces have already exceeded this
value because the relationship of the stresses is directly proportional.

In the case of restrained beams, it can be seen that oy and i.
remain the same as in the case of the simple beaws (See Table 6..1).
The additional terms which have been superimposed upon the original a,×
equations for the simpic beams to obtain the U. stresses are different
for the Lhrec different types of loading To determine the magnitude
ot this ditlerence it is necessary to assume that the joad per unit length
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for each of the three beams is the same, as was done in the case of
simple beams. Substituting the values of the centrifugal load and
gravitational load equal to the uniform load (per unit length of beam)
into the stress equations for the respective beams, the stress equa-
tions for the three types of load are obtained considering an equal
load on the three beams. These equations are shown in Table 6,14.
A beam loaded centrifugally and a beam loaded by its own weight differ
in u. only in an additional. term in the equation for centrifugal load-
ing, This term is so small as to be negligible. Similarly, the oy
stresses differ in the case of uniform loading from the other two cases
by a term, -- q/2.

Thus, it may be stated that the critical stresses within both
simple and restrained beams loaded by (1) uniform loads, (2) gravita-
tional loads, or (3) centrifugal loads are essentially the same, with
the exception of certain terms of orders which may be neglected with-
out appreciable error. Thus it is possible to approximate the stresses
in a roof beam of rock in a mine, either by centrifugal loading or by
uniform loading, if it may be considered as a simple beam or a restrained
beam, and if the load is due to its own weight or a uniform load, or a
combination of the two.

The design of underground structures has been limited by a lack
of knowledge of (1) the stresses existing in rock underground before
the introduction of an opening, (2) the effect of the introduction of
an opening upon the pre-existing rock stresses, (3) the effect cf com-
plex geologic conditions, and (4) the physical properties of rock in
situ.

Mining experience has shown that the stresses existing within
rock underground may generally be thought of as Intermediate between
the stresses which would exist if there were no lateral restraint and
those where hydrostatic pressures are found. In a few exceptional
cases, it has been shown that the horizontal, pressures may be greater
than the vertical pressures, and compensation must be made for this fact.

The effect of introduction of mine and other type openings upon
the stresses in rock underground has been solved for some of the sim-
plest geologic conditions - homogeneous, isotropic, elastic material.
The opening best suited for an opening (in regard to stress induced) is
either (1) a circle, for hydrostatic pressures; (2) an ellipse with ratio
of height-to-width equal to 3, for an opening in material which has been
laLerally restrained; or (3) an ellipse with height-to-width ratio greater
than 5, for a mine opening in ground which has no lateral restraint.

In general, mines are composed of numerous adjacent openings under-
ground rather than a single opening. The stresses in the pillars are
found to increase with the addition of openings, until about five open-
ings lie parallel to one another. Additional openings have no effect
on the critical compressive stress in the pillars. The maximum stress
concentration occurs in the centermost pillar on or near the rib of the
pillar.
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Design of openings in Bedded Rock

General

When the length of span of a roof is large compared to its thick-
ness, the length of an opening is more than twice its width and there
is no bend between the roof bed and the next above, a section of the
roof may be considered as a simple clamped (restrained) beam loaded by
its own weight. An inspection of the equation in Table 6.13 shows that
Cy is a maximum at x = ±1, y = -c and t is a maximum at x = ±y, y = 0.xy
The shear stress is not uniform over the end of the beam. Thus, while
the maximum deflection is at the center of the beam, tailure would bo
expected at the ends.

The equations for the Above parameters Pre, neglecting terms made
small by large I/c ratios:

AY 1i4 (6,5)

3ogl (6.6)
max 8

(6.7)Omax 4C

21
The conditions set forth by Obert, et al. , are:

1. The strata thickness be uniform,
2. Flexure is caused by gravity, i.e., no end thrust.
3. Rock behaves elastically, is isotropic and homogeneous.
4. Ends of strata are "clamped" by superincumbent rock and

opening walls.

Single Layer - Beams
2 2

For roofs inclined at less than 10 degrees the above equations may
be applied for design purposes. It can be seen that the maximum shear
stress varies directly as the length of the span, while the maximum
tensile stress varies as the square of the span. The ratio of the two
is

o_,y__!. 2_(6.8)
3c

max

Equation 6.7 may 11v written for design purposes in the following
form:

L 2gF (6.9)
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where L is the span length (equal to 21), t is the thickness (equal to
2C), T is the modulus of rupture and F is a safety factor. A plot of

athis equation is given in Figure 6.28 for a density of 0.09 lb/in

Multiple Layer - Beams

22 21
The development of design criteria by Merrill and Obert, et al.

for multiple layer roofs appears to be in error. In arriving at design
equations, the maximum deflection of a thin beam lying upon and loading
a thicker beam is equated to themaximum deflection of the thicker beams
to obtain an equivalent weight density of the system. Exqept for beams
of equal free deflection the deflections cannot be equated in terms of
free beam deflection. That is, if a thin beam lies upon a thicker one,
it will deflect less than predicted by the free bezUT, t-quation, and the
deflection of the lower beam will be greater, The equation for a clamped
beam is, to a close approximation -

x 2 (2Lx - L 2 _ X2) (6.10)

It can be readily seen that the total deflectlon of the system
will depend upon the interaction of the two beams, which is not defined
by the equation above for the maximum deflection (Equatton 6.10).

Rectangular Roof Plate

For comparison a roof may be considered as a plate. The values
of maximum deflection and streas from the theory of plates are as
follows:

AY 
Apga4

max E t ý'-

CY 6BpRa2
max t (6.12)

where

a = short dimension
b = long dimension
A, B = conBLants

Values of A and B for various values of b/a and Poisson's L-atio
equal to 0,3 are given in Table 6.15.

' The maximum deflection for a rectangular plate occurs at 
the center

and the maximum tensile stress at the end of the longer dimension in the
upper fiber. For ratios of b/a greater than two the maximum stress is
within I percent of that calculated from the beam formula and the max-
imum deflection is within 12 percent.
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TABLE 6.151

Constants for Use in Equations 11. 12. and 13

b/a A B b/a A B

1.0 0.0138 0.0513 1.6 0.0261 0.0780

1.1 ..... .0164 .0581 1.7 .0260 .0799

1.2 .0188 .0639 1.8 .0267 .0812

1.3 .0209 .0687 1.9 .0272 .0822

1.4 .0226 .01 -6 2.0 .0277 .0829

1.5 .0240 .0757

The design equation is set up in the same manner as for a beam:

a = -BogF (6.13)
tBg

Inclined Roof

Where either the long dimension or the short one is inclined at an
angle 9 the stress is given by:

2max c (6.14)

and the design ,quation is
,/2 'Tt1s

2pg o oa (6.15)

Field Tests of Design

The equations given in the previous 2iscussion were tested in the
oil shale mine and in a limestone mine . In oil shale the predicted
sag was 0.036 in for av 80 foot span, while the measured was 0.63 inches.
The field behavior indicated either horizontal separations in the assumed
8 foot roof bed or the oil shale does not behave elastically.

Similar results were obtained in limestone23, 24 where the roof sag
was found to be much greater than that predicted by the theory of elas-
ticity (Figure "..29).
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Failure Probability and Fracture Patterns

Experience and observation indicate that a large percentage of
rock structures in which underground excavations have been made have
been subjected to various degrees of fracturing of some type. Isaacson2 5

states that "the ultimate answer to pressure control problems can only
lie in the reasoned estimation of probabilities: the idea of certainty
can never be achieved", That is, if the probability of failure for a
given opening can be estimated, and it can be designed to restrict the
probability of failure to a low lever, this should offer one of the most
feasible approaches to the problem.

It is obvious that in fractured rock the larger the opening, the
more fractures will be embraced in its periphery. 1he number of frac-
tures, if randomly distributed, would increase as the first power of the
radius of the opening. A linear relation between the number of fractures,
depending upon their extent and pattern, could be taken as a first approx-
imation of the minimum probability of failure.

Isaacson utilizes arguments from the theory of probability and
assumptions outlined below to arrive at the following conclusions con-
cerning circular shafts or tunnels of radius a in a hydrostatic stress
field.

1. The most probable number of rockburst that will occur during
the development of such an opening varies as the square of the
radius.

2. The probability that no rockbursts will occur during excavation
is eq-al to .ka 2 , where k is a constant which depends upon the
magnitude of the stress field and the character of the rock.

As a first approach consider a number of cubes placed in a testing
maching and stressed to failure. If the probability of failure in shear
in the range of x, and T + dT is p(T). dT, then the probability that
no failure will take place in a given specimen at or below a shear
stress of T is

Sp(T) .d-r (6.16)

The probability that there will be no failure in a rock mass of volume
V subject to the same shearing stress is

P(T . € 6..17)

on the basis that probabilities of independent events are compounded by
multiplication.
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The maximum shear stress at a point y from a shaft or tunnel of

radius a in a hydrostatic stress field P is P The probability of

no failure in on elementary ring Ar of unit length is

Ar

ai ,~)2 P(_') . T(6.18)

The probability Pf no failure anywhere in a section of tunnel of unit
length is, then

Q lim II L.a2 p(,) dj (6.19)
4ýr.*O r a a

or

log Q = ja 21r (%loJp(a)2 p(T) d•r) dr (6.20)

Assuming that the probability function p(T) may be expanded in a power
series the above equation may be evaluated to give

-2Y(Aa 2
Q = e (6.21)

where the constant A is some function of P and of the coefficients of
the series for p(t). The probability of no failure is e-ka2 and the
probability of at least one failure is 1 - e'ka2. vor small radii of
openings the probability of failure increases very slowly with the
increase of the size of the opening, increases very rapidly over a range
of intermediate values and becomes asymptotic to a probability value of
one at a value of which is dependent on k.

Isaacson points out that a large portion of the failures indicated
by the above development will be small and localized. The probability
of larger bursts may be considered as follows. In a unit cube of rock
the probability of failure at or below a shear stress ' is

J p(-r) ' dvr (6.22)

The most probable number of failures in a volume V will, be given by

" p(T) aT (6.23)

The most probable number of failures in a tunnel of radius a in a hydro-
static field of magnitude P will be

S=j 2iur p(,) d-, di (6.24)
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If p(T), the probability function of the shear stress, is expanded as
a power series and the necessary, integrations are performed the following
equation is obtained:

M 21TBae (6.25)

where B is a constant depending upon P and the coefficients in the expan-
sion of p(r). It follows, therefore, that the expected number of bursts
increases as the square of the radius of the tunnel as the excavation is
made.

The conclusion appears to be a logical one inasmuch as the weak-
nesses "exposed" by excavation are some function of volume rather than
of surface area. On the basis of the above, which appear to be reliable
conclusions in conformity with observed rock behavior in deep mines, it
would also appea, advisable to Lesign protective construct a openings
as small as may be compatible with operational requirements.

Multiple Rock Cantilever Beams

A parallel of the case of multiple cantilevers of the general type 2 6
created by excavation of openings in stratified rock have been analyzed
by means of the theory of elasticity for point loading in leaf spring
design. Under ideal assumption of similar material and identical cross
sections the pertinent formulae are quite simple. The theory is equally
applicable to rock beams of similar dimensions and properties, as well
as to some less ideal structures. Tnus, for encastr6 rock beams which
result from excavations in jointed strata the following de\ lopment sheds
some light upon the mechanics of stability and failure of such structures.

Landau and Parr26 state in the case of a steel leaf spring, the
laminae having equal or different thicknesses, under load each leaf
touches the one above only at Loe point of encastriment an• at its end.
Further, any leaf nf the spring may be considered as a cantilever beam
having a flexible support somewhere between the fixed end and the point
of application of the load. This assumption is the basis of the theore-
tical development.

Thus, if a weight or force acts at the end of the top of three
stacked cantilever beams, it can be shown by integrating the moment
equation

El d2y = M (6.26)" dx2

for each of the beams and utilizing appropriate boundary conditions that
the relationship between the forces W1 , W2 and W3 is expressed by the
follnwing in generalized form

Wn~j13(,1)= in " -(1,)3] - 2W (In s 2W (In) - Wni 1 [3( 0  n2 n I

SE+i, I1+1 nE In (6.27)



Once the force at the end of a given beam is known it may be treated as

a simple cantilever for solution of stresses and strains. Each side of

Equation 6.2 is equal to six times the displacement of the end of the nth

beam.

For two beams which are of the same materiAl and equal cross sectional

areas and I = 2 1 Equation 6.27 reduced to
2 1

W2 = 4/5 W1  (6.28)

The stress diagram for two beams is shown in Figure 6.30. The maximum

horizontal stress in the longer beam is 4/5 of that in the shorter and

the latter will fail first if the two are of equal strength. For a step

structure of five beams increasing in length in equal increments the over-

all strength increases in the manner shcwn in Table 6.16.

TABLE 6.16

Relative Strength of Beams with Equal Spacinp,

Number of Beams Relative StrungtLh

I 1.00

2 1.60

3 2.21

4 2.81

5 '3.4 1.

Also, the greatest stress is found in The shortest leaf where they are

all oM the same thickness and Tm, atrial.

Voussoir Structures

Wien fractures are formed in a stratum in a roof rock member of an

underground exca\vation a lateral unit section can no longer bc considered

eithcr a sImply supported beam or a simple restrained beam (encastre' at
both ends). Evans- has proposed that the strength of such structures

is due to their approximation of a voussoir arch type structure, the com-

ponents of which are held in lace by lateral as well as vel t icai pres-

Lr,- (See Figure( 6.'31) . He assumes (1) elastic hebavior, (2) no 1en-

le stress, (3) adequate shear strength, (4) negligible verticle dis-
placemen t, and (5) hor iizontal 1 !Lstic strain of abutm•-nnts is negli-gible.

'he.*o A*is i if tabricated -'ne -soir arch,s are discussed in detail by

Pipcav.<-'er ":hshows-" that the pii. or contact on open joints mda m'ierakto

with varv'i.n- oa s and fai"',re :;Cav ?e predicted cn w ode', arcnes ...... vcr ,
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O'max

Figure. 6.30 Stress distribution in two fixed cantilever& with
a poirnt load at the end of the large member.
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Figure 6.31 A, B, C. A. A normal voussoir arch with loose
cover fill. B. The same as A with joints vertical. C.

Similar to B, with all voussoirs equal but total load not

increased.
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similated rock arches underground and beams are never as geometrically
symmetrical as fabricated arches and the principles involved are of
restricted application. Evans assumes a fractured rock beam with a tri-
angular stress distribution as shown in Figure 6.32.

T = thickness of the beam
nT = portion of section under stress

l/3nT = distance of centroid from surface
z couple arm = T(l-2/3n)
H = thrust or effective compressive force fm -x nT

2
m2 = moment H Hz = fmT2  ( . n2)

2 3

However, there is some question as to the accuracy of Evan's assumption,
in that in calculating the moments for the voussoir sections he neglects
the shear force acting vertically at the end of the beam.
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CHAPTER VII

DYNAMIC STRESSES AND DESIGN OF OPENINGS

Introduc t ion

Mathematical analysis of pertinent dymanic rock stresses resulting
from surface or near surface detonations to the present has been concen-
trated on the effects of a step-type surface wave of limited horizontal
extent applied to the surface of a half-space. Effect of such a stress
wave of properly simulated duration and magnictide indicates that its
effect up,,n the stress concentration at the su'fz.ce of a cylindrical
opening is to Increase the effects of a free field by about 3.2 times,
or a maximum of about I1 percent over a static field.

Analysis of effects of static stress indicates that an ellip-
tical cross-section is the best design shape to use for most geologic
structures which are suitable for protective construction, although
a circular shaei, is most stable in a hydrostatic field. Cross-sections
should he kept as small as possible because the total number of rock
defects increases with the size of openings and consequently the pro-
ability of either limited failure or collapse of the opening under
heavy stress loads.

Several bases are offered to serve for engineering design of under-
ground openings to resist dynamic loads. These include (1) the appli-
cation of theoretical multiplication of free stress field values by
factors for the presence of Lhe opening, (2) scaling from model crater
studies in the particular type of rock, (3) extrapolation from model
tunnel tests in similar types of rock, and (4) impact studies of the
reaction of the structural segments of underground openings to blast
I oading.

At the present time design criterJa are based primarily on the
facts which have been learned from a small number of HE tests and a
fewer number of underground measurements of phenomena induced by nuclear
detonations. Also, theoretical studies have been described int-two pap-
ers, one by Gilbert t and one by Baron, et a12, and summarized by Pantall
and Auld 3 . These deal with a mathematical analysis of the interaction
in an elastic medium to a plane stress wave impinging on a circular
c lindrical hole in a half-space.

Elastic Plane Stress and Cylindrical Openings. The static stress
distribution around a circular opening in a plate has been treated in
Chapter VI for three types of stress field conditions, For a uni-
directional stress field the introduction of a circular opening creates
a maximum stress which is three times that of the stress field. it acts
on a plane normal to the stress field direct.4,) and Is of the same sign
as the free field
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The pertinent reaults of the mathematical analysis in references
I and 2 plus the results of experimental photoelastic research by Durell
and Riley4 have likewise been summarized by Pantall, and Auld 3 and are
briefly repeated here for purposes of further comparison and analysis.

In both theoretical and experimental analyses ideal elastic condi-
Lions are assumed. Gilbert and Baron, et al., assumed that an essentially
plane wave was acting on one boundary of a half-space, and Gilbert that
the incident pulse had a very short rise time and a slow decay. High
frequency approximatlons from geometrical optics and utilization of the
first two terms of a Fourier series offered a simplified approach. The
maximum stress was found to be tangential, occurs at the hole surface
at an angle of 60', (Figure 7.1), and is twice the ftee field stress.

Baron, et al., solved the same problem by assuming that the compo-
nents of the stress wave are oF(t) and VOF(t) parallel and normal to the
direction of propagation respectivlwy. A solution was obtained for a
step pulse which would then be generalized for an appropriate F(t) by
use of Duhamel s integral. Comparative results are given in Figure 7.1.
Gilbert s results cannot be projected beyond 60" and it is noted the
values obtained by the other method for a step pulse approach the static
case.

Photoelastic experiments4 were conducted with epoxy resin models im-
pactud with a drop wuighL. The model, applied stress and results of
stress analysis are shown in Figure 7.2 to 7.6. The resin used has the
following properties:

E 560 psi

V 0.46

p 70 lb/ft 3

For the created biaxial stress field, i.e., VoA " -0.460A, the maximum
static stress conccntration would be 3.45 times the field stress, and
the maximum dynamic stress was found to be 1 ].4 percent higher than this.
Pantail and Auld conclude that the theoretical values of maximum stress
and those determined experimentally are in reasonable agreement, and that
it may be possible to use these solutions as first approximations to the
design problems of underground protective installations.

The apparent weaknesses in the above approach are: (i) the assumption
of ideal elastic rock (2) possible oversimplification of mathematical Pro-
ccdures, and (3) the assumptions concernipg the nature and means of alp1J.-
cation ot the torcing function, i.e., for alr blast only. For a ground
burst or detonation which rnccurs In a deep ravine or canyon, the partial

0onIfining effects of surface topography caunot be ignored, and geologic
structure is probably mnoe importatit than itl stat ;c design,

Ueologic SLructure. Consider, for eximp'e, the case of an openjr;i
ill a horizontally stratified medium. (Figure 7.7). it will necessirity
aplýUoacli being rectangulac iii shape and the roof s rata may bc the loci
of high stress concentrations particularly near the ribs. As Indicated
in Chapter V1 sectit ns (of s-yh roofs mnay .imdor cettain conditir-,o be
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Figure 7.3 .Appli ed stress as a function of time at the
symmvtric free field point.
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Static Field Dynamic

/Ogh GAN

V9-4-

Vibrational
Effects

Figure 7.7. Rock strata would cause additional stresses due to
vibration (inertia) effects in roof members.

Detonation

Figure 7.8. Diagramat~ic sketch of inclined strata with impedance
condition which would tend co channelize wave energy, accentuated
by detonation in deep ravine or canyon. Beds on above and below
Installatid bed have significantly different pv.
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treated as restrained beams. In addition to the dynamic stress field
which would be superposed on the existing static field, the beam would
be subject to flexural vibrations, Accelerations of several g's may be
experienced by the beam and the stresses induced due to vibration would
be added to the direct effects of static and dynamic stress fields.

Figures 7.8 to 7.12 give other schematic examples of local geologic
structures which may conceivably be encountered in underground openings.
If there are vertical fractures present in a unidirectional field (ver-
tical) the periphery of the tunnel would not support tension at the top
or bottom of a circular opening, which would change the stress distribu-
tion about the opening. Also as a circular hole in a stressed plate is
moved near a boundary, the stress concentration in the "pillar" between
the hole and the boundary (fault) increases very rapid y . Thus, openings
should not be driven near and parallel to faults, or cross them at acute
angles.

0 Vertical or inclined joints, bedding planes or fractures of any
type would affect the stres• distribution in that they transmit no
tensile stresses and very little shear stress, Also, as in the case of
the roof beam considered above, inertial forces would be effective in
dislodging broken segments of rock unless they were held in place by some
type of support or rock bolt.

The effects that geologic structure may have upon stress distribution
are indicated by results of an investigation by Mcllenry and Olsen of the
Bureau of Reclamation as reported by Terzaghi and RicharL6.

The procedure employed is that of strain relief or stress relaxation.
The strain relief is compared with the necessary stress to produce the
same strain on laboratory specimens. The computation is based upon the
assumption that the stress-strain relations governing the elastic expan-
sion of the rock during strain relief are identical with those prevailing
during the laboratory test. Terzaghi points out that this assumption is
not necessarily justified, because the strain relief reduces the rock
stresses to zero for the first time during the rock's history.

Subsequent to the performance of initial tests, strain relief tech-
niques were Lmproved and simplified, and Figure 7.13 gives the results
of stress determinations made by the Bureau of Reclamation just prior to
1952 at the Gorge Powerhouse pein--1._.i. (•;, tt-e, 4ash1ngton).6 The tunnel
is at a 200 foot depth beneath a ridge of sound granitic gneiss. The
central vertical axis is the centerline of the roof, and the abscissae,
measuring points on the tunnel profiles at the stations indicated.

The rock is described as being fairly intact and therefore the state
of stress should be approximately the same at each station. However, the
stress distribution varies in a somewhat erratic manner. Figure 7.14
shows a plotted stress diagram approximately compatible with computed
stresses. The minimum stresses have a value of 1050 psi close to the
top of the tunnel, and a maximum of 3750 psi close to the center of the
rib. The initial horizontal pressure was initially smaller thati the ver-
tical, which is considerably different than the Hoover Darn Tunnel where
the horizontal pressure was greater. The strcssc nneasured correspond to
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Figure 1.9. Placing of openings with long axis iearly parall
and too close to fault creates area of high stress concentration
which way be critical in high nagnitude stress field.
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Figure 7.10. Faults should be crossed at 900 to minimiac possi-
biliLy of high stress concntraLion zones.
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RADIAL ANGLE, DEGREES
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Figure 7.13. Residual principal stresses plotted upon
developed inside surface of tunnel (after MeHenry and
Olsen, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Report). 6
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Figure 7.14. Resi~dual tangential stre~ss: station 4 + 96 (aftr.,
NHe~nry and Olsen, lIT.S. Rttrest of R~r1arnot ion Report). 6
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vertical free field stress of 1400 psi, whereas the depth of rock over
the tunnel accounts for only 230 psi.

Thus, it can be readily seen that if dynamic stresses are superposed
on existing static stresses, which in some cases may be much greater than
would be expected from the vertical lithostatic pressure, failures may
occur due to induced rock bursts very similar to those which occur in
many operating mines where unfavorable stress conditions are created.

Transfer of Stresses - Rock Bursts. Isaacson7 and others as well
(see Chapter V - Rock Failure) have emphasized the principle of distres-
sing of rock under critically high stress in deep underground workings
where static stresses are of relatively Iigh magnitudes because of depth
or tectonic forces. This principle should be investigated with reference
to its possible application to the problem of protective construction.
The structure shown in Figure 7.15 has two advantages (1) it has moved
the zone of major static stress away from the opening and (2) it furnis-es
a "buffer" between the "extradosal" rock and the "intradosal" rock which
should increase probability of survival significantly for Zone 4*and
possibly Zone 3*type damage. Such a method would probably not be effec-
tive in the NTS tuff, which rapidly re-cements and solidifies, but should
he considered for rocks such as limestones and granites.

Artificial Support. Types of artificial support, i.e., timber and
steel have been discussed in Chapter IX. It is not too clear at present
which type of support is most desirable. Some hypothetical long time
response curves for various types of support are given in Figure 1.16.
Timber fails gradually, while rigid steel supports offer high initial
resistance but fail. rapidly. Bolted yielding arch supports offer vir-
tually constant resistance to loading. It is suggested that some type
of hydraulic support or damped elastic type support may offer some ad-
vantages, If the long period response can he approximated, a Berger's
model or similar model. may be devised to ascertain the response to a
shorter period forcing function F(t)

In general, the principles of rock support which have been developed
through experioocr in mines and t.onels may be employed as a basis for
design of support under dynamic load. Much more must: he known, however,
regarding the nature of the loading funct ion, rock reaction and the re-
action of support members themselves to dynamic loads, Also, the nature
oL the dynamic stress f{t.ld must be defined, and if' equi-trIjax×Il, a
cilrcular opening is nd i.ated. or i.f the hor iM'otal components are .
tfhan the vertical, an ellipso may be the het.cr shape to useo. fni any
event, shape of opening n-d support roqtiirements will b'-" governed in
varying degrees by local geologic structurv

ZonIV 4 Slight spalIjn4. Zone 3: Sig i fi-anil spal ling.
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FRACTURED "DESTRESSED" ZONE

\•. •., . L4"Q 'A!, '"~e

Figure 7.15. Formation of fractured or destressed zone by explosives
around circular opening, leaving a ring of solid supporting rock,
surrounded by a destressed zone of broken rock with the major static
stressos transferred beyond the fracture zone. Curves represent (a)
tangential stresses before destressing, and (b) after destressing.
Principle offers soime promise for protective design.
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Figure 7.16. Hypothetical long time response curves for rigid
steel, yieldable arches and timber. May be adapted to impact
loading.
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CHAPTER VIII

SIMILITUDE AND DEEP PROTECTIVE CONSTRUCTION

Introduct ion

If a strict application of mathematical, theory wore. to be appliotd
to treatment of scale factors for extrapolation of mode]?. blsigSt~lduie.
with a few pounds of HE to the effects of megaton- size devices a large
num~ber of variables would of necessity enter into consideration. How-
ever, inasmuch as the effects of many variables such as mechanical an1d
physical properties oif rock, geol ogic structure , variation inl pulse,
length1, differenices inl explosive chamber size, magnit~ude of pressure,

and o thers, cannot be o valunated and r~eadi ly extrapolated by slinlil1itude,
it is necessary to resort to gross effects anl'd reasonable simpl ifi~catlons.
By this means it appears to be peos.tble., not only to Itiake tea isixat~ approx-
imat ions oif the radiuls of probable surlvivil of :I deep inquallat -'il,. but
to predict within a reasonable range pertinent saie design depths for
various rocks of thc types which would be recommended for protective In-

For purposes of the fol low .ng, diiscuss ion i t is assumed that the
mos L dainag long c: rcumls ta n1ces Occur, i. e. , tHimt a bomb i n the megai toil ranIge
pvne tra tos to stiffi. c etet depth , that i L is an ff1 Ci ent i.y eotifined that.
a very I argo porcenitage of ava i labi c detona.tl on energy i s trans furred (to
the rock .

-Simi t Lotde and( Gon fined Expl os ives

The general ca~l Lng law f or expl1os ives may be -AaLed in the toil low-
ing form:

Whore

S -scalec factor , 1 .e. , tlie ratiLo be tween l inear d inimcis i-nns of
model and0 pret o~y)e,

W I we ight.L of' explosive tor p)rotOtype.

W weight of exp I os [ye( for model.

'rha t Ls to soy, thei we ighL ot OXI)los ive varies as tlie c:ube) ol the( I Inea r
q i ?e of the model or proito type be tigy, teasted . For example, according to
theory it one poun11d 1,j Q XPlosive i., ruquircod to dr .i trky a model tmmrc 1
one thousand pounds woul1d lie requ ired to canuse the same degree of dlos-
trut]Ctea1 inl J tnnlW tetii timesq as large ini all oif i ts linear dimnonsions,
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i,e., the linear dimensions of the explosive charge are increaped in the
same proportion as the increase in size of tunnel. This law of destruc-
tion by explosives is known as Hopkinson's ruleI. It states that if all
of the linear dimensions of a structure and the explosjon to which it is
subjected are scaled by a factor S, the resultant damage will be increased
in the same scale or proportion. Cole1 states that the rule is not known
to be generally valid, but it was found to be true for the British "pot"
gauge employed in testing the effect of underwater explosions.

The primary object of this analysis is to verify the fact that reac-
tion of model and prototype tunnels and the parameters connected with
explosive behavior obey this law, or to determine how much deviation may
occur, its causes and how this uiay be taken into account in damage limit
cal Icul a t ions.

In general, if it is assumed that the velocity of propagation depends
upon stress and not the rate of strain then the scale factor S can be
applied and the various factors of the model law may be tabulated as shown
in Table 8.1. There was some indication that fracture may depend some-
what upon the rate of strain, but this apparentvly does not affect demoli-
tion results as much as other parameters such as confinement, strength
of rock, etc.

Damage Scaling -'uff. The damage-distince relationships for tunnel
support tests were initially based on rock damage to tunnels in the
Rainier event 2 . It was found in four subsequent detonations, however,
thst the closure effects upon access tunnels were greatly inflpiencod by
the tunnel configuration near the device. There is close agreement be-
tween the closure distances for the two tunnels with hooked ends, Rainier
and Tainalpais. No correlation was Indicated with the straight-end tunnels.

TABLE 8.2

Distance Outer
Angle of to poi)nt I imi t

Tunnel Distance, incidence of closure zone 4,
NvenIt and configu- zero point zero point scaled to scaled
Tuncnl ration to closure to closure Yield 0 -kt to 1-kt

feet degrees kt feet fee t

ai- 11r, hooked 200 14 1.7 168 4 20
lU 2bpa1 io~

'TamU-Ia I Il hookud 80 28 0.09 1.79 420U-1 21.02

Logan, straight 820 35 4.5 1196 1190

U1- Lt2 L .0 2

ILvans, hiooked unknown -- 0.045 unknown Un known
12- 12b. 04

Bl,inca, ' ai hL1 7 3U-12?e.05 traight 870 l6 23. 306 690

TInforntvition from Operation Plumbbob, included for comparison.
"I). 'h vooitn to the uouL.alul ptUL;u1o of Lhe drift beyond the zero point.
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TABLE 8.1

QuanLities Corn-
Diemnsions Quantity parable at a

In Scale In Constant Value

Quantity Symbol Dimensions New System Factor New System of Distance r/S(1) (2) (3) ,, (4) (5) (6) (7)

Length L L SL S SL L/S

Mass M pL3 pS3L3 S3 S3M M/S3

Time T T ST S ST T/S

2 2 -? 2 2 2
Force F MLT S2LT S S2F F/S

Energy E ML2 T"2 ML2 T"2 S3 S3E E/S3

Pressure P ML-1T-2 ML1T-2 1 P P

Velocity v 1T-1  LT 1 1 v v

Total 1  ST 33

Impulse i MLTI S3MLT- S S3 I/S
Impulse1 11 1
per unit I ML-T SML T S SI I/S
area +

Displace- D L SL S SD D/S
ment

Acceler- --2 -1 -2 -1 1
ation a LT S LT Sla Sa

TABLE 8.3

CRUSH AND FRACTURE ZONES - RAINIER & NEPTUNE

Scaled Scaled
Crushing - ft. Distance Fracture - ft. Distance

Neptune 40 ft. down 89 70 ft. downward 156
50 - 80 ft. laterally 111-1.78

Rainier 80 - 130 ft, 67-108 220 ft. downward 184
280 ft. maximum 235
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The size of the crush and fracture zones indicated by drilling the
Rainier and Neptune sites (post-shot) have the distances and scaled dis-I 3tances in Table 8.3 . The scaled limit of the fracture zones for Rainier
and Neptune corresponds quite closely to the closure distance for the
Rainier tunnels. Hence, for tuff it appears that the fracture zone marks
the limit beyond which survival might be expected and that support would
be required for openings which approach this scaled distance. The scaled

distance for other types of rock would not necessarily be of the same
range of values.

Cratering and Scaling. Shelton, et a14 , in their studies of the
possible uses of nuclear explosives for excavations state that HE test
programs at NTS with charge weight ranging from 256 lbs. to 20 tons of
TNT M•icate from dimensional analysis that the basic scaling law based
on W is correct for true craters. (For apparent craters a scaling law
closer to WI/ 3 "4 was found to apply due to gravity effects). Murphey and
MacDougall5, report that failure to eject material beyond the crater lip
occurs at a scaled depth of burst of 2.5 (in lb.-ft. system) or 325 in the
kiloton system (the multiplying factor being 130.1).

The major features of underground nuclear explosions conducted to
date are given in Table 8.4. Neptune was the only one which broke through
to the surface, and it was confined at a scaled depth of 220. Data for
small scale cratering in various types of rock are given in Chapter V.

A comparison of the recorded fracture limits in UCRL 5757 and those
tabulated in Table 8.3 agree very closely with the tunnel closure dis-
tances utilized by Lee and Wing given in Table 8.2.

ERDL Tunnel Demolition. 6 The Corps of Engineers conducted a series
of tests to determine certain tunnel demolition criteria. Charges of HE
were located in chambers in the rock (basalt) near the level of the spring
line of full scale abandoned railroad tunnels. A summary of the shots
fired is given in Table 8.5.

From the plots of scaled crater depths versus scaled charged depths
(Chapter V) the indicated camouflet depths for the rocks are listed in
Table 8.6, together with similar data from ERDL and NTS shots. The
camouflet values for charges breaking to a free surface are undoubtedly
too high for a tunnel target configuration. Comparable values to cause
Zone 4* damage for openings are believed to occur well past the peak of
the scaled charge depth versus scaled crater volume curve, but not at com-
plete camouflet. The values so adjusted, selected somewhat arbitrarily,
are included in Table 8.6. The values for Chalk may be anomalous at small
scale because of its properties.

Scaled Cratering and Underground Damage Prediction. A plot of the
results of numerous cratering experiments conducted in two types nf
granite, two types of sandstune, limestone, and tuff, and damage to tar-
get tunnels indicates scaling within reasonable limits for Zone 1. damage
according to the cube root law. (Figure 8.1). Criteria for effective
breakage is discussed in Chapter V, Rock Failure, utilizing data for
crater radius, depth and volume.

* Zii 4 - Complete collapse.
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TABLE 8.5

ERDL TUNNEL DEMOLITION

Depth Scaled
Charge Size ft. Depth-lb. kt. Results

500 15.7 1.97 256 Slight spalling

750 15 1.66 216 Broke through

750 1.5 1.66 216 Broke through

2-750* 15 1.66 216 Broke through

4-750 15-20 1o66 216 Broke through

* In coyote tunnels, unstemmed, charges fired simultaneously.

TABLE 8.6

CAMOUFLET SCALED DEPTHS AND FRACTURE ZONES FOR ROCKS

Pound Base Kitoton Base
Adjusted Adjusted

Rock Type Camouflet Value Camouflet Value Remarks

Lithonia Granite 3.0 2.8 390 364 Free surface

Marlstone 4.0 3.2 520 416 Free surface

Kanawha Sandstone 3.5 2.7 465 351 Free surface

Niobara Chalk 4.8 4.0 624 520 Free surface

Unaweep Granite 4.3 3.3 559 429 Free surface

Navajo Sandstone 4.5 3M5 585 455 Free surface

Basalt (ERDL) 2.U 260 - Tunnel target
full scale

Tuff (NTS) 1.41-1.81 184-235 - Tunnel target
full scale

Limestone (MEM) 1.9 - 247 - Tunnel target
mnodel scale
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106 1
I. Bedded Tuff t012

2. Alluvium
3. Basalt

4. Sandstone -0-!

5. Gronitc
6. Morlntone

7. Cholh -101

lo 
a.°. Dolomite

I -
(5,___ ____,

2 11V ,P 10 8
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Tunnell 45 Nuclear Explosive
0-3 +. Formed Crater

N o Crater 1
05 High Explosive

si Formed Crater10

/0. o No Crater 0

SMSM Model ------_1 -0

*e Tunnel

10 100 1000

Depth of Charg~e - Feet

Figure 8.1a. Scaling of HE and Ne shots which were effective in
cratering. All underground nuclear shots also included. Scaled
distances are well-defined for Zone 1 damage.
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The most reliable single criterion appears to be a curve for crater
volume because it is a measure of breakage energy (Figure 8.2). Proposed
schematic sections for damage of Zone 1, 2, 3 and 4 types are indicated.
Thus, if a series of crater experiments in the protective installation
rock mass can be performed and the proper correlation is known between
cratering and tunnel damage phenomena, the safe depth for the installa-
tion can be predicted quite accurately without a detailed knowledge of
all of the physical properties of the rock. The geologic structure must,
of course, also be known in detail, and the overlying rock have attenua-
ting properties equal to or greater than that of the rock in which the
installation is to be excavated. It is likely that where the target is
the restricted surface of a tunnel that the curve would drop more rapidly
on the right, depending on the spacing of geologic weaknesses relative to
the size of the tunnel.

The determination of the correlation parameters for this type of
extrapolation would appear to be a most fruitful field for research to
furnish reliable data and criteria for engineering design.
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Figure 8.2. Schematic curve of scaled crater volume vs.
scaled charge depth utilized to predict zonal damage to
target underground openings.
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CHAPTER IX

SUPPORT OP UNDERGROUND OPENINGS

Introduction

Many of the sizes and shapes of openings that are proposed to be
utilized for deep underground protective construction are the same as
those which may be found in mines, tunnels and other types of man-made
excavations. Consequently, the types of support required for quiescent
conditions are identical for both types of openings under similar geolo-
gicconditions. No proven method of support has been devised for the
loading conditions which would need to be resisted under high level im-
pact loading.

If a site is chosen so that the majority of openings are in firm,
strong rock, little or no artificial support will be required for stabi-
lity under normal conditions. It is likely that in the most ideal rock,
however, some support will be required in broken or faulted areas. Also,
the proven methods of safe static support and support under "squeezing"
conditions will provide the best basis for design of supports to resist
transient or dynamic loads.

In either the case ot static loading or dynamic loading, certain
areas of an underground installation may require artificial support in
areas of faulting, jointing, alteration, etc. For a large portion of
openings in many mines timber support is employed. Timber is often
chosen because of its lower cost and the relatively short period which
is required for the mine openings to be kept operative. However, the
properties of timber have been found to offer some advantages. First,
timber usually fails slowly and is capable of supporting relatively
large loads accompanied by large deflections. In squeezing ground timber
will usually fail slowly and give adequate warning of high pressure from
the rock which it is supporting. This quality may also be an advantageous
one to utilize in protective construction to absorb a fraction of the
shock and high velocity spallation from a high order impact load.

Static Support

Mine TimberinR. 1 Some types of mine timbering are designed to sup-
port large openings (stopes) temporarily. That described below is adapt-
able largely to openings such as tunnels and large rooms which are ap-
proximately equi-dimensional in cross-section.

The simplest type of timbering is a one piece set composed of a
single post, denoted stull or Prop in mining terminology (Figure 9.1).
It is placed primarily for support of loose slabs or where only a moder-
ate amount of timber is required to hold the roof or wall. Two piece
and thrce picce scts in Figures 9.2 to 9.4 are used where no timber sill
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is required. For ground which requires still more support in drifts
(tunnels) four-piece set designs are applicable as illustrated in Figures
9.5 and 9.6. For timbering of large stopes whose walls require close
support, square sets are placed in excavations as soon as a sufficient
amount of ore has been removed to make room for a timber set. This usu-
ally provides temporary support, however, and is filled with waste
(broken rock) for permanent stability.

Cribbing offers a very strong type of timber support and its sim-
plest form is fabricated by placing of lengths of square section timber
at right angles to each other in successive layers. It may be built to
any height and for stronger support may be filled with waste rock. A
strong type of framing Ir made by dovetailing the timbers at the corners.
(Figure 9.7)

Steel Support

Proctor, White and Tergaghi 2 have offered a series of empirical
formulas for the determination of loads on steel tunnel sets for various
types of ground. The values employed are based on results of experiments
in sand and observed behavior of timber in tunnels in the Alps. However,
these design criteria are for the most part applicable to tunnels of
shallow depth, or assume a limited amount of arching in the superincum-
bent rock which causes both a horizontal and a vertical load on the
tunnel supports. In most cases the load is taken as a factor multiplied
into the sum of the width and height of the tunnel. This appears to have
some justification as a first approximation for static loads, particular-
ly in sand or swelling ground, deteriorated rock or types of rock which
slakes or swells on exposure to air.

Steel can be erected in a shorter time and with fewer men than
timber. The trend towards steel also has been because timber rots and
decays behind the concrete lining which results in an uneven load on the
framing or lining.

The first step in the design of a tunnel is the choice of cross seec
tional shape. Although upon first analysis it may appear that a circular
cross section is the preferred design shape this does not automaticAlly
preclude others from consideration. Conventional cross sections (Figure
9.8) provide a horse shoe shape with a somewhat curved floor. Most
shapes are adaptable to either timber or steel support (Figure 9.9).

Proctor, et a12, point out that for tunnel support systems made
of steel there are roughly five types: (1) continuous rib, (2) rib and
post, (3) rib and wall plate, (4) rib, wall plate and post, and (5) full
circle rib. These principle systems are shown in Figures 9.10 to 9.14.
Figure 9.15 illustrates an 4-n1ert truss type in combination with con-
tinuous ribs. The factors which must be considered in choice of a sup-
port system are (1) method of excavation, (2) rock behavior, and (3) the
size and shape of the tunnel cross section. Methods include the full
face method, top heading and various pilot drift methods. In protective
construction, support requirements will be the primary consideration and
the method of excavation will not necessarily govern the design of sup-
port members where they are required.
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Figure 9.14. Full circle rib type.

Figure 9.15. Invert strut.
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A continuous rib type (Figure 9.10) is usually made in two pieces
for maximum speed of erection, lowest first cost, And lowest erection
cost. It is sometimes used in three or four pieces to meet special con"
ditions and with the following methods of attack: (1) full face, (2) side
drift, and (3) multiple drift. A rib and post type (Figure 9.11) is
employed with the following methods of attack: (1) full face - in tun-
nels whose roof arch makes an angle with the side wall, (2) multiple
drift and side drift - in tunnels of such large size that two-piece
continuous ribs cannot be shipped and/or handled, (3) heading and bench
and top heading - for support in the drift (with truss panels) for
early support to roof. In the rib and wall plate type (Figure 9.12),
the rib is also usually made in two pieces for maximum speed of erection,
lowest first cost, and lowest erection cost. It is sometimes used in
three or more pieces to meet special conditions and with the following
methods of attack: (1) heading and bench, (2) top heading, and (3) full
face. This type is especially applicable to circular and high sided
tunnel sections where only a light roof support is needed. The rib,
wall plate and post type (Figure 9.13) is used with the following meth-
ods of attack: (1) heading and bench and top heading - for quick sup-
port to roof, (2) side drift - in large tunnels with bad rock conditions
requiring quick support, and (3) full face - for favorable rock where
support is not needed tight to the face, for tunnels whose roof makes
an angle with the side wall, and where post and rib spacing differ.

The full circle rib type (Figure 9.14) is used with the following
methods of attack: (1) full face - in tunnels in squeezing, swelling
and crushed rock, or any rock that imposes considerable side pressure,
also where bottom conditions make it impossible to carry roof loads
on foot blocks, and in earth tunnel conditions sometimes encountered
in rock tunnels; (2) heading and bench - under earth tunnel conditions
with joints at spring line. The invert strut (Figure 9.15) is used
where mild side pressures are encountered, and also to prevent the
bottom from heaving. A full circle with ribs closely spaced (Figure
9.16) is heavily lagged for heavy loads associated with squeezing con-
ditions.

For a yielding lining for swelling rock (Figure 9.17) the squeeze
is allowed to exhaust itself before placing the permanent lining, and
the full circle type of steel support is used. The ribs are at wide
spacing to permit the ground to extrude into the tunnel between them.
Crush lattices of white pine are placed in the rib joints to permit
shortening of the ribs to soften the ground. The ribs may be divided
into any reasonable number of segments (3 shown in Figure 9.17) to pro-
vide the desired amount of shortening. When liner plates begin to buckle
inward, they should be unbolted and allowed to rest on inner flanges of
ribs above the spring line to protect from falls. Below the spring line
they may be taken out permanently.

It is necessary to establish uniform contact between rib and rock
to insure uniform loading of the ribs. Hence, a light gauge line plate
lagging is used for crecCion and graveling purposes. The light liner
plates offer little resistance to the squeezing ground and are removed
as soon as distortion indicates the ground is being extruded between
the ribs.
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The pressures created on support members by squeezing and swelling
ground approximate a hydrostatic field in plastic material and also re-
present scme aspects of the critical stress conditions which would be
imposed by the transients from a blast induced stress wave. It has been

found that if swelling or squeezing ground is encountered it is highly
desirable to convert the external cross-section of a tunnel to a full
circle even if it means enlarging considerably to maintain the necessary
internal clearances. Under squeezing conditions the steel ribs act as
rings and are subject only to radial thrust without bending, thereby
utilizing the greatest resistance per unit weight of steel. (Figures
9.16 and 9.17.).

One of the practices employed in swelling ground is to install
full circle ribs at a wide spacing of about 4 feet and let the ground
squeeze between the ribs until it reaches equilibrium. This method can
be used in those cases where the strength of the rock is low enough to
"flow" around the ribs without overstressing them (Figure 9.15).

Static Load Assumptions. According to Proctor, et al., a large
portion of the overburden pressure is sustained by a rock or ground
arch, which is assumed to develop under static conditions as a tunnel
is excavaLcd. Tihl thickness of the effectivw arch varies with the type

of overburden, the size and depth of the tunnel, method of excavation
and the amount of. support that is provided in the opening. An arch pro-
r'ides a natural shape for a tunnel roof and the design problem becomes
one o(f pyr,1diitli 'g ;I ipporr [ ysteom tn st •Ahilz- tho "keystone'" of the arch.

The arch rib is wedged against the rock and the procedure for its design
is different from that of a free arch rib.

That is, in the open, the shape of the arch is adjusted to follow
the thrust line from known loads, while underground the rib must follow
the shapL, of the tunnel cross section and may depart widely from a
thrust line determined by the assumed active loads. However, the thrust
line can hei made to follow the required arch contour, because the passive
resistan(e of the rock resists forces tending to displace it. When the
arch is prope.rly b OL1 cd l hiti a,-,Jvv lorce prevents the rib from changing

shaepe.,

Act ive I oads are defined as those which ltend to move or distort the
rib, and are duc to the weight of 10oose rok.

1]he rock load may closely approximate a uniform load if a tight,
back-packcdl lagging is providud.. llowever, in most cases the rock force
is tran-slcrred t.o thei ribs by a number of blocks inserted between the
rib and the rock at blocking points. The forceC at the blocks are neg-
Lected and the active loads, usually vrtical, may be resolved into two
components, one of which is racNial and is the only one considered.

lhe rfirst step in design is to assume a type of active load and to
apportion it anitig Lthe blocks. It is also assumed that the steel will
carry a c crtaln ar(hi thic.kness of the reck abov, the tunnel and that this
weight ef rock i lipse s a on1form verotcal active load on the rib. If the

load illw unifortem the activw Force at some one blocking point will

determine the thrust in the rib, which causes the rib to press against
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The rock at all other blocking points with a force greater than the
active rock forces at these points. Thus, in this case it is reasoned
that the rib is actually proportioned for a single concentrated load on
one block and all other loads can be neglected when this is found.

The point of maximum thrust is not predictable, however, and a uni-
form load is assumed equal to the weight of an inverted V or U of rock
whose depth is one-half the width of the tunnel and whose length along
the tunnel is equal to the width. Figures 9.18 to 9.21 illustrate
various types of load assumptions. It will be noted that the sum of
the active and passive forces which act on one blocking point (total
length of arrow represents pressure in blocking point) is the same on
all diagrams. Since the total external forces are the same in each
case the internal stresses in the ribs for each type of loading are
identical. In Figure 9.18 on the left is a uniform load distribution
in which the shaded areas represent the rock which produces the loading.
The height of the supported rock mass is H1, the thin portions of the
arrows representing active forces exerted on the rib and the wider por-
tions the passive resistant forces. The right side represents a trian-
gular Ioading based on a 450 break line which imposes the same total
force on the ribs although the active and passive forces exist in dif-
ferent proportions.

Where there is a single active blocking point such as that shown at
A in Figure 9.19 which is the same as the force at A in Figure 9.18, it
is seen that the total force distribution is the same although the other
forces are all passive. Figures 9.20 and 9.21 show other types of
active loading conditions which may be made to similate uniform loading
by controlling the amount of total active plus passive force exerted on
each block. That is, by proper blocking the effective load is kept uni-
form providing the rib is not distorted.

Forces and Stresses in Blocked Ribs 2

If the blocking pointn on a rib are too widely spaced bending stresses
as well as thrusts are induced, which reduces the load carrying capacity
of the rib. The bending moment varies as the square of the block spacing.

In design a layout is first made of one-half of a rib set. Blocking
points are required close to the crown joint and one at the spring line
or the junction between the arch and leg if the leg is battered. The
intermediate blocking points are spaced according to the condition of
the rock. The more firm the rock the greater the spacing can be. Be-
cause of irregularities in the rock surface a blocking point can be
established only where suitable rock surface is available. Hence, block
spacing will deviate widely from a given average.

Spacing of blocking points is governed by the following:

a. Cost of blocking varies with number of blocks required, but
enough blocks shotild be placed, even against firm ground, to support
the rib and give proper stress distribution.
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Active Force Passive Resistance
Force

Figure 9.19. Concentrated load assumption. A concen-

trated active load at oe blocking point induces passive
forces at ill the other blocking points. If the load at

A is equal to the load tit A in Figure 9.18, forces at all
the other blocking points are the same as in Figure 9.18.
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Figure 9.20. Oblique load assumption. When loads act obliquely
they set up forces at the blocking points in the same manner as
uniform vertical loads. The figure shows an assumption wherein
the load is acting at 450 to the vertical. Such a condition might
occur where the strata are inclined steeply or where a fault occurs
at one side of the roof. Total forces set up at the blocking points
aze the same as for the uniform load assumption shown in Figure 9.1.8.
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Figure 9.21. Where it is possible to apply the exact
amount of active load to each blocking point to balance
all forces, the loading diagram could be assumed as in
this figure. All active forces are equal to the combined

active and passive forces on the uniform load assumption,
Figure 9.18.
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b. For a given shape of rib and rock load the bending moments in-
crease with increased spacing between blocks. The size of arc between
blocks, and hence the bending moment, increases as the square of the
distance between blocking points. The influence of rib spacing is indi-
cated in Figure 9.22. (See Appendix-9-A for computations.) The re-
duction of stress for D (Figure 9.22) as compared to A is due to de-
creased spacing. The dimensions of the rib itself must be chosen on the
basis of the greatest possible load effects. Therefore design is based
on maximum tolerable spacing. Tables 9-B.1 and 9-B.2, Appendix 9-B, are
used as guides in block spacing for static loading.

Blocking Points. Each block transfers part of the rock load to the
rib, and the method of allocating the load is illustrated in Figure 9-A.1
in Appendix 9-A. The center of contact between the block and the rock
surface is around the overbreak block point. Blocks transmit little or
'no shear and are oriented normal to a line tangent to the rib at the
point of contact (Figure 9.23). The inner pin is assumed to be the neu-
tral axis of the rib and is termed the neutral axis blocking point.

When a rib is installed there is no active rock force, otherwise a
section of the rock would have fallen. It is postulated, therefore, that
the rock load is supported by arch action of the rock, or by crown bars
or temporary posts. Wedging of the block pre-stresses the rib and it in
turn exerts an active force against the rock at each overbreak blocking
point, represented by Fr in Figure 9.24a. The dash-dot lines represent
Lhe ovut b-reak line anid Lhte small circles the overbreak blocking poinL.
The rock resists by a passive force F , which establishes equilibrium.
As temporary posts are removed or further excavation takes place, the
rib begins to support the weight of the rock W, which acts in a vertical
direction on the overbreak block point (Figure 9.24b). F hypothetically
rotates and changes magnitude and direction as W increases until it may
reach a maximum position tangent to the overbreak line.

Further increase in W changes part of the force Fr from active to
passive. The rib no longer tends to displace the rock, but the rock de-
forms the rib which must exert a greater force to maintain equilibrium.
In practice blocks should be wedged tightly so that Fr can never become
passive.

Values of W are assigned from assumptions of active vertical loads.
Ideally, it was assumed (Figure 9.18) that each block carried a rock
load bounded by four vertical planes, and this prism Js referred to as
the active prism. An upper limiting value of F, of the required rib
force is obtained by assuming that the vertical sides of the active prism
are frictionless. Based on this assumption the passive force Fp must act
in a horizontal direction and the magnitude of the radial force]F maxi-
mum is obtained by means of the force parallelogram in Figure 9 .2yf.
The lower limiting value of Fr minimum is obtained by assuming that Fp
acts tangent to the overbreak line (Figure 9.24g). The real value of
Fr is somewhere between these two limits, depending upon the location of
the real, joints (fractures) in the rocks. It must also be recognized that
real joints are not planes, and are seats of friction and interlock. Thus,
it may be assumed that the adjacent rock can react on the active prism
with a force applited at some angle, the vertical component nf which iO
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shear def•zimaL ion. Forces are considered t~o be applied in a
dirvcl ion norml I to the tangent of the rib at the neutral axis.
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equal to the friction. The value for this angle is arbitrarily chosen
as 250 from the horizontal (Figure 9.24b). The significance of this
choice is that the active vertical force W increases from zero, while the
active rib force Fr is "mobilized" by prestressing, remaining constant
in value. The direction of the passive force F can rotate until it reaches
the tangent line or the imposed limit of 250 be~ow the horizontal. With
a further increase in W the value of Fr, which is due to the elastic defor-
mation of the rib caused by initial wedging, Is no longer of sufficient
magnitude to maintain equilibrium. This in turn results in an increase
in Fr due to deformation of the rib, indicated by the heavy portion of
the arrow Fr in Figure 9.24h. For semi-circular arches with the load
assigned as shown in Figure 9.18 the slope angle of F does not exceed
25". p

Transfer of Forces. The scheme is shown for the neutral axis of
one-half of a semi-circular rib with four blocking points and the center
lines of the "pin-connected links" which transfer the loads. Blocks 2
to 4 are acted on by vertical forces W, which are resolved into two compo-
nents Ft, and are neutralized by the passive forces F, within the rock.
Hence, only the normal forces are transmitted to the steel rib. (Figure
9.25). The assumption of pin joints means that there are no bending
moments at the blocking points and the thrust acts in the direction of
a straight line interconnecting adjacent blocking points.

Force and Stress Computation. Graphical representation of the thrust
can be carried out with a polygon of forces treating the blocking points
as panel points. Design procedures require the construction ot a loadin&
diagraM and a force polygon, utilizing whatever passive force is required
at each blocking point to establish equilibrium. The thrusts represented
by the rays of the polygon act in the direction of the straight line con-
necting two adjacent blocking points. If the rib were made of straight
sections the bending moment due to curvature would be eliminated.

The maximum bending moment M between blocking points is equal to the
product of the thrust T and the rise h of the arc between them:

M = Th (9.1)

Since the ribs are continuous there is a moment; Mb at these points op-
posite to the thrust moment. Equilibrium requires t:hat the moment Mm
at the midpoint between blocks be approximately equal to the difference
between the moment Mt and the average Mb at the blocking points:

NM = t -Mb (9.2)

The bending moments may be computed by the theory of curved bars,
and the distribution of moments over the full arch is similar to that
over a uniform, continuous beam. NI is the maximum bending moment
between supports and Mb at the supports. This gives an approximate
maximum bending moment of

Mmax = Mb = 0.67 Mt - 0.67 Th (9.3)

for a continuous beam fixed at both ends.
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any required magnitude,. Hence Ft is disregarded. The
radial load force F either induces or opposes the rib
force (Fr in Figure 9.24a) exerted through the block,
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If the rib is hinged the maximum is at the blocking point nearest
the hinge and is equal to

M Mb=0.86 Mt = 0.86 Th (9.4)Smax bt

This equation holds if the space between intermediate blocking points is
less than that between a hinge and adjacent blocking point. The maximum
fibre stress is equal to the sum of the compressive stress due to thrust
and that due to bending.

The straight leg of a continuous rib consists of a slender column
acted upon by the arch thrust and bending moment at the spring line. If
the leg is rigid the moment may be approximated by

M1 = 0.67 Mt (9.5)

Due to the vertical thrust R and the deflection d, the total moment
in the leg is (Figure 9.27): Y

m = (1.0 - 0.422) x 0.67 M + Td2  (9.6)
or s ince

Mt = Th

M = 0.38 Th + d 2  (9.7)
c

If there is side pressure on the leg in addition to the arch forces,
it is recommended that full circle ribs be used.

Examples of computations for the above theory are given in Appendix
9-A, taken directly from Proctor 2 .

Evaluation of Proctor's Method

The above method has several obvious weaknesses. The first is con-
cerned with the assumptions about load distribution and magnitude. These
are highly idealized particularly the picture of frictionless prisms of
rock above the arch. The height of the "rock arch" supported must also
be a pure guess in most cases. Nevertheless, in spite of its weaknesses,
the above method does represent a rational approach to a difficult problem.

Based upon experience with this type of tunnel support, the type of
support that would give maximum stability for underground protective
openings is a full circle rib.

Yielding Arches. Yielding steel arches of several types have been
employed J in Europe and England for support in roadwsiys subject to col-
lapse. Cuncliffe reports field tests of three types of arches of which
the Toussant-Heintzmann arch appeared to function most satisfactorily,
although the tests were not conclusive. The loads to which these arches
were subjected cauped vertical displacements of more than 20 inches.

The principle of the arch is shown in Figure 9.28 on the •asts uf
an American design by Commercial Shearing and Stamping Company . The
yieldable arches under normal usage are installed in undergruuuid openings
as ground is removed. They are employed to support loads caused by
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changing ground movement or faulted and fractured rock. Arches are made
of segments having identical cross section and a curvature of radius of
R1 . They nest and overlap at the joints by a length 01. When the ground
load exceeds the design load of the arch as installed, yielding takes
place at the joint until the overlap is 02 and the radius of curvature
shorten to R2. During yielding, it is postulated that the overburden
settles into a natural arch of its own, thus tending to bring all forces
into equilibrium, the shortened arch having increased strengtn. The
clamps are designed to slide along the arch members as the load increases
beyond a certain critical design value. Types of yieldable connections
are shown in Figure 9.29, and various types of arches for different
ground pressures in Figure 9.30. It is suggested that the arch is stronger
after it yields than before because of increased joint overlap.

The results of tests referred to above3 indicated by strata dynamo-
meter that the btrata pressures were in the range of 1000 to 1300 psi.
Some measurements indicated that the pressures might have reached values
as high as 1900 psi. Under these pressures all types of yieldable arches
collapsed, but the T-H type named above appeared to have more resistance
and tn yield in the manner for which it was designed.

The principle of the yieldable arch, whether it possesses constant
friction resistance or critically damped resistance of some type, appears
to offer possibilities for support of underground protective installations.
Portions of such installations subject to near detonations, particularly
access openings, and also deep seated areas in fractured rock, wuuld re-
quire stabilizing support to guarantee survival. This would vary from pre-
vention or reduction of complete collapse to protection from spalling or
simple dropping of large fragments from the roof and walls. In view of
the fact that the direction of maximum pressure and the consequent location
of critical stresses cannot be predicted, a complete circular ring would
offer the most insurance of survival because of its greater structural
stability under load.

Rock Bolts

A quantitative description of the engineering function of rock bolts
is given by Schmuck . The process of rock bblting consists of three
steps, (I) anchoring the bolt in the hole, (2) applying tension to the
bolt to place the rock under compression parallel to the bolt, and (3)
placing the bolts in such a pattern that they will properly support the
rock structure. The basic principle of bolting is that it should make
the bolted rock an integral part of supporting structure. One excep-
Lion is Where luviL aiL employed for qfmple suspension.

Rock nay be supported by bolts in five ways:
1. Suspension
2. Beam building
3. Reinforcement of arched opening requiring support
4. Reinforcement of an opening otherwise self supporting
5. Reinforcement of walls against shear and compressive action
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SP oP oP OP QP aP

Symmetrical 3 segment arch with leg Symmetrical 3 segment arch with leg
segments toed in. Used for predom- segments toed out. Used to resist
inantly vertinl ground pressures. vertical as well as lateral ground

pressures.

CP ep OP OP
op O P

Symetrical 2 segment arch. Rapid Non-symmetrical 3 segment arch.
assembly characteristics. Used for Overlap located in plane at right
moderste ground pressures. angle to predominant direction of

ground pressures.
OP OP OP

OPPopp
Symmetrical 4 segment arch for special
ground pressure patterns. Used in large Syisetrical g segment ring to
sixed openings to facilitate handling, resist ground pressures fr oail

directions. Rings can consist

of 3 or more segments depending
on diameter.

Figure 9.30. Typical yieldable arch shapes.
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Suspension. This category includes those cases where bolts are
employed to secure fragments or sections of rock which are loose and
subject to dropping out of place. Small slabs or fragments are usually
barred down after blasting when they would not constitute an integral
part of the rock structure if bolted securely in place. Also included
would be blocks of rock which are broken by fracture or joint patterns
in such a manner that they may subsequently loosen and fall. Schmuck
recommends that inasmuch as a bolt may be required to support the full
load of the rock fragment it should have a sufficiently strong anchorage
and overall strength to provide a safety factor of at least three.

Beam Building. A large portion of rock bolts has to date been used
in stratified rock. In flat lying deposits the bolts are installed in
bedded rock to bind the strata together to act as a single beam capable
of supporting itself and thus stabilizing the overlying rock. The bolts
should be long enough to form a "monolithic" beam which will be self-
supporting and not be suspended from the stratum in which the bolts
are anchored.

Panek 6 ' 7 ' 8 has made a detailed analysis of the effects of (1)
bolt spacing, (2) bolt tension and (3) beam dimensions by use of model
testing and similitude in evaluating their effects uipon unfrnctured
equal thickness multilayered rock mine roofs.

The notation used by Panek is as follows: (Notations at end of
chap Ler).

For model testing oL rock models subject to gravitational type 9
body forces, the method of centrifugal testing has proven most useful
In order that results of model tests simulate the prototype it is
necessary to consider the mathematical relationships which will accom-
plish the extrapolation. A rather rigorous general equation is set up
by Panek which, upon relaxation of some of the similarity requirements,
becomes

oKwL, r , L_, L, b,
f= -(EWL tg -' N) (9.8)

This equation was written for strain because straLn values were ,neasured

with SR-4 gages placed at suitable positions on the models. Also strain
itself is a dimensionless quantity. The usual assumption of plane stress
is included in the process of reduction of the above equation.

Panek's investigation was concerned with stratified roof consisting
of beds of like material and equal thickness with no bond between them.
These were held by bolts installed in straight lines across the opening,
with the factor of suspension el iminated because the bolts did not extend
into a thicker stratum above. It was assumed that the behavior of the
lowest bed approximates that of a continuous rectangular plate clamped
along two parallel lines.

This portion of the investigation resulted in the development of
basic roof bolting design formulae for the conditions indicated above
for model and prototype and the construction of a design chart (Figure
9.31) to determine bolt spacing, tension and length to provide a numeri-
cal value for increase of safety factor. Those rcsults wore obtained
partly by dimensional analysis and partly by factorial experimentation.
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Figure 9.31. Roof-bolting design chart.
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Based upon 92 model tests of over 600 strain measurements values
of exponents and constants were determined for the model equation 9.9
which was found to have the following form for Indiana limestone&

beL/6 0o.o8 5 8( ( ) ( (9.9)

The standard error for this equation was 12.4 x 10 or 18.8 percent
of the average observed AC L/lA some of which was attributed to instru-
ment drift and changes in brusk-contact resistance in the centrifuge.

Equation 9.9 should be applicable to any prototype, the char-
acteristics of which fall within the same range as the models (Table 9.1).

TABLE 9.1

LIMITS WITHIN WHICH RESULTS OF FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT ARE APPLICABLE

Maximum KwL/E ........... ... 24 x 10 6

Maximum L/t ........ 64
Maximum L/b . . .. . . 12
Maximum N .... ........ .. 12
Maximum P/EL2 . . . . . . ..  .  1 7 x 1 0 8

Maximum h/L (h/L=h/t L/t) 3/8

For a 16-ft. span

Maximum span, L * 1066 in.(89 ft.)-./

Maximum spacing of sets, b . L/12 16 in.
Maximum bolts per set, N . 12 12
Maximum bolt tension, P . 17 x 10- 8 EL2  25,000 lb.2/
Maximum bolt length, h . 3L/8 72 in.
Minimum bed thickness, t . L/64 3 in.

17/ For w= 0.09, E - 4 x l1b
I/ For E 4 x 106

These results may be employed to obtain a relationship for the safety
factor provided by rock bolts. By definition

SF = Breaking strain for roof rock(SX)max = bending strain at rib, unbolted roof (9.10)

SF =Breaking strain for roof rockS (x)'max = bending strain at rib, bolted roof

From these, the reinforcing factor RF, due to bolting is defined by

RF = SF' (9.12)
SF

If the 1/16 point along the span is takcn as representative, the per-
centage reduction in strain is the same at all points, and
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x max(9.13)(x)max

Also

L/16 E L/16 - ,.,. (9.14)

hence

R' or L (9.15)
A6L/l6 I-D
eL/16

where

D - L/16 (9.16)aL/16

If is noted that 1OOD is the percentage decrease in strain, and
for maLerial which obeys Hooke's law also represents the percentage
decrease in bending stress. The relationship between the top fibre
bending strain and the stress at the 1/16-span point in a fixed-end
beam supporting a uniformly distributed load equal to its own weight is,

a"L/16 O.324WL2

L/16 E Et

Substitution in the previous equations gives

D - 0.265 (bL) NP N- )IW (9.18)

If the safety factor of the unbolted roof is known, that for the bolted
can be calculated. The above equations indicate how much support can
be provided by a bolting system, but not how much is required. Also,
the roof flexure can be decreased by increasing the number of bolts per
set, the bolt tension, or by decreasing the spacing of the sets. An RP
of two is proposed as a minimum, and if this value is not obtained the
value of the bolting may be questioned. Solutions to the design formula
for w - 0.09 are given by the roof bolting design chart in Figure 9,31,
An example solution is indicated by dotted lines.

For an unbolted roof the following procedure is suggested, utilizing
Figure 9.31.

1. Use the average thickness of beds, dividing the total thickness
by the number of laminae, as a first approximation.

2. Select a bolt length to give firm rock at the anchorage horizon.
3. Test bolts for anchorage capacity.
4. Determine number of bolts so that spacing is reasonable.
5. Choose a trial value of set spacing not greater than the bolt

spacing within sets.
6. Construct a-b-c-d-e-f-g in the design chart.
7. If the RF is less than 2, (a) decrease set spacing, and/or roof

span, and/or (b) increase the number of bolts per set and/or the bolt
length.
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One basic difference between laminated beams and a solid beam of
the same overall depth is the difference in shear stress distribution
and its effect upon the principal stresses. A solid beam may support
shear stresses anywhere in its interior, while laminated beams will only
be able to support shear at the interfaces which are proportional to the
friction between the laminae. Tests by Panek 8 indicate that the rock
bolts do not resist distortion of the individual beds by shear in the
bolts normal to their axes.

The strengthening ot bedded structures by rock bolts may be deter-
mined by comparing the stresses in a single layer beam equal in depth
to a composite beam of several beds where there is no friction between
layers and no layerloads the one above or below it. It has been shown
by Clark and Caudle that the stresses in a simply restrained beam
loaded by its own weight can be approximated by a uniformly loaded beam.
(See Chapter VI). The coordinate system is chosen with the zero of the
x-axis at the left end of the beam and y is positive downward. The max-
imum values of the shearing and bending stress occur at the ends of the
beam (Figure 9.32) and have the following values:

wL2

x IT (9.19)

3wL

xy ) max W- (9.20)

When the span, weight, and strengLh are critical Lhe beam will fail
along the cracks T, the beam becomes essentially a simply supported beam
where maximum stress is transferred to the bottom fibre at midspan and
would have a value of wL 2/t or twice that which causes failure at the
ends but causes failure at T' when the stress reaches a value of wL2 /2t.

Horizontal and vertical displacements of beam sections for solid
and laminated beams are shown in Figure 9.33. The vertical displacement
at midspan is given by S=q4 L4

3q4EI L (9.21)

The central and end cross sections remains vertical, but the remainder
rotate about points on their neutral axes.

A comparison of the stress condition of a four membet beam with a
single member beam, Equation 9.21, shows that for beams of equal density
and elastic modulus the maximum stress is four times as great for each
member of the layered beam. If roof bolts could be made to create an
effective thickness of the fourrmember beam equal to that of the single-
member beam, the two would have equal strength. This would require,
among other factors, that the bolts create sufficient friction between
layers to resist any horizontal shearing forces which might exist in
the monolithic beam.

While being subject to four Limes as much stress, the rrgiAimum de-
flection of a single thin beam is 16 times as great as that of a thick
beam. The deflection can be reduced by mine prop stipport or by bolt
suspensinn from a thicker nvprlying bed. Vnr "beam building" the func-
tion of the bolts is only to increase friction between layers to resist
shear.
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Figure 9.32. (a) Gravit;-l(.ded beam. (b) Bending and
shenring stresses on section Z-Z'. (c) Distribution of
outer-fiber bending stress and niddic-aurface shearing
street. across the span. (d) Stresses acting on element
at A. Failuru in flexure by tension cracks, T, V'.
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(a) 29."
ZI

I I'

(b) l

Z I

Figure 9.33. F•lexure of gravity-loaded beams. (a) Plane cross, sec-

tions of a beam before flexure. (b) Plane cross sections after flex-

ure, showing directions of hurizoiLal displacement•. (c) Horizontal

displacements of polinLs on1 the upper and lower surfaces. (d) Flexure

of a serie~s of gravity-loaded beams, showing bedding-plane slip. (e)

Distribution of shearing stress through sections Z-Z', comparing

single beam to series of beams.
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A series of tests using models of Indiana limestone was made in
a centrifuge, creating comparable stresses to those in prototypes by
placing the models in a high magnitude gravitational (centrifugal) field.
The results indicated that a single layered bolted beam was not affected
by the presence of the bolts. Similarly, multi-layered beams with bolts
with no tension were not strengthened. The factors which contributed to
strengthening were found to be the spacing and number of bolts and their
tension. The results of model tests are shown in Figures 9.34 to 9.36
There was found to be no single neutral axis for any of the layered
bolted beams, and they would approximate a single thick beam only at low
loads or short spans.

The results of these tests indicated the necessity of proper bolt
tension, proper spacing and a sufficient number of bolts. Even though
some bolt configurations are preferable, patterns are not critical, al-
though bolts should be installed as close to the working face as possible.

Reinforcement of Openings. 5,11 Methods 3 to 5 (concerning rock
supported by bolts) may be considered collectively. Reinforcement of
the skin area of an opening arises from two causes: (1) stresses in the
rock (rocks are very weak in tension) and (2) the irregular shape of
openings and fracturing caused by conventional excavation methods. If
rock has enough so that it will support the loads on it and it were
possible to blast exactly to the line "A" (Figure 9.37) no artificial
support would be required. Because of irregularities and fracturing the
actual arch must be considered to be outside of the overbreak line "B"
and the rock between "A" and "B" must be supported, usualiy by bolts
whose length is twice the depth AB.

Stress outside of the fractured rock diminishes rapidly until at
one or two times the greatest cross-sectional dimension it approaches
the value of the free field. (See Chapter VI). Hence, it has been
found in large bore tunnels that rods of 6 to 8 feet in length are
adequate to anchor any loose ground at the surface of the opening.
Wherever sloughing or spalling occurs in an opening due either to en-
cesive skin stress or to weathering, bolting has had a definite value
in compacting and reinforcing this skin area.

ThomasI1 reports that in certain mines rock bolts are used to com-
bat rock bursts. This is done by two means:

I. Compacting the skin areas of arched openings and attempting to
supply enough additional reinforcement so that the opening itself is not
the weakest portion of the rock mass subjected to extraordinary loads.
(Figure 9.38).

2. Where a rock burst appears inevitable bolts are used to support
a cushioning structure designed to restrain high velocity fragments.

In shafts or steeply dipping stopes bolts are used to constrain
vertical movement and resist shear after movement has begun, as in the
mi;•ea at Butte, Montana (Figure 9.39).
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Actual break line
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Figur 9.37
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Batting back& Bolting wall$

Figure 9.38.

Figure 9.39.
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In general, rock bolts are placed in underground openings on the
basis of structural features and physical properties of rock. This
is well illustrated by the process of beam building, Other specific
cases (Figures 9,40 to 9.42) illustrate how bolts are employed to keep
fragments from coming out of the hanging wall, or joints may be pinned
together.

Torque investigations on roof bolts showed that a torque-tension
relationship for 1 inch bolts was approximately 40 lb. of load for each
ft. lb. of torque exerted (Figure 9.43).

Various types of artificial supports may be employed to support
underground openings under static conditions. Some have been found
effective in reducing secondary spalling from rock bursts. Timber sets,
concrete, steel arches, and rock bolts have all proven useful in sta-
bilizing underground openings. Their primary uses for protective con-
struction will be very similar. They may be employed to reduce effects
of spalling or used to offer some strength to the rock structure about
the opening.

At present, however, iL appears that the in situ rock about the
opening will need to offer a very large portion of the resistance to
collapse threatened by large transient loads generated by nuclear
weapons.
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Vertical section

Figure 9.40.

Figure 9.41.
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ZONE OF TENSION
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Figure 9.42. Diagram of zone of tension in arched opening.
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Figure 9.43.
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NiOTATIONS

A, e1, . . . c6 = constants in the roof-bolting design formula

b - spacing between bolt sets along the opening, inches

D = decrease in roof bending strain due to bolting, expressed as a
fraction of the theoretical value for unbolted roof

d - bolt-hole diameter, inches

d' = bolt diameter, inches

5 = deflection of a beam at midspan, inches

E = modulus of elasticity of immediate roof rock, p.s.i.

E' - modulus of elasticity of bolt material, p.s.i.

A, E y. z = unit strains, inches/inch, in the x, y, z directionn

C L/16 " decrease in outer-fiber bending strain eL/16'inches/inch, due to bolting

EO' EL/16' £L/2= outer-fibnr bending strains cx, at x = (0, L),

x = (L/16, 15L/16), x = L/2, respectively

F = coefficient of friction on bedding planes

fis f2P f 3 = undetermined functions

f = an undetermined function

G = a constant

g = acceleration of gravity = 32.2 ft./sec."

h = Bolt length = thickness of bolted roof, inches

I - moment of inertia of a beam cross section (- bt3 /12 for a rectanglea)

K - centrifugal loading ratio (for prototypes, K 1)

L = roof span, inches

M = moment applied to a beam at the supports, lb.-in.

S= Poisson's ratio of roof rock

P=oisson's ratio of bolt material

N = number of bolts per set, across the opening
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n revolutions per second

P = bolt tension, pounds

r w 3.1416

q = uniformly distributed beam load, lb./in. ( wbt for a gravity-
loaded beam)

r radius of rotation, inches

RF= reinforcement factor produced by bolting (=SF'/SF)

SF safety factor for unbolted roof

SF' safety factor for bolted roof

OxI ay0 z = unit stress, p.s.i., in the x, y, z directions

a 0''L/16' 'L/2= outer-fiber bending stresses a , at x = (0, L),

x - (L/16, 15L/16), x = L/2, rxespectively

t thickness, inches, of bolted roof beds

T = unit shearing stresses, p.s.i., in the y, x directions
Tyx YX on planes perpendicular to the x, y axes

w - unit weight of immediate roof rock, lb./cu. in.

w1 =unit weight of bolt material, lb./cu. in.

x, y, z = rectangular coordinates
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CHAPTER X

I GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION METHODS

Exploration Geophysics

The most obvious use of exploration geophysics in connection with
deep underground protective installations is in predicting gross geologic
structure at depth. This must be coupled with a knowledge of the general
geologic structure of the local area, which may or may not be affirmed
and checked in detail by drilling and excavation. The methods of geo-
physical exploration are (1) seismic, (2) gravity, (3) magnetic, (4) elec-
trical and (5) radioactivity. Of these, the seismic methods have proven
the most fruitful, particularly in predicting favorable geologic struc-
tures (See Table 10.1) for oil deposits. The remaining methods could
readily have useful applications in particular cases of interest in this
study. Magnetic and gravitational methods are often employed in combi-
nation to locate basement rocks of basic (high percentage of iron) com-
position. Radioactive methods would be limited to location of geologic
49formations containing radioactive minerals. Electrical methods also
have ].imited but useful applications where differences in resistivity of
constituent parts of the geologic structure are significant.

Seismic Prospecting

Seismic methods are the most widely used and give results which are
easiest to translate into geological terms. They are basically more
complicated because they require the transfer of measurable quantities
of energy, usually from small amounts of high explosive, into the earth.
In gravity and magnetic methods it is only required to measure existing
influence fields, which is also true of the spontaneous polarization
method. Both seismic methods, i.e., refraction and reflection, yield
information on differences in elastic properties of rocks and these
differences are correlated with geologic structure as a means of litho-
logic mapping. The elastic constants utilized, either directly or
indirectly, are Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratio V, rigidity or shear
modulus C, and the bulk modulus k.

Several types of elastic waves may be generated in rock masses, the
two most important being longitudinal and transverse. The speed of
longitudinal (compressional) is given by

VL = k k+4/3G (10.1)

which may also be expressed in terms of the other elastic constants.
The velocity of transverse waves is

VT (10.2)
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While transverse waves are of interest, only longitudinal waves are used
in seismic prospecting. Two other types of waves are Raleigh (surface)
and Love waves, the latter being observed only when there is a low-speed
layer overlying a medium In which elastic waves have a higher speed,
Transverse waves are of lower velocity than longitudinal.

Seismic Refraction1

Seismic refraction methods have long been employed by seismologists
in the study of earthquake waves and the structure of the earth. By
means of this method subsurface layering is detailed on a small scale
using travel times of waves generated by near-surface explosions. While
there currently is less activity in refraction than in reflection pros-
pecting, the former has several advantages over reflection methods. The
refraction method has been found to bc particularly applicable for recon-
naissance in areas where structures have high relief and where there is
at least one high-speed marker bed overlain by lower velocity formations.
Also, where subsurface geology is unknown, reflection surveys, which
indicate only the geometry of the subsurface formations, can give little
information about the composition of the geologic column. Refraction
surveys yield data on seismic velocities of layers as well as their
geometry and often make it possible to identify and map key formations.
From an operational point of view refraction surveys must be spread out
over a larger area and are thus more difficult to perform. For example,
the separation between shot and detectors for refraction shooting in
petroleum exploration ranges from about 4 to 12 miles.

Recent work by Richards2 has proposed some new approaches to treat-
ment of data in broadside or arc shooting over buried geologic structures
such as anticlines or faults. Where subsurface topography is badly dis-
turbed approximate methods are indicated.

Theory of Refraction Method

A brief outline of the basic principles of refraction shooting is
requisite to an understanding of its application to the present problem,
particularly with reference to the mechanism of transmission of refracted
waves.

For a simplified case where the subsurface consists of two media,
each with uniform elastic properties, the case may be analyzed for a
horizontal interface at a depth z. The velocity of the longitudinal
wave in the lower medium, V1 is larger than that In the upper layer.
(Figure 10.1). Waves generated at point S travel out in a hemispherical
front, and will induce higher velocity waves in the lower layer. If the
detecting instrument D is placed at a large distance x from the explosion
the wave traveling along the path ABCDn will reach the detector before
the wave traveling the path ADn. (Figure 10.2). The wave will be refracted
according to Snell's law.

sin i _ I?
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and the refracted wave reaching Dn will return to the surface at the
critical angle ic defined for the angle of refraction R equal to zero,

V
i = sin"I 0S~c V

A convenient method of representing refraction data is to plot the
first arrival time T vs. the shot-detector distance x. For the ideal.
case of a subsurface consisting of discrete homogeneous layers a time
distance curve is simple to interpret since it consists of linear seg-
ments. Thus, for two-layer, three-layer and multiple layer cases where
the speed for each layer is successively greater, the refraction method
can be used to determine velocities and depths, in terms of the intercept
time, the critical distance and the critical angle. All of these data
may be deduced from the refraction observations. (Figures 10.3 to 10.5).

If a low-speed layer occurs in the geologic column, it cannot be
detected by the indicated methods, because no wave will be refracted
from the interface between it and the layer above. The presence of such
a layer will lead to an error in the computation of depths to all deeper
interfaces because its thickness will not be accounted for in the cal-
culati ons.

For some configurations of layering and faulting it is possible to
detect the faulting and measure the throw. If, for example, a high-speed
bed oE Velucly V, underlies a low-speed overburden of velocity Vo if
faulted vertically as shown in Figure 10.6, a refraction profile perpen-
dicular to the strike of the fault often makes it possible to determine
the above parameters. A method for the case where the shot is on the

up-throw block and the detector is on the down-throw block was given
by Barton 3 . The time distance curve and ideal geometric configuration
of the geologic structure show that the curve consists of two parallel
but displaced linear segments having an inverse slope equal to the speed
in the faulted formation. The segments of the curve correspond to the
arrival times of waves refracted respectively from the up-throw and down-
throw blocks. The throw ZT is determined from the difference between
the intercept times of the two linear segments. The curve for the case
where the shot is below the fault is derived in a similar manner.

Dipping beds may be detected and their depths evaluated by empl.oy-
ing the time-distance plot indicated in Figure 10.7. For the mathe-
matics of the above confifurations the reader is referred to textbooks
on exploration geophysics

Seismic Reflection Method

This method, the most extensively used of all geophysical prospect-
ing techniques (primarily for petroleum search), gives the most detailed
and direct section of subsurface geologic structure of any geophysical
method. Depths to subsurface interfaces may be mapped with accuracy,
determined by the travel time of reflected waves. One advantage 1s that
it pormits mapping of many horizons witf) one shot and the precision for
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deeper horizons is the same as for shallow ones. Utilization of the
reflection method is often preceded by magnetic, gravity or refraction
reconnaissance surveys. The method is not usually applicable at very
shallow depths.

Where there is a difference in acoustic impedance (density times
velocity) on the two sides of an interface, the energy of an incident
elastic wave will be partly reflected, the angle of incidence always
being equal to the angle of reflection. For small seismic charges of
HE set off just below the surface, each interface will reflect some of
the wave energy back to the surface. A geophone placed at the surface
will respond to the arrival of each reflected wave and the total travel
time can be used to calculate the depth to the reflecting horizon when
the speed along the wave path is known. If there is a continuous change
of wave velocity with depth, the trajectories of the various reflected
waves detected at a single geophone will be curves as shown in Figure
10.8. On the other hand, if the wave velocity has a constant value V,
the wave will travel along straight lines and the depth to the interface
of a horizontal interface and be easily calculated. (See Figures 10.9
and 10.10). The calculation of depths to inclined reflecting surfaces
is somewhat more complicated. Reflections arc required from two or more
points on the dipping surface, from which the angle of dip can be deter-
mined from the difference in time between the two reflections. (Figure
10.11).

Where identified or unidentified geological markers persist over a
large area it is possible to correlate reflections from them and contour
them in a manner similar to that used in contouring from well data. Such
correlation shooting gives the maximum accuracy and maximum detail, but
is of high cost.

Where no velocity data are available from well shooting, an approx-
imate velocity function may be determined from seismic measurements on
the surface. Detectors are laid out over a wide range in an area of
good reflection horizons and responses recorded in the usual way. The
stepout times at various depths and distances can then be employed to
calculate velocity from elementary formulas.

The proper intcrpretation 01: both refraction and reflection data
involves their expression in geologic parameters. To be carried out
competently it requires ehe assembling of all pertinent geological and
geophysical information :into an integrated representation of the struc-
ture than either source of information is likely to give alone. The
coordination of geological information with reflection data should be
a two way process. By close consultation with geologists and use of
geological data the geophysicist can generally decrease the number (if
unknowns in the problems and can thus arrive at a more logically cor-
rect answer. Also the geologist benefits from the usage of the geo-
physical dats in relating them to known geologic controls and completing
the picture to the full extent that the art of seismic prospecting allows.

It must be recognized that there are certain limitations to the
reflection method in yielding geological information. The resolving
power of the method is limited in that discrcte reflections cannot be
expected from interfaces less than a wavelength apart, although a char-
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acteristic interference pattern made up of reflections closer together
may be identifiable on the seismic record. Also, there are nuu•erous
lithological changes which may cause velocity changes as great as those
which occur at interfaces between geological formations. Certain ero-
sional surfaces and unconformities will not yield results which are
interpretable because of shallow depth or other reasons. (See Figures
10.12 and 10.13).

Examples of geologic interpretation of prospected areas are given
in Figures 10.14 to 10.17. The first two show alternate interpretations,
while the latter two indicate reflection dip section before and after
geological interpretation.

Summary - Seismic Methods. The successful application of seismic
shooting to geologic problems in determining geologic structure in con-
nection with prospecting for oil and other minerals indicates that they
could be applied with equal success to exploration of subsurface struc-
ture in areas of interest for underground protective construction. They
are subject to numerous limitations, but provide valuable aids in corre-
lating geologic data and furnishing a reasonably accurate picture of sub-
surface geology before drilling, and are extremely useful in accurate
plotting of geology between drill holes.

A further possible use of seismic surveys might be found in predict-
ing a first approximation energy partition and distribution of blast wave
energy in the rock from a surface or near surface explosion. That is,
in the elastic range at some distance from a nuclear explosion crater
much of the energy is reflected and refracted in accordance with known
laws depending upon the particular geometrical configuration of forma-
tions and the relative acoustic impedances of each.

Gravity Method

The gravymetric method of prospecting is used to detect and measure
lateral variations in the earth's gravitational attraction that are asso-
ciated with differences in density in near-surface structures. Many
geologic structures of interest in various phases of geological engineer-
ing give rise to variations in the normal density distribution within
the earth's crust and are the source of diagnostic anomalies in the gra-
vitational field. These differences are in many cases less than one ten-
millionth of the earth's attraction and extremely sensitive instruments
are required to measure them. Gravitational attraction is defined by
Newton's law and the constant 7 employed in the following equation is
taken as 6.670 x 10"8.

m m (10.5)

Gravitational acceleration is about 980 cm/sec 2 or 980 gals. The prac-
tical unit of measurement employed in gravity exploration is a eiillgal
or one thousandth of a gallon.

The vertical component of gravity is the quantity usually measured
by a gravity meter and hence, it is usual to plot a profile of the var-
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iation of this component in an area of interest. The theoretical varia-
tion for buried bodies of spherical, cylindrical and other shapes has
been determined and field profiles are correlated with these theoretical
profiles in attempts to determine the shape of the buried source of the
anomaly.

One of the principle uses of the gravity meter has been in connec-
tion with the exploration for salt domes. Shallow domes of salt are
usually covered by a cap of dense rock, while the salt is less dense than
the surrounding rock. (See Figure 10.18).

In areas where the geologic section consists of formations with
appreciable density contrast, folding of the rock will be reflected on
a gravity map. For formations which have a greater than average den-
sity and are brought near the surface gravity methods are applicable.

It has been found that a number of widely different mass distribu-
tions below the ground surface can give the same type of gravity map on
the surface. Any available independent geologic control such as that
obtained from drilling logs or seismic data reduces the ambiguity of the
interpretation. It is also possible to use information obtained from
surface geology to guide the interpretations of gravity readings. Quan-
titative interpretations are most fruitful where there is already in
existence a substantial control of the geology of the area. For example,
if iL is known fxul seismic daLa LhaL a structure associated with a gra-
vity high approximates a horizontal cylinder, and drilling information
indicates uniform densities, the formula for a buried cylinder can be
applied to approximate its size and depth. For cases where no simple
geometrical form appears to be present, a number of structures may be
assumed which are compatible with the independent geological control.
The structure which gives the best calculated fit to observed results is
considered to be the most likely to be present.

Magnetic Method

While magnetic prospecting is used for searching for both ore and
oil, in the latter application it is ordinarily employed to determine
the thickness of a sedimentary geologic section or to map structural
features on the basement surface that might influence the structure of
the overlying sediments. It has been found that sedimentary rocks
exert such a small magnetic effect compared to the igneous rock below
them that virtually all variations in magnetic intensity measurable at
the surface are associated with the topography or lithologic changes In
the basement rock. Both the magnetic and the gravity method of pros-
pecting are similar in that they seek anomalies caused by changes in the
physical properties of the subsurface rocks. Also both are used mainly
for reconnaissance, and require fundamentally similar interpretation
techniques.

In the last decade or so the number of magnetic surveys made by
airborne magnptnnmerPrs hns ,;t-Pdi y incrpnsed. The primary reasons are
the speed economy, and convenience of airborne techniques.
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The magnetic method is employed to measure and evaluate magnetic
anomalies in the earth's magnetic field which are caused by rocks or
minerals of greater magnetic susceptibility than that of surrounding_5
rocks. The unit of measurement is the gamma, which is defined as [0
oersted. Magnetic susceptibilities of a number of common rocks and
minerals are listed in Figure 10.19.

The effects of buried magnetized bodies on the earth's magnetic
field at the surface can be calculated from potential theory by methods
similar to those used for determining the gravitational effects from
geometrically similar bodies. The computations for magnetic fields,
however, are considerably more difficult, since the dipoles distributed
through the body cause both attraction and repulsion. The direction of
polarization introduces another complication. Many of the formulas for
forms such as spheres can be derived from the corresponding gravitational
formulas by use of a relationship between magnetic and gravitational
potentials. Figures 10.20 to 10.25 illustrate the theoretical types of
vertical fields which might be expected from certain geometric forms.

Dobrin lists three types of magnetic surveys over land whose sub-
surface features have been later detailed by drilling. These are: (1)
magnetic ores sought directly: (2) non-magnetic materials associated
with structures detectable by magnetic means; (3) oil-bearing structures
in sediments associated with basement topographic features.

Perhaps the most spectacular of magnetic anomalies in that tound
over the Kursk iron deposit in Russia (Figure 10.27). The horizontal
c omponent of intensity varies from 20,000 to 70,000 gammas with a mile,
and the vertical intensity reaches a maximum of three times its value
at the North Pole. Also the declination varies by almost 1800. The
anomaly was located in 1874, and the source was located by diamond drill-
ing in 1923.

Magnetic surveys have been used to lucate non-magnetic minerals by
outlining structures favorable to their occurrence or by indicating
magnetic materials with which other valuable minerals are commonly asso-
ciated. A very large portion of the geophysical surveys on the Canadian
shield in recent years consisted of magnetometer surveys for gold and
base metals over drift covered areas. The non-magnetic metals are fre-
quently found on the margins of batholiths and other intrusives which
can be detailed under the drift by means of the magnetometer. In the
Sudbury district of Canada, nickel and copper sulphide ore occurs at
norite contacts. A magnetic anomaly indicated the host structure, and
the presence of ore was subsequently determined by drilling. (Figure
10.28.)

Figure 10.29 shows the structure and magnetic profile of the Cumber-
land oil field in Ohio where the pre-cambrian basement was faulted upward
almost to the surface, whereas a definite magnetic low was associated
with a salt dome and cap rock in the Hockley field in Texas. (Figure
10.30).
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Electrical Prospecting Methods

These methods include the self-potential method, equi-potential line
method, resistivity methods, methods utilizing telluric currents and
induced potential methods. Electrical methods are characterized by
shallow penetration, and limited resolution and interpretation. Their
application has been essentially limited to the location of shallow
mineral deposits and engineering surveys of immediate subsurface struc-
ture. Their effectiveness is limited by their emphasized response to
near surface anomalies.

Exploration Drilling

In general there are three categories of drills employed in explor-
ation drilling, churn drilling, rotary drilling, and percussion drilling.
Of these, only rotary drilling is used extensively for probing for know-
ledge of geologic structure and the occurrence of mineral deposits. Large
diameter bits with roller cones are employed in drilling for oil and are
noted only for evaluation of gross geologic structure, i.e., bedding
planes, individual members of the geologic column, structural traps, etc.
Two types of drills yield cores as well as drill cuttings in coring rock,
diamond drilling and calyx drilling. Diamond drills have been employed
most extensively where detailed geology must be ascertained. That is,
where cores are obtained solid samples of rock will yield quantitative
as well as qualitative data on the competence of the rock which may be
tested in the laboratory for its physical properties.

In exploration projects other than for petroleum, whether drilling
is designed to ascertain the size and grade of an orebody or to secure
geological engineering information, the choice of a method of drilling
usually is between churn drilling and diamond drilling. Aside from the
fact that it may yield a core, a diamond drill may be directed in any
attittude with respect to the horizontal, while a churn drill may drill
only vertically downward. Calyx drills can compete in rocks which are
uniform and not too hard.

As might be expected most exploratory diamond drilling has been
utilized in the past in searching for mineral deposits. The targets in
mineral search programs and engineering geology projects are analogous
in most respects. The immediate objective of a drilling program is to
provide further data for geologic maps and sections.

Geologic Mapping

The translatiun of data obtained from drilling, together wiLh
exposed surface geology onto maps and sections provides a picture of
the engineering structure available for building of underground ptutec-
tive installations. To serve as a basis for the value of drilling
exploration and geophysical exploration results, it is well to under-
stand which geologic data are important in the problem of design of under-
ground openings. First, a usable map is a record of geological facts,
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not theories, and there must always be a sharp distinction drawn between
observation and inference. The failure to distinguish between geologi-
cal. facts and inference has been evidenced in otherwise excellent maps
published by government surveys. The degree of uncertainty and infer-
ence should always be indicated.

The principles of mapping geologic detail for engineering struc-
ture design are similar to those employed in ore and oil search, although
the emphasis on the category of geological features that are important
is different in each case. As indicated in Chapters II to IV, the fac-
tors which effect structural strength and transmission of wave energy
are concerned with both gross and detailed structure.

Many of the pertinent data on subsurface rock structure are obtained
from t4e geologists log of a drill hole. This usually includes the fol-
lowing :

Percentage of core recovered in each run
Grain size, expressed quantitatively
Recognizable minerals
Type and degree of alteration
Angle between structural planes and the axis of the core:

Cleavage and schistosity
Bedding
Joints
Veinlets or stringers

Location of sections in which core is crushed or broken or where
only clay or mud is recovered (This may indicate a fault).

Solid cores which are recovered may be employed for preliminary labora-
tory tests for physical properties. In many cases the regional, local
surface and subsurface geology, (the latter obtained by drilling) has
furnished adequate information for planning extensive underground exca-
vation projects.

The Snowy Mountain6 project in Australia illustrates the eftective
utilization of diamond drilling to evaluate pertinent favtors prior to
actual excavation. It also illustrates some of the uncertainties involved.

All types of investigation were employed from broad regional surveys
to detailed surveys of individual features. Usual methods of aerial and
ground surveying were employed and a first order survey net established
for overall control. Surface geology surveys, both regional and local,
were carried out by usual geological methods. Subsurface methods inclu-
ded diamond drilling, seismic exploration and driving of investigation
shafts and tunnels. A number of sites in the area was investigated
progressively by surface mapping, air-photo interpretation and diamond
drilling. The final site was chosen only after a careful assessment of
the results of these investigations which showed the area to be free
from major faulting.

The final site wem explored initially by geological napping of Lhe
surface and by diamond drilling. A total of five sloping holes was
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drilled from the surface, varying in depth from 705 feet to 2005 feet,
four of them extending below the level of the power station site. The.
site for the station was adopted tentatively based on the drilling
results, and was explored further by an 8 x 8 foot tunnel 1100 feet
long. Six more diamond drill holes were drilled from chambers near the
end of this tunnel with a total of 1377 feet in the machine hall area
and the surge race chambers. The joint pattern predicted from the sur-
face exposures and the exploratory tunnel proved to be quite similar to
that found in the site area, with the exception to two narrow, persist-
ent faults. On the other hand a certain amount of shearing which was
noted at boundaries between granite and gneiss did not occur in the
actual excavation.

Diamond drilling has also been used successfully in evaluating
the effects of underground nuclear detonations (See Chapter V).

Aerial Photography

In its relationship to geology aerial photography is employed to
interpret various land forms for mapping of surface geology, and more
importantly, in relation to the present •study to identify rock types
and rock structures where they are adequately expressed in earth sur-
face features. The reader is referred to works on this subject for the
details of theory and its application.

Rock Types

As pointed out earlier in this report, rocks may be classified as
igneous, sedimentary or metamorphic. It is noted that each of these
genetic classes covers a broad variety of rock types having generally
typical, buL specifically different modes of occurrence, gneiss, types
of source, physico-chemical environment during solidification, altera-
tion, or deposition and physico-chemical-mineralogical nature after for-
mation. Lueder 7 proposes that rock classifications, based upon petro-
logy and petrography support the suggestion that aerial-photographic
techniques can be used to aid petrologic-petrographic surveys. It is
also pointed out that there has bean only a little work done (1959) on
the true photographic patterns of specific rock types. Because of var-
iations in the dominant mineral it is proposed that: igneous rocks may
have different responses to weathering that will be reflected in differ-
ences in land form, detailed surficial texture, drainage pattern, frac-
ture and weather patterns, etc. Colors of rock may also offer a means
of identification, and granitoid, felsAtic, stratffied, solutble lime-
stones, shales and other types of rock have been found in manycases to
exhibit characteristic textures and patterns in aerial photographs.
Metamorphic rocks, in general, resemble the characteristics of rocks
from which they were formed. Only a few rocks such as some slates, ser-
pentines and quartzites exhibit any typical air-photo criteria.
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Structural Geolo

Many of the features of geologic structure which intersect the
surface may be detected on an aerial photograph.

Faults7 . Fault interpretation is based on one or more of the
following criteria.

1. A persistent linear (linear feature of landscape) usually
clearly defined.

2. Linear scarp, usually erosional, but may be actual fault scarp.
3. Persistent linear feature, near and parallel to a proven fault.
4. Offsetting of pattern of linears, with or without a change

in trend.
5. Major regional change in lithnc1ogy.
6. Offsetting of bedding linears, outcrop ridges, formations.

This is considered the most reliable criterion and it may be recognized
only after careful detailed lithologic study.

Joints. Distinguishing between jointing and faulting is often dif-
ficult, Only where linears intersect clearly visib)e stratification on
contacts is reliable determination possible. Joints also play an impor-
tant role in that they tend to "fingerprint" a formation so that it can
be traced or recognized more readily.

Bedding. The basic factor in the recognition of sedimentary bedding
is that the successive beds usually differ in their physical and chemical
properties. Topography in laminated structures rarely fails to show the
strong influence of bedding after they have been acted upon by tectonic
forces, erosion, etc. If the beds dip steeply, persistent close-space
linears are evident. Prominent ridges, bands of color tone and contrast-
ing weather patterns are conspicuous. Where beds are flat-lying they
tend to follow contour patterns and certain beds become "cliff makers".
Bedding. should also conform with the regional structure. Where outcrops
are scarce, bedding can often be interpreted from indirect evidence such
as breaks in topography or changes in vegetation.

Schistosity and Gneissosity. While schists are highly foliated,
unlike most sedimentary strata they display more homogeneity of compo-
sition and physical properties. Resulting foliation linears have less
continuity, and ridges tend to be small and closely spaced.

Gneisses display abrupt lithologic changes as do schists, but to a
lesser extent. Variations in weathering are less marked over wide thick.
nesses, however.

Sun•ary

In general, aerial photographic methods are employed widely for
reconnaissance in geological exploration and constitute valuable means
of obtaining concepts of local and regional geologic structure. They
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are employed extensively for accurate topographic mapping, and when
coupled with geophysical techniques, surface geological surveys and
subsurface probing, provide by far the most efficient, effective means
of determining geologic structure.
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CHAPTER XI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMM ENDATIONS

In general, it may be stated that the development of quantitative
design criteria for resisting static loads in underground openings has
seen only a few initial significant steps made toward an effective pro-
cedure; there is much less assurance concerning the utilization of
existing data and methods in design to resist dynamic loads.

1. Rock Properties

A great number of tests of physical and mechanical properties of
rocks has been reported, having been determined under a variety of lab-
oratory and field conditions. Their primary value is to serve as a
basis for further research.

The ultimate (ideal) objective of research into rock properties
is to establish a procedure whereby the effective Droperties of rock
at a proposed deep underground installation site may be determined by
simple, inexpensive but reliable tests. The properties of interest
are those which determine the stability of the overall rock mass subject
to blast loading, and under static conditions as well. That is, one
vital portion of the exploration program is a diamond drilling project
which will provide solid cores of rock for testing. Most "standardized"
laboratory tests, however, cannot be employed without question to eval-
uate rock parameters which can be utilized for design purposes.

Recommendations,

The most pressing needs are for research with the following object-
ives:

a. Determination of which rock properties are important in under-
ground design, i.e., the effective design properties.

b. Evaluate further possible correlations of those which are most
significant.

c. Investigate means of determining accurately the value of rock
parameters which can be employed for design purposes, preferably by
laboratory methods. This includes both design of openings and eval-
uation of any properties of the whole rock mass which may affect the
stability of the protective installation.

d. One need may be for an in situ test to determine the utility
of a site without need for elaborate preparation and particularly with-
out requiring any extended period of time at the site.
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2. Structural Engineering Geologv.

* There are several good books on engineering geology avail~ble, but
none of them deal extensively with the subject of geology, rock proper-
ties and the factors related to deep underground protective construction.

Recommendations.

a. Investigate in more detail those principles of engineering
geology pertinent to the problem and render a more definitive treatment
of this subject.

3. Geology and Mine Stability.

The chief sources of information concerning the relationship of
geology to the stability of underground openings subject to static and
some types of dynamic loading are found in the case histories of oper-
aLing mines, tunnels and underground power stations. The most important
factors affecting the rock stability in underground opening structures
are: (1) size of openings relative to structure, (2) faulting, fractures
and joints, (3) weakening or strengthening mineralization, (4) type and
basic strength of country rock, (5) destructive alteration and (6) depth.
Most of the geologic studies found in the literature were made for explo-
ration purposes and not to evaluate rock stability for purposes of mine
operation. Hence, many pertinent details of geological engineering inter-
est were not recorded and are not available for correlation and analysis.

RonmmPndAtions.

a. A detailed examination of the geology of operating mines with
respect to its relation to opening stability would offer considerable
valuablc information beyond that currently available. Very few complete
geological studies to date have been made with respect to mine stability
problems.

b, Conduct a detailed investigation of rock bursts in their rela-
tion to the present problem.

c. A detailed examination and correlation of all of the military
and civilian underground installations of the type most nearly resembling
future needs should be made.

4. :Leology and Stability of Underground Protective Construction.

The character of the geologic structure which constitutes the
environment of an underground protective installation is more critical
than that for a mine or tunnel because of the possibility of unpredic-
tably high transient loads.
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There appears to be considerable difference of opinion as to what
the nature of the deep 2over over an installation should be, competent
or broken. That which would provide a significant amount of attenua-
tion would ordinarily be preferred, but the installation itself should
almost certainly be in competent rock. Steel, concrete or timber sup-
port will not resist heavy loads beyond low or medium level slabbing.
Reflection and refraction properties are also important.

The direction of openings with respect to faults plays an impor-
tant part in producing areas of high stress concentration in the rock
near the opening. Thus, high static stresses plus a superposed dynamic
stress field could readily result in a reck burst condition.

Recommendations.

a. Conduct an extensive investigation into the effects of geologic
structure upon wave transmission and attenuation.

b. Conduct an intensive investigation into the effects of local
geologic structure upon opening stability.

c. Investigate the effects of rock alteration, secondary mineral-
ization, ground water and related problems.

5. Wavu Mhaunlus aud Instrumentation.

The type of wave of pr'irMry interest deep underground is the P wave
or the dilatation wave. Damaging stress waves are generated by a deton-
ation at the surface or from a subsurface position initially as a shock.
Although most underground openings will be located at distances where
the wave assumes an elaeLL••' oehaviuL, pLeSJSULS, bLLaiLk eiid A11.1

tions in zones from the position of the explosive downward within the
damage distance are also of interest. Instrumentation to measure pheno-
mena in some of the more distant zones is available, but for high pressure
areas there appear to be few, if any, reliable devices available which
will measure the important behavior parameters.

Recommendations,

a. Make an intensive investigation into the feasibility of develop-
ing pressure gages which will measure values successfully in the high
pressure ranges.

b. Investigate the attenuation of high magnittide stress waves in
various types of rocks and various types of rock media, i.e., broken,
altered, etc.

C. Investigate the response of rock materials to high magnitude
stress waves.
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6. Rock Failure.

There has been a number of theorie: proposed to explain the fail-
ure of solid materials under stress. Of these, Griffith's and Mohr's
theories seem to be the most generally applied. Some researchers have
applied the theory of maximum strain to rock failure by slabbing.

On a large scale the failure of rock seems to be due to all three
types of stress, i.e., compression, shear, and tension. Slabbing accounts
satisfactorily for many of the observed failure phenomena in the formation
of craters by HE and the Neptune crater. Geologic structure had some in-
fluence, due to difference in properties of strata, upon the limits of
the fracture zone for the Rainier event, but all of the mechanisms in-
volved are not cl!arly defined. Few data are available on configurations
comparable to those which might be expected from an explosion over a deep
protective installation.

Recommendations.

a. Intensify investigations already in progress on the relation of
rock failure to rate of strain.

b. Investigate the basic mechanisms involved in rock failure in
crushing, slabbing, fracturing, etc., to evaluate the relative effects
of crystalline structure and bonding between crystals and grains; also
on a larger scale to determine the influeuice of geologic structure upon
mechanisms of failure.

7. Static Stresses and Design of Openings.

The analyses of static stresses around underground openings ann Lne
design of openings are based primarily upon elastic theory, and, hence
are limited to simple symmetrical openings in near-ideal rock. Some
analyses have been made for bedded rock, and a very few for structures
intersected by fractures, joints or faults. Experience has shown that
the location of openings with respect to faults can be critical.

Static stresses in the earth's crust are caused primarily by body
forces, i.e., the weight of the overlying rock. Additional stresses may
be superposed by tectonic forces in the rock. Resulting from these
factors three types of stress fields are postulated and the preferred
shape of opening for each is indicated. The principles of beam design
for openings In stratified rock are given for the first layer of rock
which acts as the itmmediate roof.

Recommendations.

a. Extend investigations of stress distributions for homogeneous
structure to openings in broken, fractured rock, where the structure is
more complex than in solid rocR or simp1e stratified rock.
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b. Examine in more detail the types of static stress fields
which actually exist in the earth's crust due to depth, tectonic forces,
and properties of the rock including geologic structure.

8. Dynamic Stresses and Design of Openings.

Analysis of pertinent types of stress waves currently has been con-
centrated~upon the effects of a step type wave of limited horizontal
extent applied to the surface of an ideal half space. The measurement
of such a stress wave photoelastically, indicates that the stress at
the surface of a cylindrical opening is multiplied by about 3.3 times
the free stress field.

Cursory comparative analyses of effects of static stresses indicate
that an elliptical or circular cross section is the best design for most
geologic structures. Size should be kept as small as possible, because
the total number of rock defects increases with size, and consequently
the probability of limited failure or collapse of the opening.

Recommendations.

a. Extend both theoretical and experimental investigations of
propsgation of waves in a half-space and their impingement upon cavltlef
of various analytical and non-analytical shapes.

b. Investigate the parameters involved in the superposition of
dynamic and static stress fields.

c. Investigate the effects of gross and local geologic structure
on dynamic stress fields.

d. Investigate the effects of local geological structure around

c. Investigate the effects of rock alteration and weathering on
resistance to failure by dynamic loading.

9. Similitude and Scaling.

A plot of the effects of confined HE and nuclear explosives shows
that within reasonable limits true cratering effects can be predicted by
the cube root law. On a pound base (rather than kiloton) the most effec-
tive breakage, which includes the greatest volume broken plus the highest
probability of breaking completely, is for scaled depths of 1.25 to 3.0,
depending upon the type of rock. Such depths should result in Zone 1
damage. Resistance to cratering appears to be governed primarily by two
factors: (1) ability of the rock to absorb impact energy, and (2) the
strength of the rock.

At present it appears that the safest criterion to employ in cal-
culating survival depth is to assume that the explosive is virtually
unconfined.
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Recommendations.

a. Conduct a series of small, medium and large scale tests with
HE to define more clearly the parameters involved in dynamic streqs
concentration around deep openings.

b. Conduct a series of tests with nuclear devices to check the
results of previous tests, those from HE, and to evaluate pertinent facw
tors so that they are less speculative and more reliable for design
purposes.

c. Investigate the principles of destressing and transfer of cri-
tical stresses on model and full scale.

d. Conduct a series of model "cratering" tests in several types
of rock breaking to limited free surfaces and tunnels.

10. Support of Underground Openings.

Timber support has the particular advantage in that it is able to
yield considerably before it fails, and it can absorb nominal impact
loads. Rigid concrete or steel support is satisfactory for static sup-
port, but is not adapted to resisting high magnitude loads of long or
short duration. Certain types of yieldable steel supports have been found
capable of holding tunnels open while yielding with increasing resistance
under gradually iocreasing (squeezing) loads. Little theory or experi-
mental data is available concerning their behavior under either static
ur dynamic load. They appear to offer considerable promise to increase
possibilities for survival in areas of Zone 4 damage.

Rock bolts will almost certainly be required in a protective install
lation. Their function in stabilizing rock structures under static load
is well recognized from experience and experimentation. Their function
in stabilizing rock structures under dynamic load is less well defined.

Recommendations.

a. Investigate various types of design of flexible support for
openings subject to dynamic stresses. These might include systems such
as damped elastic, frictionally resistant or hydraulic.

b. Investigate the characteristic behavior of rock bolts under
dynamic loading.

11. Geophysics, Drillinp, and Aerial Photography.

Applicable methods of geophysical exploration are outlined in suf-
ficient detail to show how they may be employed in the evaluation of a
possible site for an underground installation, Seismic methods appear
to be the most usable for this purpose, although they may often be supple-
mented with mngnetic, gravitational or other geophysical techniques.
Diamond drilling is a necessary procedure to project surface geology to
depth and to Add to and coufirm geophysical findings. Aerial photo-
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graphy is particularly useful for rapid mapping of new areas, both for
topography and surface expressions of geologic structure.

I'- Recommendations.

a. Write a detailed manual on the utilization of exploration geo-.
I •physics in relation to underground protective construction.

I



APPENDIX I-A

FifYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES TESTS

Below are tabulated some of the standardized materials tests adapted
for determining the physical properties of rock. Most of the properties
listed in Appendix 1-B were obtained by the following methods.

Young's Modulus.

Two standard methods are employed to determine value of Young's
modulus: (1) static method and (2) dynamic method.

Static Method. 1-2 Cylindrical specimens of rock are prepared with
the ends lapped to provide flat surfaces perpendicular to the main axis.
These are cut to a length of approximately 2.5 times their diameter.
Electric resistance strain gauges are cemented on the opposite sides of
the specimen parallel to the longitudinal axis.

The same test procedure is followed as in that employed to deter-
mine compressive strength. The load is applied at the rate of 100 lb./
sq. in./sec. to approximately 50 percent of the compressive strength,
with five or six readings of load and strain being taken at evenly spaced
load increments. One minute halts are made for each reading. A similar
set of readings is made as the load is released. Six complete cycles of
loading and unloadi.ng are then taken to the 50 percent load value, but
normally data for these additional cycles are not recorded. During the
next cycle, which is the seventh, readings are taken as on the initial
portion of the first cycle and then the loading is continued until fail-
ure takes place.

A graph of the average stress and strain values is plotted. The
secant value at thu inirtal load is an approximation of the tangent
value at zero load and therefore may be compared with the value obtained
by the dynamic method.

Dynamic Nethod. Voirtg's Modulus may also be calculated by deter-
mining the frequency ot induced lengitudinal vibrations in a specimen
and substituting these values and the numerical denFity of rock in an
appropriate, fo.rml[a. 'Dynamic tests of elastic properties may be made
all on one spcc.men and in one apparatus.) Longitudinal vibrations in
a specimen (drill corr!,, of rock whLch is suspended by a clamp at its cen-
ter are measured in thetr fundamental frequency. (Figure I-A.I).

The Iongitudi~nal vejocity is given by:

(1) v1 = 2 fL (I-A.I)

whe ru

V- J *ugi <-dinat velocity of sound
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f, = fundamental longitudinal frequency

L = length of specimen in feet

From the velocity determined by (I)

(2) E v1 p (I-A.2)

where

E = Young's Modulus of Elasticity

p zz density of the rock

If a small block of elastic material is acted upon by two non-
colinear forces (couple) a shearing stress is produced and the body is
deformed. The modulus of rigidity is defined as the shearing stress
divided by Lhe deformation.

The modulus of rigidity may be determined with ease by a dynamic
method. A cylindrical specimen is clamped as in the test to determine
Young's modulus, and the fundamental frequency of torsional vibration is
measured. The torsional velocity of sound in the specimen is then cal-
culated from appropriate equations.

Tensile Strength

Rock specimens are tested for tensile strength in a standard test-
ing machine with special tension grips which allow rock cores to be
easily adjusted to insure alignment of the load with the axis of the
test piccc. The rate of leading is 100 pounds per minute. For rocks
of non-uniform nature this test yields erratic results, and tensile
strengths determined from rupture tests are preferred. (Figure I-A.2a).

Another muLhod of determining the tensile strength of rock which
has been accepte.d as a standard test is the so-called "indirect" or
Brazilian test. This method was introduced in France for the deter-
mination of concrete tensile strength. A compressive load is applied
perpendicular to the diametrically opposite generatrices of a rock
cylinder as shown In Figure 1-A.2b. Care must be taken that the com-
pressive loading is uniform over the length of the cylinder. Assuming
elastic behavior, the diametral plane connecting the generatrices under
load is subjected to a uniform tensile stress over more than 80% of
its area, given by

2P2P -(I-A.3)
7rD -1I

Failure occurs when the tensile strength is exceeded and the specimen
splits into two equal halves. Corrections can be calculated to account
for the fact that the compressive loading is actually applied over a
finite area rather than a single line. However•, %iiice these corrections
are generally less than five percent they are seldom employed.
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Although a compressive stress exists at right angles to the tensile
stress calculated, its influence on failure is relatively insignificant
due to the relative weakness of rock in tension.

In concrete testing, a tensile test is sometimes performed with the
configuration depicted in Figure I-A.2c. It can be seen that this test
differs from the indirect test above in that the specimen possesses a
central hole. This hole provides a tensile stress concentration, and
as a result the failure of the specimen generally originates at the
central hole. Since calculation of the failing stress in this case is
even more sensitive to the elastic nature of the material, and due to
the difficulty of forming rock specimens of this type, this method has
not received general acceptance in rock property testing.

Modulus of Rupture

The modulus of rupture is defined as the tensile stress in the
extreme fibre of a beam computed by the familiar flexure formula

G= . The testing procedure involves the preparation of 6-inch spe-
I 1

cimens which are placed on knife edges 5 inches apart. The load is then
applied at the center, the load being increased until the specimen fails.
The lower section of the test hbam is in tension and a normal failure
results in the rock breaking at the lower fibre. (Figure I-A.3).

Compressive Strength

Tests of compressive strength of rocks are made according to
ASTM standards, Specimens are cut with their length equal to their
diameter to avoid column effects, the ends are carefully lapped to insure
that they are smooth and parallel and then they are tested in a standard
testing machine. (Figure T-A.4).

Scleroscope Hardness

A Shore Scleroscope indicates the Scleroscope hardness of a
substance by the height (or an arbitrary scale of 0 to 120 divisions)
of rebound of a diamond pointed (pin-point - 0.03 in 2 ) hammer which is
diopped vertically on the test surface. The impact of the point may
produce some crushing of a microscopic nature, but this may be neglected
for practical purposeso Data may be reproduced on a very non-homogeneous
rock by an observer making at least fifty readings over a small surface.
By comparison with values for rocks in Appendix I-B, a soft steel block
exhibits a hardness measurement of 26,

Abrasive Hardness

This tcst eamploys a rotating abiasive wheel or plate against which
two 2• in(h disnmeter spcc [mens are h•ld at constant pressure. Silicon
carbide powder is fed continuously onto the rotating circular plate and
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the specimens are abraded for a given number of revolutions of the plate.
The weight of material lost is determined and the abrasive hardness cali

0i0-
F, cuiated from Hd = --- where Hd is the abrasive hardness and Md is the

weight of material abraded in lb/sq. in, per revolution.

I-Impact Toughness

This method, known as the Page impact test, involves determination
of the impact toughness of a rock by dropping a weight from successively
greater heights upon a plunger in contact with a rock specimen, until
such a height is reached that the specimen is fractured.

Apparent Porosity

This characteristic is defined as the ratio of the volume of open
pore space in the specimen to the exterior volumes. It is obtained by
measuring the difference in weight of a rock which is dessicator dried
and when water saturated. The porosity of a rock so determined is also
an indication of its granular structure.

Apparent Specific Gravity

This property is determined by the standard method of dividing the
weight of a rock by the weight of an equal volume of water. The term
"apparent specific gravity" is used because water cannot penetrate the
closed pore spaces inside of the rock, and, hence, the specific gravity
measured by water displacement methods includes the effect of internal
pore spaces as well as that of the constituent minerals.

Strength of Rock Samples of Irregular Shape.

The use of rock samples of irregular shape could greatly reduce
the time and labor involved in physical testing. Investigations in the
United States have been performed primarily on diamond drill cores,
although considerable work has been done with cubical specimens. In
most instances it has been felt that smooth parallel surfaces are nec-
essary for contact with loading heads. When results have been incon-
sistent error has often been attributed to improper preparation of the
test specimens. Protodyakonov 3 has presented the following summary
of methods of determining rock strengths based on irregularly shaped
rock samples. These methods will undoubtedly find considerable use in
the United States.

The results of tests performed on irregular specimens are more
widely dispersed than those from regular specimens and therefore a
greater number uf samples is required to obtain the same degree of
accuracy for the average strength. Even considering this additional
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number of tests required the total labor involved for strength evalua-
tion of a rock is considerably reduced.

Tensile Strength

Three separate methods for determining the tensile strength of
irregularly shaped pieces of rock have been proposed.

Direct Tensile Test. A sample of irregular shape is embedded in
cement between two metal dies, leaving a narrow transverse slit between
the dies (Figure I-A.5a). The dies are pulled in a universal testing
machine until the specimen fails. Carbon and white paper are pressed
to the sample to obtain the rupture surface outline. The area of the
rupture surface is then measured with a planimpter. The average resist-
ance to lateral extension is

- -- (I-A.4)
t A

when Pt is the tensile load and A is the rupture surface area. This
method has some disadvantages: the possible existence of a bending
moment owing to non-centered loads on the sample, with resulting lowering
of apparent strengths, and it is limited to rocks whose strength is less
than that of cement, It also involves a time delay due to the period
required for setting of the cement.

Indirect Tensile Test. Pieces of rock are chosen whose volumes do
not differ by more than a factor of two, and whose sharp edges have been
removed. These specimens are placed between platens of a compressive
testing machine and crushed (Figure I-A.5b). The sample normally rup-
tures along a plane connecting the points of loading. The failure is
assumed to be due to uniform tension applied across this surface. The
area ot the surface of rupture is approximately equal to V the volume of
the sample raised to the 2/3 power with the result

Pc
t = 1- (I-A.5)

V•

where P is the compressive load at failure.C

Failure of a Ring A piece of rock of an irregular shape is pre-
pared by drilling a central hole through it. A perforated tube within
a rubber casing is inserted in the sample (Figure I-A.5c). Oil is
injected into the tube, which produces a uniform pressure inside the sam-
ple. After the sample has been broken, its inner radius r and outer radius
R are meanured. The tensile failure stress is computed assuming that a
crack first appears on the inner radius of the sample, gradually devel-
ops until it reaches the center of thickness of the sample, at which
time instantaneous failure takes place. The formula so derived is obtained
from Lame's formula for thick-walled cylinders taking into account the
appearance of the first crack, giving

2,69R
S-Z pa (I-A.6)
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a)

c) 
I

Figure I-A.5. Configuration of tensile tests performed by Russian
investigators on irregularly shaped specimens. (a) Indirect tensile
test, (b) Ring test, (c) Direct tensile test.
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Combined Compression and Shear.

Tests to determine the strength of ýrregular rock specimens under
combined shear and compressional stresses utilize specimens mounted
between two dies in a concrete matrix (Figure I-A.6). The narrow slit
between the two dies, which makes an angle a with the applied compressive
load, controls the failure plane., The stresses at failure, where F is
the area of the failure surface, become:

P Cos (I-A.7)
F

P sin (I-A.8)
F

Combined stress tests such as these permit inexpensive definition of
Mohr's envelope for a particular rock type.

In all of the methods of testing irregularly shaped specimens selec-
tion is according to weight rather than dimensions. The only sample
preparation is a smoothing of the sample by removing sharp edges with a
hammer.

In Situ Determinations

Seismic 4. In preparing the test sites, a series of shallow holes
14 in. in diameter was drilled 8 inches deep in line vertically from a
free surface; the outer holes on one or both ends were used as shot holes.

Gages were positioned in holes from 50 to 450 feet from the shot
holes with mounts consisting of various shaped steel members welded to
6-inch-long studs grouted in the holes. The gages were oriented to meas-
ure particle motion perpendicular to a line from the shot hole to the
gage position. Particle velocity gages and accelerometers with low cross-
axial sensitivities were used and signals from them were amplified and
recorded on a magnetic tape recorder.

In each test series, high explosive charges were detonated, trial
shots being used to determine proper attenuator settings for preamplifi-
cation. Other shota were fired for several purposes: (1) to determine
optimum charge size for proper resolution of shear wave arrivals, (2) to
vary travel paths and (3) to establish reproducibility of wave arrival
times and wave form&. Preliminary charge sizes varied from 0.06 lb. to
0.4 lb.

Regular electric blasting caps were used, a chronograph contactor
being inserted with thu cap into the explosive charge to give an electri-
cal pulse at detonation or zero time. Arrival times of longitudinal and
shear waves were measured on the records from this zero time.

Tests were conducted by tihe Bureau of Mines in two rock uypes. The
first test was in an underground opening at a depth of about 800 feet in
a masqive satt .onme. A total of 9 shot holes and 6 gage holes was drilled
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Figure I-A.6, Combined compression and shear test configuration
as applied to irregularly shaped specimens by Soviet engineers.
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in the floor of a drift. Gage mounts were simple L-shaped members welded
to studs with gages fastened to the upright part of the ell and oriented
to measure transverse motion. Optimum charge sizes for definition of shear
wave arrivals in salt were found to be from 0.1 pound to 0.05 pound over
travel paths in salt from 100 to 450 feet.

In more extensive tests conducted in a granite-gneiss outcrop, the
same gage types and recording system were used. Shot holes were used on
both ends of the array to minimize local velocity variations. Gages may
be oriented to measure radial, vertical, and tangential components of
particle velocity and acceleration. Elastic constants of field tested
materials may be determined in the laboratory using standardized test
procedures. (See Chapter I for mathematical formulae used to convert
velocity measurements).

5
Load Bearing Tests . Load bearing tests are being utilized to an

increasing extent as a source of information for the design of heavily
loaded surface structures such as dams and highways. Where load-bearing
capacity is low and where deflections under load must not vary apprecia-
bly over the foundation, it has been considered essential that the physi-
cal characteristics of the foundation rock be investigated as a part of
the design procedure.

Load bearing tests have supplanted seismic tests where the foundation
rock is in a highly shattered condition. Consolidated and plastic flow,
which might be expected under longterm, high intensity static loads, may
not be detected by dynamic tests, particularly where the path of the
shock wave is through saturated material. Dynamic tests conducted in
the laboratory by the Bureau of Reclamation substantiate this conclusion.
These dynamic tests indicated that water-filled joints between blocks
of concrete had little effect on the average shock velocity. When the
joints were air-filled, the travel times were somewhat greater, but
erratic. The dynamic modulus of dry, shattered, concrete as computed
from wave velocities was increased 50 percent by saturation.

Bearing load tests may be divided into two types, horizontal and
vertical tests. Both types require excavation of a test pit into the
region which is to be investigated. This test pit must be excavated
with a minimum of blasting, with particular attention to the bearing
surfaces to avoid disturbance of the foundation rock.

A hydraulic jack applies loads to bearing plates seated against
opposite walls of the pit in the case of the horizontal tests. The
thrust is applied 6 to 8 feet from the pit floor to minimize the effect
of that boundary. Sufficient:ly large bearing plates eliminate local
failure. Mortar is placed between the bearing plates and the rocks to
secure uniform contact. Deflection of the load-bearing plates is meas-
ured by means of dial gages mounted two to a plate to get the average
deflection. Deflections of the rock outside the bearing plates is also
measured with dial gages.

A hydraulic jack, working against a dead weight, applies loads to
a single bearing plate seated against the bottom of the pit in the case
of the verLical tests. Where the rock is severely fractured, upward
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movement of the area adjacent to the bearing plate is restricted by use
of a reinforced concrete mat at the bottom of the test pit; the load
being applied through a central hole in the mat. Dial gages are used in
the same manner as in the horizontal tests. Tests are conducted for per-
iods extending froci a few hours to several weeks duration.

The load bearing tests have been based on the theoretical work of
Boussinesq on the effect of a concentrated load on the plane boundary of
a semi-infinite elastic body. This work has been extended to determine
the modulus of elasticity of a semi-infinite solid from deflections
caused by loading the rigid die giving

Edie = 0.5P(1-v 2 )/aw (I-A.9)

where P is the total load, v is Poisson's ratio, a is the radius of the
area loaded and w is the deflection.

The moduli are normally computed as a secant to the load deforma-
tion curve. Since both consolidation and plastic flow take place under
sustained load, as well as elastic action, the result is termed a
"deflection modulus."

The performance of bearing tests in tunnels, test pits, and other
restricted locations requires a knowledge of the corrections which must
be applied to nullify the effects of restricting boundaries. Theoreti-
cally it has been determined that a correction of approximately 6.5 per-
cent would be adequate to remove the effect ot restrainL due to the side
walls of the pit in a horizontal load bearing test. Since this factor
is small compared to the variability of test results, no correction of
field data is normally made,

The load bearing tests performed to date have indicated that
weathered surface rock materials may have load-deflection characteris-
tics varying by several hundred percent at different locations separated
by only a few hundred feet. Repeated loadings at the same location
increase the stiffness of the rock mass. Although a direct comparison
of horizontal and vertical tests is impossible due to differences in load
magnitudes, loading duration, and variations in rock character, the aver-
age values of deflection moduli from the same location have been in
reasonable agreement. Thus either test method may be utilized where the
rock is reasonably similar in vertical and horizontal properties.
Generally, the defloction of the rock mass is proportionally less at
higher loads.

Additional Mechanical Property Tests Performed in the U.S.S.R.

.3Prototyakonov has reported several methods of testing regularly
shaped rock specimens which are mentioned here because they are quite
different from tests performed for the same purpose in the United States.

Laboratory Tests. Figure I-A.7 illustrates four methods of obtain-
ing the tensile strength of regular rock specimens utilized in the Soviet
Union. In Figure l-A.7a, a sample in the shape of a disc is supported
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'Ib

pp c)

Figure I-A.7. Configurations of Russian standard tensile tests.
(a) Bending of a disc, (b) extension of a rinLg, (c) indirect or
Brazilian test, and (d) modulus of rupture.
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along the perimeter and loaded at its center. The maximum tensile
stress, a, developed at a failing load, P, is given by the equationr••= 3 R 4mR2 -(m-l)Z 2 ]R1

0 Pmh• 4(m + 1) In 9 + Ju (I-A.10)

where Z is the radius of the load applying die, h is the specimen thick-
1

ness, R is the effective specimen radius, and in = - the inverse of
Poisson's ratio.

The tensile strength of rock has also been determined stretching
a doughnut shaped sample by means of a uniform pressure applied to the
interior wall. The pressure is developed between two coaxial punches
(See Figure I-A.7b) acting against a rusin-paraffin putty. The tensile
stress is taken as

Z
0 e =p R-Z (I-A.ll)

where a is the pressure applied to the butt of the punch.

The Russians are also using the so-called Brazilian or "indirect"
tensile test with a compression load applied to rock cylinders placed
on their sides as has been discussed previously. (See Figure I-A.7c).
It is interesting to note that the equation relating the tensile stress
developed to the applied compressive load, as used by the Russians is
quite different from that utilized in the United States, being

P (+ 4p 2 (I-A.12)
D L )

Modulus of rupture tests have been performed using the configuration
of Figure I-Ao7d to apply a bending moment.

The search for data on shearing strength of rock has led to the
adoption of several tests which combine both shear and compressive
strength. In one test (See Figure I-A.Sa) a prismatic sample is placed
between two inclined dies and loaded to failure. Different combinations
of shearing and compression stresses are made possible by changing the
die angle. The resulting stresses are

P cos a (I-A.13)
= Lb

P sin a (I-A.14)
= Lb

where L and b are specimen cross-section dimensions.

Another shear-compression test performed combines double shear by
means of a special press with an independently applied axial compressive
load, as illustrated in Figure I-A.Sb.

Several types of confined or triaxial strength tests have been
reported by Protodyakonov. The simplest of these tests is illustrated
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in Figure I-A.9. A flat disk is crushed by coaxial punches placed at
its center. The outer part of the disk restrains the central portion.
By increasing the outer radius of the disk the degree of confinement in
the central portion is increased. The lateral pressure in the central
part of the disk is

R12 - Z2
U = (I-A.15)

Cubic samples have been placed in pressure vessels and subjected
to hydrostatic pressures simultaneously with compressive loadings, shear-
ing loads, or combined compression shear loads as shown in Figure I-A.10.
Oil or nitrogen has been used as the pressure transmitting fluid with
pressures to 2000 atm. Samples have been soldered in foil sockets to
prevent liquid penetration.

The deformation of samples in a compression chamber has been meas-
ured at pressures up to 5000 atmospheres. Samples are placed in the
chamber whose deformation with pressure has been previously determined
(Figure I-A.lI). A transverse steel platte, rigidly connected between
the sample and the casing measures the relative deformation by means of
resistance strain gages, and specimen deformation is then calculated.

Another confined test performed consists of a rockc sample which is
subjected to a central bending force simultaneously with hydrnstatic
pressure of up to 5000 atm., as shown in Figure I-A.12. Deformation of
the rock beam is measured by means of a calibrated cantilever steel plate
with mounted resistance strain gages.

The Soviets have also performed a unique dynamic modulus of elasti-
city test during which cylindrical rock samples were subjected to 5000
atm. of hydrostatic pressure (See Figure I-A.13). A pulse method of
testing was employed to obtain the dynamic modulus of elasticity using
a piezoelectric pickup and receiver at each end of the sample made of
ammonium dihydrophosphate. Frequencies of about 100 kc/sec. were
employed. Velocity of pulse travel was used to compute the modulus of
elasticity of the rock.

Static In Situ Tests. Tensile strength of rock in place has been
determined by inserting rods similar to roof bolts in drill holes in
the rock face and pulling the rods out of the face by means of a hydrau-
lic Jack. A cone-shaped cavity is left in the rock (See Figure I-A.14).
The tensile stress developed is given by

1.2P I-A.16
RL

where R is the crater radius and L is the crater depth.

Figures I-A.15a and I-A.15b illustrate two methods of hydraulically
loading pillars left in place within an underground opening. Figure
I-A.15a shows a means of producing compressive stresses within the pillar
while shearing and comprcssion are produced on the inclined plane shown
in Figure I-A.15b.
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Figure I-A.11. Measurement of rock~ specimen

deformation due to hydrostatic pressures.

Figure I-A.12. Measurement of rock beams deflection under
simultaneous central loading and hydrostatic pressure.
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Figure I-A.13. Configuration for dynamic modulus of elasticity test
as performed by Soviet scientists using a pulse velocity technique
on specimens subjected to hydrostatic pressures.
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Figure I-A.14. In situ test configuration as uaed by
Soviet investigators to determine tensile strength.
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Figure I-A.15. Configuration of in situ tests for the determination
of pillar compressive strengths and combined compression and shear strengths,
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APPENDIX I-B

ANNOTATED TABLES OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

General

Appendix I-B has been included to provide the reader with a brief
resume of a portion of the existing rock physical properties data for
comparative purposes. The following tables represent neither the entire
field of rock types nor even the entire span of physical properties for
a single rock. Rather, the attempt has been made to summarize the results
of physical property tests which have been performed which should have
greatest significance in underground construction.

Data are presented in Table I-B.l summarizing the result of triaxial
compression tests. Table I-B.2 tabulates data from numerous mechanical
and physical property tests. Tables I-B.3, I-B.4, and I-B.5 present
data concerning heat capacity, heats of transformation and thermal con-
ductivity of rocks, respectively.

Table I-B.l - Triaxial Compression Test Data

Triaxial compression test data for a number of rocks are available
within this table. These data are all from the work of the Bureau of
Reclamation. The greater portion of these data were accumulated in one
table by R. G. WuerkerI, with current additions by the authors.

The results are presented as simple analytical expressions which
unable comparisons of the strengths of various rocks. Lateral pres-
sures applied in these tests are on the order of one-fifth to one-fourth
the uniaxial crushing strength of the rocks.

Triaxial compression test data are presented in the form of two
empirically determined expressions (1) shearing stress as a function of
normal stress and (2) compressive strength as a function of confining
pressure. A complete discussion of the test procedures and method of
evaluation is given in the publications of the U.S. Bureau of Reclama-
tion2 ,3.

Equation of Mohr's Envelope

Since the development of Mohr's envelope and its defining equations
have been described adequately elsewhere in this report, only those fea-
tures peculiar to the data at hand will be discussed at this point.

The envelope, which is actually a curve tangent to each of the
independently determined Mohr's circles, gives a mathematical relation-
ship between the shearing stress and normal stress at a point within
the rock at failure. In these tabulated. results, Mohr's envelope is
analyzed as a linear function under the assumption that a straight line
adequately fits the data 2 . The method of least squares4 was applied to
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determine the equation of the straight line tangent to Mohr's circles.
The envelope is characterized by two parameters (1) its intercept with
the Y axis which has been denoted unit cohesive strength, c, and (2) its
slope which is defined as the coefficient of friction, tan 0. Thus the
equation of the envelope relating shear to normal stress is given by

S= C + a tan 0 (I-B.1)

The triaxial data presented would be of questionable value if con-
fidence limits did not accompany it due to the extreme variability of
the mechanical properties of most rocks. The minimum deviation of the
confidence limits from the envelope, in terms of shearing strength,
occurs at the average values of T and a and is designated as 2d. The
uinimum values of 2d are gtven in Table I-B.1 following the envelope
equations.

Principle Stress Relationship - The principle stress relationship
is presented in Table I-B.l as a straight line, as it has elsewhere for
concrete5,6. Curvilinear principal stress relatiogs~ips have been used
by other authors in the case of concrete specimens " .

The principal stress relationship is utilized to aid in visualiza-
tion of the increase of compressive strength with confinement.

References - The first column of the table gives the source from
which the data was originally obtained. The identification symbols of
the original publications have been used where possible.

Numbers with a prefix P- (for example: P5464) indicate that this
is a sample tested by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado.

The prefix LR followed by a number refers to the bibliography at
the end of the tables.

Table I-B,2 - Physical and Mechanical Properties of Rock

Data pertaining to nineteen rock properties are presented in Table
I-B.2 for some 327 rock tests, from rocks commonly encountered in mining,
milling and petroleum exploration. The tabulated data was derived almost

entirely from the publications of the U.S, Bureau of Mines and the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation8,2,9,1",l" 4,15 ,lb 2 8. Credit for the basic
compilation of rock physical property data is due R. G. Wuerker 1 and
his monumental tables of rock physical properties. More recent data
has been added by the authors together with modifications to Wuerker's
original tables.

The majority of these rock properties were obtained under so-called
"standard conditions". Unfortunately the standard condiLions established
by the Bureau of Mines and the Bureau of Reclamation are not always in
complete agreement, as was explained in Appendix I-A. All of the data
presented were obtained from laboratory measurements. A brief explana-
tion of the data included in Table I-B.2 follows.
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Source. Column 1 gives the reference from which data were obtained.
The identification symbols of the original publications were used where
possible. Decimal number identifications with numerals. to the right of
the decimal point which are less than 500.0 are the sample identification
of the U.S. Bureau of Mines. They are the key to a reference system
which includes area location, drill hole location, and position of the
specimen along the drill hole.

Whole numerals greater than 500 refer to test numbers assigned by
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company to samples.

Test data with a prefix P- refer to samples tested by the U.S. Bur-
eau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado.

The prefix LR- followed by a number refers to a source report inclu-
ded in the bibliography accompanying these tables in which the particular
test data is tabulated.

Type of Rock. Rock types are listed alphabetically using the nomen-
clature of the original reports. Some of the rocks which are recognized
under more than one name are cross-referenced.

Static Elastic Constants. The secant modulus of elasticity in com-
pression is presented here. The stress range over which the secant was
drawn is indicated in column (4), the average secant modulus in column
(5) and the range between highest and lowest values in the set of tests
in column (6).

Poisson's ratio was determined directly as the ratio of lateral to
longitudinal strain and is tabulated in column (7).

Dynamic Elastic Constants. The average modulus of elasticity as
recorded in column (8) was obtained by measurement of either the reso-
nant flexural or longitudinal vibration frequencies. It is beyond the
scope of this appendix to differentiate between these methods. Chapter
I contains a thorough discussion of the relative merits of different
test methods, while Appendix I-A describes individual test techniques.
The references at the end of this appendix should be consulted where
knowledge of the specific details of a particular test is required.

Column (9) contains the tabulated values of the range of variation
of test results for a rock sample.

The dynamic shearing modulus (dynamic modulus of rigidity) presented
in column (10) was calculated from measured frequencies of resonant tor-
sional vibration of rock cores.

Poisson's ratio as determined dynamically is not measured directly,
rather it is calculated by means of the relationship

E
G - I (I-B.2)2G

where v is Poisson's ratio
E is the modulus of elasticity
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G is the modulus or rigidity

It is apparent that errors in the dynamic elastic moduli result in
disproportionately larger errors in Poisson's ratio.

Specific d ng capacities of the various rock specimens are tabu-
lated in column (12). Specific damping capacity, the ratio of energy
dissipated per cycle of vibration to total energy input, is generally
calculated from the width of the resonance curve at 0.707 of maximum
amplitude. It may also be determined by means of the logarithmic decre-
ment of free vibration of the sample.

The longitudinal velocity of sound waves, column (13), within the
rock bars was calculated from the specimen dimensions and resonant fre-
quency. In those instances where the longitudinal velocity is not given,
it may be approximated by

E
Y.vL = (I-B.3)

where v,- longitudinal bar velocity of sound
E dynamic elastic modulus
p density of the specimen

Selected Mechanical and Physical Properties. .Grain sizes are listed
in column (14). In most cases grain sizes were listed in the origfnal
report. In those areas where such data was not available, Wuerker util-
ized the following conversion -

Very fine grained < 1 mm (shale)
Fine grained I mm (sandstone)
Medium grained 5 mm (diorite)
Coarse grained 10 mm (red granite)
Very coarse grained > 10 mm (salt)

Compressive strengths of rock samples are listed in column (15).
The difference between maximum and minimum values for a particular set
of samples is given in column (16).

Tensile strengths are tabulated in column (17). The sparcity of
tensile test data may be attributed to the difficulty of obtaining valid
results. Recent improvements in testing tcchniques have not as yet been
reflected in any significant accumulation of comparative test data.

Modulus of rupture data are presented in column (18). These data
are primarily the results of tests in which bending in rock beams is
produced by a concentrated load at midspan.

The data on impact touIhness listed in column (19) were obtained
from a modification of ASTM qtandard D3-18 in terms of the height of
drop required for a weight to break a unit volume of rock. Data from
modulus of resilience determinations have been recorded in column (20)
for comperative purposes, The modulus of resilience has been defined
as the amount of energy stored by a unit volume of material in being
stressed to thp prnpnrtinnl limit, The area under the stress-strain
curve of the rock sample is equal to the modulus of resilience.
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The various concepts of hardness are grouped together in columns
(21) Moh's hardness, (22) scleroscope hardness, and (23) abrasive hard-
ness. Moh's hardness is presented based on an arbitrary scale where
diamond is given the maximum hardness of 10, and talc the minimum hard
ness of 1. Moh's hardness data followed by the code letter s has been
derived from scleroscope hardness data by means of the relationship

I H = (SH + 26)/19 
(I-B.4)

m

where Hm = Moh's hardness

SH = Shore scleroscope hardness

This relationship may be applied within the limits of Moh's hardness of
2-7. Scleroscope hardness measures the height. of rebound of a diamond
tip impinger in arbitrary units on a scale of 140 divisions, where pure
high-carbon steel registers 100. Abrasive hardness is expressed in
terms of the so-called hardness coefficients.

column (24) summarizes work index data obtained for rock specimens,
Work index is indicative of the eniergy required in coimoinution, and may
be defined as the work input fin kw-hir per shoot ton to reduce the rock
from the theoretically infinite feed size to 80 percent passing 1.00
microns, the equivalent of 67 percent passing 200 mesh. The symbol IC
following a piece of test data refers to an impact crushing test, RM-20
to a rod-mill grindability test at 20 mesh, BM-200 to a ball mill grind-
ability test at 200 mesh.

Specific gravity of rock specimens and range of test data are pre-
sented in columns (25) and (26), respectively. Rock jpor2Ai and range
of test data are tabulated in columns (27) and (28), respectively.

Table I-B.3 - Heat Capacities of Minerals and Rocks.

Table I-B.3a is a compilation of the heat. capacities of minerals
as tabulated by Goranson 2 9 . The minerals were classified alphabetically
according to the elements appearing first in their chemical formulae,
for example albite (NaAlSi3O8) is placed under sodium, [teat capacity
is given in terms of absolute joules per gram.

In columns 3 to 8 inclusive are listed the Instantaneous heat
capacities for the respective temperatures ( C) given at the tops ot
the columns. The instantaneous heat capacity of the material vt: T'K
can be expressed as c -- a f bT - cT"r (I-B 5•

p

where cp heat. capacity, j./gm,
T temperature, T°K

The material parameters a, b, and c are listed in columns 9, 10, and
11, respcctively. The equation has been assumed to have the proper
characteristics for an interpolation formula ahiv(e 0"C. The dIcviati.,imq
of the formiula from the data and the temperature rang, over whi. h t he
formula was applied are given In column 12. Data rnterences appear In
the last column.
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29
Table I-B.3b presents a tabulation by Goranson of the heat capa-

cities of some common rocks. He has stated that although some experimen-
tal data exist for mean heat capacities of rocks, these data are of uncer-
tain value. Table I-B.3b consists of heat capacity data for rocks which
were computed from the heat capacities of the constituent minerals. The
material is presented in the same order as that in Table I-B.3a (Heat
Capacity of Minerals).

Table I-B.4 - Heats of Transformation and Fusion of Minerals

2 9The heats of transformation presented in Table I-B.4 are after Goran-
son . In the first column the compounds are listed alphabetically accord-
ing to the first elements of theit chemical formulae. The second column
contains the mineral designation. Columns 3, 4, and 5 contain phase
change, temperature at which transformation occurs and heat absorbed per
unit weight during the transformation, respectively. Column 6 contains
the method used in determining Lhe heats of transformation. Data were
obtained from heat content data, differential heats of solution data,
freezing point lowering and thermal analysis. It should be noted that
the method of heaL of transformation determination directly affects the
accuracy of the data.

Table I-B.5 - Thermal Conductivities of Rocks.

The thermal conductivities of rocks presented in Table I-B.5 were
tabulated by Birch30. The large number of values included for a parti-
cular rock was obtained from different investigators, and their lack
of agreement may be primarily attributed to the variation in mineral con-
tent. The values serve as an indication of the possible range of con-
ductivity rather than as definite figures for indiscriminate use. Con-
ductivities of even relatively well-defined material show considerable
variation as is exemplified by silica gel, which measurements by compe-
tent investigators have varied as much as 30 to 50 percent. The first
column In the table lists the rock type and location. Column 2 gives
the temperature at which conductivity measurements were made, and col-
umns 4 and 5 the conductivity in cal sec"I cm" deg-' and watts cm."1
deg I, respectively. The last column refers to references following the
table. In those cases where a temperature is not listed, the tests were
usually performed at room temperature.
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TABLE I-11.2

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

1) ()(3) (8) o '(''

I STATIC SIAMCTC ONSTANTS DYNAMIC1011 WIII ONTANTS

So. MEIP 0 mOF ROCKiM S INS ULa~lcn mtLJ

(11S4 PSI) ( 100701) RANGEC

2 -ii. it.. .11 .Itteo Ibnde (ia dl)

3 177 Ilee-ratnd India)
17.12: 'I (Iorn-diied(nda a).I .4

17,eor1, ,onegeed(India) -- --

1 17:eloed (lIadle)
E617. I 4l~: (lanegetno.) di)

I~a: I -1 ani (niali __ _:

16 2560 " (hneaeihtQn. VASe.)1
117 no; "1 D Ina-, CInt.) I" I- t -
1s 8 L7 * ietit., .Isightevesieoiar, nad. 4.66,I 12

wosiherd (Oregon)
19 ,py-enunejhlnite & ealeite, afleroi, 1.42 [117.1

v.e Scale Wastge) 'I
20 .: onerttAt./chloeiie 6 Uecte1.79 I0.00!I

altened, t0nqoru)I

21luinac pynneene fehoitere, etdt.F I
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''' "I 1 0

7,7 002 ' , ~lliy 6 ,' .. an.........11..0

44~~~ 3(1 ' ,l.i I -) 0-5.0 '.4 07
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TABLE I-B.2 (cout.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

(I) (€0) 115) () (1)" (to) () (10) () (-) (U) () 5-)L.-) milJ5.

- -

S 0... 49 0670 18 6237. 0 5 38 3.12

2 0..-1. 62.4 18 00,-* 6167*. 1 124.5 942 40

O4L-0.2.0 917 5 .790 04
5 0.0,2.0 S9.0 10 5.89 896

S 0.1,0.6 51.5 4.2 15 0.298 93 22 3.01
7 0.1-0., 30.4 5.3 0.0 4.:48 23 3.01
0 0.21.2.0 32.2 3.0 64

0.:2,.:2 1.0 12 0 S,93. 81 22
to 0.2-2.0 48,5 08.4 3.02

15. . 2 . . .. . . .. .. . , I . .. . ' i .. .. .. - ...
1 - .15 3,11 27.0 6.17 0,04 4.0 3,2

14 0.3-1,6 18,71 9,30 6.27 2. 02 3.0 1.
is 6:25

29 19,229 3.071

17 21,1'2 2.75
16 5,38 2.461 3.9

19 4,39 5.11 17.6

20 .72 2,15 1.3

21 19,32 2.78 20.8

22 10.85 35.1 2.73 I .03 0.19 0.12
23 0,01-0, ,6 8,0 24 70.1 ,21 02 27 2.94 0 .
24 0,03-3., 3S,4 3.8 13 §2.2 5.00.& 89 Is 2.89 0.9
25 0.1-10,0 11.8 4.19. 53

26 0.1.16.0 2.07 0.28 1.9 3.42 25 2.04 'S
27 1.0 24,43 90.7 6.09 2.72 0.11 4,5 2.79
28 51,8: 16,7' 57.3 0. 2.74 0.09 1.63 2.16
29 0,20,0 17.9 2.1 3.5 21.4 7.9. 49 9.2 270 5
30 0.1-16.0 49.9 0.1 8.8 142,0 2.94. 85 25.0 2.,01 9.4

31 11,41C 2,77

32 :2,11C 3.02

33 0,37 5,72 0.02 0:. 3.94 1.83
34 1469 2.27 7,6 0 6 .09 3.7
35 5.30 1.11 2.00 .0 24.81

34 9.02 9.7937 2.39 1.54
38 2,99 1, 6
39 1.20 .4
40 11.2

41
4 2
43 10 24. 25.7 2.67
44 17.45

46 17.1 ll)2:48 Is.o0
47 0.1-.9. 46.0 24 70.1 92 37 2,9 0.3
08 0..-3.0 33. 4,9 9.9 :2.4 17 17 2,99 1.2

49 0.5.1.0 44.2 .3 .3 7.2 .. 60 19 21,4 2,0
50 1,0 34,9 5.6 4.7 7

51 1.0.2,0 30.7 2.4 4,89: 40
53 22A. 4.3 3.7 75.0 4.68. 63 9.0
14 2.5504

55 28,3C 2.81
39 6.71 14.01C 2.2

37 0.3.80 12.67 1t4 ,2.4 10 2 2.? 0.1
2 . 10 45,5 6.11. 90 |11I30

38 0.5-1.0 27, S9,9 ,1.0,120",9 90. 43 11,0 9,9 1.08 02 20 2,74 0.25
60 40.4 9.. 7. 11 203 2 -,5

699 56,2 5.42a 77 16 2.09 9.90
92 0.-10.0 9.3t 1b.06 2,66 0.20 0.49 1.07
93 1,5. 11,6 2.87 0.22 0.10

S41. .. 1 8.61c 2,

07 29, 19.29,:8 0.4-5.0 2.0 . .1 379. 40 9 295.
6 0.90M.1.0 63A, 5.0 6.0, 1',5 '.M. 85 90 3.20 1.5
70
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TABLE I-B.2 (cont.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

Io () (0) 19) (I1) (1I) (" 13(8)

STA2IN ELASIC ONVIlh?2H ma1841 86.68¶ WOSA0?889M!8P1 0 IPq(LUSQU I" !
No, T11418 O9p NORa ITYCT 8

lDUAtM (1047sxl): (ICA I11 1
(1 1?81) ?a ( I &

71 934 8ld0p.r6 (CRono, )enn.)

72 1t53 " (Kao t, U. H.)
73 -- llOlrp.?

74 2.4 .ibro, altered (No. York) 12.3 4.87 17.1-
75 24.1 " .111t-, dlaIo8e (Wit6.) cal! DIASASE) __
27 21 4.31 'I , 008008 .( (o.. ,)(E DI IS24 2 ........ r
78 24.12 " , oeleord (1*8.0. (r) , (Ho 8104

78 4.4. wt. .ýlr, dio0it. (M, Y.) (SEE 81081TE)
79 2626 CL.oo.o.. Ft. 1m, Oregon) I I i
80 03116 Gn8le, d0oi6te (Su2 61081'0) La l"bitlol Iro hor'.bi.ld. (8. J.) I .7 .93 0.!74 15.7

i2 , *ollie, hooo7l:2d, (8. J - 190 0.7 2 ,7

"84 21.2 I , 010..oo,

a 2hornbende. t (8. ork) 26.1 3216 3- 13.2

86 1.4 , py'o -o. . yo ni88o (OeYork) I9 35 ýI 3.19 " 5
S . 'l . gonil & iyeit60 (8... 006) . 2.07 y c3387 21.b pyr000boioxa . *.n00( York)H .09

09 4.2 " 127tsO,*5n04111, 011 York) .,, 2.17 11.2
90 18.1 B , Irin8t6, q,.ri-i28o.t6t. (8 . o1rk) 9.67 4,17 4- - -"

91 i8.1. " * .gmmrtl l 70g00tic (Maw York) 4.47 3.07 13.5
92 P488 65 orit., (Mron4 C-oule, wnh.) 0-*0 3.2 1. I8 0.18
93 P 5216 ' . oo re.- g,.i n.d (Colo.) . 4 3. 9 3,3 9.12
94 P4883 i*ghtly 1 lLLd (Cond C-oule, 0a.h.) 0-2.3 1,6 1:4 8 .2
95 47.1 , &.aIo. (Lithon1., Ga.) 5.65 1.71 -0.19 8

98 PI174 " . p0littlt, 5p. A (Thomson. Colo.) 0-1,4 3,0 1,, o, I1
92 -. .p.0

0 1 0
.. ap. a

297 (".1 , (Otroi.) l 7.6 3,ii
98 1.3 " , (00.) 4.41 2.43 1.19, 1,0. ' psr411*l to bsddin8 (Vt.) 3.97 .220

10o 5.8 6 quarto. eyenito (New York) 4.92 2'7 7 11.7
10, I1,1 :1 (Md.) 7,92 3.69 2 14,

01. 15,1 (848.) 7.44 3.26 2 14.8
103 27.1 , (.. 2.) 2.28 1.048 8.0
104 22.1A , pa.;.118 '. f.1l1ti0 (n. C.) 4.39 1.80 3 11,2
173 t412 ud, (:Pe i, S. D.)
106 1630 , (PoV ele, 1. c.)
809 (863 " , ( S.yo.) 0-.0 10.4 2.1' 0.17 (0 6.40 0.91108 88883 , oltorod ( Wyo .)
10t o .884 , Loaw.e-.ed, biotite (Art..) 0-8.0 9.03 3.0 0.14

11 A-, Ar .) _ ____ _ -. 1 1 - _ _ _ .182 -- " , (6,4t.)

112 -- ,0. lostrenoto (8rs ford, Conn.) 8.33 0.20
113 h" , 41sh 0tren8th (Coon,)
it4 .. . . (1=r1 ) .I
Its - , osregth (Mmi.e)

888 -- , hihl .slregthl (88ins)

117 -- srength (1 iood, e....) 5.13
118 -- high strength (8M..)
119 -- " 8 J oIt (87.) I
800 -- , htl8h strength1 (80.)

121 - " , ov 8ren86h (8, 0.)

122 -, h .trenoth (Troy, ,. H.) 4.54 0.20827 -"80 .imstrongth (70.5)
412 - 6 h rength (7..)

125 t- t tr..gth (R. 1.)

26 " 4,high "t1"4 (. 1.)

127 -g .80 .n th (Vt.)

(0 -- h ...rsnlh (Vti.)

13I hig lr8100i1 (.8..)
132 i,Rl8 OrtIyilk*: iuns.,ft~-1lle &lll 0-1.0 9.8 1.1 01• 10°1 . 0.20
(33 714206 .' , sth-. ¢ooro.glr.l0od, high .1r08h 0-2.0 1.8 0.0 0.07 3.8 1.0 8e.0 0,06

(toli.) )
24 6 ......... gl00..d, I .. st18188 0-2.0 1.5 0.0 0.12 3.8 -. 1.0 .00(w4it.) 

Ol
1* 5 6 oc .. b - r (Ca1if.) OI .0 18 0.1 0.10 3.7 0.1 1.5 I 7
I75 70820 .-. lo,~0Ird(. (.1. - - -- 075
136 87•050 , 60.. medi8-5r.ied (0.lif.) 0-2.0 1.9 0,1 5.09 3.8 0.8 1.8 0.19
132 1. (5reC 8t0 s0rygd8 toId.1 (Pen Mo, a..) 7.10 I 6.,5 -0.21 0 3.138 8.7 " IV..) 13.01 4.20 7 (9.2

139 7., 0,4citoe. (8ih.) 11.) 6.02 I 17.1
4I0 7..10 , hyllite, 1.. strength (Mich.) 10.8 4,21 7 86.4

__________________I... i.. . . __1.
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TABLE I-B.2 (cont.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

( ( 14) 11) () 1) (1) 1~ (21) (22) (23) (24) (22) (CN)_ (17 (0)

0 10. SM0 W."E
OIAN I2AI

64.0 20- .4.

2.6

?7 ' 1'0200-12,1 5 8.5b-4 0,20-3.0 40. 2 294 0..

-2 - I "I6.6 7...

19? 6.14 0.11. . G

9 1.0.0-2.0 333 1.O 4 125.2 5.468 j 2 t5 7 ,

I00 0.+-I.5 • 4.( 2. 1.0 11. .,,,1 .17,12 5 1,2 X ,6'0I

0-------------- V 3.7 1.3 59.20 79 71 2.1
88 0. 9-3.0 27.1 3.2 .7 01. 5.0 , 7 7.2. 9 70

1 -. 7, 3.7 2 5.6 0 9. 79 0

107.-. 0330 1 .0 425.7 5.1,, 7 0 0 2 77 .691.'

2i 0.0 282., 1.6 2.672310 O 17 2. 0.7

l 5i 0, 13 22, 79 74,77

5 I 01. 7.: .3 193 .20-112.0 14. ,0'5 02-. .41 2.0 5,J2 .71 m 2.7(A

96 6 ,.00 41 .7 .. .7 . .

92 70.44'9 21.7717
10 0.1-2.0 33.2 1.0 .1 .2 4.9 125.17 I 79 1"
9 0.32.0 32.6 3.1 9.01 21,36 0 (.1 (,
010 0.4.5.. 42,. 2.3 114.0 62 10

70 ... 44 3.0 04.) 03.31 4.7 B0 2 ,, .
10o 70- 12.0 705. .7.

Ill 2 .16: 2..0' 1 2

2I 0... 130.11 2.6 5.2 7 203.07 -,-., 10 "22.. 0. 1

0
104 h I 2.94

202: 23.3 l.. 7 .2r21 .02 0.795 77.23

0i7 21,1 2 .06
Ito q I. - 26

l2l. _;74.717"i 17(. 29 I II. 7

"24 ..71 ".221" 0

122.5

114 '.I? .1

It 7 .24

292 72 I

I 0 .77 1 ,207 i77 ,, 0 I 71

|.7 j .. , o ,: ...I ... . 711., 7,.77 ... II .. .

Sit

.7 '.7 It
I' , 2 T, 2: 7.,

13 . . 0 1
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TABLE I-B.2 (cont.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

-o . ..z sms o -.ma o.

(W0lI 881) ( 10101) !00G! '

141 2.Ii Oreonstone, 4 phyillie. high .iree~ib (0imb.) 12.2 5.52 I 16.6,

143 8.26 , 'c.ined (,ino.r )I144 2127 Gypetee. hard (11,0cC Scotiar)T

141 LR81 ' , (Shecais, indiana) 2.70 0.2 I
14 22 Ilematlie Ore, parallel to beddingIo 10 otreegib 0. 3.90I (Ala.)

7:" & p8.3 h l gh Olel tell.), hih 11.h3 1 1en.h

149(Aa, 15)...a.n.iee ___ .

153 1377 ". (spa Hidm.a )lton, Ala.)
145 2060C (i.o in co. ..r ) ) 0.7
1)5 L 0 Ileeriele, l|on-,0ili ate (Thitiland) 0-5.0 0.9 1 . .

146 15.2 oennt0ne -( pv.) 13,9 t 1 0.9.1U 1
1 4 7 7 .4 J as o l rit o, ( l sh p tain o, Hi c e ,) 1 .0 ] 7 . 1 1 0 .2
118 0.4 , (Sledan Oine, lin ,.) 1 G. 14.9

14S9 1 -G~~,Mn.

160 P7.03 Ll.e (srooe, fine.grained ( blao Oo •., o ) 0-3.5 0.9 1.0 .

1 P543 , d.-gra ed (iarbi tt., Aria.) 0-2.5 5.2 1.4 .2 7.4-2.9 0.31
142 P5460 , pereas ( -rbl an., Ado.) 0-1.4 3.i 3.0 1.7

143 '5466 , obelcedonei Glarbie Cen,, Arie,) 0-5.0 8.8 3.6 02( ,0 .5 2.7 02
144 P5000 , roat broecla (twiilnte) 0-2.0 5.4 2.7 0.14)

165 '5005 , reof breccia (Pntactob) 0-0.4 1.2 .1.3

166 P500 I',rreef brad (Keiwaebo) 0"1,5 35 10 02
167 P5469 " , tylelilol (l~hooli Can., Orne.) 0"3.5 6. .301 .2 3
160 9,1 I (Ohio) 73 4 15.4
169 28.6. , Ctach) 3.77 01.7

170 70,61 * 10t0h) 3.52.199 0.7 0 9,4

71 31.2 , ( A) 93.93 0 2 16.9
172 14.1 ' , f3egi Vtot ie l C) 9.16 3.96 0.2216.4

173 34.1 ) (Wont ViogiLal)
174 52.4 j o.hciaet (Utah)
175 15,5 Gano.,rro (Ala.) 74 5.11 . 1 14.2

I . .. . .. ...... ...... .... ..

176 1.2 " ., ioenhll.ro n. r (lnd.) 3.0 2.06 3 12.4
177 l.2e , _eli Foro ., pr.llkl 0: 2.0d5ng 2. 2.301

(End,)

17'5 7. * koronns0t er un, enfeo l (carls eco) 0 0.7 22 7.0

(Cole.) I
10 75. , Ioo p 1en bedding " - 31 00.91. 10 10.7

1 141 t I , 1 Hot11 i- ArIi.) 03 .5 . .. 9 4.,20 13,2

102 15.3 " ed .and Orle (Nov.) 11,,A.6', I 1 7.4
lO3 51,4 " nieces1lecd citb elblc (UlIhb) 9.13,.07 1|.7r,#.4

Ia .,0 . il,, l) 0-(." 677 0. 0.23 9.1

170 4.1 28 l.,t6 , en,., (U.t a 3.o.) 5 2.70 ,

1l7 5.1 l , (9oa 56k) 39 2.04 2 1.4

#90 7. I . . , ciltlennee Ollcrt,.) 775 .74,l'.

10 17 . e I, (_ . 7.6k 4 I14

191 76.} ] •hl- roxetoen,.x (Ocl (010k7,I0w T0Or.I .8 6*.4
196 1.2 r 10he ,o) 12.44 i.nI Ii

-7 1',1 j , ,e2ror,,.sa dn 2•(o.t .-

I#90o26 1 79,.cc,.o•, een. v~o u g Coesa.) Oce~e (0 O.10lF 1.1090.)

197 9 1I,,, llrier(on)74 .11 O4.21 11 I l.2I11

169 7. I ao, 2-cn a n*d ,oloo I / Io.1. 2 II, 7,
20 79.'4 oatcr o , tCth (oll) (Utah) 9.5 I 4.07 0.4 4: 2 I .

2 9.loocc 1. IlniI Cl.. .6 .1t 4.25 4 "1 4202 2.R onru . ,,lcInIti (0-5.0.) 4.0 63.00.4,
203 29.7 *" , v,, r, -,e,c•u (I,,l.'.) I .4+7 6.Sn II 17.1

204 ,. I ,k.tr,,eacl-'1-r (Icolo.) I I 1.411 q'1, 17 17.7

186 ci C~. M 44 j 2.70 . I
409N 0-k 2.a Ioseeltc 11,~

19 0 7 1:1 , (Md.e , 4, e , v ) f 1:70 2

.. 7 ) 1..9 - 1 6.5

20"I 0.7l 0.25I 14.9

-I'. P qnvo.,,,i~ooc4,r. Ice tor~t6 ,4n,0. 5 6. .~I 4.0 .0 07 I. . .

'*1 __'_7 1____.417~~~ - 47r -
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TABLE I-B.2 (cont.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

(15 , ")]c,) €) .) (1,) (20) (-) (n) (13) (34) (25) ( 2") (3) [("8

NO. SUNI~ I I I
141 0.4-.15 45.5 3.3 0 1.0 04.5 3 .11. 71 14 3.30 0.5

142 0.05-0.2 18.4 7 0 3.52. 37 6
143 0.05-0.2 17.7 11.0 3.05. 49
144 431C 2.96
145 3.2 0.355 1.20 1

146 0.2.3.0 17.2 1.4 1.3 14.5 4.055 51 5 3.78 3.0

147 0.02-2.4 23.1 3.3 4.10. 53 53 3.67 2.3

148 0.42-0.2 80.1 6.1 35.0 134.0 4.266 74 24 5,07 1.)
149 I 13.51C 4.85
14 0.1-0.3 4J.6 .0.2 o1 35,4 4.68. 63 11 4.2 1.0

153 4.0 33
154 0. . 1210.3 53.672 0.73 1.17
1154 .1-.0 1. 10. 20 .0

06 01-0.1 77.3 3:. 7.1 215 52 3.19
7 .01-0.3 47.6 3,4 34 7 5,04 09 00 3.39 0.7

15e 0.02-0.2 10.0 17 458 0.42. 96 40 2.90 0.3
159 6.95
160 0.003-0.2 11,06 3.41 49.4 2.71 0.07 3.4 4.7

11 20.00. 11,:0 34.1 2.6& 0.0 4:. ,7 4
0.05-2,0 19.31 22.3 60.3 2.44 0.05 13.9 10

163 0.02-80 15.10 8.7 14.3 2.60 0.0 5.4 4
164 > 5.0 4.96 4,08 2.32 2.30 153
145 5,0 0 .5.19 0.336 1.02 32.71

3.00 1.708 1.79 36.00
17 0.01-0. 11.53 12.09 i1'7 2.73 0.06 3. .

0 0.0.5 20,1 2.9 0.6 4.42. 50 2.69 0.7
6 0 050,435 2.67 1.3

170 2.64 2.5

Il1 21:0 232 2.: 05.7 4.111 02 0.3 2.70 0.26
7 0.001-0.1 250 1.9 0.0 27.7 4.50. 61 .6 2.60 6.0

1 O73 0.0010. 5 29.5 2.5 2.0 4,42. 10 0.5
174 23.6 3.1 4,11. 52 10.0
170 24,0 6.6 37.8 4.04e 66 7. 2.03 0.9

176 0.05-0.8 10.9 0.522 1. 5.0 10.3 2.790 27 3. 2.31 I1,0
177 0.05-0,8 9,7 1.9 2.1 7.96

176 0.00,10.! 16. 62.4 3.7 7.68 4,2. 436 t. 2,2
170 40,005-01! S.2 4.5t. 211.

181 0.02-2.4 24.0 3.0 7.3. 32.4 4.211 61 0. 0.02 0.6
81; .,-7.0 7., 2 2 1. 4.74. 0. 2.49 0.'.
1.3 34.8 2.4 7.4 64.0 64 11. 2.92 0.62
104 3.7 I
183 4.22 0.47 1.60 0.00 0.45 0.13

156 3.0-10,0 20.5 1.5 3.1 46.1 5.5-6.5 72 3. 4.23 1.4
107 < 1.5 17.6 4.4 41.8 4.23. 60 035 0.0
18 0.01;0.3 33.7 .5. 12. 45,0 4,0.. 03 9.0', 0.0
189 0,110 30.0 0.863 2 2,7 6,.4 4.310 50 0. 2.37 0.8
590 0.1.-.0 31.1 J.] 2.4 S3.

592 1.0 2.4 s 3,7 17. 2 2
5ll 1:1-%.1 18:4 1.7 3.0 21:7 3,97. 49 7. 9: 3.72 .4
104 1,0-10.0 50.0 3.0 11.0 3.790 4 7. I 3.03 0.4,

195 0.005-0,1 22.7 5,4 4.00. 5.

Ill 0..1 21.6 1.8 4.3 66.5 4.32. 5 6 .Oi 2.31 4.0
590 0.000-0.1 53.0 1 6,9 31.3 3.64 7 .7 i 2.24 0.71

9 0 9 5-0.1. 21.6 2.0 ,5. 1 9.4 4.63s 6 2 10. 21 1.5
2 0 0.001-0.1 22.1 0.07 4.7 41.3 5.88 47 9.I ),0(2 2.2

20 0 0044*O.t 30.25 447. 0 1 1.2
200 0.001-D.1 23.3 4.1 5.2 0.0 4.1 7 6 ' ,2. 1290
703 0. :5-0.11 0.6 2.0 2.2 10.3 3.79. 46 1 1.7304 0.005-5.1! 53.4 4.6 0.3 20.4 3.60. i6 5 .2.13
203 0.005-0,1 1. 3.6 4.0 10.0 3.04 7.00 0.:4

0.4.20 0 3.4 . 2. 0 10

206 0,48 1.9 •2
107 11.05 30.00

20$ 0,1.2.0 18.9 3.0 1 1.0 55.7 3.041 47 7 247 4 0.2
209 o.1- 50.00 .1 .0 4.950 2. 13,,.4 20• 0..1 0.: 2: 2
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TABLE I-B.2 (cont.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

(a) O) (q) 7107 (11) w) (13)

(M1 mo(2)l -(t0.

(tos1 Plit) ,01pu))

211 P68A0! Oosoott porphy:y, high st.ength (Wash.)

212 - - , (Wash.) 0-6.0 .64 1.7 0.17
213 19.1 pageslit, (o-: York) 8.94 3.30 4 16.0

214 -- P 1 id,1dit
211 P5618 Phyllite. graphitic (Sly Park v.e, CWlif.) 0-5.5 1.4 1.0 3.9 -- 1.0

216 P5616 , , quartoeo, slightly wsthand 0.-0.5 1.3 0.1 0.06 2.7 -- 0.7 -.

217 P5611 , esrioete, oodorately weathorsd 0-0.5 2.5 0,1

218 7.t , irn (th.) 11.1 4,752 1.91 7.10 * ontot (wth) 1.0 4.71n 6
20 7.11 & gree-,te ne (0t4h.) 12.2 5.52 1 6.6

ill -24.4 - Porphyry, .t1 ered (Att,.)

1227 -- , A Motile ( lt

25.1..fres.. h ... . 1.0 7.29 3 19.0

227 19. h a-itly sitsrId A(di York) I 16.4 5.89 3 19.12 27 19:• he-vly alterd (Na York) [ ]3.191 ,10 1

3.12 0.95 9 0.0220 19.hodly sigon d (New Yorkr )j 17.8 6.40 5 19.3

230 19.7 -sebia. eo-d rook. (Hew Yerk) CORt MARBLE)
231 52.?,h qunartaitet aeontits-haaino tec o (Mime.) 1 12.3 5.6 0.10 1 18.2

232~~ ~ 7.M lt Iich.)I
231 7.7 " , & .slats (Mich.) I

*3 - 6 sdspathtr
225 16. • Sat. rochk-, *(aits) (•a.) ....

234 .R12 k::roh (Male. tie 1 orh) 0.17
231 939 ' , rookh. (Iteisef HaN York)

230 h1.2 p potsh,. halIt,, sylvits mix. (t. H0.)
239 720 " r.k., (Alsace, rancon)
240 P5270 S..•..to.. lot strength (Wyo.) 0-4 1 3.2 _3.9 0.171

241 P11 4 high strength (Ayo.) I.13
214 1.4 "t o ( o) hd )0:,17 0.66 13 5.6

24 2.0. s itlI to b. do, Ot 1.28 0 .64 1 2

245 .5 " ocrao-grainsd (Ohio) 21.03 5.9

"246 1.. . -pte-rated, par-l.el to baddilg 1.54 0.70

247 26.1. (" t, t Virginia) 1 i.12 1.99 "0.22 6 9.10

240 26 " ( t Virginia) 1 12[9
249 26., (Weet Virgin ) 3.10 1 0 02.5

250 2801 " (ut2 ) 1.6 1.9 1.02 0.01 10 8.0

2"1 50 Uth) 1.2 2 2.1 1.02 000 8 0.4
2 " utah) . 70 0.04 9 7.2

253 28 stall . 1.70 : 1 9.7
251, 280 " , th) 2.77 4 . 9 4299 02 ] " , ortsotmoao (Ala.) 4.40 10.2

2106 7 , " , el.fn ..reou, red (Ale.) 0.46 3.26 I 12.2

2•1 ,2 24errognOa , (Ala.) 7.02 3.31 7 13.3

2 41 .lotoos 6 shaln (Ae.) 5 .79 3.29 10 12.5"Lu frruotesnoe, toelsrted (lll.) 0/

200 1.9 tg, . tto-retad (Art,) 5-4.0 6.10 0.1 0.0..

202 2.084- " , qor t . .. tdlu gesttlod (Arts.) 0-4. 5.10 2.5 :- 0

762 2.0y.trteoe.r noares.gratned (Art.) 0-4.0 5.l 2.1: 0.2O

2.1 2.0 " 4l~o-gratned, red (Avis.,) 0-1. 0.6 0.1 0.93 0.50

2t.A P 89 0 451" , to'it(Colelt) ntt., o, 1.2e0.0 (., .. 6 3.7 5.21

765 P364 h . g st h .8.6 1.6.3.7 0.21
2766 r " ttt n orb, l a r et ngth (Ci lo.)
767 P975 FghtioothI

76 101ý P3y bhill ootl.Kh 0.2.3 9. 9 5.2ý

269~~~~~t 'itit' i.tl lnnle, Ion-rrgh(no, -. . .
,0 2) , ohig ,s tgt

272it I - -1.0 7-.3 i1.7 0.06h
772 1901 , uort Injrttc, lo strength (Cnon.)I

7 1 $ 0.1t1r " orrl( , qor tolnso (COno.) 0-0.5 1.3 0.5 0.12 2.6 1.1 5 9
fOS I 2. " , 1erlrttr (Arte.) 0 87 7.0 15.5

2 7 L R. 0 2 0 0 ( F - 0 0 . 1 1 1 .7 1 4 ,1 0

2 7 7 P 5 51 0 * • t ae.•-cr •4 I l. ) 31. 0 h60 ..

.2n5r" •uort co. (Harble CAnyo Damn, Arts.) 0-1.2 2.0 1.0 0.04 3.6 , 2

04.oor tet g y a Arts.) 97 12.. 7209 ]E2 "it (nIt0.64E3.01 
4.99I.9924.9
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TABLE I-B.2 (cont.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

(t) (14) 3 j1 ~ 1) (1) (9 2) (1 (22) (U) C ) (5) (,,,26) (27) 1(28)

0110027 ~ 'J OVITY

ti0. (si RDFX

211 3.0 0 29.02 9.41 52.0 I2.58 0.04 2.701 2.0
212 3 .012.0 21.27 22. 3 49,

213 0.3-3.0 31.C 3.2 5,1 53,7 5.9$, 97 26 2.59 1.1
2 14 02
215 0.00-0.23 0.97 0.336 2.35 0.17 15.3 5.7

216 3.0 0.36 0.86 , 75 2.129 0.22 ?77.4 M5
2107 1.3 I 4 0.1.2 0U4 0..0 1 2.2. .9

418 ..7 18.3 37.7 1 3.47. 40 0 3.
21 .107 016 7 26. 3.00, 9 3220 ,0107 105.3 I 3o3 14•. 0 04.9 5.73, 71 IoiI 915 1 7 t43.

2 . . . . . . .. .. ...7 2., ....- " . .

220 ,,05-2, 3. , 4 1.4. 10 0
2221I

2252 1. -10. 1 .3 : 1 23,1 M 19 3.1 , 3,41 0.2.22 .7 .1 ... . .. . ...... ...222 :S'-I3 0. . 2 j j 222. 2 0.6 2 .
223 1.5-13 3 .6:.0 3.0 1.7•69 :0.3
229' 03102 12.3 2, 2 N1 Y , 0. 7, '' -1.

2931 2 0.3 31. 337,9 1 3 3 2.751 0.3
22 0.01-0.7 11-11 . [. 42u •5 9.

233 r 2.2 - 4.5 i2.0 2.7 • 5 9

23 2 10-20 1.00
237 i tI1I00 - 7 I 2 1
7 18 1.3) 4.1 0.40? . .1

219 IW465"10.3 2.20

24U0 2.811.9 0.01 7.47 28.6 i ,78 , 0, 2.8 20 1,23 6.20

241 12.2 5.21 7.2 7 33.0 11,21 6.07
242 0.2-.91 10.4 0.10 0 106 16.
243 0.2-0.3 0.0 1 a 122.0'
244 0,2-0.3 7.7 ;2.0 " 1 20.
245 0.2-0.5 '.1 0.127 2. 1 29.2 ,.,?, 2' 1 2.20 16.

246 22,2-0.. S2 0 1 .4 2....

247, 0., 1 22,.: I . '1, I, 1. 5.5 2.4 4.3

240 0.221O& 19,4 2 0..2t02602!.2 2,9o 2.2014 7 22.01 72.9222. 2.97 1'.0

250 0,220.22.05 22." l .9 '•2 4. 2.122 10.0

3 1 4 8.

248 0.0 1.Oh 223 1..0
2 so ,22.. 0", I ',2 ....0 . .2 .. 13.0
290 0.01-0. 1 7, I 2 0. 2 2.:4 3.071 4.2 0.5 1 .72

04 0.2 .0 .2 23 I1 442 4

,,6 22.I-.,3 32,7, 2.0 3.4 22.7 3,.. 1 3.2. 7.0

257 n,1-0. . 4 2., 6., j 92.2, ,..72 ..
3..4 2 2 2 "*- 32*26 i 1

3,0 3 0.,,..4 22.23 I 0.2 ,2 Lp 231 222 ,0 22 ':
761 .70.1 .4 2 ,22 2 2.7 2 2 2

0,46! 2 2-2.I • ]2,74 9.2,O6,22

:.0 , , I 2.,9 2122 2.2, 0 1.9

261 22.321 I,! 22.2.2. 2.22V % .4 9 0 2. 2.4

2632 ' 2.00 0. 22.0 1

226' 7.7.2. 2 * 2 .h ,2 I,'1 09
26M 1 1 2*fi 1 1:4 2,9 .2 01 9),2

ý1 512.(VI 12.1 i ,.s .71 o1 0.11 , ()8 O .41,

2222 -. 2 %2 2.92 20.72 0.21• 22,99 .22,7'11.7 2.691 020) 0.8| 1 L,)Si•.I, 2.751 ',5

22 22 .93% i ,2 j 2.223 2.21 4,4l 2.0+85 0.242751 o. -3.o2.

7•-, 2. 1• h,2.11 l) .22

7 .oi 1
2723 2.2 1, 2 2.,.21.

27.2 2 2 1.2i . , 2.-':

22.2f ,- 22.2 '5, .1. 7,7 .7 221,

22' o I 2 . - .",,'

* I 2
K 2 3 2 ,7
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TABLE I-B.2 (cont.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

S. : m m (6) 1 (7) m j I ( 9 1 " ( m ) I ' l "
STA11C UAMOC ITN8TMIT 0Tmmq70_91fiM UM OOTIT

0?1101 t OFAMtCITT ? MUL)I Of

H. (100l 21) (1tOfCITT 1

"2I1 31.1a Shale, .0i1cif,1d (U1th) 9.87 4.42 0.12 3 16.2
282 26.2'. , diictfted (8. Va.)
283 26.4. " , 4 liltOLo (It. V..) 6.73 1.02 0.92' 9 13.6
284 26.4h W o ift..' (W. V..)
205 25.1 , e100ar0ou0 srl0tone (Co01.)

286 31.4 W, ..or.. i,,d, Imet..one (01.4) 9.03 4.07 0.17 7 15.6
307 5.2 khonkLnltel syenite, 8ne1'.1' dtok (8.. mork) o.'1 3.50 1 14.4
288 53.1a ,o 070nIt, t n:L: . dork (0.jv York) 514, 2.06 1O0.

20T 19.3 , & *yauitc (4v. York) 9.03 4.13 3 16.'
290 02.6 Sittone, & @halo (Alt.) 7.72 3.67 10.4

290 14.1 : I d* & haloe (Al..) 5 0" 14 " , o1n..Oor. & J23.5. (..2)

295 1,182 (T ... 0.0.1 0.10 0.0 0.271

296 18.2 Skarn• k Pyol•et-p7000m (IO York) 12.3 5.05 4 16.8
207 21.1 " , "•=o -.=p7ramome (om. TYak)
299 1.6 Slts1*, (9..)
299 1.6- , Poaall01 to blUdim (71.) 15.66 3.99 2 19.2
39V . , P.0lta0l to i•eadlg (PI.) 10.10 3.7

301 7.0 , pMra
1 1

l to Widting ((t0h.) 11.0 4.86102 7:6 ,& qtmrtsite (Sea r•URTITE)
303 *

304 LRIS 3ubgrywacke, calcoremos (Ind1a ).. 2.02 0.62 0.0, 4:1,2 3.00 1.-9 .1. I
305 LRSI sli91 ' . .5 ty611 . w (1 0 dt.) 0-1.0 1.64 6.0 3,21. .0 .02.1

306 UI .1 h , .leareou; (2.dia) 0-1.0 5,10 0.17 6.12 2.5 0.18
302 1.! Iton 6*0e (Ontario) 18.7 4.1 2
506 3.) porphyry (Ontar) (tot o) 10.3 4..4 2 -'

30" 3.0 , 1*.1o (Otario) 00.2 4.1 1,
310 .1* , gneiss, 0raniti0 (6.. York) 3.48 2.04 9

511 4.16 , 8 o.Io. 50*6nt10 (0..a York) 6.02 3.00
302 6.9e 090100. goan'tlo ((.-- York) 7,60 3.63

j13 5.1 " 100ani06 quooto (No.. York) 4.92 .17- 2 1l.7
314 5.2 4 5.ei0ii1 dark to ehonklnlite (N0. York) .01 3.50
310 19,2 A granit* 6 qmrt. (N.w york) 9.70 408,.

316 19, , s honokinlte (0.w. York) 9.93 4.1
317 31.3 ToCtit0, optdote- (Ut0h) 89.0 4.0 0.11 ' 1

318 .. .0r7.hyt
319 6.2 Tr0p, •.ygdaolotd. (0•rh.) 9.31 3.94 4
320 3.1 oTuf, (Ontario) 12,6 4..

321 1.R77 , o.I.deoto, highly lt1e0.1 (Or#.) 1.22 0.09
322 P4860 11thl (Ore.) 0-0.3 0.20 0.15 0.11
323 1,926 Coocret.... 20 .'ys saturated 5.2
324 1.027 " , (97 *y.), 4•,nt1 ...d.g..."

00tio 1 02.23,3• .'•,9 o'o O.10-

hy ufo Iht
325 LR2$ Ceoo,nt 0ortar

326 .929 Concrte,, 7 days iil,, 21 'toy. d-9,
Ge0•t.t Wign.lg..vI . 1,2.3,3.4,

327 X0 , o 01, u .5 by _i014..

I2 [,Ri
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TABLE I-B.2 (cont.)

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK

(- C) (-4) (-) (10) ?) (19) (18) (to) (21) (22) (23) (,) (8)) (M) (2) (2"-- ! !-yu vu
OWN STCITIO 0v.18

00o. 811! I li tI !
301 0.01-2.0 33.5 2:1 7:4 56.18 5.11. 71 00.0 2.0 0.G7
282 15.0 0 1 2. 9 3,16, 2.6 1
283 11.6 4.2 0 0 10 4.3 2.4
284 t 0.5 0 .83 3.2 2.3
207 22.7 1°4 7, - 6 5,0

286 24.8 2.4 7.4 64 4.74. 946. .2 0.63"287 > 10 27.3 2.7 14.0 06.0 .,11,, 0 0.7
288 1,0.3.0 26.9 I 1.6 I 7.2 70.5. ,7 70R 1 3.11 1.
289 0.14.0 34.7 I 3.2,' ,3 20.0 3.00. 02 22 2.70 0.6
290 > 0.1 37.2 2. 7 01 ,4 3.-0,0 71 . 2.760.

>93 ..4.0 9.0 13,0 2.1 17S5.0 2.2 4.6 3 13

295 0.69 0.10 -- - .. . -.. ..
296 - .-. 0 100.4 14. 4.5. 61 6 3.
297 0.3'-4.0 20.48 2.5 .1 53I 75 32l90 o.703 30.4 -37 1.320 5 3274 1.0 w
MT ..,- I 0 3 1 1.7 a 4

33 0 .I 0.
304 631 "I- __. - -- -

305 90-.4 2.20. o 1. .

304 12.93 I

307 40.1 4I 70.1
307 0.1-1.2 43. . 2.
3009 0.1-1., 3. 17,0
310 0.75-3.0 27.1 1.2 1. I191, .0 0.47. 97 t2 2.971 0.8

316 0.75.3. . 9 7 70
312 0.75-3,0 V.4 7,0 77.0 76.0 0.40. 99 22 2.721 0,5
313 0.4-1.5 t,2.0 7. 1 4.0 10.3 6.37, 95 21. 2.60 0.8
314 , I.a 37.3 2.7 1 6 . 1 .8 . 16. 90 21 2.06 083
315 0.5-4.3 39.9 9. 7.7 07.2 6.0 , 8 00 25 2.61 01,

310 0.5.4.0 37..5 2.2 h.3 53.9 5.40. 02 22 7.7(0 0.6
317 0.05-6.0 38.4 .7, I .0 07.2 4.791. 4 12 2.87 1,5
318 633
319 0.05-3.0 20.6 2.5 9.2 31,7 63 11 2.81 1.3
320 C.12-0.25 40.0 r9. 2.7,

26- 3.6 2.3 10.3
322 - 6.0 0.53 0.19 .7800 1.5 0.17 42,40 62.17

124 I I

321 I

II
I 25

L2 5.4I 1,
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Marley, Proc. Phys. Soc., 45, 591, 1933; Keesom and Clark, Physica,
2, 702, 1935.

66. Regnault, Pogg. Ann., 53, 60, 1841; Person, Pogg. Ann., 70, 300,
1847; Kopp, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., 155, 71, 1865; Neumann, Pogg.
Ann., 126, 123, 1865; Goodwin and Kalmus, Phys. Rev., 28, 1, 1909;
Ewald, Ann. Physik 44, 1213, 1914.

67. Bogajawlensky, Schr. Naturf. Ges. Dorpat, 1, 1904.
68. Pionchon, Compt. rend., 102, 1454, 1886; Laschschenko, J. Russ.

Phys.-Chem. Soc. 42, 1604, 1910; Magnus, Physik. Z., 14, 5, 1913;
White, Am. J. Sci., 28, 334, 1909; 47, 1, 1910; Nernst, Ann. phys.,
36, 395, 1911; Bornemann and Hengstenberg, Metall u. Erz, 17, 313,
339, 1920; Wictzel, Z. anorg. Chem., 116, 71, 1921; Perrier and
Roux, Mem. soc. vaud. sci. nat., 3, 110, 1923; Schlapfer and
Debrunnet, Helv. Chim. Acta, 7, 31, 1924; Cohn, J. Am. Ceram.
Soc., 7, 475, 1924; B.r. deut. keram. Ges., 9, 289, 1928; Miehr,

Immke and Kratz,Žrs, TonLid. Z., 50, 1671, 1926; Roth and Bertram,
Z. Electrochem., 35, 297, 1929; Kolossowsky and Skoulski, Bull.
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REFERENCES FOR TABLE 1'B.3b

1. Calc. = calculated from mineral content; est. = computed by analogy.
(R.W.G.)

2. Bartoli, Bull. mens. dell' ace. Gionenia, 3, 61, 1891; Poole, Phil.
Mag. 27, 58, 1914.

3. Tadokoro, Sci. Reports, Tohoku Imp. Univ. 10, 339, 1921,
4. Roberts and Ricker, Phil. Mag. 32, 1891.
5. Barus, Phil. Mag. 32, 353, 1891.
6. Weber, Diss. Zurich. 1878.
7. Baldwin, Wiseman and Criffith, Proc. Inst. Civil Eng. 179, 290, 1909.
8. Hecht, Diss. Konigsberg, 1903.
9. Cohn, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 7, 475, 1924.
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REFERENCES FOR TABLE I-B.4

S1. Roth and Troitzsch, Z. ang. Chem., 40, 198, 1936.
2. Computed (K.K.) from A.1203 - TiO2 (Bunting, Bur. Standards J.

Research, 11, 719, 1933).
3. Computed (K.K.) from Sb 2 S3 - SnS (Parravano and De Cesario, Gazz.

chim. ital., 42, 1, 1912).
4. Computed (K.K.) from BaSO4 - Na2 S0 4 (Calcagni, Atti accad. Lincei,

21, 483, 1912) and BaSO4 - K2 S0 4 (Calcagni, op. cit.; Grahmann,
Z. anorg. Chem., 81, 257, 1913).

5. Computed (K.K.) from CaF2 - AlFs (Fedotieff and Iljinsky, Z. anorg.
Chem., 80, 113, 1913) and CaFp - Cas(P04 ) 2 (Nacken, Zentr. Min-
eral. Geol., 530, 1912).

6. Mean computed (R.W.G.) from albite-anorthite across diagram (Bowen,

slope yields 407 J./g. The system, diopside-anorthite, yields
370 J./g.; leucite-anorthite 392 J./g.; and carnegieite-anorthite
373 1./a.

7. Vogt, Silikatschmelz, 1904.
8. White, Am. J. Sci., 28, 486, 1909 (Vogt, Silikatschmelz, 1904, gives

427 ± 65 J./g. as the heat of fusion).
9. Computation (R.W.G.) from diopside-anorthite (Bowen, Z. anorg. Chem.,

94, 23, 1916) yields 450 j./g.; from diopside-leucite (Bowen and
Schairer, Am. J. Sci., 18, 301, 1929) 407 J./g. Mean value taken
as 430 J./g. Slopes in systems, diopside-forsterite, and diopside-.
silica, not accurate enough for computations.

10. Wagner, Z. aaorg. Chem., 208, 19, 1932. The transformation temp.
of wollastonite pseudowollastonite is 1190 ± 10*C. for which this
value 45.5 J./g. is an approximation.

11. Computed from CaSiO3 - MgSiO3 (Allen and White, Am. J. Sci., 27, 1,
1909).

12. Johannson and Thorvaldson, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 56, 2327, 1934.
13. Computed (K.K.) from CaS0 4 - K2 S0 4 (Muller, Neues Jahrb. Mineral.

Geol., Beilage Bd., 30, 1, 1910; Grahmann, Z. anorg. Chem., 81, 257,
1913).

14. Computed (K.K.) from CuO- CupO (Roberts and Smyth, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
43, 1061, 1921).

15. Computed (K.K.) from Cu2O- CuCl (Truthe. Z. anorg. Chem., 76, 161,
1912).

16. Bellati. and Lussana (see under Heat capanity).
17. Computed (K°K.) from C12S - CuCl (Truthe, Z. anorg. Chem., 76, 161,

1912), CvZS - Ni2 S,ý and Cu2S - Ni 2 S (Friedrich, Metall u. Erz,
11, 160, 1914).

18. For 11.C. see under Heat capacity. The heat of fusion calculated
from freezing point lowerings averages 63 J./g.

19. Barnes and Maass, Can-. J. Research, 3, 205, 1930.
20. Umino, Sci. Repts. Tohoku Univ., 18, 104, 1929; Tarmnann and Pandel,

Arch. Eisenhuttenw., 7, 571, 1934; Steinwehr and Schulze, Z.
Metallkde, 27, 129, 1935. Awbery and Griffiths. Proc. Roy. Soc.
A174, 1, 1940. The Curie point transformation is spread over a
temperature interval with the peak at 7550. The data are not
good enough to indicate definitely whether o" not the heat capa-
city slope becomes inflnite at this temperature. One integration
yields the value 20 J.!g. for the heat of transfnrmation.
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REFERENCES FOR TABLE I-B.4 (Continued)

21. Mean value computed (K.K.) from Fe - Au (Isaac and Tammann, Z.
anorg. Chem., 55, 63, 1907), Fe - P (Konstantinow, Z. anorg.
Chem. 66, 209, 1910) and Fe - Sb (Kurnakow and Konstantinow, Z.
anorg. Chem., 58, 1, 1908).

22. Fricke and Klenk, Z. Electrochem., 41, 617, 1935.
23. Computed (R.W.G.) from forsterite-fayalite (Bowen and Schairer,

Am. 1, Sol., 29, 151, 1935). Vogt (Silikatschmelz, 1904) gives
356 ± ? J./g. for fayalite slag.

24. From scattered heat content measurements Lh is 222 J./g. Mean
value computed (K.K.) from FeS - Cu2 S (Bornemann and Schreyer,

737, 1905), FeS - Fe (Friedrich, Metallurgie, 7, 257, 1910), and
FeS - PbS (Friedrich, Metallurgie, 4, 671, 1907) is 257 j./g.
Mean taken as 240 J./g.

25. Computed, Maier, Rept. inivest. Bur. Mines, 1934.
26. Mean value computed (K.K.) from PbSO4 - LiUS04• (Calcagni and Marotta,

Atti accad. Uincei, 21: II, 93, 1912), PbSO4 - PbMoO 4 (Jaeger and
Germs, Z. anorg. Chem., 119, 145, 1921).

27. Schwarz and Sturm, B-r. deut. chem. Ges., 47, 1730, 1914.
28. Mean computed (K.K.) from MgC12 - AgCl, - CaCI 2 , -CdCl 2 , -CuCI,

-KCl, - PbCl 2 , - SnC12 , - ZnCl 2 (Menge, Z. anorg. Chem., 72,
162, 1911) and MgC12 - BaC12 , - SrCl 2 (Sandonnini, Atti accad.
Lincei, 21:11, 634, 1912).

29. Computed (K.K.) from MgFp -Mg-9(P04) 2 (Winter, DOss. Leipz~g, 1913).
30. Computed from MgSiO3 - CaSiO3 (Allen and White, Am. J. Scio, 27, 1,

1909). Vogt (Silikatschmelz, 1904) gives 524 J./g.
31. Computed (R.W.G.) from forsterite-fayalite (Buwen and Schairer, Am.

J. Sci., 29, 151, 1935). Vogt (Silikatschmelz, 1904) gives 544
± 7 j./g.

32. From differential heats of solution Mulert (Diss. Gottingen 1912)
got 271 J./g. Mean value computed (K.K.) from MnSLO3 - MgSiO3
(Lebedew, Z. anorg. Chem,, 70, 301, 1911) and MnSiO.- MnTiOS
(Smolensky, Z. anorg. Chem., 73, 293, 1911) is 262 j./g.

33. Plato, Z. phys. Chem., 55, 721, 1906.
34. Value computed (R.W.G.) from diopside-leucite (Bowen and Schairer,

Am. J. Sci., 18, 301, 1929) is 130 J./g. Mulert (Diss. Gottin-
gen, 1912) gives 109 j./g. as the diffl. heat of soln. of glass
and urystal'. at room temp.

35. Mulert, Diss. Gottingen, 1912.
36. Goranson and Kracek, J. Phys. Chem., 36, 913, 1932.
37. (a) and (b) From heat content data - see under Heat Capacities.

(c) Troitzsch, Diss. Braunschweig, 1936. (d) Roth and Chall
(Z. Electrochem., 34, 185, 1928) got 239 j./g. at 14100C. Roth
and Troitzsch (Arch. Eisenhuttenw., 6, 82, 1932/33) got 244 -
7 J./g. from differential heats of solution. Mulert (Diss.
Gottingen, 1912) got 154 J./g. as the differential heat of solu-
tion of amorphous SiO2 and quartz at room tern. (3) This value
is computed from (d and c). It is in substantial agreement with
the vultie 159 j./g. computed from SiOp - TiO.< (Bunting, Bur.
Standards J. Research, 11, 719, 1933) and the mean of 131 J./g.
obtained by Kracck (J. Am, Chem. Sec., 52, 1441, 1930) from the
systems studied by him.
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REFERENCES FOR TABLE I-B.4 (Continued)

38. Mean value computed (KoK.) from Ag2 S - AgCl (Sandonnini, Atti accad.
Lincel, 21: I, 479, 1912), AS2S - FeS (Schoen, Metallurgie, 8,
737, 1905), and Ag2S - ZuS (Friedrich, Metallurgie, 5, 114, 1908).

S39. Roth and Bertram, Z. Electrochem., 35, 305, 1929. (Plato, Z. phys.
Chem., 55, 721, 1906, gives a value of 517 Jp/g.)

40. Roth and Bertram (Z. Electrochem., 35, 305, 1929) data yield 331.4
J/g. Some other data yield a value slightly lower.

41. Computed from albite-anorthite (Bowen, Am. J. Sci., 35. 577, 1913).
42. Computed (R.W.G.) from carnegieite-anorthite (Bowen, Am. J. SCL.,

33, 551, 1912) and carnegieite-kaliophilite (Bowen, Am. J. Sci.,43, 121, 1917).
43. Computed from Na2 SiO3 - Na2 Si 2 O5 - NaAlSiO4 (Tilley, Mineralog.

44. See reterences under Heat Capacities. (a) Neumann, Z. pnys. unem.,
171 A, 416, 1934. (b) Monval.

45. Computed (K.K.) from ZnS - Ag2 S (Friedrich, Metallurgie. 5, 114, 1908).
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APPENDIX III-A

CASE HISTORIES OF UNDERGROUND STRUCTURE STABILITY

The following are given as examples of typical case histories of
underground rock structure stability which are tabulated in Chapter III.

Open Stopes with Pillars

Southeast Missouri District.1

The disseminated ores of southeast Missouri are found at various
horizons in the Bonne Terre dolomitic limestone, which is of Cambrian
age. (See Figure III-A.l)o The lower part of this formation consists
of a transition zone of alternating, thin-bedded, and sometimes cross-
bedded layers of limestone, shale and sandstone inter-bedded with thin
layers of "chloritic" material.

Ore occurs at various horizons throughout the 365 feet thickness
of the formation, but most of it is confined to the lower hundred feet.
Shale layers, usually thin, are often impregnated with galena while the
limestone beds above and below are only lightly mineralized. As a rule
the richest ore is in rock which is soft and somewhat decomposed.

The ore body itself is composed of rich layers of galena separated
by bands of lean ore. That of the middle horizon is harder and breaks
into larger blocks than that in the upper and lower horizons due to the
presence of marked bedding and jointing. There is considerable variation
in the strength of individual beds of the formation, but in general they
are strong and wi.ll support themselves over wide spans. Some of the
spans are 100 feet between pillars or between pillars and marginal walls.
In areas of weakness it is necessary to limit spans to 17 or 18 feet.
Upon exposure to air, shaly layers tend to slack, and together with ver-
tical channels, slips and joints constitute sources of weakness in both
the ore ad roofs of the stopes. The presence of "water channels"
requires great care in mining operations, both because they weaken roofs
and because sometimes they are active water courses.

Jonathan Limestone Mine. 2'3

The Bureau of Mines conducted an investigation of the bahavior of
roof strata under natural conditions of mining and with the roof strata
artificially loaded with conmpressed air above the imnmediate roof layer
in th'? Jonathan mine. In each case the roof was considered to be com-
posed of individual layers vertical sections of which cuuld6 bz Lreated
as simple or multiple layered beams, Stress distribution in this type
of structure is given in Chapter VITTI Only the geological structure
which permitted a successful study of the applicability of bea, tLheory
to horizontal mine roofs iv given here.
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III-A.3

The first parL of th'e investigation included: (1) a study of geology
and stratigraphy of the formations; (2) evaluation of physical properties
of the roof rock; (3) strata exploration for a suitable roof horizon;
(4) computation of possible roof spans; and (5) initial investigations
to check the applicability of calculations.

The Jonathan mine is in the flat lying Maxville limestone, which is
about 41 feet thick and is overlain with sandstone and shales. The
lower half is described as clayey limestone, while the upper half i!u
stratified in somewhat continuous layers 2 to 18 inches thick which
increase in calcium content toward the top. Overlying sediments a-:e 50
to 300 feet thick of black shale, gray shale, and thin coal lenseF which
lie on an erosion surface. "Washes" and "cutters" in the old erosion
surface have been exposed in open pit mines. The shale washes (filled
with shale) form a V-shaped troughs which vary in depth frcom a fe•w inches
to 4 feet. Cutters, about I inch thick feather out from the bottom of
the washes and are filled with shale and/or calcite. Vertical WE-SW
joints cut the limestone at about 10 foot intervals and are filled with
calcite. Uncemented or closely cemented joints are uncommon, while no
faults, fissures, local rolls or voids have been encountered.

The mine roof was diamond drilled to obtain more specific inforua-
tion concerning thickness of beds, physical properties of rozk and structure
of the roof. The limestone was found to be quite uniform and cored in
lengths from 2 to 18 inches, broken along thin (hairline) seams of shale.
The sediments over the limestone were drillee frem 20 to 25 feet, which
was found to consist of layers of varying thickness of black shale and
gray shale with lenses of coal up to 6 inchce in thicknesn.

The pertinent physical properties are given in Tablo. III-A.l. These
were quite consistent for the limestone but considerably more variable
for the shale.

Table III-A.I
Physical properties of limestone and shale (hol.lj.ad 3)

Average Standard Number of
value eviation, Observations

p.ercent
Limestone:

Apparent specific gravity ....... 2.69 0.7 16
Modulus of rupture ........ p.s.i. 2,600 30 17
Modulus of elasticity ....... do. 10.4 x 106 4 1.1

Lower black shale:
Apparent specific gravity ....... 2,') 0.7 17
Modulus of rupture ....... p.s.i. 2 48 26
Modulus of elasticity ....... do. 1.4 x -- 1
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Cost studie; indicated a preferred roof span of 30 feet, while the
fact that the higher grade limestone was near the top of the bed dic-
tated a minimum thickness of limestone roof. Roof spans of 18 to 20
feet had been empýoyed, with 28 inches to 12 feet of limestone as roof.
Roof partlngs were formed at thin, shale-filled partings, most of which
showf.d some bondin, or cohesive strength. Closely GocLIoliled drilling
and oaasting were x equiLed Lu IAeVe-Lat Oevrbrek iCito, thL e uuf. OuCasiunel
sha!,e washes were eicountered at the shale horizon 3 feet below the con-
tac: and these required guniting and bolting.

Studies beyond p~hysical property tests were made of the shale by
op.ening up two areas of shale roof at the llmestone-.shale contact. The
roof in Area 1 was block shale, while that in Area 2 consisted of 14
inches of black shale, 12 to 18 inches of coal and then more shale. The
exposed areas were approximately 20 by 60 feet, both being bolted on 4
foot centers. A shale wash was exposed in Area 1 and several cracks in
Area 2. Both areas showed air slacking with small pieces falling in 3
weeks. One year later a block of Thale and coal in Area 2 failed, form-
ing an arch. Shale which had as little as 2 inches of limestone cover
showed no signs of failure.

It was therefore conzluded that (1) a roof could be formed at any
shale stringer, (2) joint:t in limestone did not materially affect roof
behavior, (3) bolting and guniting would be required on shale washes,
and (4) shale would not for-m a satisfactory roof.

The purposes of the roof span studies were (1) to observe the
behavior of shale stringer, Joints, etc., at spans greater than 20 feet,
(2) evaluate physical properties of roof in place, (3) study time dete-
rioration of roof, and (4) determine whether shale would load the lime-
stone. Room widths and beam (roof strata) depths were calculated from
appropriate beam formulae, birin •f ftringcro ,.'n considered good and
the experimental room was located at least three pillar widths from
adjofning openings.

The experimental room was .ipened from a pilot drift and a 6 foot
raise was driven to check the roof stratigraphy. All defects (mostly
vertical) were found to be parallel to the shorter dimension of the room
,see Figure III-A.2). The roof ?as core drilled at 5 points to 20 feet
and at 4 points in the raise hot. zontally to a depth of 10 feet. The
logs of the roof holes are shown in Figure III-A.3. The roof strata along
the center line of the room were initorm; limestone was 28 to 30 inches
thick; the black shale, coal, aud gray shale were of variable thick-
ness, the black ohale coring well. A number of lateral stringers parallel
to the bedding were noted, the bonJ across the stringers varying in
strength. Tl-- physic.:,' pr-)ner' tes of limestone and shale parallel to the
bed,.ing i ,i-ca % r, n fable ilI-A.2. The modulus of rupture values of
h(oiz.-,tal cores was about 1.7 times that of vertical cores.
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Table III-A.2
Physical properties of limestone and shale parallel

to bedding (holes 15i .16. 17, and 18)

'• Standard
Average Number of

value deviation, Observations
percentShale:

Specific gravity ................ 2.67 2.5 32
Modulus of rupture .... p.•.' 1,260 22 6
Tensile strength ............. do. 342 28 4

Limestone:
Specific gravity ................ 2.80 1.5 36
Modulus of rupture ........ p.s.i. 4,668 8.1 8
Tensile strength ............ do. 1,088 23 4
Modulus of elasticity ........ do. 10.0 x 106 8 6

Both roof sag measurements and microseismic noises were recorded.
Threaded rods were anchored in the roof strata (See Chapter XI). The
room was widened from 10 to 40 feet in 10 foot increments, sagged with
each increase in width and finally separated at 6 inches and 2 feet
4 inches in the limestone and at 8 and 12 feet in the shale. It was con-
cluded that the limestone beds were gravity loaded and that the shale
was self-supporting. The separated 6 inch layer was not easily removed.

In a subsequent phase of the investigation compressed air was in-
jected in the separation between the limestone and the shale. Failure
strass agreed -7ith that calculated by appropriate beam equations and
that measured by modulus of rupture tests.

Oil Shale. Riflc, Colorado

Introduction. As part of a program of development of the oil
reserves in the oil shales of Colorado, the Bureau of Mines has conducted
extensive tests of the bahavior of the strata in roofs and pillars of a
mine excavated in some of the richer of the ail shalce. 4 . A ztudy of
geology and structure of the deposit indicated open stoping (room and
pillar), the design problem being the calculation of optimum safe roof
span, pillar size and consequent extraction ratio. These were determined
from the geologic structure of the deposit, physical properties of the
oil shale, and the magnitude and distribution of stresses in the rock
resulting from excavation. Both theoretical calculations and model stress
studies were employed. Model tests were checked with full scale tests
to measure roof sag, separations in roof strata and rock failure. Roof
dimensions were increased from 50 x 100 feet to 80 x 200 feet with a
period of 14 months for measurement of sag.
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Roof sag was greater than that predicted by theory with some ano-
ipolous behavior. No significant separations were observed in the 8 foot
thick roof layer. Failures were predicted by the microseismic method;
and numeroud planes of weakness appeared at different elevations in the
roof. While the safe extraction ratio was pomputed to be 82 percent,
75 percent was used with 60 foot roof spans and 60 foot square pillars.

Geology. The oil bearing "shales" are about 500 feet thick. The
Mahogony bed is one of possible economic importance.. (See Figure III-A.4),
The shales contain "kerogen", but no free oil or carbon. A room mined
59 feet in diameter had stood for 25 years with no failures. Explora-
tory drilling (1945-46) in three holes showed that the oil-shale
formations are persistent, of uniform thickness and dip approximately 4n
to the north. A 6 inch iron stained layer of tuff was used as a stratial
graphic reference (Mahogony marker). No faults, fissures or significant
jointing were disclosed by the drilling, The rock is relatively tough,
strong, fine bedded, and the bedding is influenced more by the orgcnic
content of the rock than by changes in physical properties, partings or
planes of weakness.

Cores obtained from drilling were employed to find a suitable roof
rock; a small raise was made for the...same purpose; and an adit was exam-
ined for pillar structure. Partings or weak beds, such as volcanic ash,
were carefully noted. Blasting in early room development disclosed a
parting near the top of the Mahogony ledge, which was selected as the
roof horizon. The cores indicated a solid 8 foot layer above this plane,
and then a shale layer 44 to 54 feet thick, capped by thick layers to the
surface forming a total overburden of 300 to 700 feet. A series of nearly
parallel fractures was noted in possiblp pillar rock, the distance between
them being 5 to 40 feet, their dip being 75" to 900. Some were discon-
tinuous while others penetrated into higher elevations with seeping water,

There was considerable fragmentation to a distance of 100 feet in
from the surface, probably caused by weathering. Consequently all haul-
age adits were driven 200 feet beyond the outcrop and beyond the weathered
zone.

Physical Properties of Oil Shale, Physical properties of the oil
shale were investigated by the Bureau of Mines and Columbia University,
The results of tests from the laboratories are in general agrceement and
are given in Tables IIT-A.3, III-A.4, III-A.5, III-A.6, III-A.7, and
111-A.8. Variations are attributed to differences in methods of testing,
and the fact that samples were from different locations.

Oil shale is moderately strong, the modulus of rupture averaging
4000 psi and the compressive strength 16000 psi. The modulus of rupture
was higher Lit the roof than for pillars, $lso being higher in samples
cut parallel to the bedding. The higher the "oil." content of the shale,
the weaker it is. Moisture and time deterioration tests indicated no
significant changes in properties by wetting and drying or by heating.

Safe roof span estimates were made considering the 8 foot roof bed
as a gravity ioaded beam or plate. Calculations were based on the elastic
Lheory and model tests in a centrifuge.
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Table III-A.3
Physical properties of oil-shale samples from roof

cored parallel to bedding, College Park, Md.

Standaro
Average deviation, Number of

Value percent Observations
Apparent specific gravity.......... 2.18 2.0 4
Modulus of rupture ...... lb./sq.in,-. 3,000 18 6
Elastic constants:

a) Young's Modulus..lb./sq.in.. 3.1 x 106 15 4
b) Modulus of rigidity.....do. 0.98 1 10 16 4
c) Specific damping capzcity... &0.18 10 4
d) Apparent Poisson's ratio .... 0.58 12 4
e) Velocity of sound..,ft./sec. 10,200 6.5 4

1 Load applied perpendicular to strata.
2 Estimate.

Table III-A.4
Physical properties of oil-shale samples from roof cored

perpendicular to bedding. College Park, Md.

Standard
Average deviation, Number of
Value percent Observations

Apparent specific gravity .......... 2.25 -- 2
Compressive strength .... lb./sq.in 16,600 19 18
Modulus of rupture ...... ib./sq.in.- 360 51 6
tiastic constAnts:

a) Young's modulus..lb./sq.in. 1.8 x 106 - 2
b) Modulus of rigidity ..... do. 1.0 x 106 -- 2
c) Specific damping capacity.. 0.22 -- 2
d) Apparent Poisson's ratio... -0.10 -- 2
e) Velocity of sound..ft./sec ),750 -- 2

Hardness:
a) Schleroscope.schleroscope units 56 8 85
b) Abrasive.rev.sq.in.lo-3/lb ..... 9.8 14 12

Impact toughness ....................... 3.7 34 17

I Load applied parallel to bedding.
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Table III-A.5
Compressive strength of oil-shale samples from roof and pillar

specimens cut perpendicular to bedding. Columbig University

Distance from Number of Standard
Mahogany marker, Bed i specimens Compressive deviation,

feet designation-- tested strength, p.s.i. percent

3166 above ........ Roof 2 15,380 --

21.5-26.8 above.., do. 2 ].4,890 --

20 above .......... do. 3 12,430 1.0
18.5 above ........ A 1 17,100 --

10 above .......... B 2 15,000 --

4.2 above ......... C 1 17,100 --

2.5 below ......... D 1 19,000 --
4.5 below ......... D 2 12,650 --

7 below ........... D 2 11,730 --

10 below .......... D 1 10,700 --

12.5 below ........ E 1 12,520 --

14 below .......... E 3 8,280 5.0
14.6 below ........ E 5 7,350 2.6
15.5 below ........ F 3 11,910 .4
17 below .......... F 1 9,190 --

17.5 below ........ F 1 12,080 --

1..5 below ........ F 8 8,160 3.4
20 belUw .......... G 1 14,480 --

20.5 below ......... G 1 14,470
23 below .......... G 2 10,250 --

23 below ......... G 2 8,600 --

26.6 below ........ G 2 14,090 --

27 below ......... G 3 12,960 7.2
31 below .......... H 3 8,560 5.7
33 below .......... H 1 13,600 --

37 below .......... H 1 15,390 --
39.5 below ........ H 2 17,280 --
46.5 below ....... I 2 12,700 --

1 In accordance with their oil content: and caking tendency, the minable
oil-shale beds were grouped into 10-lettered beds.
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Table III-A.6
Shear strenaths of oil-shale samples from roof. Columbia University

Direction of Shear Standard
shearing force to strength Number of deviation,
the bedding planes lb./sq.in. samples tested percent

Perpendicular......... 3,490 5 4.9
Do ................. 4,640 5 3.1

Parallel ............. 1,770 5 10.5
Perpendicular ........ 3,560 5 5.1

Do ................. 3,145 5 6.0
Parallel ............. 890 5 8.3
Perpendicular ........ 3,205 5 5.2
Parallel ............. 920 5 9.1

Table III-A.7
Modulus of rupture of oil-shale samples from roof beams

cut perpendicular to bedding, Columbia UniversLty

Depth of beam, Span, Ratio of span Modulus of rupture,
inches inches to depth lb./sq.in.

.2256 3.0 13.32 6,590

.1775 3.5 19.72 4,320

.2440 6.0 24.6 4,730

.1722 6.0 34.84 4,240

.1499 6.0 40 4,070

.1198 6.0 50.1 3,370

.1141 6.0 52.6 3,350

Table III-A.8
Modulus of elasticity uf oil-shale samples from roof and

pillar, Columbia Univerait

Stress limits for
Bed constant E, Modulus of elasticity (),

Designation lb./sq.in. lb./sq.in.

Roof .......... 0-3000 1. 13 xl10
Do .......... 0-3000 3.56 x 106
Do .......... 0-3000 3.54 x 106
Do ....... 0-8500 1.09 X 106

G ............. 0-5000 2.66 x 106
G ............. 0-2000 .513 x 106
E ............. 0-2400 .588 x 10O
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Limestone Mine. 5

A limestone mine in western Missouri is of interest because of the
roof stability requirements in supporting roads and pipelines wh"ch lie
over the mine,

The geologic column of rocks in the area is given in Figure III-A.5.
Limestone is mined from the Bethany Falls bed which is overlain with
150-180 feet of interbedded limestones and shales. Some of the beds of
limestone are fairly competent and would be reasonably strong if supported
by other limestone. However, the high percentage of shale results in a
weak structure which has caved three times in a period of ten years.
There is no significant faulting in the mine and a single joint system
predominates, with little evidence of solution activity or alteration.

In haulage ways in the mine only the lower 15 feet of the Bethany
Falls limestone is mined, leaving a roof which is fairly stable. Where
the formation is mined to a height of 30 feet, however, the limestone
roof is less competent and the top 12 feet of the pillars are formed of
shale, shaly lime, and thin beds of limestone which are subject to
spalling on exposure to atmosphere. This results in the formation of
pillars of the shape shown in Figure III-A.6, which produces a high per-
centage reduction of effective support area of the pillars.

A combination of jointing, pillar spalling, shale and limestone
roof has contributed to roof failure at the juncture of rooms where
larger than average roof spans are created. Safe roof spans are in the
range of about 30 to 40 feet. Actual roof spans in the neighborhood of
7ý feet result from mining and spalling.

Sublevel Stoping

Home Mine. 6,7,8,9

The Home Mine is found in an "island" of rhyolite flows, tuffs, and
agglomerates, surrounded on three sides by andesites, and cut off on
the north side by the Horne Creek Fault. The ore bodies are believed to
have been formed as replacement deposits in shear and breccia zones in
these rocks. The existence of the highly complex and disturbed structure
was one of the basic controls of ore deposition. The greater part of
the ore was deposited in or near the intersection of two systems of
shearing.

Remarkable features of the deposiit are (I) the massive character
of the sulphide ore with its lack of gangue minerals, (2) the rela-
tively small amounts of inciuded rock, (3) the sharply defined contacts
with the wall rocks, and (4) in general the presence of a score of massive
sulphide lenses and their accompanying siliceous bodies all within an
area less than 1,800 feet square.
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Figure I1I-A,5, Gonpralized geologic column of western Missouri.
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Figure 111-A.6. Typical deterioration of shaley portion of pillars in
limiestone m-.'ne i~n western Misbjuuri, Missouri Portland Cement Co..
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Geologically there are four types of ore: (1) massive sulphide,
(2) siliceous flux, (3) chloritic gold ore, and (4) a small deposit of
disseminated sphalerite and pyrite in rhyolite,

The strength of the massive sulphide ore is considered phenomenal.
It is mined by benching in sublevel stopes to avoid dangerous heating
and oxidation which would interfere with F'lr- ý, Inr T!' - 1 I:' ',
fluxing ore bodies are removed either by benching or by shrinkage stoping,
The ore bodies are compact in character and stand up with comparatively
long roof spans. Practically no timber is necessary except in shafts,
one or two sets in stations, chutes and cribbed manways. The ores are
classed as medium to hard for drilling. The occurrence of slips in
siliceous rhyolite is more frequent than in the massive sulphide ore and
it must be carefully watched during mining.

In general, Lhe Horne mine has exceptionally strong ground and can
use mining methods that could not: be considered in weaker structures.
As the mine progresses in depth, more attention must be paid to bad
ground due to the increase in lithostatic pressure, the dimensions of
the lower level stations and drifts being held to a minimum. Gunite
is used where the rock has a tendency to slough, togetoer with rock bolts,
reinforcing and gunite in shafts and stations.

Rock alteration has minor effects upon mining and is of three types:
silification, sericitization, and chloritization.

Silicification--the Horne rhyolites consist mainly of quartz, and
the amount of quartz increases as the main mineralized area is approached.

Sericitization--the formation of sericite is widespread. It occurs
(1) as a stress mineral consequent to the folding, (2) in highly faulted
and shear zones (sericite schists), (3) as veinlets of leter origin,
with pyrite and chlorite, formed during the mineralization period, and
(4) as massive sericite consequent to the replacement of sheared and
mashed iliyolite by sulphides. The fourth type is confined to margins
of the sulphide bodies.

Chloritization--this has an influence on the occurrence of gold
values and is believed to have been formed with the sericiLe during
the mineralization period.

Figures III-A.7 to lll-A.10 show the relative position of the
upper and lower H ore bodies, together with the very complicated geolo-
gical structure which exists in the vicinity of the deposits and the
method of mining. In spite of the complex structure, the presence of
faults and occurrence of some weakening alteration, the general structure
is competent and permits a method of mining which requires no support
in the sLopes
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Figure III-A.1O. Block diagram of the massive lower H ore body
showing the method of suhlevel stoping applied to mine the ore,
Ilurne Mine. Method requires no stope smmpport 5 .
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10,1
JBurra Burra Mine.

The rocks of the Ducktown district all belong to the Great Smoky
Mountain formation of Lower Cambrian age. They consist almost entirely
of metamorphosed sediments, the geologic column being constituted mainly
of graywacke with arkose, graywacke conglomerate, conglomerate, mica
schist, slate, staurolite schist, and garnet schist in the order named.
The ore deposits are found upon the limbs of a large anticlinorium,
which is the main geologi. structure of the district.. They are believed
to be replacements of a limestone bed which has been thickened in places
by thrust folds and by strike faults in the bodies themselves.

The general strike of the Burra ore body is N. 620 E., and dips

750 to the S.E. at the surface, flattens to 500 at the sixtecnth level

with local dips as low as 350. The ore body itself is over 2,300 feet
long on the fourteenth level of the Burra Burrs mine, where the minable
thickness varies from a few feet to a maximum of 180 feet.

The immediate wall rocks are highly metamorphosed schists and gray-
wackes, whose bedding planes parallel the ore in dip and strike. In
general, but not everywhere, the schistosity parallels the bedding. The
tendency of the rock is to break along bedding planes rather than para-
llel to the less prominent schistosity. In most parts of the mine the
walls stand well. Spans of 100 feet are usually self-supporting except
where the ground is fractured by folding.

There are but few prominent slips and joints in the ore, but where
they do appear they are generally horizontal. There are also minor verti-
cal joints, the whole forming a system of more or less rectilinear planes,
much. stronger horizontally than vertically. The distance between these
joints and slips is measured in terms of feet rather than inches. The
ore tends to adhere to the wall rock rather than to break away from it,
and is rot as self-supporting over long spans as is the countiy rock.
Haulage levels stand without support both in ore and wall rock.

In the zone of primary ore, the principal ore minerals are massive
sulphides: pyrrhotite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite, with smaller percen-
tages of zinc in the form of sphalerite. The gangue minerals are chiefly
lime silicates, quartz, and calcite, with which the sulphide minerals
have intergrown. The ore tends to break into large angular blocks and
slabs which wedge in chutes and hang up in flat stopes.

The original sedimentary rocks in the district were closely folded,
fa'lted, and metamorphosed. The faults show strong tendencies to paral-
leli1sm with a well defined cleavage or schistosity. The ore-bearing rocks
are found near the main axis of the synclinorium. Many of the beds are
cut by closely spaced faults which represent warped planes along which
they were fractured during folding. The irregularity in width of the ore
bodies is believed to be due in a large measure to faulting, although
the original limestone beds which they replaced were not of uniform
thickness. This faulting took place before the limestone was replaced
by the ore and silicates, or perhaps when it was a relatively weak member
of the series. The stresses which were imposed on the formations were
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relieved to a certain extent by fracturing of the weak beds. Thus,
the ore bodies are cut by faults in many places, although faults are
not universally present along or in the walls. These faults are of
minor importance in mining operations.

Microscopic studies of the ore show that many of the gangue minerals
in the sections have been bent and fractured, but the fractures have been
later healed by the sulphides. This probably accounts in a large measure
for the strength of the ore.

Shrinkage Stopin&

Creighton Mine.
1 2 ' 13

The Creighton mine (Figure III-A.11 ) ore bodies occur along a
shear zone where the norite hanging wail forms a bulge into the granite
footwall. They arc large lenticular deposits, largely of massive chal-
copyrite and pyrrhotite with nickel. The average dip of the main ore
body is 450 and has a maximum width of 300 feet. At some places below
the sixteenth level greenstonc forms the hanging wall of the deposit.

There are many brecciated areas that occur in the Sudbury district,
in which the Creighton mine is one of the most important. The fragments
of rock composing the breccia may be cemented by some of the more finely
crushed rock and in places where the cementing material is composed of
sulphides, those breccias constitute the commercial ore bodies. The
position, size and continuity of the breccia zones was controlled
largely by the ability of the various rocks to resist crushing. Thus,
the tougher greenstone rocks are possibly less broken, and the fault
movements expended themselves in the more brittle granite, gneiss,
quartzite or graywacke. At some places in the mine hazardous ground,
irregularities of the deposit, rock inclusions in the ore and need for
rock disposal have been the cause for the adoption of cut-and-fill and
square-set stoping.

The complex structural controls of ore deposition have resulted in
frequent, and sometimes complicated mining problems. The intersections
of shear ;zones cause prominent irregularities which in some cases rake
across several stopes between adjacent levels. The ore bodies have many
tag ends that require special attention, and the range in grade of ore
(disseminated) necessitates frequent inspection to determine proper
mining limits. Constant geological supervision is necessary in ordeir
that mining programs may be modified in accordance with new geological
information as it becomes available.

Disseminated sulphide ores are r:onfined to noritic rock and the
sulphide component ranges from zero to almost 1.00 percent. Higher grade
ore bodies are mined by selective methods (square-set, etc.). Outlying
lower grade ore is mined by non-selective methods. Remote parts of the
deposit are too low grade to be mined by any method.
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The massive sulphides occur as the matrix of a-breccia that contains
inclusions consisting of large and small fragments of all kinds of foot-
wall rocks. Massive ore also occurs as veins in disseminated ore and in
massive footwall rocks. The typical massive sulphide ore body lies
along a shear zone and passes obliquely from one side to the other of
the lower contact of the novite, the upper portion lying in or against
disseminated norite and the lower portion within the footwall rock.

The principal country rocks, aside from the norite, are granite
and gabbro. The norite is structurally strong and all workings located
in it are easily maintained. The gabbro acts much ac the norite, but
rockbursts are fairly common in the granite, occurring soon after the
ground is opened up. Since the granite and the gabbro are components
of the footwall complex and cannot be projected safely, it has become
common practice to obtain advance information by diamond drilling
before new crosscuts are laid out.

0

Hollinger Mine.14

This description is singularly complete with reference to the
geology of the Hollinger mine as it affects the mining operations. It
is rich in details c-f the factors which illustrate the total dependence
of effective mining operations upon knowledge of geology. (Sae Figures
Il1-A.12 and III-A.13).

The rocks of the Porcupine district are classified in the following
geologic column:

Pleistocene

Glacial and recent: Boulder clay, stratified clay,
sand gravel, peat.

Pre-Cambrian

Keweenawan: Olivine diabase
Intrusive contact

Matachewan: Quartz diabase
Intrusive contact

Algoman: Granite, granite porphyry, quartz porphyry
Intrusive contact

Haileyburian (?): Serpentine
Intrusive contact

Timiskaming: A series of sediments consisting of conglomerate,
graywacke, slate and quartzite, in places much
impregnated with carbonate.

Unconforinity
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Keewatin: A complex of basic to acid lava flows; andesite,
dacite, rhyolite, volcanic gragmental, tuffs, and
agglomerate, now altered to green and grey schists,
carbonate schist, carbonate-talc-chlorite schist,
iron formation and slates.

Figure III-A.12 shows a typical distribution of the rocks in a
vertical plane across the strike of the main geological structures. In
the central portion of the property repeated dynamic action and igneous
intrusions have so changed the flows by distortion, shearing, schist ing,
and alteration of original minerals that it is usually not possible to
differentiate between them. The principal intrusive rock is the quartz
porphyry. Where it is highly schistose the feldspars have undergone
alteration and the rock has become essentially a sericite schist.

Minimum Series of Geological Events in the Porcupine District

1. Building up of essentially conformable Keewatin lava flows on an
unknown basement.

2. Local folding along E-W axis.

3. Intrusion of Alaskite porphyry with marginal brecciation.

4. Erosion of Keewatin-porphyry surface.

5. Deposition of Timiskaming sediments.

6. Cross-folding along N-W axiG.

7. Intense folding along E-W axis.

8. Development of shearing and schistosite, accompanying and/or
following E-W folding.

9. Buckling of schistosity, perhaps during erosion and uplift.

10. Intrusion of quartz monzonite, and/or albitite dikes.

11. Fracturing of rocks in a highly complicated manner.

12. Complex period of vein deposition and attendant mineralization.

13. Intrusion of diabase dikes.

l4. Post vein faulting.

15. Feeble mineralization along late faults.

1.6. Uplift and erosion.

17. Glaciation.

18. Modern erosion, sedimentation and weathering.
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The observed results of events 2 to 11 inclusive upon the varied
group of rocks was shearing, schisting, fracturing and rock alteration
over wide areas. Local areas show variations in type and intensity of
these results. The existence of these conditions mrade the area exqep-
tionally favorable to the entrance of mineralizing solutions and ore
deposition in the host rock. The intensity of fracturing varies from
place to place and i~s probably influenced locally by the texture, strue..
tufa, and weakness of the rock types as well as by the stresses-induced

during the major geological events. The schistosity in the! Hollinger
mine dips steeply to the south and, like the larger fractures, pitches

east.

The structure, including the fracturing, played an important part
in the vein formation. The intricate system of closely spaced veins
lies within a zone of shearing and fracturing, which itself occurs where
a coincidence of three sets of folds and the porphyry masses produced
the maximum of structural complexity at the point of greatest diversity
in rock type. over 100 of these veins have been productive.

Pear-mincral faulting of the quartz veins has displaced them
slightly in some areas. Mineralization (sulphides and quartz-ankerite)

sometimes is found In the wall rock. Shearing adjacent to and parallel
to the vein is common where definite quartz veins cut the schistosity.
The veins vary from a few inches to several feet in thickness.
Features of the Hollinger ore deposits which affect the choice of stoping

methods are as follows:

1. Intricate -,,ein systems extending for long distances both along
their strike and vertically. These are composed of parallel,
frequently connected ore bodies which may branch upward,
downward, or laterally.

2. The requirement that a maximum recovery of ore be obtained with
minimum dilution with barren rock, maximum safety, and pre-
vention of subsidence.

3. Wall rock conditions are partly favorable because the schisting
usually makes a small angle with the strike of the veins.
This tends to "key" slabs into the stope walls. Conditions
are unfavorable where cross fractures and slips or flat-lying
planes of weakness decrease the strength of the walls and the
ore, thus affecting the support required.

4. Wide variations in the width of veins horizontally and verti-
cally frequently occur within short distances. There are
places where widths of 100 feet are opened up Un mining.

5. Variations in vein filling occur from a preponderance of
quartz, through mixtures of quartz,.to other minerals and
included wall rock in different proportions. These, taken
in conjunction with the fracture patterns, give rise to
different strengths of vein fillings and determinre the artifi-
cial support required to hold the stope backs.
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The stoping method which best meets the requirements imposed by
these geological conditions is horizontal cut-and-fill stoping.
However, shrinkage stoping is employed where veins are narrower than
6 feet and the walls are strong. Cut-and-fill stopes are usually
started as shrinkage stopes.

Cut-and-Fill Stoping

McIntyre Porcupine Mines.1 5 ', 1 6 , 1 7

Most of the deposits at McIntyre are mined by horizontal cut-
and-fill, although square-sets are used locally to mine pillars and in
stopes where the ground is blocky.

The McIntyre mine is located on the north limb of the Porcupine
syncline which lies within the area of Keewatin lavas and later intru-
sives. An area of Temiskaming sediments, which occupy the central trough
of the Porcupine syncline, lie to the southeast of the Mcintyre property.
(See Figures III-A.14 to IIT-A.i6). The 11- I. have been c1,sri-
fied in considerable detail, and are known as basalt and greenrtonpq-
The greenstoncs are the coarse-grained flows or parts of flow:s, and the
basalts are the finer-grained variations. There were three periods of
intrusive activity with entirely different types of rocks formed during
each. These are constituted of diabase dikes, albititc dikes and quartz-
porphyry masses. The diabase dikes cut the lava flows, porphyries and
veins, strike N-S ore NE-SW and have steep or vertical dips. They some-
times int~erfere with operating conditions underground. The albitite
dikes cut the lava flows, porphyries, but are cut by the veins. These
dikes are coarse-grained and consist es~pntially of acid plagioclase and
rounded fragments of granitic character. Several stocks of quartz-
porphyry are intruded into the tilted and folded lavas. They are all
of the same type, differences in hand specimens being due to different
degrees of alteration and schistosity.

The rocks in the area near the ore have been subjected to com-
pressive forces at several times in their history. The complex folding,
the fractures now occupied by the veins, the pre-mineral and post-mineral
faulting, and a broad belt of schist are evidences of these tectonic
forces. The schist strikes N 65' E and most of the productive veins of
the Pearl Lake area occur in it.

It is believed to be reasonable that the lavas were folded ind a
regional pattern of stress control was in existence before the porphyry
intrusion. The later stresses were the original stresse.; comp] itated
by the action of cooling porpliyry masses, which had a marked tfffecl on
the fracturing of the schisted and uMnschi stud area:s. There are several
planes of fracturing cutting and the schisling at a small and thu ore is
found in these fractures.

The ore io of two types: (1) quciLtz veins with Included schist
fragments, and (2) irregular replacement bodies. An ore body may Include
both types, and inasmuch as they occur :Ln fractures which are c(o•iti Lo

all the rock types of the ara, it follows that the wall rocks ,ay be any
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Figure III-A.14. Offset block diagram of the geology of the McIntyre-
Porcupine mine. Ore occurs in the McIntyre flow.
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of the types or their derivatives, The following may be said in general
concerning the principal alteration processes of the various rock types:
The basalts may show any type of alteration to any degree, while the
greenstone and dacites also show any type of alteration, but to a much
less marked degree than the basalts. Porphyrys are not chloritized
like other rocks. The wall rocks made up of the lava schists or their
derivatives usually stand well unless broken up by faults. The wall
rocks of contact ore bodies in porphyry are usually carbonated and
sericitized. They tend to be slabby and are difficult to hold. Dissem-
nated sulphide ore bodies usually occur with irregular walls duc to the
fact that mineralization often extends away from the main fissure into
thL walls aluLIý joint planes and fractures.

Ore bodies dip from 60' to vertical. Lengths vary from 1,200 feet
to smaller footages, widths up to 100 feet, with the average width being
10 feet. The ore deposits possess the same physical characteristics at
all horizons. There is also a zone characterized by the unusual develop-
merit of an amorphous carbon rock, which may contain as high as 7 percent
of carbon in local areas where minor cross faulting occurs. This zone
strikes shoubt N 60 E and dips to the S. It is important in mining
operations because it intersects three of the principal vein systems.
Whare this occurs there is often a considerable displacement and conse-
quent dilution of the original vein material with wail rock of a more
or less carbonaceous nature. At these intersections the vein walls are
difficult to support and such areas are usually mined by square-sets
or square-sets and fill. Employment of these methods of stoping
prevents excessive dilution, allows a certain amount of sorting, and
makes for safer mining conditions. (Figure III-A.16).

The major part of the ore developed to 1933 was in lava schist
of a friable character in or relatively close to a prophyry contact.
The type of ore body and the type of wall rock may vary considerably
within short distances. This factor has an important influence on the
method of mining to be used in a given area. The basalt and porphyry
contact areas are usually highly carbonited and sericitized. Tn the
areas characterized by this type of alteration the wall rocks tend to
slab off and dilution of the ore becomes a serious problem. Hence,
close wall support is necessary during the mining process.

In the irregular replacement veins, the mineralization has tended
to follow joint planes and fractures into the walls. For clean mining
and for complete extraction, close wall support is necessary. In local
areas faulting has weakened the structure so that the back must be
supported as well as the walls. During 1933, 60 percent of the mining
was by cut-and-fill methods. It was then predicted that this percentage
would increase as depth of mining increased.

Anaconda Copper Mining Company.18,19

In the Butte mines, closely filled flat-back square-set stopes are
employed where square-set rill stopes or horizontal cut-and-fill stopes,
or ordinary filled-rill methods are not applicable, Geological details
(if gt-irwutire of the mines in this district are also exceptionally com-
plcte, and for this reason are described here in detail.
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Essentially all of the Butte ores occur in two sets of faults or
fractures in a country rock of quartz-monzonite which constitutes a
portion of a large mass that intruded Paleozoic and Cretaceous beds and
Cretaceous andesite flows. One set of faults, the Anaconda :system, has
a prevailing east-west strike and a southerly dip. The other set of
faults, the Blue vein system, strikes toward the north-east and dips
steeply toward the south. The Continental fault (post-ore) bounds the
east end of the district. It strikes north, dips 67' west and has a
vertical d:isplacement of about 1,500 feet. In addition there is present
a series of pcst.mineral faults in the district which have affected the
ore-bearing faults locally. (Figures III-A.17 and III-A.18)o These are
typical sections which show the manner in which the district has been
faulted and disturbed, creating the "horsetail" structure described by
Sales. 18 Three zones of mineralization are recognized: (0) central
zone of copper arsenic minerals with intense alteration, (2) intermediate
zone containing sphalerite-galena, and (3) north or peripheral zone
containing zinc and manganese.

Due to the complexity of the vein and fault structures and the
small scale of Figure III-A.17, only larger features and more general
structure can be shown. The Anaconda fissures, which are continuously
mineral ized, and vein filling other than crushed granite are shown in
black.

The fault systems are:

1, Anaconda ore east-west systems, comprising the oldest known
fractures--highly mineralized, most important commercially,

2. Blue system (thrust faults)--earliest post-Anaenn-la fault
fissure, typical fault fissure with ore occurring in shoots.

3. Mountain View breccia faults--cut Anaconda and Blue vein
systems.

4. Steward system--sparingly mineralized.

5. Rarus fault--unmineralized, post-Blue, displacement 120-350 feet.

6. Middle faults--unminoralized.

7. Continental fault--regarded as seventh period of fissuring;
unmineralized, lies outside of copper producing area.

:{ock Alteration. Most of the important rock alteration in the
area Ls associated with the Anaconda vein system in the vicinity of
Anaco~ida hill. Alteration has taken place not only within and along
veins and faults, but the whole rock mass including granite, aptite and
quartz-porphyry has been subjected to metasomatic processes, producing
a rock of marked difference in physical and chemical charactor from the
fresh rock. The dark granite has been altered to n whitish, less firm
rock. showing considerable amounts of fine pyrit',,. The quartz-porphyry
has been altered to a yellowish-white rock with glam) phenocrysts of
quartz. When thucs altered rocks are subject-d tn the action of meteoric
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waters, they become weaker, more porous and show a little more uniformity
in structure. In some cases in new workings in the upper levels, the
rock breaks into great slabs, the fracture planes extending across the
rock without reference to joint planes.

The alteration is attributed to three causes: (1) vein formation,
where the alteration was caused by solutions which formed the ores: (2)
hydro-metamorphism or the effect of descending meteoric waters; and (3)
oxidation processes.

Alteration is not necessarily most intense in regions of greatest
crushing and brecciation of rock. This is attributed to the fact that
the earliest ascending water and gases were more active due to their
higher temperature and more concentrated chemical composition. Imper-
vious crushed granite and fault clay were not present in earliest fractures
and fissures, thus the gases and solutions were permitted access to the
wall rock at all points. The regions of oldest fractures were subjected
to vein forming processes over greater periods of time than areas near
later fault veins. Chemical agents were aided considerably by dynamic
action in the granite and other rocks. Breaking and crushing of the
rock on a large scale not only provided channels for gases and solutions
but exposed greater areas of the rock to their attack.

Alteration accompanying vein forming processes took place on and
near principal channel fractures. By means of the main channels,
associated fissures and joint planes in fissured areas, the solutions
penetrated practically all of the granite in the fissured area. Formation
of chlorite and pyrite by metasomatic processes characterized this stage
of change in the rock character. The thermal solutions attacked first
the iron silicates, augite, hornblends, and biotite, forming chlorite,
epidote, secondary silica and pyrite, followed later by reaction with
plagloclase and orthoclase feldspar to form sericite and additional
secondary silica. Continuation of these processes resulted in the
disappearance of the chlorite and epidote and the formation of a "pyri-

tized" granite, consisting principally of qua_,ts, sericite, and dissemina-
ted pyrite. Inasmuch as metasomatism proreeds outward from the main
solution channels, the alteration is more intense near these fractures.,

Cold meteoric waters percolating through unaltered granite have
resulted in little or no chemical change. The oxidation of pyrite,
foriiiation of iron sulphates and tree sulphuric acid, which is carried

by these waters, makes the action of the cold solutions much more effec-
tive at depths to 300 feet. Here the sericite is converted to kaolin
which, in turn, makes the granite weaker and more porous.

Water flow through the rocks decreases in the upper levels as more
openings are made at greater depth in the near vicinity. The slow rate
of flow of water from greater distances Ldicatl.s that the circulation
of ground water in the Butte granite is extremely sluggish, if not
pvactically stagnant, as well as being meteoric in origin.
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Ore-Anaconda Vein. Cf the sEveýA disrinct fissure systems named
above, only the Anaconda system,, the -Muc system Lind the Steward syste'm
are ore producing.

The Anaconda veins are ralativiely continuous in width and ch~arac-
ter. Where the ore has replaced relatively firm rock, it is unusually
hard and massive., exhibiting some! imperfect banding due to replacemnent
of sheared granite or deposition along slosely spaced fractures.

Splitting ofE veins on both the strike and dip gives rise trN two or
more separate "footwall, and hanging wall streaks" varying in width from
one to 100 feet. 'The inter-vein granite i~s inighly altered and netted
with veinlets of Tnineralogic~al co-.npositionr similar to the larige.r veins..
Composition may vary mineralcgi~cailly over wide ranges o.ý pe-centage
over small distances both along the strike and the dip, the principal
minerals being chalcocite, bornite, enargita, and pyrite. rhe relative
proportions of these minerals also vary from one extreme to the other.
The component veins may or may not be well defined, an oz-e band usually
being wider and more persisot~nt zhan thc -z~t; the ý,reallzr~ vveiul~ rcm:114in-
ing roughly parallel, separated by vein granite. Stoping, widths vary
from 5 feet to 100 feet. averaging about 20 feet..

Faults in Anaconda Ve-ine.. Where the ~'3lue veins system intersects the
Anaconda system the vein material is shattered and broken, exhibiting
step faulting, strike faultin~g, and general disturbance. of the hanging
wall rock and footwall rock Th-e effect of faults intersecting at right
angles is more marked than thaet of faults, intersect~ing at obiLse angles.
In strike faults the movement may -k2 place along either the hanging
wall or the footwall, or bot~h, the dcgt~c cf bre:akagc of vein material
being determined by the amount ofý noviiment Latjr solutions may remin-
eralize thcesc new fracturc3 again into a solid mineral complex, a common
feature of thE. Butte voins,

Blue Vein Syistem, Theý iB1ut v-ins ire displaced fissur:_s of varia-
ble dip but relatively un- form strike. Th-ere is cons iderablIe branching
and rejoining of Otte amii val iý-:d [iiaaurcs to include horses of grani te,
The fault zone, which varics in widith from 5 feet to 25 feet, often
exhibits two wel l-def1ned movomen'_ places rcharactcrized by aea~os of fault
clay fcom 0,25) to 2 inches, in~ thiic 1 n'.z '~ hs s seams are usually accom-
panied by cruLShed graliteof 0'Variabl-l. t hickness, some~tim~es occupying the
whole width of the fault zo-w It -ersn;a dis'tinct zone, of finlely
ground granite between Ohe clay. sc ams deiscrib!!d, the whole being bounded
by sol id granite, hanginog w.el In~d fnotw-~11

Orc vainera Is are chalteucice;ný.lt aotu hornite ou(:urring in
irregular- -hoots , cith,ý:r ilonp Lbs eui o-. u aio~ný brancl,ý.- in the
fault zone Alons- theý strike tlie ore shcote3 ar-. spaiatod 'by barren
stretchecs of) crui~hed granite b.'tWeIQiL Llai 'aa L. si cia-i seams The
ore is less massive than that of thf, Ana-:-'rda system. Ore tormed by
roplacoment ot. c rushv--. anie et rvoaiiits L-reccia':Qd str uctuire and may be
distinguishled thereby from ore 1* ri'n'±di by iepl~ace'eent (-,f coli d granite
Valuable nIIInera I lso often '.: -. uý,hud zl tered~ granite as st'-jniercs
arid ye inlet.e of c',ppr-- iraI'.in o*s1 p'it inl I minted anmounts'
or as diss-eminiated rhliiein c ,!.r;a. 4t
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With respect to the physical character of the ore, that found in
the Anaconda system is usually harder, wider, and more massive and seldom
exhibits breccia structure. The metasoimatic action has been more intense
and complete than in fault veins where vein formation processes were
disturbed by fault movements. Geological evidence all leads to the con-
clusion that the ores were derived primarily from igneous sources.

Geological Factors and Operation. In many sections of the Butte
district the alteration is most pronounced along the joint planes where
the wall rock of the vein has been altered and decomposed for consider-
able distances from the vein itself. Alteration, in addition to the
adjusting movement of the rock, has so diminished the structural strength
of the country rock that stope walls, and even walls of drifts and cross-
cuts, lack self-supporting cohesiveness and tend to crumble in blocky
masses. This characteristic is greatly magnified by even small quantities
of percolating water. The continuity of structural rock support is
practically destroyed along the planes of numerous and complex post-
mineral faults that are characterized in most placed by impalpable gouge
seams. Frequently these faults follow the walls of the vein, in many
cases leaving them at acute angles to enter either the vein or the country
rock, often returning again to the wall of the vein. These unfavorable
geological structural conditions cause sloughing and squeezing of the
walls and backs of openings, require close timbering and filling of stopes
before prolonged exposure to air and demand frequent repair and replace-
ment of timber. In order to permit support, drifts, and crosscuts must
be of small dimensions, which prevent the use of cars, locomotives or
mechanical loaders of large size. Except in unusual cases when veins
are small, these geologic conditions prevent the adoption of stull tim-
bering, open stoping, shrinkage stoping or caving methods. They also
restrict the size of shaft compartments and loading pockets that may be
used without danger of prohibitive expense of jacketsetting and other
maintenance. For the same geological reasons and because of the limited
life of timber, it is impractical to explore or develop ore reserves
extensively, so that plans for mining ventilation, etc., cannot be made
without reliable knowledge of the size and shape of the ore bodies.

The Butte vein systems are very complex, exhibiting considerable
variation in strike and dip, and displacements of the veins and ore
bodies are of magnitudes up to 300 feet. Post-mineral faults described
above cut the veins at many different angles, and often divide the or,
bodies into separated blocks of ore of rcltively small dLniensiois.
This greatly complicates the work of development and the location of
chutes and manways, stoping operations, timbering, etc. Vein dips are
seldom flatter than 40*, which permits the ore to run down the footwall
by gravity unless it is wet. Walls of the vein are predominantly
distinct, though occasional irregular mineralization extends into the
wallrock. Except where the vein is broken by faulting, the width of
the oreshoot is usually small compared to the length and depth. Many
of the ore bodies are from 15 to 100 feet in width, so that single timbers
are not long enough to make suitable caps or stulls for timbering in a
large part of stoping operations. This has resulted in the general
adoption of square-set stoping, except for the narrow veins that have
walls suitable for rill stoping. Ore is likely to be considerably wider
and of higher grade at the intersection of veins, either on the strike
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or dip. In some of the larger vein systems, the ore frequently occurs
in shoots occupying only a portion of the width of the vein, the remain-
der being too low grade to be commercial. Frequently, roughly parallel
shoots occur in the vein, one of which may be on the footwall and the
other against the hanging wall, with sufficient valuable mineralization
between the two to make continuous ore. In other instances, the two
walls may be connected by ore shoots traversing either the strike or dip
or both. The ore in many veins may occur in lenticular form, the vein
in the barren portions frequently pinching out to such small dimensions
that it is not of importance, The largest oreshoot of the district is
in the original vein system of the Anaconda Mining Company. It varies
in width from 10 to 100 feet, averaging approximately 25 feet, and has
a continuous stoped length of 7,700 feet, and a developed depth of about
3,600 feet.

The complication of geological conditions and the resultant uncer-
tainty of shape and location of branching or faulted portions of ore
shoots make it impractical if not impossible to follow any orderly plan
of development or mining without deviation, and frequent intermediate
levels and other openings are necessary.

In the lower levels of the Butte mines, the rock and water tempera-
ture are 100 0 F., with a geothermal gradient of 10F. to 100 feet of
depth. The methods and costs of mining are effected by the copper-acid
water. Most pump lines must be constructed of lead or be wood-lined.
All underground metal equipment must be protected from corrosion. The
high temperature requires extensive and careful ventilation engineering
to direct considerable volumes of fresh air to each working face.

Because of the complexity of geological structure, unusually com-
prehensive surveys and geological mapping must be made. And on account
of the large amount of valueless sulphide material in the copper ores,
it is difficult to determine visually the relative valte of the ores,
requiring in turn complete and systematic sampling and assaying.

Conclusions

1. Processes of alteration accompanying the formation of the Butte
veins seriously affect the strength of ore and country rock. Alteration
by thermal solutions depositing the ores vitally affected the strength
of the wall rocks, while additional chemical changes superimposed by
meteoric waters upon thermally altered granite cause further weakening
in the upper portions of the rock mass.

2. Solid veins composed of quartz, pyrite, and copper minerals
tend to strengthen the ore complex. It is the alteration and fault
movements which ca,;re the Butte veins to require timber.

3. The addition of silica and solid veins and stringers tend to
strengthen what might have been normally a weak altered country rock.

4. in general., faulting, jointing, and alteration tend tu weaken
f'he mine Strtucture, whil the mmnfralization tends to strengthen it-
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Square-Set Mining

Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mine 2 0 ' 2 1 ' 2 2

The stratigraphy of the district has been listed as follows:

Wallace formation--calcareous shales, calcareous quartzitic sand-
stone and a thin bed of limestone.

Other formations total 19,800 feet of quartzites and shales.

The Wardner district is believed to be one of the most extensively
faulted regions in the world, 97 faults having been identified and named
in the district. Most of the deposits of the Coeur d'Alene occur as
metasomatic fissure veins, tabular in shape and formed largely by replace-
ment along fissures and shear zones. The veins strike in a N-W direction
and are nearly vertical. The fissures appear to have been made hy fault-
ing, yet the displacement of the faults is not measurable. None of the
ore zones represent a structurally important fault° Veins vary in thick-
ness, in some places having been formed by fissure filling and other
places by extension into the wnll by replacement.

The Bunker Hill fissure shows evidence of considerable movement,
the plane of maximum movement being marked by a clay gouge one to two
inches fn thickness. Immediately under the gouge is a band of crushed
quartzite which measures a few Inches in thickness up to a foot or more.
The crushed quartzite grades into shattered rock and then into an irregu-
larly fissured quartzite. The hanging wall quartzite is considerably
fissured and shattered, in some places for about 300 feet. Most of the
ore occurs as large irregular bodies in the hanging wall, the whole
300 feet uf the fissured zone being regarded as a lode deposit on a
grand scale. The typical ore deposit is described as an obscurely
bounded mass of shattered quartzite which has been largely altered to
siderite and encloses numerous irregular bunches of' galena of all sizes
up to masses of nearly pure lead sulphide several feet in cross section.
These bodies of galena are irregularly distributed, have ragged boundaries,
and grade outwardly into siderite, traversed by innumerable stringers of
galena, which then coalesce here ano there to form bunches of considernhle
size. The stringers are very small, few of them being over a fraction
of an inch in width and many not much thicker than a sheet of paper.
They are characterized by an intimate and close reticulation. They are
so closely crowded near the best ore that a slight increase in thickness
would result in the formation of a mass of pure galena, and it is evident
that they reprcsent an intermediate stage in the complete replacement
of quartzite by galena. The fragments of the shattered quartzite have
been aLtacked by the ore-bearing solutions not only on their outer
surfaces, but along multitudes of originally microscopic cracks within
each fragment. The result has been that such fragment,, have been in
many areas replaced completely by galena. Scarcely any of the ore shows
the concentric and shelly structure observed where the ore-bearing solu-
tions have been limited, by lack of permeability of the rock affected,
to a peripheral attack on the fragments. Not all bodies are of this
type. Much of the ore occurs as large solid stringers in clearly filled
open fissures. The relation of the ore-hearfng flssures to qtructur.,'Iv
important faults is not known.
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The mining methods employed at the Bunker Hill and Sullivan mine
have been found to be suited to irregular occurrence of ore, and permit
clean mining and high extraction. The ore bodies at this mine occur in
a severely faulted zone of Algonkian quartzites and have been much dis-
turbed by later faults. Although the metamorphism of the region is
attributed to the underlying intrusives, no connection between these
intrusives and the deposition of ore has been shown.

The deposits occur in two types of veins: the Bunker Hill vein and
the Jersey vein. The Bunker Hill type consists of wide irregular masses
of galena with siderite and quartz gangue. There is ordinarily one well-
defined wall, but never two. The dip is between 40' and 50'. About 80
percent of the ore has been produced from this type of vein. Veins of
the Jersey type vary in width from a few inches up to 40 feet and have
dips of 45' to 500. They carry some siderite, but the ore is siliceous
as compared to the Bunker Hill type vein. The Jersey veins traverse
hard quartzite. The method of mining used is square-set and fill. Mining
practice is to remove all material showing galena. A definite hanging
wall is seldom found, and the overlying rock is invariably heavy.

23The following is stated by Easton: The process of cutting out
the sill floor, and stoping the ore so exposed, calls for means and
methods which are definitely related to the shape of the ore body and
its mineralization. These conditions must be met and allowed for as
they are encountered. The structure of the enclosing country rock is
pretty much disregarded, because square sets do not permanently support
the rocks which enclose the void created by stoping. They are used
primarily for protecting the workmen from falls of rock and to afford
passageways for manways and ore chutes when the stope is filled. Good
mining practice, especially in heavy ground, is to keep this filling
right up to the face. No timber cnn withstand the enormous crushing
effect which is generated by large underground rock openings. Where
the stope is small enough, simpler and cheaper methods of timbering can
be used, but all of them must be filled with waste rock to avoid the risk
of caving which might result in injuries or fatalities Lo the workmen and
losses of ore except in the case of rare instances where the country rock
is uniformly hard and strong.

In this mine it does not make any difference whether the enclosing
rocks are affected by faults, intrusion, metamorphism, alteration by
thermal solution, alteration by meteoric water or other geologic condi-
tion, the opening created by mining is temporarily sustained by timbering.
Square-sets ace used where the ore body is large, and where shrinkage
and caving mcthods are not practical. The geological details, no matter
what they are, do not make it possible to depart from the rigid necessity
of replacing the ore by waste filling.

24
McIntyre Mine. (See also cut-and-fill stoping)

Figures III-A.15 and IlI-A.16 ace, respectively, a plan view and
a cross-section through a stope on tCe No. 25 vein between the 3875 and
3750 levels showing the geology and the timber.
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There are very few stopes at McIntyre which have followed the
square-set method from level to level. Most of them are mined by the
flat back cut-and-fill method. Square-sets are commonly used for
removing floor pillars of variable height depending on the condition of
the ground.

In some stopes, however, where widths are considerably above the
average (10 feet) and where the ground is blocky, these conditions have
forced a change to the square-set method after a very few lifts (floors)
have been completed. Figure III-A.16 is a good example of this condi-
tion. The ore is a quartz vein with inclusions of graphitic slaty tuff
or argillite. The vein lies in or along one side of the tuff which may
be strongly sheared and considerably contorted. The faults, chiefly
post-ore, are marked by an apparent concentration of graphite, which is
perhaps merely a reorientation of the flakes. The tuff bed is about 30
to 45 feet wide in addition to the vein. It lies between carbonated
basalt flows and is cut by porphyry dikes. There has been enough move-
ment aloeg the vein walls and larger inclusions to produce graphitic
slips which cause the rock to break in slabs.

After considerable trouble was experienced in this stope by falls
of ground in the flat back cut-and-fill method, it was decided to wine
the remainder in vertical slices using square sets for support. A
similar method is in use in several other stopes in this same vein system.

Frood Mine25,26

The formations in the Sudbury basin consist of a complex group of
igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. The structure includes
dikes and sills, intrusions of granites of various ages, norite, green-
stone, pegnatites, and many others. Quartz-diabase dikes are later in
age than the granite. One period of formation of such dikes was fol-
lowed by a period of faulting. The faults strike northeast and are of
the overthrust type. The Frood breccia, "crush conglomerate," which
is found at or near every major contact in the aLea as well as in places
of minor disturbance such as folds and small faults were also formed
during a related period.

Most of the valuable ,iineralization Is found in areas of quartz-
diorite and quartz-diorite brecclas and commercial deposits are located
in these formations at the intersectiou of breccia zones.

The Frood-stobie ore body lies in a dike-like notitic rock hody
known as the Frood offset. This offset was the localizing agent for
the mineralizing solutions, and 1s nearly all mineralized, A good por-
tion of it is ore and the geometry of the deposit is essentially the
geometry of the offset. Although a large tonnage of ore does occur in
adjacent rocks, it parallels the structure of the offset and the amount
is small compared with the tonnage in the offset.

The dike-like ore body strikes northeasterly, dips 750 to the north-
west, and has an overall length of 9,500 feeL. The principal ore body

.ii I.e of the dpi t wh'ich extends below the 1200 level.
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At the 1600 level it is 3,500 feet long and averages 85 feet in width.
The width becomes greater at higher horizons because the hanging wall
dips more steeply than the footwall. The outline of the ore is habit-
ually smooth except where it is broken by a minor Ifault, which displaces
the ore about 50 feet. Also, there are several rolls or spurs of ore
which extend into the hanging wall rocks, approximately perpendicular
to the dip o£ the ore body. These irregularities are due to the local
structural control of the hanging wall rocks, and each has a character-
istic rake which permits reliable projection of its position for reason-
able distances.

The ore has been classed in four divisions: (i) disseminated ore,
(2) breccia ore, (3) massive sulphides, Pnd (4) siliceous ore. The
bulk of the ore is constituted of disseminated pyrrhotite, pentlandite,
and chalcopyrite in the noritic rock.

The breccia ore and massive sulphide occur as a thin discontinuous
sheath around the disseminated ore and as an important solid body of
high grade sulphides extending 500 feet down the dip from the disseminated
ore. The latter, however, is associated with the surrounding rocks rather
than the offset rock. The breccia ore consists of schist remnants and
rounded rock fragments embedded in a matrix of fine-grained sulphideo
flecked with black silicate minerals.

The siliceous ore is found below the heavy sulphide types where the
latter fingers out as stringers and weak disseminations in rock which
consists mostly of schisted Frood breccia.

The disseminated ore, together with the surrounding breccia ore
and the massive sulphide, constitute a compact mining unit. Minerali-
zation terminates rather abruptly at the margins of the ore body, at
places against clean partings. Gradational boundaries which require
control sampling do not occur except in the siliceous ore. The dissemi-
nated ore is a structurally strong body which tends to break to an arched
back in stoping. It is considered good mining ground. The massive
sulphide ore tends to slab horizontally, and where ore projections extend
into the hanging wall, particularly heavy ground conditions are sometimes
encountered.

The country rocks surrounding the offseL rock belong to the Freud
series of interbanded quarl:zlte, rhyolites, greenstones, and gabbroic
sills, all of which are penetrated, particularly along their contacts,
by the Freed breccia. The physical behavior of these rocks under milling
conditions is of prime interest. The rhyolitc- is brittle, well jointed,
and has a high bursting potential, which gives rise to the worst mining
conditions in the mise. The breccia tends to slough because it is heter-
ogeneous and somewhat schisted, although sloughing is not serious. The
quartzite is found impure, commonly sericitic or micaceous, and provides
reasonably good ground. The gabbro and greenstone are medium to fine-
grained rocks which are firm except where they have been loosened along
the joints. These members of the Frood series are relatively thin ;nd
since they lie at low angles to thu ore body, attempts to locaLe openings
in the safer rocks arc hampered, Longer cross-cuts may traverse all
types et rock, but it is sometimes possible Lu favuo the best ground is
laying out drifts and raises.
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The square-set method of mining is employed to mine higher grade ore
deposits where complete extraction is desirable, where the ore and walls
require support during stoping operations, and where it is necessary to
prevent caving and subsidence of overlying and surrounding ground. It
is applicable to ore deposits of all sizes, shapes, dips and degrees of
irregularity. This method is also used to mine rib pillars, crown
pillars, and floor pillars in filled stope areas. Remniants of ore left
in place, not recoverable by other methods, and broken ore left between
chutes in filled shrinkage stopes, have been recovered by the use of
square sets. Inclined cut-and-fill is used in narrow, irregular ore,
where back support is not necessary but wall support is necessary.
Horizontal cut-and-fill was first chosen as the method uf mining, but
as the stopes were opened up, great numbers of cleavage planes and num-
erous cross fractures in the ore made square-setting necessary.

Lake Shore Mine
27 ,28

The productive veins of the Kirkland Lake district lie within a
belt of pre-Cambrian sedimentary rocks composed of metamorphosed tuff,
conglomerate, and greywacke, which occupies a synclinal trough in the old
Keewatin basement. The syncline is about two miles across, and the
strike of the beds is N 60' E. Intrusives occur in the form of dikes
and bosses, and these make up a greater part of the ore zone. The most
important of the intrusives is the porphyry, which is believed to be
related to the mineralization.

The Lake Shore ore bodies are made up of secondary minerals which
are deposited in the crushed and brecciated zones formed by an earlier
system of faults. The important geological events leading up to and
following the mineralization are as follows:

(1) Folding of sedimentary rocks and development of the syncline

now found at Kirkland Lake.

(2) The intrusion of the granitic offshoots along the ore zone.

(3) The formation of a series of overthrust faults as a result of
pressure applied from the southwest.

(4) The injection of deep-seated mineral solutions along some of
the faulted zones. It is probable chat a good part of the min-
eral deposition took place during the period of faulting.

(5) .Tongcntial strain acting on the country to the cast produced
a series of post-ore faults, accompanied by the deposftion of
calcite, barite, quartz, and chlorite in narrow seams. This
same type of mineralization is found In cross faults.

The Lake Shore vein systcum is part of the general fracture pattern
which was produced by the faulting referred to in (3) above, which formed
a parallel bcries of easterly-striking sheared zones jointed by weaker
diaý.onal fractures.
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At the Lake Shore mine there are two veins, the north and the south
vein-faults which represent the main structures. Each fault zone is
made up of several parallel fractures with characteristically diagonal
breaks joining them. The resulting structure is that of vein zones
broken up into roughly diamond-shaped blocks of all sizes. The same
block pattern exists between the two veins.

North Vein Zone. This vein is the most productive, extends more
than 2,800 feet horizontally, 4,500 feet vertically, strikes N 700 E
and dips 750 to 82* to the south. The fracture zone is more than 100
feet wide in the west portion of the ore body, but is narrower to the
east. Within the fracture zone there are heavy parallel shears or mud
seams marking the planes of movement, and the rock between the breaks
is highly crushed and brecciated. While the heaviest shear is on the
footwall side of the ore, this is not always the case, and where the,
fracturing is widespread, there are two or more well defined east-west
shears. It is along the heavy breaks where the most continuous and uni-
form ore bodies are found. However, in some places where the main
channels have apparently been rendered impervious to the flow of solu-
tions by the mud and gouge, they contain very little ore, and the sub-
sidiary cracks and branching fissures may be mineralized.

Parallel ore bodies are found in the vein zone on the west side of
the mine where parallel fractures have been mineralized. In somae c••es
the veins are separated by horses of waste, while in others the crushed
ground between contains sufficient amounts of valuable minerals to per-
mit mining of the whole width.

The minable width of ore varies considerably from place to place
along the vein, depending upon the extent of the fracturing because the
latter was the primary control in ore depositionx. Where branching ore
shoots join due to difference in dip, this creates a difficult mining
problem because stoping above wide sections of ore eventually reaches
a point where it becomes necessary to divide the width into two parts.
The Intervening waste pillars are usually highly crushed and are conse-
quently very difficult to support. Numerous cross slips occur in the
wider ore bodies in certain parts of the deposit, but these appear to
be part of the pre-ore fracture pattern. In general, the hanging wall
of the ore body is not well defined, and its outline is less regular
than the fontwAll sidp. Test holes are drilled into the hanging wall
side to determine the ore limits.

South Vein Zone, The Sot rh vein is in a strong fractured zone
which parallels the -North vein arid Lies about 400 feet south. While
the fracturing ia similar in appearance to that in the North vein, the
structure is not as strong and the ore shoots are less continuous and
narrower. This was due in part to the fact that the crushing wns less
intense and the rock between fractures is firmer and not su badly
broken up. The ore may be lower in grade, and parallel ore bodies are
much less common. Post-mineral faulting has caused very few mining
problems. Only one large fault and a few small ones are known to exist
which have been subject to movement suisequent to mineralization. The
ore in the North vein is practically one continuous body of orc, whilce
that in thLe South vein occurs in sev.ral impurtant siootb.
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Nature of Ore and Wall. Rocks. The porphyry and syenite are very
highly altered in the vicinity of the North vein and the rocks are much
lighter in color. The whole fault zone is intensely crushed and
brecciated, including the ore body itself. Quartz has been introduced
as fillings around broken fragments of rock, as irregular masses and
stringers, and not as clear cut veins, The quartz itself contains many
"fractures around which additional quartz containing gold, tellurides,
sulphides, and a minor amount of carbonates were deposited.

Coarse sulphides are lacking, except for local segregations of
chalcopyrite, and lesser amounts of galena, in some of the post-ore
calcite seams, Due to the intense fracturing, the ore in the North
vein tends to become loose during mining operations. This is parti-
cularly true in the other sections, where parting frequently takes
place along horizontal planes. The result is the formation of rather
large blocks of loose ore or rock which must be supported by timber
cribs in the stopes. Horses of waste in stope areas and thin pillars
between parallel ore bodies fail easily and are difficult to hold.
Inasmuch as these pillars always contain some values they may be in-
cluded with the ore rather than to attempt to hold them in place if
they are not too large.

I the South vein, although the rock has been less severly crushed
than that in the North vein, there has been more intense silicification
close to the main shears and considerably more fine sulphide minerali-
zation has been introduced into the ore. The result is a firmer rock
and ore which requires less support in mining. Parting along flat seams
is also less frequent in this type of ore.

Jointing is an important feature of the wall rocks of both vein
zones. As a result, the walls are weak along both ore bodies. The
effect is more noticeable in the North vein, due to tne more intense
crushing. During mining, particularly if the wall rock is porphyry,
smaller angular blocks are formed along the walls and, if they are
unsupported by backfill, or timber, the sloughing will extend for som!e
distance into the walls of the ore body. When the walls are made up
predominantly of basic syenite, larger lentLicular slabs are formed.
They are usually bounded by smooth planes coated with chlorite and
other secondary minerals, the presence of which results in treacherous
stope walls which require very careful attention. Sulphide minerali-
zation is more plentiful inl the South vein.

Effects of Pressure. One of the problems encounte red in deep
mining is the movement of rock around mine openings induced by the in-
creasing rock pressure accompanying increasing depth. Evidence of
increased pressure is usually indicated by a sag in the hanging wall
which may be accompanied by bursting of the rock. Rock bursts are the
sudden failure of rock under stress of pressure, with considerable
expenditure of energy. They occur at comparatively great depths and
depenid upon local geclogica! conditions.

Rock Bursts. The factors intluencing the incidence and severity
of rock bursts are summarized as follows: (I) depth of wotrkings, (2)
structural features of ore and enclosing rocks, (3) (hp of the ore body,
(4) concentration of mining operations, and (5) rate of mining.
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(1) Depth of workings:

For similar geological structures, the incidence of rock bursts
and possibly their violence increase with the depth of the mine workings.
Movement of the rock around openings at shallow depths is usually limited
to sloughing while the rock structure adjusts itself to the presence of
the new openings. At greater depths, however, there is a tendency for
the rock around the opening to move toward it in an attempt to establish
equilibrium conditions. According to the doming theory, this action
causes the formation of arches over the opening as successive layers of
the rock reach their ultimate strength and fail. This process continr.,es
until the dome becomes large enough that it will maintain itself. The
size of the dome depends upon the size of the excavation, the nature of
the wall rocks, the method of support, and the depth of the workings.
The most severe bursts occur where there is a merging of domnes from
contiguous stopes.

The primary cause of all movements of rock at depths in a mine is
believed to be the rock pressure due to the weight of the overlying mass.
This pressure might increase linearly with depth only if hydraulic con-
ditions are assumed, but the rigidity of the rock and discontinuities of
geologic structure almost preclude such an assumption.

(2) Structural features of ore and enclosing rocks:

The walls of mine openings are not homogeneous in structure, conse-
quently the presence of joints, contacts, bedding planes, fractures,
dikes, etc., tend to relieve the stresses wich would otherwise be built
up in the rock. Pieces of rock have been known to fly off (f the face
of contacts with explosive violence. The physical character of the rock
is also important, because hard, brittle rocks are more susceptible to
bursting than soft, weaker ones.

(3) Dip of the ore bcdy:

Rock bursts are more likely to occur in steeply dipping depcsits
than in those which dip at low angleF. If the downward pressure is re-
solved into normal and tangential components, it is suggested that in
the case of QlaL lying deposits, most of the pressure is normal to the
dcposits or openings, and all of thc cumuhativw- effect of the pressure
is not transmitted to the lower workings., Jn steeply dipping deposits,
the pressure is mostly Langentia]. and is carried downward In a cumtulative
ma ne r.

(4) Concentration of mining operations:

Mining extensively in one area tLAIds to increase the in;utahility of
the rock and the i um.d,--y toward rock-.buisLs, bl.a•.ause of the gr'Later

amount of open space and the merging of domes.
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(5) Rate of mining:

Mine development opens up only small areas and has little effect
upon rock movement. When stoping is well under way, however, and a
larger portion of the solid support of the walls furnished by the ore
body has been removed, the effects of the pressure become serious.

The most common bursts in the Lake Shore mine are (1) strain bursts
in exceptionally hard brittle rock, and (2) pillar bursts where the
pillars are too small or too few to support the constantly increasing
load.

The porphyry, and the syenite to a lesser extent, are strong and
somewhat brittle rocks. They are resistant up to a point of failure,
as compared to soft schistose rocks where the relief of stress is a
more gradual process. To what extent the fracture system in the rock
affects the occurrence of rock bursts is not known conclusively.

The type of rock burst experienced at the Lake Shore mine has been
associated with the floor pillars developed as part of the cut-and-fill
method of wining. As a result of a study of the causes of rock bursts,
a square-set filled-rill method was evolved to mine the block of ore
from the 2575 level to the 3200 level. This effectively eliminated the
objectionable features of the cut-and-fill method which resulted in
bursts of the floor pillars left during mining.

Top Slicing and Sublevel Caving

Gogebic Range.
2 9 ,30

Both Lop slicing aLid sublevel caving are employed to mine iron ore
deposits on the Gogebic Range. The ore bodies are found in several
horizons in a series of steeply dipping (550 to 700) cherty and slaty
beds which rest on a quartzite footwall, The formations arc very
regular both along their strike and dip. The deposits usunlly occur as
iron concentrations in V-shaped pitching troughs which are formed by the
intersection of igneous dikes with the footwall quartzite and with im-
pervious slaty members of the geologic column. (Figures III-A.19 and
Ill-A.20).

The size and shape of the ore bodies vary, with dimensions from a
few to several hundred feet in width and depth, and from severnl hundred
to sev\•ai thous"nd ieet inl Jengtl. The ore is composed of soft, red,
partly dehydrated hematite with lesser amounts of hard or specular
hematite.

From the accompanying geologic section (Figure III-A.19), it is
noted that the hanging wall consists of a partly leached cherty iron
formation uied slates which, as capping, vary considerabiy in tenacity
and hardness. As a rule they break into blocks or slabs which form an
interlocking gob as they cave, and ai:CI ove ý that they req-dre only
light temporary support while the slices are being driv.vn and caved back.
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Most of the ore bodies are V-shaped in transverse section, which
makes them especially suitable to mine by sublevel caving. This follows
from the fact that the shape delays the caving of the gob due to the ore
bodies being narrower on each successively lewer sublevel, which in turn
assists in producing an arch effect in the gob.

The boundary between the ore and the wall rock is often well de:ined,
but is sometimes very irregular. The hanging wall rocks in some places
contain considerable amounts of iron minerals. However, where this is
the case any small dilution of the ore by hanging wall rock does not
seriously affect the grade of the ore being mined. As a rule, the out-
lines of the ore bodies are very irregular, due to the cross-fault zones
and erratic occurrence of ore above the impervious bottoms of the troughs.

Some of the mines in this area are deeper than 3,000 feet, which
causes heavy pressures around the ming openings. Consequently, all
drifts in ore require timber support. In some places, drifts in the
immediate footwall require even more timbering, although this is not
usually the case. Also, it some localities the beds are brokc•i and dis-
placed by faults of variable strikes.

In the Eureka mine, the beds are displaced by numerous faults, dis-
placements varying from 100 feet to 600 feet. The faults dip and strike
in all directions. In some cases, they have aided in formation of the
ore bodies and other cases have served to prevent deposition in other-
wise favorable localities.

Most of the ore is a soft red hematite which requires timber support
in all tamine openings. The top of the footwall is constituted of a band
of soft red slate which has the characteristics of shale where it is
adjacent to ore bodies. It slabs off easily and is a constant cause of
dilution of the ore. The hanging wall or capping is usually found to
be a cherty iron formation, and the contact between this formation and
the ore is very irregular. The hanging rock is usually structurally
strong enough to stand without support. However, when blocks of this
rock are weakened by mining operations, they slab off after ore has been
removed.

Two types of ore bodies are found in the Eureka mine. (Figure
III-A.21). The most typical one consists of masses of ore which are
triangular in cross section lying at the intersection of diorite dikes
with the footwall. The other type consists of narrow blankets of ore
5 to 20 feet in width which lie on the footwall. The capping is strong
and hard, but has been weakcned longitudinally by seams of ore and trans-
versely by cross-jointing planes 8 Lo 20 inches apart.

Block Caving

Climak Molybdenum Mine

The geological conditions at the Climax mine are sunuasrized by
Bucky as follows: 31
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Shape. The top portion of the deposit is dome-shaped, the next
lower portion being an elliptical ring with the center area barren and
siliceous. The ore body beneath this is also elliptical in shape with
the center ore-bearing.

Dimensions. At the Phillipson level the ore body is an elliptical
ring with an axis of 3,000 feet in the northeasterly direction and an
axis of 2,800 feet in a southeasterly direction. The mineralized section
is 400 feet wide. Its depth is unknown.

Dip. The dip is steep and variable, from 90" to doming over the top.

kp.t•i.& The thickness varies from 0 to considerably over 300 feet.

Estimated Tonnage. Over 100,000,000 tons.

Ore Mineralization. Molybdenite is found finely disseminated in
quartz veinlets in fractures.

Ore Characteristics. Valuable minerals occur in a silicified schist
and granite, and in early porphyry.

Mineral Content of Ore. Varies, estimated fraction of 1 percent.

Physical Characteristics of Ore Body. The granite is hard but is
cut by numerous small sericitic fractures. The ore body in general is
intensely fractured. The degree of silicification varies from intense
at the footwall to slightly altered at the hanging wall.

Physical Characteristics of Capping. Composed of the same type of
rock as the ore body, but has been subject to considerable surface alter-
ation and less silicified. It is softer and weaker than the ore body.

Descriptions from a recent study of King32 are repeated here in
considerable detail because his work illustroteR the qualitative geolo-
gic principles of rock mechanics and block caving. A horizontal section
of the mine on the Phillipson level (Figure III-A.22) shows that the
outer ore zone is an annular ring varying in width from 300 to 800 feet,
surrounding harren silicified rock. Vertical sections (Figures III-A.23
and III-A.24) reveal the ore zone to be dome shaped with its apex trun-
cated by glaciation. An outer ore zone overlies the barren core
described above, and is itself overlain on the flanks of the dome with
unmineralized rock. The central ore zone of similar shape lie8 under
the core of barren rock.

The molybdenite is distributed uniformly through a zone of moduiately
silicified granite, schist, and quartz nionzonite porphyry, around the
highly silicified core. It occurs in veinlets associated with fine
granular quartz and pyrite, these mioerals replacing altered and frac-
tured granite, schist, and porphyry, and as coatings on numerous fractures
in these rocks.
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While the Climax ore body is intensely fractured, many fractures
are mineralized and no longer represent planes of weakness. Much of
the fracturing is post-niineral. however. These fracLuiuse aie &oiierally
filled with sericite and gouge, or they remain as unmineralized joints
separating otherwise massive rock into blocks of various size.

Important differences in the behavior of ore and various types of
rock were recognized and a study was made to determine the relation of
the cave-ability of the rocks to their physical characteristics. This
study brought out the importance of geological structures, including
mineralization, silicification, sericitization, and decomposition.

For classification purposes the rock was divided into four types:
(1) very strong, (2) moderately strong. (3' moderately weak, and (4) very
weak. Each can be readily distinguished from the others and their dis-
tribution is shown in the accompanying sections.

The rocks in class (1) are very strong; hard, and competent. They
are constituted of that material which is unmineralized and relatively
unfractured around the ore body,, and of rock which has been highly min-
eralized, such as that occurring inside the footwall of the ore zone.
Here the original rock is almost completely replaced by quartz and
fracturing and jointing are present in minimum amounts. Rock of this
description represents that at one extreme end of the range of physical
characteristics.

The rocks with properties of those in class (4) are very weak, soft,
and incompetent, and are best represented by the broken and crushed rock
found along fractures and faults. Characteristic features include in-
tense fracturing and crushing sericitization, banded quartz with vugs,
coarse fluorite and pyrite. This type of rock constitutes not more than
one percent of the area of any section.

Most of the rock falls in classes x2" and (3). Moderate silici-
fication, generally fresh rock, wide sparing of fractures (6 inches to
more than 2 feet) are characteristic features of moderately strong rock.
Post-mineral faults are not prominent In this class, nor is thcre much
sericite or soft material filling the new fractures that are present.

Moderately weak rock is distinguished from class (2) by a more
closely spaced (1 inch to 2 feet) fracture pattern, by the presence of
more iron oxide and sericite along the fractures, and by partly de-
composed rock.

The caving properties of thcse zc6ks are as follows:

I. The first class is, considered uncaveable because it is capable
of maintaining support and can arch over openuings of several hundred
feet. Also, if sufficienitly large stopes could be developed to cause.
failure in this type, the caved rock would break into blocks too large!
for efficient hnndling. This tyre c-f ruck occurs in the silicified
core-, bht affects mining adver:-;-iy in oniv one area.
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2. Moderately strong rock is caved successfully, but stopes should
be more than 200 feet by 200 feet to initiate caving if the stope is
isolated from other caved rock. The caved blocks of rock are generally
large and will conform somewhat to the spacing of fractures and Joints,
There is little tendency to pipe or funnel because arches form and be-,
come stable over several draw points. This causes high hangups and pre-
vents excessive draw from the individual points. When the draw is
extended laterally, the rock eventually caves over a larger area. This
type of rock is stable for most underground openings and constitutes
about 40 percent of the total. Little or no timber is required at
intersecting drifts or raise and shaft stations.

3. Moderately weak rock caves readily and the rock breaks to a
size (up to 10 feet) that is easy to handle through draw points and
in slusher drifts. Two sLusher stopes are sufficient to start caving
(200 feet by 100 teet). Large drifts in this type of rock require
timbering. It makes up about one-half the total volume of the miner-
alized area.

4. Very weak rock is not Stable for large openings, and drifLing
or raising through this type of ground requires complete, close timbering.
Unsupported openings as large as 25 feet fail and cave. The problem is
not in getting the rock to cave, but in maintaining slusher drifts and
stations, and fingers long enough to draw large tonnages.

It is believed that the genera] fracturing of the mineralized area
makes block caving possible. A good portion of the rock between frac-
tures is hard and strong, and the whole mass would be very competent
if it were not separated into blocks by fracturing. The majority of
breaks occur along existing planes of weakness. The weak structures
are those that have fractures filled with sericite, or thin pyrite and
molybdenite veins.

Following are somne Important principles regarding the, distributioln
of rock classes relative to the surface, silicification, rock types,
and mineralization. The rock within one hundred feet of the surface
has been weakened as a result of the processes of chemicni change and
decomposition characteristics of the surface rocks. This is shown in
the accompanying vertical sections. Most fractures exhibit iron oxide
or iron-stained sericite filling, and in many places actual oxidation
has penetrated the rock. Diamond drill cores from this rock are soft,
vuggy, and break Into gravel when they are split.

Other moderately weak rock ,ccurb west of the ore body adjacent
to the Mosquito fault. Here thc rock is predoninantly schist with
little silicification and cxhibits ,. ,inderaLety close spaced fracture
pattern. Difficulty in diamond drilling is abov- averago and core
recovery is lower than average,

The extremely strong rock can be correlated roughly with high sill-
cilication, but it does not occupy thu e,,t ire /,one of silicification.
Here is found a mininum of post-minerai fractu inlg, and definite pyrite
and molybdenite veinlets are not pre.ent. 1However, widcly separated
fracture zones and joints coat :d with no]lybdenit e do uccur, and these
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probably cause the relatively stable rock to break up after it has
been undermi; -d by caving on the lower levels. The central silici-
fied barren core is an arch-shaped mass of very strong rock, with but
few fractures which would permit caving if it were ore.

Moderately strong rocks and moderately weak rocks occur irregularly
in all formationi. These include granite, schist, and quartz monzonite
porphyry, which have been equally fractured. Porphyry dikes cutting
across the ore body are prominent weak structures. Two major faults
are important because of their location, primarily because they must be
avoided when large openings are planned.

Conclusions

1. Silicification is closely related tc strength where there has
been no post-mineral faulting.

2. General fracturing makes caving possible. This is aided con-
siderably by alteration and thinly mineralized fissures of pyrite and
molybdenite. The weak structures are fractures filled with sericite,
or the thinly mineralized veins.

3. Schist, porphyry, and granite are equally fractured, mineralized,
and altered. All strengths of rock may occur in any of them.

4. The caving characteristics of the Climax ore body are thus
related in a quantitative manner to the geologic structure and physical.
"Pro,-erties of the ore and rock.

Vanderwilt33 notes that alteration increases gradationaily from
Ott. wonglng wall side of the ore zone to the footwall side. The foot-
wall is a massive fine-grained quartz replacement of the host rock
(granite, schlist, and quartz prophyry). The alteration consists of
quartz and orthoclase replacement as well as general decomposition of
the feldspars which makes it difficult to distinguish rock types ini
some areas in the ore zone.

The rock throughout the whole ore zone is cut by closely spaced
fractures which show no predominant pattern or orientation except in
local areas. The spacing of fractures in the ore varies on the average
from less than an inch to about 6 inches. In the fine-grained quartz
in the footwall the spacing Is about 6 inches to 24 inches. This
quartzose rock is stronger thaRT the rock in the ore zone.

The rock betweea fractures is moderately hard and strong, the
best visible evidence of strength being the number and type of frac-
tures present. As described above, King used these as a basis for
mapping the caveability of the rock.

The various kinds of fractures and lines of weakness may be classi-
fied in four groups: (I) The first is the oldest and includes small
(0.05 t'.) 0.1 inch) quartz-molybdenite veins, aome of which have been
well cemented with quartz. (2) The second group to develop consists of
many quartz-topaz-pyrite seams carrying minor quantities of clialCupyrite,
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sphalerite, galena, and wolframite. (3) The third group contains nmner-
ous tight joints and open fractures filled with sericite, which cut bothI• molybdenite and pyrite veins. (4) The last group includes many partly
cemented fractures which were reopened by post-mineral movement. As the

T rock caves during mining operations, the post-mineral fractures and
sericite-filled fractures are the most favorable planes of weakness along

7" which separation takes place. Separation along pyrite seams is common,
while the quartz-molybdenite veins are the least important lines of
weakness.

Inspiration Mine. 31

The Inspiration ore body is a mass of irregular outline with a
bottom which is reasonably regular. Its average length is 8,000 feet,
average width is 800 feet, and average thickness is 200 feet. The dip
of the deposit varies from 0* to 30' and the capping varies from 0
to 500 feet in thickness. The ore minerals arc chalcocite, malachite,
asurite, and chrysocolla, which are distributed along cracks, fractures,
and in crevices. Chalcocite and cuprite are found disseminated in
(Pinal) schist and (Schultz) granite.

The ore body has been completely fractured and is very weak. Due
to the fractures it caves readily. The ore body is bounded on the east
by a fault on the other side of which lies the Miami deposit. On the
west the deposit becomes too thin for possible mining.

The capping is also very weak, but breaks too fine, does not pack
and flows readily.
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Case History of Underground Power Station

Power Station, Snowy Mountains, Australia.

One of the most successful applications of a combined knowledge
of rock mechanics and its relationship to structural geology is found
in the construction of a power station in Snowy Mountains, Australia. 3 4 , 3 5

The station is eleven hundred feet underground in a granite mass which
exhibits sheeting, faulting, and jointing. The dimensions of the ma-
chine hall are 306 feet in length by 77 feet in maximum width with a
height of 104 feet maximum. Physical properties of rocks were deter-
mined together with residual rock stresses. These were utilized in
relationship to rock structure in an effort to orient the openings in
order to avoid weakening the underground structure. Photoelastic
studies were also made to ascertain important stress concentrations.

Geology. The regional geology of the area is shown in Figure III-A.25.
Rugged mountains in the area are composed predominantly of granitic rocks
and slightly metamorphosed sedimentary rocks whose age varied from Ordovi-
cian to Devonian. In plateau areas the granite is intensely altered but
in low stream valleys is found to be fairly fresh. The Tumut River ncar
the power station has cut a steep V-shaped valley about 2000 feet deep
in the table land, while to the east the basalt from a plateau fills a
floor of an ancient valley. Both of these structures may have affected
the residual underground stresses. As shown in Figure III=A.26 the Tl
and T2 power stations have been located in a complex mass of granitic
paragneiss and granulite which has been intruded by sheets of granite.
The metamorphic rocks are known as the Boomerang Creek granitic gneiss
and the igneous granite as Happy Valley granite. Marginal zones of the
granite are heavily faulted andasheared. The immediate area in the
vic.:inity of the power station is intersected by a series of overthrust
faults with zones of crushed rock, clay, and close jointing near or in
fault zones. Because of the instability of surface soil and weathered
surface rock the penstocks were placed underground. The geology of the
Tl power site is shown in Figures III-A.26 and III-A.27.

Geological Structure of the Site. As indicated above, the rock in
the area of Lite power station site is of two types, gneiss and granite.
The granite is found in sheet-like masses 100 to 300 feet thick intruding
into the gneiss. The contact between these two types of rock Is grada-
tional, varying in thickness from a few feet to as much as 20 feet.
These rock masses are intersected by a series of overthrust faults
which trend northeast and generally dip 300 to 400 southeast. A large
fault is found in the locality of the headrace surge-tank which i.E about
1000 feet in elevation above the main machine hall. The fault zone
ranges in thickness between 50 and 90 feet and consists mainly of closely
Jointed granite v'Aich contains several seams composed of crushed rock
and clay one to five feet thick.

A second fault zone is found in the tailrace tunnel 4,000 feet
downstream of the station. Tectonic action has resulted in a very
closely jointed and softened gneiss which contains many thin crushed
zones and clay seanis up to one foot in width. The power station is
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thus in a mass of rock which lies between these two faults. The site
itself is free from major faults but the rock mass evidences much pre-

vious strain in the form of slickensides along joints and by the pres-
ence of minor faults which are related to the ones of major size. Two

small faults which show little displacement intersect the machine hall.
Both have resulted in fracturing and jointing in the granite and gneiss.
An additional fracture zone occurs in the lower part of one of the
power station walls but is found cinly in the granite.

Both types of rock are jointed, the pattern being similar in, each.

Spacing of the joints in the gneiss however, is closer than that in the
granite and the character of the joint surfaces is also different. The
joint. pattern ha6 indicated that the joints may bc grcuped inuc three

principal sets (Figure ITI-A.27'. Most of the ground water inflows into
the excavations were found to come in through the joints of set c,
whereas the other two •et. were practically dry.

While many of the joints appear to be slickensided the majority
were rough enough to have a high coefficient of friction. The effect

of this is to offer considerable resistance to slipping or rotational
shear. Much of the jointed rock immediately around the excavation was
comparatively loose. Slight movemente in the crushed blocks here re-

lieved the stress and transferred it to the layers behind. Thus, it it,
postulated that a destressed zone of rock exists immediately about the
openings. Two forms of supports were used to hold this loose rock in
place, that of conventional steel supports and rock bolts. The manner
of placing the bolts in supports was based upon the results of a program

of investigation designed to evaluatc the best techniques for bolt
installation.

The first considerations concerning geologic structure were the
placement of roof bolts to offer support to the immcdiate surfac, e of

the excnyations8 such support to be of both temporary and perm.anavnt
nature. J The bolts were ten to flfteLen feet long snd were spaced on
centers of about four or five feet. Spa.uing was varied somewhat to
conform with. the directions of fra Luring and jcinting, !n arl', ,

excessive loosening of rock frafn',:ii ec:.-urred, part [cularly in th'
vicinity of faailts, steel mesh was -ml loy='d bct-we-n rorek bol,•;. Rock
failure by rupturing or spalling was noted only in the case of isolatuod
pillars. Strain measurements wr- ,-mad,? h th in reinforced conc'r,:?te arch

ribs and horizontal aluminuw p:'intt, at: uh:' en:ds of concroete ribs and an-

gular rotation points on reinfcrc,-d contrete, abutment bean's Certsaifn
asymmetries in roof strain w-re observed and were believeod t:u be at. lecast
in part due to the topography cf the val. icy -edir the installation HIt.C
The presence of faults nearby may :•1-"sh b,'i an effert S" al- '

land VI).
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D)ETA~L. PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTATION O.F STRESSES

Introductioni

In this appendix a method of comrputing stresses in ribs is explainied
step by step. To ilustrate this emplanati1on the stresses in a 2-piece
continuous rib fir a tunnel with a scmni-circular roof, Examrple No. 1,
is computed.

E~xamplc No. 2 is included to show the effect of side pressure Oil
straight-legged ries and the beneficial effect of conve'rting, the tullnel
croso-sect ion to a full circle when side pressures are oncouni-ered.

Bt~airpl~e No. 1 24 At. x 27 F~L. Tunnel

Construction ofLoad Dia.gramu

Sec Fig. IX-A. 1, a tunnel 24 ft. wide., semi--etrcotiirr arch, 13 ft.
vertical side wal~ls. Crown is assumed to be 11in1ged and the ends, of the
archi are f ixed.

1.Draw the outside "design'' 1line of the concýrete For hall. Lhe
tunne1- I.

2. mraw In the rib, wiM lts t outs ide flange on the out. aId,. des igo
co[rn C U! I inc . Ass ume I." rib (de1pth for ech i 3 feet-t of tunnel. width.
Draw nieutlral ax Is of rib: 8" V1.1.

3. Draw in ca i the''verirvak'' f.ine jmral11 a ICo out i.de fl~ango aI. 1-11):
8'' OfEact from r-hb

4 . ASS A1one the orax imum hi ockitog po i..1 LSpa -ing 11nd md1(i.cat.e, the1
blockinug pourky on or.t e out s ide f'lange or, Htin 1-Uir. (IThe hi arklogr pointl
shih'lid ho at- Hit jnc . ion ho weon aqrch and( stra ight leug (a1L. or near
Ht, ipe(jr ing j hw); anotchor toca lcd not more tilul 6 Ili. from1 Ht!e Le('wII

Jol ot ,Labe)l the block lg, point-s 1, 2, 3, (1etc., :Aathi lg at the spit' hrg

Aý;0C1 til) 11i-b8 1)(i l'ArJyý'W C..j rI 1axi(miliii cuoll t ions), Lil(p b-ecoii,. anod

t1iri rd Hi octý I 111 1)01 Ietc froir tlit, Crown jor it shrou ILI Ili If. Hthe ma1,x imill

i;pae iii ogleron tire first- hI ocing pofint. This inducej max imumli throat-- ill

tirearch, A max<11m I lout hi oc ig Should siaai W prio [I le

hi' lekilni po int from 1. teCr cx.oh'' tor hirico rllaxilriiml ieiiingl'4 mflorrient

Inl 1,i1e rr ncri.il. leg: 50h - Mai. * max l b jur lrc' Uj, 'Pil at [aig

.Pr1j1'ct hiMkI UJg lltlilltC rad ~aJly to the(. ie.'el,reakl lino and 1-wo

Proct'.or, it .V ., et . a] ., Rock r~inj1ij)l w.0 tirU-tee Sunpjjo rt Cfiurerciai

Shi i., I: g and Staimp i ig , 166
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6. Assume the upper boundary of the body of rock which is to be
carried by the rib. Draw vertical lines upward from the mid-points
between the overbreak blocking points. The panels thus obtained repre-
sent the volume of rock acting at each blocking point: 10 ft. of rock.

7. Assume a rib spacing, and weight per cubic foot of rock. Com-
pute the vertical load at each point and, to some suitable scale of pounds
per inch, show each load acting vertically on the overbreak blocking
point, as W in Fig. T.X-A.l.

Daea: 10 ft. of rock; 4 ft. rib spacing; weight of, 170
lbs. per cu. it. = 6800 lb. per ft. of rib, projected on
a horizontal line.

8. As shown in Fig. 9.25 rpsolve each vertical force W at the
overbreak blocking point into a radial load force F and a tangential
component F if the tangent is inclined less than 250 to the horizontal,
otherwise ai 250 component as in Fig. 9.24h.

9. Show an upward vertical reaction R at the spring line (point .).
10. Draw in the chords connecting the neutral axis blocking points.

These chords represent the direction of the thrust in each panel.

Construction of Force Polygon

11. From a common point (pole) draw a vertical ray Rv and rays
parallel to each thrust line (chord) and label them T1_2, T2 - 3, etc.
End up with a horizontal ray Rh.

12. Compute the sum Rvt of all the vertical loads W which act
on one-half of the tunnel roof. According to Fig. IX-A.l the roof
carries only one of the two components of each of the weights W. There-
fore the total vertical pressure RV on one-half of the roof is smaller
than Rvt. However, its real value is not yet known. Hence, It is nec-
essary to construct a trial polygon starting at an arbitrarily selected
point on the ray Rv. For the sake of convuoence, it is advisable to
assume this point at a distance 0.80 R fvir'.: the pole. Starting at
this point draw a line f, (parallel to forve C on the load diagram)
to Intcrsect ray 1-2. From this intersection draw a line f2 paralle0
to force F to intersect ray 2-3, and repeat until the horizontal ray
Rh is reacged, thus completing the trial forca polygon.

Rt is 86133 lbs. 807% of Rvt 1.s 68906 lbs.

13. Now compare f 2 on the polygon with force F2 on the load dia-
gram, f 3 with force F 3 and so on. Usually at one or more points the
radial component F on the load diagram will *-xcved the corresponding
trial polygon fotuc f.

14. Transfer all. frcfem F which exceed the correoponding trial
polygon forces f to the polygon, extending the rays as necessary, and
complete a new polygon for the force f farthest remov-,d from the pole.
This Ls the true force polygon. It will be noted that all the other
true polygon furces f are now greater than the cnrrecponding forces F
on the load diagram, Thu excess represents the force of passive resia-
tance mobilized by the rock against the active tendency of the rib to
advance toward the rocl. Maximum excess is at point 6. In Fig. IX-A.l
the passive rebistance furnished by the rock has been plotted as the
thick part of the arrow.
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Determination of Thrusts

15. The length of the rays of the true force polygon represent
thrust. Since the design must be based on the most unfavorable stress
conditions, determine which is the longest ray. Thrust is uniform and
maximum in all panels of maximum block spacing because of constant curva-
ture of rib. Thrust scales 85600 lbs.

Note: The excess of Rvt over R in Fig. IX-A.' represents that
part of the rockload on the roof which is transferred by friction forces
onto the rock located next to the tunnel. It is always very small com-
pared to the total load which the friction forces coul;d ca;rry. Thus, for
instance, in Fig. IX-A.l the excess amounts to about 0.02 Rh whereas the
friction forces co,,ld carry at least Rh x tan 250 = 0.45 Rh. This is due
to the fact that the vertical co.ponený of the passive forces (thick
part of the arrows F, to F5 ) relieves the load which would otherwise be
carried by the friction forces.

Bending Moment

16. As stated in Chapter IX it is nUt worth while Lo determine the
intensity of the various mome!nts as the rib, being of constant section,
must be proportioned for the maximum. This maximum occurs at the
blocking point next t:o the crown joint blocking point. The bending moment
MW cannot exceed .86 Mt and for design purposes may be taken as .86 Mt.
Maxfmum moment is at point 5.

Maximum Total Stress

17. The stim of the compressive stress due to the thrust and the
maximum compressive stress doe to bending is the maximum total stress.

Computations for Stresses in Arch Rib

18. The following symbols are used in the formulas below:
C Chord length between neutral axis blocking points, in incheb,

(measured on the load diagram or computed): 68.4 in., computed.
R Radius of noutral axis of rib, in inches, from load diagram:

140.0 in.
h Rise of arc between blocking points, in inches, computed.

t4 Bending moment in Inch-'pouods if rib sectionn; could be pin
connected at blocking points, computed.

?,nax L.ý Maxiinurn bending mormert, in Inch-pounds, in rib continuous
for at least 4 blocking points, computed.

T Thrust, It, poinds, sc'alf.d from true force poegon-r 8960() Ilbs.
S S'ction Modulu.; of beam rnder consideration, from structural

hand book: S 1: .8.0 in. 8 x 5k in. WF-beam, 21 lbs. per foot.
A Sectional Ar,-n of beam under consideration, less holes, in

sq. i•nchcs, from sLructural hand book, reduced by computat ion:
A - b.18 sq. in. less .22 sq. in. for 7/8 in. tie rod hole
5.9k, sq. in.

fr Stresc In arch portion of rib, in pounds per sq. in., computed.
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The following formulas are used in stress computations:

.1 f4.4')2
h = 140 .- 0 2.1 in.

Mt = hT (equation 1)

M= 2.1 x 85600 z 179,760 in.-lbs.

M.max = .86 N t (equation 4)

M .86 x 17-9760 154594 in.-Ibf.

+ max
r A S

fr 4L5-- .+=---58 - 22950 lbs. per sq. in.
r 5.96 1.8

f all Allowable fibre sLtre.6s 24000 p.s.J., for temporary con-
struction. (May he set at any desired figure). Since

thu sLLt8s fr of 22950 p.s.i. is less than the allowab1u
stress f. 1 1 of 24000 p.s~i., this rib is considered
sat is factory.

Ley, Checked as a Column

19. Having thus selected the beam to be used for the arch, it may
be interesting to investigate whether this beam is capable of actirig as
n column to carry the forces down to subgrade. In Chapter IX it is shown
that the leg is normally amply strong, but a check is made hlere for the
beiieft: oi Ohose inLetarestd.

First, the p.rmitted stress in the log is computed by means of one
of the customary column formulos. This computation takes care of lack
of trite homogeneity In the metal, variation in the shape and thickness
olI the sect ton, and ecceihricity of appl.cation of Lhu forces. All of
those diparturus friom perfect condLLitns cause the axial force to set
li t; heedind t moment in tile leg. This moinunt: is maximum at the middle
of the log nmd rr-qtutres reduction of the allowable stress.

Second, the stress .i tLhe let; is computed and compared to thi rcduced
a Il ,.ble strss.

20. The following symbols are in addition to those in Parograph 18.
fr - Maximum permitted fibre stress at; rid-point, in IbN. per
red

sq. in., computed.
Allowable fibre stress 24,000 p.s.i., for temporary otruc-
tureS, . issumed.
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M = Bending moment at spring line in inch.-lbs., computed.
MI = Bending moment at point of maximum deflection of leg in

upper half of middle third, in inch-lbs., computed,
dI " Deflection of the leg caused by bending moment MI, in inches,

computed.

d2 = Total deflection of leg in the upper half of the middle
third, caused by the sum of the moments, in inches, computed.

E = Modulus of Elasticity of the structural steel. used in the
rib, which is 29,400,000 lbs, per sq. in,

I = Moment of Inertia of the beam under consideration, from struc-
tural handbook; I = 73.8 in. 4

Rv = Thruat acting on the leg, in pounds, scaled from Lrue force
polygon: Rv = 84500 ibco

L = Length of leg below spring line blocking point, in inches,
front load diagram: I = 156 in.
Stress in leg at spring line, in lbs. per sq. in., computed.

fc = Stress in the leg at point of maximum deflection, in lbs.
per sq. in., computed.

r = Radius of gyration for the major axis of the section, from
structural handbook: r = 3.45 in,

Stressns in Leg

21. Reduction of allowable stress. Two con-uonly used formulas
for reduction of allowable stress in columns are given below.

"all
fred 12

I+ ....
fallr

24U00
fred 2 4 0 00 156 2 22,115 p.s.i.

S+

24000 x 3ý452

This is the Amurican Instlitutc of Steel Coostruction formula toL
Strut Loading.

Frd all x -7000 .485 "

red t800 1i6 (2iI

, 24000 1700 - .40= 21,345 p.s.l.

This is the well-known straight line form'ln adji.,ted to an allow-
able fibre strcsq ot her than 18000 p.s.-i. This straight line formula
will orditiarily givc somewhat lower values than tim A.I.S.C. forntula
in the range of I/r coui-noo ly encouwntered In rib design.
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22. Computation of stresses in leg. The following formulas are used.

M, = b7tlt = .b~h

M .67 x 2.1 x 85600 = 120,440 in.-ibso

fM

85600 120440fl + I"--s.- 21050 p.s.i.
1 5.96 18.0

M 12

dI =- .0642 -E-

d=.0642 x 120440 x 24,336 087 in
d 29400000 x 73.8

(.578M1 ) 2

c .578MI - dlR

M (.578 x 120440)2c .578 x 120440 -. .087 x 84500

R M

c A S

84500 + 77800 - 18500 p.s'i.
-5.96 18.0

To be satisfaLztory, the stress in the leg must satisfy bollh conditions
below.

f1 must be lesu than fall, 210;0 is less than 24000.

f must be less than f : 18500 is less than 21345 (or 22115)

Thus thiy beam selected for the arch rib is also quite satlsfactory
!..r the leg.

Exanile No. 2 -, Tunnel Sulpport Sublect to Side Pressure

This example (Figure IX.A-2) sr'ts forth the comptutatiotos made to
illustrate the advantages of a full circle rib over a straight lcgated
r H)~ whe :n s -A' pr. ISSu re0 a i c. I II i CL t ed W It , L 0. . pi L I ' , j, L, icsU

It t.• necessary to la- tLi .;ht and pack solid, as would lte the case in
squ•ezing rock. Hlence the blocking point spacing is reduced to zuro and
b,_ecause of this, thcre ar,.e no bending stresses in the curved poitioon of
the r I b
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In the following paragraphs, the maximum stress in the rib is com-
puted for each type under vertical and under combined loading, This is
done for 10 ft. of rock, weighing 170 lbs. per cu. ft. with ribs spaced
at 4 ft. The respective carrying capacities in ft. of rock are then
obtained by increasing the load till the fiber stress reaches the per-
mitted stress.

Case 1 - Vertical Load Only on Straight Le&ged Rib

An inspection of the force polygon shown in Example 1, where a
50-in. blocking point spacing was used, reveals that the thrust T iu
less than the total vertical reaction R.t. As the blocking point
spacing is reduced the thrust T increases until at zero spacing T - Rt"

Rvt = the vertical load on half the tunnel.
24T~ ~ 1 v - 0 x 1J0 =81600 lbs.

A = 8.870 sq. in., for 8 x 8 in. WE-beam, 31 lbs. (after deduct-

ing for tie rod hole).
T 816O0 ~Upsif "" A1 - 8.8" = 9200 P.S.i.
A 8.87

Inasmuch as there is no bending moment in the arch rib, f is also
the stress in the straight leg, or f = fe. However, the leg Is con-
sidered to be a slender column and whereas the allowable figure stress
fall in the arch may be taken as 24000 p.s.i. the fibre stress fr d
permitted for the leg is smaller on account of the danger of buckling.

r = 3.4/ in., for 8 x 8 in. WF-beam, el lbs.

1 l114.8 in., the length of the strai.ht leg.

24000 000 - 21900 2190
fred 018000 -- .8 r

As fc cannot exceed fred' the leg limits the capacity of the rib

sot. The capacity iip in feet of rock then is

fred 21900
H :rF- 1 e f 9200 x 10 ý 23.8 ft.

C

Caso 2 - Side Unit Pressure Ejual !o 1/3 the Unit Vertical Pressure

Acting on the Straf.•.tt Lepged Rh.

The thrust T in the arch remains the same as in Case 1 as the
vertical load on the arch rib ckauses the rib to press outward against.
the rock with a greater force than the assumed inward horizontal pres-
sure. (Note: This statement is true for the ratios of leg length to
arch risv and horiZontal pressurC Lo vertical p-eG5irc In thli example.
A 'on1ger leg add/oc. gl••Ler ratio of horizontal Lu vertical pressure
may vitiate this ot atcnt.)
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There is no bending moment transmitted into the leg from the arch
as in F~xample 1. Bending and deflection in the leg does resplt, how-

ever, from the horizontal pressure. Hence the leg is subjected to c~om-
bined stress, i.e., compression due Lo the thrust T transmitted into
it from the arch rib, and bending stress from two causes, one being
from the active external horizontal ground pressure, and the other from
the thrust acting about the deflection resulting from the first.

Since the thrust T and consequently the stress in the arch is known,
as explained in Case 1, the following computations deal only with the

sLresses in the leg, which J.imit the capacity of the rib set, For the
sake of simplicity the stra..ght leg is considered to be vertical.

The following additional symbols and formulas are used in the
computations.

1h = Bending moment caused by lateral pressure, in Jin.-lbs.
Mh is maximum at .125 x I below mid-point of leg.

Mc = Bending moment from all causes combined at point of maxi-
mum deflection, in in,-lbs. The maximuim deflection is slightly
below mid-point of leg.

di = Maximum deflection of leg caused by moment Mh in inches. This
occurs at .078 x I below mid-point of leg.

d2 = Total maximum deflection, from all causes combined, in inches.
Maximum slightly below mid-point of leg.

E Modulus of Elasticity, 29,400,000 p.s.i.
I Moment of Inertia, 109.7 in. 4 , for 8 x 8-in. WF-beam, 31 lbs.
Rv R - T ý Thrust acting on leg, 81600 lbs.
fc A ress in leg at point of maximum deflection, In p.s.i.
W Total horizontal pressure of rock on straight leg, in poundn.
HP Height of rock causing vertical load, 10 ft,
w Weight per cu. ft. of rock, 170 lbs.
1 Length of straight leg in inches, - 114.8 in.
a Rib spacing, 4 ft.

all wl

W RH P .. _ 4 x 10 x 170 x 114.8 21700 lbs.
3 x 12 3 x 12

Wl
NI 14.2 for a beam fixed at one end and with simple support at

21.700 x 114,8
the other 14.2 175,440 in,-lbs. This occur.-

at .125 x 1 or 14.3 in. belcow mid-point of leg.

d Wl 21700 x - 055 In. This occurs at.
S18571 185 x 29400000 x 109.7 0

.078 x 1 or 9 in, below mid-point of leg.

The above moment and deflection are increased by the thrust T
or tug around dI as a lever arm. These are both maximum near the mid-
polrnt of lee so that when added to Mh the resulting total moment M.
ib maximum ji.st below the mid-point. It is not important to find out
just where,
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2
H - 1754402

c h - djRvt 175440 - .055 x 81600 180,050 in. lbs.
lt M

vt c 81600 105
fc = -A s + . + 2705 - 9200 + 6571 15770 p.s.i.

'ghis stress was caused by 10 ft. of rock. The capacity of the rib
set then is H = 10 x fred 10 x 21900 13.9 ft.p f - 15770 19

Thus it may be seen that when side pressure is acting the straight
leg reduced considerably the load which may be carried by a horseshoe
shaped rib.

This limitation may be removed by converting to a circular extrados.
Design for the circular shape is described below.

Case 3 - Full Circle Rib

A circular rib, using the same rib profile as the horseshoe shape
is drawn over the horsesboe layout, allowing for minimum concrete thick-
ness at the bottom corncrs and the crown. The size required for the
24 ft. by 24 ft. tunnel under consideration is 26 ft. O.D.

Since the ribs Are fully lagged and dry packed there is no bending
moment in the rib. Passive Lesistance of the surrounding ground causes
the thrust line LO pass through the centroid of the rib section at all
points as previously described, Therefore, the stress is entirely
•:o',r•sivc, aiA! im -qual• 'o v :-'half the vertical load. (Horisontal
thrusL in the ring due to vertical load is greater than the active hor-
izontal load from the ground..)

The number of feet nf rock Ahich the rib will carry is determined
froni the compression stepngth ei the rib,

T. RI -Af 8.87 x 24000 -212,880 lbs.
VL all

2T 2 x 212880
H 2 2x 24.1 feet of rock"p (OD.) sw 26 x ' 3.70
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